
VIENNA: Several countries monitoring Iran’s nuclear
program have picked up information that the country’s
only power-producing nuclear reactor was damaged by
one or more of several recent earthquakes, with long
cracks appearing in at least one section of the structure,
two diplomats said yesterday. Iran is under UN sanc-
tions for refusing to stop nuclear programs that could
be used to make weapons, even as it insists it has no
such plans. Its Bushehr nuclear plant is not considered a
proliferation threat. But some nations are concerned
about how safe it is. Iran has refused to join an interna-
tional nuclear safety convention and persistent techni-
cal problems have shut the plant for lengthy periods
since it started up in Sept 2011 after years of construc-
tion delays.

Reports of the International Atomic Energy Agency
in February and May said the agency had been
informed by the Iranians that the facility was shut
down, without specifying why. Kuwait and other Arab
countries are only a few hundred kilometers away from
Iran’s Bushehr reactor, which is on the Gulf coast, and
are particularly worried about the safety of the Russian-
built reactor. Saudi Arabia mentioned Bushehr as a safe-
ty concern yesterday at a session of the Vienna-based
IAEA’s 35-nation board.

But Iran insists the plant is technically sound and
built to withstand all but the largest earthquakes
unscathed. Officials in Tehran reassured the internation-
al community after the quakes struck in April and early
May that the facility was undamaged. 

Continued on Page 15
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MoI vows no respite in 

crackdown on illegals
MoH defends barring expats from morning treatment

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Interior is committed to crack
down hard on lawbreakers, particularly those violating
residency and labor laws and regulations, a ministry
official said yesterday. Anyone who’s been convicted of
any civil, criminal or traffic case and has been listed on
court documents as an offender and has not abided by
a court sentence will be tracked down and be made
accountable to the terms of his or her sentence, said
Maj Gen Tariq Hamada, director of security at the
Capital governorate. 

This will be partly done through on the spot moni-
toring of major roads and thoroughfares as well as resi-
dential neighborhoods and marketplaces and any-
where undocumented unemployed workers hang out,
he said, noting that a large number of these workers
have become a security risk in residential areas. As a
result of such monitoring within the nation’s six gover-
norates, 4,072 expat lawbreakers were arrested, he said,
explaining that some of them had absconded from their
places of employment and were mostly domestic ser-
vants, others had violated their residency status, and
still others had no identification documents on them at
the time of being stopped for questioning. 

Some of the expat lawbreakers were brought in on
charges of prostitution, peddling liquor and drugs and
weapons, he said, while others were charged with pan-
handling, vending foodstuff on roadsides without a
license or working in jobs they were not licensed for,
among other charges. Hamada advised all expats to car-
ry their personal identification with them all the time to
show at traffic checkpoints or routine police checks
around town. They should also carry car documentation
papers with them as well, he cautioned, stressing that
anyone who flees from a police checkpoint will be
arrested when tracked down eventually.

He also cautioned against imposters who pass them-
selves off as undercover security and use this guise to
rob innocent people of their valuables. He said that the
public should be aware of anyone claiming to be an
undercover agent who asks for money or for people to
get out their cars or threatens violence. 

Continued on Page 15

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah met at Bayan Palace yesterday a number of
students who were picked as high achievers for the school year 2011-2012. Also attending the meeting was
HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. The students are children of Kuwaiti mar-
tyrs whose meeting with the Amir meant to reward them for their scholastic excellence. Addressing the stu-
dents, Sheikh Sabah recalled their parents’ sacrifice to the nation and asked them to consecrate their ener-
gies and efforts to serving their country in the same honorable way their parents did. The students marked
the occasion by offering the Amir and the Crown Prince two mementos. —  KUNA ( See Page 2)

Bushehr reactor ‘damaged’ by quakes

Iran insists plant is safe, but shuts it down

BUSHEHR, Iran: In this Oct 26, 2010, file photo, a worker rides a bicycle in front
of the reactor building of the Bushehr nuclear power plant just outside this
southern city. — AP  

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: Security men arrested three young men
yesterday hours after activists believed to be sup-
porters of the opposition hanged huge banners car-
rying political slogans on top of bridges over some
highways. The slogans on the banners called for the
freedom of a number of activists currently in jail
serving prison terms after they were convicted of
insulting HH the Amir on Twitter. The slogans also
called for abolishing article 25 of the penal code
which stipulates the harsh prison terms on charges
of insulting the Amir and undermining his authori-
ties.

The action came as the opposition continued its
campaign ahead of a crucial verdict by the constitu-
tional court on the controversial amendment to the
electoral law expected on June 16. The court,
whose rulings are final, is expected to either con-
firm the amendment or declare it as unconstitution-
al, which will lead to the dissolution of the National
Assembly, or alternatively the court may decide that
it is not authorized to rule on the issue. The amend-
ment of the electoral law reduced the number of
candidates a voter can pick from four to just one,
with the opposition boycotting the election as a
result claiming the amendment allowed the gov-
ernment to impact the election’s outcome.

Speaking at a diwaniya late Monday night, for-
mer opposition MP Jamaan Al-Harbash said if the
court confirms the amendment, it would amount to
abolishing the constitution. Harbash said that if the
court confirms the amendment, boycotting future
election becomes a moral and national duty in
order to prevent possible autocratic rule in Kuwait.
The former lawmaker wondered how was it possi-
ble to have the Assembly dissolved on five occa-
sions in the past six years. He stressed that the court
order to dissolve the opposition-dominated
Assembly in June last year was illegal, and warned 

Continued on Page 15

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Vice-prevention detectives
led by Col Mohammad Al-Sharhan
raided suspicious apartments and
massage parlors yesterday. The cam-
paign resulted in the arrest of 23

women and men including four trans-
sexuals. A security source said owners
of licensed places claimed they did
not know the nature of work there,
and some were working with sub-
licenses. The arrested were sent to
concerned authorities.

Police bust illicit 

parlor rubdowns

MUMBAI: Bollywood actress Jiah Khan
was found dead at her home in
Mumbai, police said yesterday. Khan,
25, was found hanged in her room on
Monday night by her mother with a
post mortem to be carried out to estab-
lish the cause of death, a Mumbai police
official said. But a police source said the
death was not being treated as suspi-
cious as it appeared to be suicide
although no suicide note was found. He
said police had questioned Suraj
Pancholi, son of actor couple Aditya
Pancholi and Zarina Wahab, to whom
Khan had made her last phone call.

Khan, whose real name was Nafisa
Khan, was born in New York and grew
up in London. Her website said she
went to New York to study acting at the
Lee Strasberg’s Institute. Khan made her
Bollywood debut in 2007 with Ram

Continued on Page 15 Jiah Khan

Bollywood starlet

Jiah Khan kills self

Three arrested 

over highway

political signs

AMMAN: The United States will deploy Patriot
anti-aircraft missiles and F-16 fighter jets to
Syria’s neighbour Jordan this month, Jordan
said yesterday, drawing swift condemnation
from Moscow which accused the West of send-
ing weapons to fuel Syria’s civil war. Jordan said
the planes and missiles will be sent as part of an
annual exercise to begin in the last week of
June. Military sources said the exercises would
involve armies from at least 18 countries with
more than 15,000 troops.

“These annual exercises will increase the pre-
paredness of the Jordanian army. This year we
are in need of more advanced weapons,”
Jordan’s Minister of Information Mohammad Al-
Momani told Reuters. There was no official
statement suggesting the Patriots or the fight-
ers would be withdrawn when the exercises are
over. Jordan is a US ally in the region and one of
the Arab countries that backs the opposition to

Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad, who is fight-
ing insurgents in a two-year-old civil war that
has killed 80,000 people.

The deployment of Patriot missiles is partic-
ularly controversial for Russia, Assad’s main
global ally, which believes the missiles could be
used by the United States and its allies to
impose a no-fly zone over Syria, heralding the
first direct Western military intervention. “We
have more than once stated our opinion on this
- foreign weapons are being pumped into an
explosive region,” Foreign Ministry spokesman
Alexander Lukashevich said in a statement.
“This is happening very close to Syria, where for
more than two years the flames are burning of
a devastating confl ict  that Russia and its
American partners are trying to stop by propos-
ing to hold an international peace conference
as soon as possible.”

Moscow complained vociferously last year

when the United States, Germany and the
Netherlands deployed Patriots on Syria’s north-
ern border in Turkey, a NATO ally. NATO said the
Patriots were sent there as a precaution in case
missiles were fired over the border from Syria.
Moscow said that decision was a factor in its
decision to go ahead with plans to send its own
anti-aircraft system, the S-300, to Assad’s gov-
ernment. The Russian system has not yet been
deployed but Moscow said in recent weeks it
would fulfill the delivery contract.

Assad’s air power is one of his main advan-
tages against the rebels, who are relatively
lightly armed with weapons they receive from
Saudi Arabia and Qatar. The United States and
Russia have jointly called for a peace conference
on Syria later this month, the first attempt in a
year by the powers supporting the opposing
sides in the civil war to find a diplomatic solu-
tion. — Reuters 

US to deploy missiles, jets to Jordan
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‘Anti-corruption 
authority’ set up 

KUWAIT: The government of Kuwait has approved the
establishment of an anti-corruption authority. The cabi-
net, chaired by His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, approved a draft
decree to establish the authority and members of its
Board of Trustees. The cabinet members wished the
members of the Board of Trustees best of luck in their
mission in combating corruption, a statement by minis-
ter of state for cabinet affairs and minister of state for
municipal affairs Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah Al-Sabah
said. The Anti-Corruption Authority will be chaired by
Abdulrahman Saleh Al-Namash and his deputy will be
Riyadh Humoud Al-Hajri. 

Kuwaiti official visits 
Minnesota hospitals

Kuwait’s health advisor Dr Abdullah Al-Wutaib visited
hospitals in the State of Minnesota and met with Kuwaiti
patients to discuss how to address obstacles facing their
treatment. Al-Wutaib visited the University of Minnesota
Hospital and Mayo Clinic, where he met with their direc-
tors and doctors overseeing treatment of Kuwaiti
patients, Kuwait Health Office said. The advisor also met
with officials in the international offices affiliated to the
two hospitals, which were arranging appointments of
the Kuwaiti patients. 

Speaker holds talks 
with Moroccan PM

The Visiting Kuwait’s National Assembly Speaker Ali
Fahad Al-Rashed has held talks with Moroccan Prime
Minister Abdelilah Benkirane over bolstering bilateral
ties. The Kuwaiti top lawmaker described Kuwaiti-
Moroccan relations as strong and deeply-rooted. The
talks touched several Arab and international issues of
common concern, especially the crisis in Syria, he said.
“Talks have revealed almost identical views over the dis-
cussed issues,” he said.

in brief

KUWAIT: HH the Amir meets children of Kuwaiti martyrs. — KUNA

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah met at Bayan
Palace yesterday with a number of students
who were picked as high achievers for the

school year 2011-2012. Attending the meet-
ing was HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and Deputy
Minister for Amiri Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali

Jarrah Al-Sabah. The students were children
of Kuwaiti martyrs whose meeting with HH
the Amir meant to reward them for their
scholastic excellence. In a brief speech

addressing the students, the Amir recalled
their parents’ sacrifice to  the nation and
asked them to consecrate their energies
and efforts to serving their country in the

same honorable way their parents did. The
students marked the occasion by offering
the Amir and the Crown Prince two memen-
tos. — KUNA

Amir meets children of Kuwaiti martyrs

KUWAIT: A case of death of a Hasawi resident is now being
investigated into since it was classified as a homicide after evi-
dence of foul play was found on the crime scene. Police
responded to an emergency call from a woman who reported
finding her friend dead in her apartment. The 24-year-old
Ethiopian woman was pronounced dead on the scene, but lat-
er examination revealed that she had sustained head injuries
prior to her death. Detectives reviewed the victim’s phone
records to identify potential suspects to be summoned for
investigations. 

Suicide attempt
A man who tried to commit suicide by jumping from the

roof of the Fintas police station recently was hospitalized in a
serious condition. The Filipino national was reportedly taken
into custody after he failed to produce his identity documents
for the perusal of Ahmadi officers who were out patrolling in
the area. The man was identified through his fingerprints and
was found to be enjoying a clean record. While being held
pending release, the man reportedly sneaked his way to the
building’s roof and jumped for reasons unknown. An ambu-
lance soon arrived at the scene and rushed him to the Adan
Hospital where he was recuperating before being taken for
investigations regarding his motives.

Officer involved in jail 
smuggling operation

A surprise crackdown at the Central Jail helped expose a
major contraband smuggling operation in which an officer
working in the facility’s management was found involved, a
local newspaper reported yesterday quoting a security source.
The raid was carried out Monday and the jail security arrested
a satellite receivers maintenance man after cell phones were
found concealed inside one of the devices in his possession.
Investigations revealed that the Syrian man worked for a com-
pany that has been working as per a maintenance contract
with the Interior Ministry for two years. The man reportedly
brought in an average of 12 receivers to the Central Jail every
day, in each of which three cell phones used to be concealed.
He explained during investigations that he collected at least
KD20,000 on a daily basis by selling each cell phone for at
least KD800. Further investigations revealed that the company
was owned by an officer working in the Central Jail facility.
Investigations were on in the case. 

Three held for forgery
Migration police yesterday arrested a woman as well as

two airport staff members on charges of forgery. The Egyptian
woman was reportedly summoned for investigations based
on information that she obtained a new visitor’s visa after an
earlier visa had expired though she never left the country
between the expiry of the old visa and obtaining the new one,
something required in the regulations. She was charged with
forgery after police found that her passport reflected entrance
and exit stamps. She explained that she received help from
two Kuwait International Airport employees to get the stamps
illegally. The two employees were taken into custody and sent
along with the woman to the Public Prosecution for further
action.

Sailor probed on cash source
Customs officials at the Doha Port apprehended the cap-

tain of a boat coming from Iran after he refused to explain the
source of cash found in the vessel. The Iranian man became
nervous after seeing the customs officers, which prompted

Homicide investigation in 
Ethiopian woman’s death

Crackdown at Central Jail exposes smuggling operation
the officers to search his boat. They found $12,000 in cash, but
the captain failed to explain the source of the money. He was
taken to proper authorities for investigations. 

Search for armed suspect
Search is on for a male suspect accused of intercepting

patrol vehicles carrying prisoners to the Farwaniya Hospital on
Monday. According to the police report, the suspect was driv-
ing a white American-made vehicle when he drove in, placing
himself right in between a fleet of patrol vehicles carrying
prisoners near a roundabout in Sabah Al-Nasser. Police
stopped their vehicles after the suspect carried out reckless
maneuvers with his vehicle and was seen pointing at the pris-
oners. The man managed to escape after pointing a gun at
police officers who approached his car when he stopped.
Police obtained the license plate number of the suspect’s car
which helped the local police in identifying him. Efforts are on
to arrest him. —Agencies
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KUWAIT: In continuation of the surprise
inspections conducted by the Ministry of
Interior (MOI), another raid, led by MOI’s assis-
tant undersecretary for Citizenship and

Passport Affairs, Maj. General Faisal Al-Nawaf,
was carried out yesterday in Jleeb. As a result,
200 expats were arrested for various viola-
tions involving expired residency visas, work-

ing for people other than sponsors and
engaging in domestic labor while holding
article 20 residency visas, among other things.
The raiding team comprised officials from the

immigration, traffic, Special Forces, public
relations and moral guidance departments.
While commenting on the raid, MOI’s security
media department urged both citizens and

expats to hold their IDs at all times, as inspec-
tion campaigns will continue in order to track
down, arrest and deport illegal residents and
those violating Kuwait’s residency laws.

200 illegal residents, wanted expats arrested in Jleeb

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah was the guest of honor at a luncheon held for him by one of Kuwaiti society’s notables, namely Mislet Zabin Al-Hathal.  The Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah also attended the luncheon. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Touristic Enterprises
Company ( TEC) will  host the ‘Future
Leaders Club’ - an event organized by the
Future Company from June 15, 2013
through July 15, 2013. On this regard, TEC
Public Relations and Media Director Saqr
Al-Badr announced that registration has
been opened for the club which takes
place at the kids club inside the TEC head-
quarter building on Sundays and Thursdays

from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm - and at the
Swimming Pool Complex on Saturdays,
Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:00 am
to 1:00 pm, and from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm.
Registrations can be made at the
Swimming Pool Complex anytime from
9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Future Company CEO
Mohammad Hamdi said that registration
closes on June 13, 2013 and is available for
children aged between 4 and 14 years.

Registration opens for 
‘Future Leaders Club’

KUWAIT: An Asian woman expatriate was recently
sentenced to 15 years with labor, a KD 10,000 fine and
deportation from Kuwait, while four others were
acquitted of drug-related charges. Case papers indicat-
ed that drug detectives were tipped off about the first
suspect’s involvement in selling drugs. A secret agent
was sent to purchase 50 grams of marijuana and she
was arrested red-handed. The suspect then led the
police to four other compatriots of hers claiming that
they were her suppliers.

Following their arrest, they faced charges of pos-
sessing drugs for personal use, drug trafficking and
smuggling drugs into Kuwait, for all of which they
were initially referred to forensic examination to deter-
mine the amount of drug in their blood. However, the
second defendant’s attorney, lawyer Mohammed
Kamal denied the charges against his client, arguing
that his blood tests showed no traces of the drug and
that both, the arrest and the search, had been illegally
done without procuring a search warrant, which led to
the aforementioned verdict.

Asian sentenced to 15 
years, fined KD 10,000

KUWAIT: Kuwait has suspended transactions for
transferring commercial visas into work permits
in the private sector except under strict condi-
tions as the first step in the Gulf state’s efforts to
organize the labor market and address the
demographic imbalance, a senior government
official said in a recent statement. Minister of
Social Affairs and Labor Thekra Al-Rashidi further
defended Kuwait’s “right as a state to maintain
the demographic structure and address any
flaws in this regard,” and indicated that “several
other steps [in that regard] will be taken in the
next few days.”

Regarding deportations carried out in recent
weeks, Minister Al-Rashidi said that her ministry
does not have the authority to issue deportation
orders. “Deporting expatriate labor forces who
are in violation of residency regulations is the
job of other state departments, and the Ministry

of Social Affairs and Labor seeks only to regulate
the labor market,” she said.

Last March, Al-Rashidi announced a plan to
deport 100,000 foreigners every year as part of a
strategy to cut the Gulf state’s expatriate com-
munity by one million in ten years. Criticism
sparked by the lack of details about the pro-
posed plan prompted the minister to later clarify
that the plan targets illegal residents who com-
prise up to 93,000 people as of official statistics
released last year. Kuwait is home to 2.6 million
expatriates, who account for 68 percent of the
country’s 3.8 million population.

Minister Al-Rashidi made her latest observa-
tions at the opening of the new main ‘coopera-
tive society’ supermarket in Al-Andalus Sunday
night. She also defended a new law introduced
for the co-operative societies “that introduces
more controls to improve the co-operative work

and provide better protection for shareholders’
money.” The new law, which the parliament
passed in its first hearing, includes tougher
penalties against violators as well as new stan-
dards for running for co-ops boards.

Meanwhile, minister Al-Rashidi commented
on recent developments regarding a decision to
suspend social security allowances paid to
Kuwaiti women married to non-Kuwaitis unless
they provided medical certificate proving that
the husband was unable to work. On that issue,
the minister clarified that this stipulation was
included in the law in its original form since its
promulgation in 2011, adding that all efforts to
amend it in the parliament and remove this con-
dition have failed. She added that she will con-
tinue efforts to “amend the law in order to help
the Kuwaiti women, including women married
to non-Kuwaitis.”—Agencies

Minister defends ‘right 
to balance population’

‘Visas to work permit’ transfers suspended

KUWAIT: Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KNPC) is set to sign
two contracts within a couple of weeks, including one worth
KD50.6 million ($189.4 million) with Korea’s Daelim, the director of
the KNPC biofuel project, Abdullah Al-Ajmi said. The first contract
with Korea’s Daelim is linked to a project for renovating the FCC
unit of Al-Ahmadi oil refinery, while the second is related to electric
works, Al-Ajmi told reporters.

“The two contracts will be signed this week or next week at
most,” he said on the sidelines of the Kuwait Energy and Efficiency
Conference (MEED), which kicked off on Sunday. The new contracts
are part of a major biofuel project to be carried out by the Kuwaiti
company. Qualifying contractors have already paid field visits to
the sites of the project at Al-Ahmadi oil refineries and Abdullah and
Al-Shuaiba ports, he said. They will also tour the site in the first
week of July in order to give them the full opportunity to check the
location and, thus, offer reasonable and appropriate prices, Al-Ajmi
added.

There are six alliances vying for the project, he said, noting they
have sent 200 questions to the company over recent days about
matters pertinent to the project, something which “reflected their
seriousness and enthusiasm.” He remarked that the six alliances
include two from Japan, one from Spain, one from Italy, one from
the UK and one from the US. The director of the KNPC biofuel proj-
ect set November as the final date for receiving bids from rivals,
adding that bids will be sent to the Central Tenders Committee, a
state-owned body, to choose the best one. —KUNA

KNPC, Korea’s Daelim to 
seal KD50.6 million deal

KUWAIT: An activist called for a
sit-in outside a number of coffee
shops in Jahra yesterday to
demand that they be shut down
for allegedly hosting “immoral
activities”, a local daily reported
yesterday. Earlier, on Saturday,
Al-Rai published a field report
covering a campaign carried out
voluntarily by Khalid Al-Subai’ei,
a member of an NGO that goes
by the name of  “ The Kuwait i
Family Protection Foundation”.
The activist called his campaign
“an attempt to correct what is
evil”. 

The same newspaper reported
yesterday that Al-Subai was invit-
ing the public to join him in a sit-
in protest on Tuesday “that will
only end when the coffee shops
are closed”. “We are not going to
stand and watch as this atrocity
unfolds before us . . .  and we

demand the closing of cafÈs that
promote immoralities”, he told
Al-Rai on Sunday.

Al-Subai’ei further stated that
he was aware of the “wave of
criticism” that his campaign had
received since the coverage
report was published.  “Our call
basically aims at the implemen-
tation of law, and our efforts to
spread morals will not be sub-
dued by critics,” he said while
condemning the “voices criticiz-
ing our call to fight bad phenom-
ena in the society”. Meanwhile,
Al-Subai  denied being sum-
moned by authorities on charges
of assuming the role of police
through his campaigns. “I wish
the authorities play their roles
and tackle immoralities that have
been spread throughout Al-Jahra
by cafÈs offering vice and illicit
activities,” he said.

Close ‘indecent’ Jahra 
cafes: Kuwait activist

Mohammed Kamal
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KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah receiving Minister of Education, Minister of Higher Education and head
of the board of secretaries of the Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR) Dr Nayef Al-Hajraf yesterday. Also attending was HH the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and
Deputy Minister for Amiri Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah.—KUNA

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Ministry of Health
will celebrate laying the foundation-
stone of Al-Amiri Hospital-expansion.
The project cost is estimated to KD98
million. 

Ministry of Health Undersecretary Dr
Khaled Al-Sahlawi told the press yester-
day that the total bed capacity in the
new building is  to reach 415 beds,
including 276 private rooms, 40 dual
rooms in addition to 59 intensive care
units.  The expansion project wil l
increase the bed capacity by 100 per-
cent, to reach a total of 833 beds when
the venture is completed, he added. The
Minister of Health Dr Mohammad Barrak
Al-Haifi will lay the new project’s foun-
dation-stone today, Al-Sahlawi said. The
new project consists of 12 levels,
ground floor, and three basement levels,

to include 98 outpatient clinics with var-
ious specialties, a central pharmacy, sev-
eral medical stores, medical library, and
lecture halls, he stated.

The new project’s contract will also
include restoration and rehabilitation of
current hospital buildings, and estab-
lishing a total of nine new operating
rooms, new x-ray department, physio-
therapy unit and labs, he said. The proj-
ect will also work to build a new parking
lot, hosting 640 vehicles, as well as con-
structing a bridge, and a tunnel to con-
nect buildings.  

The Ministry is implementing a series
of new projects, according to the sched-
uled work plans set by the state’s devel-
opmental plan to carr y out serious
reform projects in the field of health
services, he affirmed. —KUNA 

Amiri Hospital expansion

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received Minister
of Education, Minister of Higher Education
and head of the board of secretaries of the
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research
(KISR) Dr Nayef Al-Hajraf yesterday. The
Amir was briefed on the progress of the
renewable energy power plant project in
northern Kuwait’s Al-Shaqaya.

Also attending was HH the Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and Deputy
Minister for Amiri Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali
Jarrah Al-Sabah.

The plant will use renewable energy to
produce at least 60 megawatts per day, in a
bid to decrease the country’s sole depend-
ence on fossil fuels. HH the Amir praised
the national project, indicating that it rep-
resents a new vital accomplishment in the
field of energy on the path to sustainable
development. The encounter was followed
by words paying homage to HH the Amir
and congratulating HH the Crown Prince
on a safe recovery after surgery from KISR
staff, including its Director General Naji Al-
Mutairi, and others on the project. A brief
documentary on the triple-phased project
was also shown.— KUNA

Amir briefed on renewable energy plant

KUWAIT: Kuwait Towers are closed for neces-
sary maintenance that is to be conducted in
cooperation with the Ministry of Electricity and
Water,  Deputy Chairman of the Touristic
Enterprises Company (TEC) Khaled Al-Ghanim
announced. The rumors saying that the towers
are “doomed to collapse” are untrue, Al-Ghanim
said, noting that they are currently undergoing
maintenance procedures implemented by the
Ministry of Electricity and Water according to a
timetable preset with the TEC.  The towers
maintenance procedures need to be carried out
by specialists during a certain period of time, he
said, adding that TEC has already announced its
intention of closing the towers due to general
maintenance. TEC seized the opportunity of
closing down the towers in order to carry out a
number of renovation works to improve the
towers’ interiors, glass, air-conditioning and oth-
ers, he added. 

He noted that TEC is responsible for deter-
mining the safety and durability of Kuwait
Towers or of any of their facilities, “due to the
company’s extensive specialized experience in
the field of project management and touristic
facilities.” With regard to the concrete cracks in
some parts of the three towers, Al-Ghanim said
that the cracks appearing on parts of the towers
“are minor as they are on the outer layer and
not on the concrete parts.”

He added that it is part of the nature of con-
crete buildings to have such cracks with the
passage of time, pointing out that the company
is coordinating with specialized companies to

address and fix this issue. TEC Deputy Chairman
expressed profound gratitude to the Ministry of
Electricity and Water on its role of providing the
necessary assistance to all the company’s facili-
ties, including Kuwait Towers.  Kuwait Towers,

overlooking the Arabian Gulf, are the most dis-
tinctive landmark in the country, which were
officially inaugurated in March 1979. The towers
are built on an area of 38 square meters as the
main tower is 187 meters high. — KUNA

Kuwait Towers closed 

due to maintenance
Towers not ‘doomed to collapse’

Kuwait Towers

SIDON: Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED) has signed a con-
tract to restore the Sidon museum to its
former glory. The contract was signed in
presence of KFAED representative Eng
Nawaf Al-Dabbous,  President of the
Lebanese Council for Development and
Reconstruction (ODR) Eng Nabeel Al-Jisr,
former prime minister of Lebanon Fuad
Siniora and Kuwait ’s  Ambassador to
Lebanon Abdulaal Al-Qena’ie as well as
dozens of officials.

Addressing the audience, Sinora laud-
ed “Kuwait’s limitless contributions” to the
development and reconstruction projects
in Lebanon. He expressed gratitude to His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, the govern-
ment and the people of Kuwait for their
role in revitalizing the Lebanese economy.
“The State of Kuwait and other Arabian
Gulf countries are keen to support the
socio-economic development projects in
all Arab countries,” he affirmed.

Meanwhile, Al-Jisr said Kuwait is always
very responsive to Lebanon’s needs when
it comes to development and reconstruc-
tion. “KFAED contributes robustly towards
financing key projects in Lebanon in areas
such as economic development and reha-
bilitation of infrastructure,” he said in a

statement to KUNA. Lebanon’s road net-
work and power grids had been hit hard
by in the repeated Israeli aggressions but
thanks to Kuwait’s support, Lebanon was
able to recover, he added.

On his part, Al-Dabbous highlighted
the significance of restoration of the
museum, saying this project aims to pre-
serve “the rich cultural heritage of Sidon.”
“The project will also help the city once
again play its role in economic develop-
ment through promotion of tourism and
cultural activities that mean creation of
jobs for local residents,” he pointed out.
The project aims to build a new two-
storey building over an area of 1,600 sqm
to house the relics of the museum and
restore the corridors to suit the conven-
ience of the visitors. Al-Dabbous added
that the project will breathe life into this
ancient city and help it become a main
tourist attraction in the Middle Eastern
region. The museum houses relics that
date from the Roman, Byzantine, Iron and
Hellenistic eras; some of them are 6,000
years old.  KFAED offered 20 loans to
Lebanon worth $612 million in addition to
grants of up to $420 million. These funds
were channeled to projects in the health,
educational, agricultural and communica-
tion fields.— KUNA

Kuwait finances

rehabilitation of

Lebanese museum

KUWAIT: Authorities in the Gulf
states plan to impose certain
restrictions on Lebanese nation-
als connected to Hezbollah that
include gradual steps that can
even lead to deportation as well
as a ban on entering the country,
a local newspaper reported yes-
terday quoting “high-level
sources.” The Gulf Cooperation
Council recently announced that
the bloc was considering meas-
ures against Hezbollah’s interests
in the six member states without
specifying any details. 

Al-Qabas newspaper inquired
with senior Kuwaiti  off icials
about the nature of the details,
and they said that such steps call
for “extensive security control on
Hezbollah loyalists among the

Lebanese nationals” in GCC
states. “If a person is found to be
linked to Hezbollah, they will
face restrictions through having
their visa renewal applications
revoked in preparation for their
deportation,” the sources said,
adding that this step will be cou-
pled with “extensive checking
when it  comes to Lebanese
nationals trying to enter the GCC
countries. 

Anyone suspected of having
connections with the Hezbollah
would be denied entry.” They
spoke on the condition of
anonymity because they did not
have permission to reveal details
of the plan. These news reports
come while Kuwait featured
notable diplomatic activity

which included a higher joint
committee meeting with the
United Arab Emirates which was
attended Monday by Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khalid
Al-Sabah and his UAE counter-
part Sheikh Abdullah Bin Zayed
Al Nahyan. 

According to sources familiar
with the meeting, discussions
addressed the developments in
Syria and Iraq, as well  as the
‘Iranian escalations’ in the region.
It also discussed boosting eco-
nomic cooperation as well as
issues pertaining to trade and
investment. 

Meanwhile, Undersecretary of
Kuwait’s Foreign Ministry Khalid
Al-Jarallah said that a GCC agree-
ment currently being mulled

over in the Kuwaiti parliament
was not in conflict with the Gulf
state’s constitution. 

“The agreement says in Article
1 that if any articles contradict
with the articles of the constitu-
tion in any member state, priori-
ty in this case would be given to
the constitutional articles,” Al-
Jarallah told reporters during an
Italian embassy event. 

He also spoke about a meet-
ing he had recently with a
United States committee per-
taining to Kuwaiti detainees in
Guantanamo Bay prison, and
said the US delegation was
asked to “respond to Kuwait’s
efforts to secure the release” of
its two remaining nationals at
the prison.— Al-Qabas

GCC seeking restrictions on 

Hezbollah-linked Lebanese

KUWAIT: Kuwait and UAE have
expressed common desire to promote
economic integration among GCC coun-
tries, saying they shared views over
regional and international matters of
mutual interest. This came at the conclu-
sion of a meeting of the higher commit-
tee, which will hold its next meeting in
the United Arab Emirates next year, the
foreign ministry said in a statement.

The committee meeting was co-
chaired by Kuwait’s deputy prime minis-
ter and foreign minister Sheikh Sabah
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and UAE’s
foreign minister Sheikh Abdullah bin
Zayed Al-Nuhayyan. The statement not-
ed that His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber received

Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed who con-
veyed greetings of UAE President Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al-Nuhayyan to the
Kuwaiti leader.

The committee members voiced relief
for the outcome of the previous meet-
ings, and hoped such meetings would
further promote cooperation and
explore investment opportunities. The
two sides signed the minute of the high-
er committee meeting, an environmental
program for 2014-15, the executive pro-
gram of the cultural and technical coop-
eration for years 2013-15, and a coopera-
tion program on training of diplomats
and research. They also signed a cooper-
ation protocol between the chambers of
commerce and industry.— KUNA

Kuwait and UAE ink

cooperation accord 
KUWAIT: The country was affected by the summer
approaching early as the hottest forty-day period
began last Saturday with Bawareh winds. This period
normally starts on June 7 each year and continues till
July 16 (39 days). This was announced by astronomer
Adel Al-Saadoun who said this period is dominated
by North-Westerly winds blowing at speeds reaching
50 kilometers an hour, sometimes accompanied by
sand. 

He said Al-Bawareh are hot dry winds that come
from the North-West desert areas and may become
quiet sometimes. He said at times, South-Easterly
winds accompanied with humidity as a result of
crossing the Arabian Gulf, may also blow.  He said the
North-Westerly winds blow because of the presence
of the seasonal Indian depression which becomes
active during this period and causes the winds to
blow in from areas with high pressure.

Hottest 40-day

period begins
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RIYADH: Senior GCC auditing officials
met yesterday to discuss various issues
including adhering to standards set by
the International Organization of
Supreme Audit Institutions (Intosai).
Discussions at the meeting, a grouping
of undersecretaries of the GCC states,
engaged with a report on following-up
on resolutions of the 11th meeting of
the chief GCC auditors and the under-
secretaries, recommendations of the
GCC panel for audit development and
training, and the paper on adherence to

standards and rules of Intosai in the GCC
countries. Intosai has set a series of crite-
ria, guidelines and rules for good and
strong auditing and financial supervi-
sion as well as good corporate gover-
nance. Participants in the 16th meeting
at this level are also pondering over a
document, prepared by the Omani
financial supervision, on regulations for
the audit bureaus in the GCC countries.
They will also endorse setting-up a joint
website for the GCC audit authorities
and discuss regulations to hold a meet-

ing in the future at this level.
Meanwhile, the GCC panel tasked

with overseeing the banking sectors in
the GCC countries held its 65th meeting
today, discussing implementation of the
GCC convention for applying common
banking supervision and periodical
reports prepared in this respect by the
council members. The meeting tackles
several other matters, such as examining
a paper on mechanism of information
exchange among information credit
centers in the countries of the council

and the role of external auditors in
boosting supervision of financial institu-
tions. Moreover, the participants in the
meeting will address the results of a
symposium, held in Bahrain from March
18-20, 2013, in coordination with the
Financial Stability Institute (FSI) of the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS),
regarding practical steps that have been
taken by the GCC states in implementing
the Basel III Accord-a global, voluntary
regulatory standard on bank capital ade-
quacy, stress testing and market liquidity

risk. Furthermore, they will examine cur-
rent auditing status in the GCC coun-
tries. The BIS is an international organi-
zation of central banks which fosters
international monetary and financial
cooperation and serves as a bank for
central banks. 

The GCC is a regional bloc formed in
the early 80s to foster cooperation
among the six member states, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, the UAE, Oman, Qatar
and Bahrain, in various sectors including
finance, banking and auditing. — KUNA 

GCC auditing officials hold coordination talks

Officials examine adherence to Intosai’s guidelines

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecom-
munications company in Kuwait, has
been recognized by the Taaleb E-
Learning Program committee for the
company’s long-term and limitless
support of the development plan
towards electronic education in the
state of Kuwait. During the honoring

ceremony, Waleed Al-Khashti, Zain’s
Corporate Communications and
Relations Manager received the token
of appreciation on behalf of Zain. The
honoring ceremony further recog-
nized all the supporters and sponsors
of this initiative.  Waleed Al-Khashti
Zain’s Corporate Communications

and Relations Manager said: “On
behalf of Zain, I thank the committee,
founders, and Ministry of Public
Education for their recognition of the
assistance we have sought to provide
the Taaleb E-Learning program. Zain
is constantly keen to foresee success-
ful projects and support them for the
development of the educational sec-
tor in Kuwait in a creative and interac-
tive manner. 

At Zain, we believe Kuwait’s edu-
cation is an important part of our
national identity and merit continua-
tion for the benefit of Kuwait’s youth
and future generations.  We feel very
proud to receive this recognition
today, and we hope that our close
relationship and cooperation will
continue in the future.” As part of its
Corporate Social Responsibility strat-
egy, Zain is committed to supporting
the development of young peoples’
education in Kuwait and ensuring
that they have every opportunity to
learn and gain the qualifications they
need to reach their full potential.

UNITED NATIONS: Security Council
members are scheduled to be briefed
yesterday at a session about
“progress Iraq made in its Chapter VII
obligations” towards Kuwait as well
as other crucial issues on the interna-
tional stage. Assistant-Secretary-
General for Political Affairs Oscar
Fernandez-Taranco is charged with
addressing the briefing, in addition
to the Kuwait-Iraq topics, the pro-
posed Geneva II Conference on Syria,
the situation in Mali and the wider
Sahel, diplomats said.

The “Horizon-scanning” briefings
are initiated by the UK, the current
Council President for the month of
June. Fernandez-Taranco will tell the
Council  that the I raq-Kuwait
Boundary Maintenance Project has
concluded its work in March, and
that Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar
Zebari announced on May 30 that
Iraq and Kuwait had signed a memo-
randum of understanding regarding
the maintenance of border signs, and
agreed to form a joint committee to
handle other related issues. 

Last month, the Council author-
ized the compensation of Iraqi citi-
zens who had to be relocated, by
agreeing to the transfer of compen-
sation funds from the UN to the Iraqi
government.  The Council  is  also
scheduled to discuss the mandate of
the High-Level Coordinator on Iraq-
Kuwait missing persons and property
Gennady Tarasov who took another
UN job at the end of last December.

Diplomats said Kuwait wrote letters
to the Council  President and
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon last
week, indicating that it agreed “in
principle” to having Tarasov’s man-
date folded into the mandate of the
UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNA-
MI).  Council  deliberations are in
preparation for the consultations on
Iraq-Kuwait issues scheduled for later
this month when the Council is due
to endorse Kuwait’s request, diplo-
mats said. Fernandez-Taranco is also
expected to brief the Council on the
preparations underway by the US,
Russia and Joint Special  Envoy
Lakhdar Brahimi,  who wil l  meet
tomorrow Wednesday in Geneva, on
the proposed Geneva II Conference
which has now been postponed till
July to map out a political transition
in Syria.

The Council will also hear a brief-
ing about the humanitarian situation
in Al-Qusayr, a contested town locat-
ed close to the Syrian-Lebanese bor-
der, and the need to protect its civil-
ians and to evacuate its wounded. Al-
Qusayr, located on a route linking
central and northern Syria, has wit-
nessed bitter f ighting between
troops of Bahsar Al-Assad regime and
opposition groups. Thousands of
civilians have fled the town to safer
areas but many others have
remained inside it, are struggling to
survive amid recurring bombard-
ment with diminishing resources of
necessities.

In a related matter, The Free Syrian
Army sent a letter to the Security
Council President late Monday to
complain that the siege of Al-Qusayr
is being tightened, as the Iranian-
backed Hezbollah forces continue to
pour across the Syrian-Lebanese bor-
der, and that the town’s 40,000 civil-
ians remain trapped without food,
water or medicine. 

“We call for immediate delivery of
humanitarian aid to Al-Qusayr in line
with the request of the UN agencies
and the International Committee of
the Red Cross. We pledge our readi-
ness to help ensuring safe passage of
humanitarian aid, and call upon the
UN to pressure the Assad regime to
halt its relentless assaults” on the
town, Major General Salim Idriss of
the Free Syrian Army said in his letter.
He also complained that Hezbollah is
“expanding its invasion” of Syria and
is now present in “significant num-
bers” in the northern city of Aleppo
as well as in areas east and west of
Damascus. “We fear that the illegal
involvement of this sectarian militia
wil l  destabil ize the region. We
request that the Security Council
take firm action against their aggres-
sion. We demand that international
pressure be exerted on the Lebanese
government to enact measures to
remove Hezbollah forces from Syrian
territory lest we will be forced to turn
our fight against the criminal Assad
regime into an extended cross-bor-
der conflict,” he warned. —KUNA

Security Council examines 

Iraq-Kuwait issues and Syria

Chapter VII tops agenda

Zain recognized by Taaleb E-Learning 

KUWAIT: Kuwait has the world’s third
highest density of millionaires, with 115
out of every 1,000 households (11.5%)
holding private wealth of at least $1 mil-
lion, according to The Boston Consulting
Group’s (BCG) thirteenth annual global
wealth management report. In
Maintaining Momentum in a Complex
World: Global Wealth 2013, its thirteenth
annual study of the global wealth-man-
agement industry, BCG addresses the cur-
rent size of the market, the performance
levels of leading institutions, and the state
of offshore banking. 

The report also provides a thorough
analysis of the key trends shaping the busi-
ness landscape. Kuwait also ranks seventh
in the world by ultra-high-net-worth
(UHNW) households, defined as house-
holds with more than $100 million in pri-
vate wealth, with 7 out of 100,000 house-
holds falling into this category. On a
regional level, the report shows that pri-
vate financial wealth in the Middle East
and Africa (MEA) grew to $4.8 trillion in
2012, an increase of 9.1 percent from $4.4
trillion in 2011. 

Wealth held in equities in the MEA
region grew by 18.3percent in 2012, as
compared to increases of 9.2percent in
bonds and 5.2percent in cash and
deposits. “Qatar ranks first in the world
with the highest density of millionaires,
with 14.3 percent holding private wealth
of at least $1 million. Kuwait ranks third
with 11.5 percent, while Bahrain (4.9 per-
cent) and the United Arab Emirates (4.0
percent) ranks seventh and ninth, respec-
tively,” said Markus Massi, Partner and
Managing Director at BCG Middle East.  

The report asserts that private wealth
in MEA will grow to an estimated $6.5 tril-
lion by the end of 2017, with a projected
CAGR of 6.2 percent. This increase will
largely be driven by new wealth creation
linked to strong GDP expansion in oil-rich
countries.  “The growth of private wealth in
the region has been largely driven by a
buoyant GCC equity market and an
improvement in the global equity markets
overall. Additionally, the recovery of the
local real estate markets has helped to free
up additional liquidity for financial invest-
ments.  Wealth held in equities saw strong
growth in 2012, although individual mar-
kets in the GCC region posted sharply dif-
ferent results. The Dubai Financial Market
(DFM) Index enjoyed growth of 19.9% and
the Abu Dhabi Exchange (ADX) improved
by 9.5%, while other GCC exchanges have
seen moderate growth (6%  for Tadawul)
or as low as 2% in the case of the Kuwait
Stock Exchange (KSE),” Massi added. 

The Middle East also ranks highly by
ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW) households,
defined as households with more than
$100 million in private wealth. Qatar ranks
fourth in the world, with 8 out of 100,000
households falling into this category.
Kuwait ranks seventh and UAE comes in
fifteenth with 7 and 3 households per
100,000 in this segment, respectively. 

Globally, private financial wealth grew
by 7.8 percent in 2012 to a total of $135.5
trillion. The rise was stronger than in 2011
and 2010, when global wealth grew by
3.6percent and7.3 percent. The total num-
ber of millionaire households reached 13.8
million globally in 2012, or 0.9 percent of
all households.  The US had the largest

number of millionaire households (5.9 mil-
lion) overall, followed by Japan (1.5 mil-
lion) and China (1.3 million). “Globally, we
anticipate that the affluent segment will
continue to grow their assets. Over the
next five years, wealth among households
worth $5 million to $100 million will grow
by a projected CAGR of 8.0percent,while
the ultra-high-net-worth segment is
expected to see a CAGR of 9.2percent,”
Massi concluded. 

GLOBAL FINDINGS
OFFSHORE WEALTH - Offshore wealth,

defined as assets booked in a country
where the investor has no legal residence
or tax domicile, rose by 6.1percent in 2012
to $8.5 trillion. Despite this increase,
stronger growth in onshore wealth led to a
slight decline-to 6.3percent from6.4per-
cent, compared with 2011-in offshore
wealth’s share of global private wealth.
While offshore wealth is projected to rise
modestly over the next five years, reaching
$11.2 trillion by the end of 2017, wealth is
increasingly moving onshore due to the
intense pressure that tax authorities are
exerting on offshore centers.   

Wealth Manager Benchmarking.BCG
benchmarked the performance of more
than 130 institutions from Western Europe,
Eastern Europe, Asia-Pacific, North
America, Latin America, and the Middle
East. Globally, in 2012, wealth managers
achieved13percent growth in assets under
management (AuM) over the previous
year. The growth was driven largely by the
rebound in many equity markets during
the second half of the year, but also by the
generation of net new assets. —Agencies

Kuwait has 3rd highest 

density of millionaires 
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The ‘train’
experience 

kuwait digest

By Omar Al-Tabtabaei

 

Parliament of
empty promises

kuwait digest

By Mohammad Hayat

As always, my last trip to Washington surprised
me. In spite of the fact that a journalist who
has worked for years loses the power to be

surprised totally, and at times even forgets the last
time he raised his brows expressing surprise, certain
things can still bring that feeling of awe. A journalist
has often seen contradictory things and may have
reported about it in his newspaper on a daily basis.
He may see the human contradictions and the politi-
cians lying. In fact, at times, it may not only be just
plain lying, but actually tailoring something so
astutely as to deny whatever
actually happened. By the
way, our government does tell
lies, but it is not very good at
it, though that is a different
story.

In Washington, I thought I
have past the phase of being
surprised. Since many years, I
have been coming back from
the US State Department at
10 pm to my residence. As I
reached, I called for a pizza.
Half an hour later, a delivery
man called me from his per-
sonal mobile apologizing for
the delay. I heard the voice of
the singer Nancy Ajram playing in his car. I told
myself that this was some Arab immigrant working as
pizza delivery man. The important thing was that
when he arrived five minutes later, the first surprise
for me was his car and appearance. His clothes did
not indicate that he was delivery man, though at the
moment I was feeling hungry and did not think much
about it.

I took the pizza from him and gave him four dol-
lars as a tip. We spoke to each other in Arabic and he
told me that he was from Mauritania. I told him that I
was from Kuwait. Half an hour later, he called me
back, spoke very politely and said, “It is for the first
time that I have met a person from Kuwait, and was
surprised to see that you speak our dialect very well.

If you want to move around in Washington, or visit
any place in Washington, me and my car at your dis-
posal, and I am offering this to you free of any cost.” 

We spoke for a while, and I told him that I was not
surprised by his generous offer as this is in the nature
of Mauritanians. I also told him that neither his
appearance nor clothes indicated that he was a pizza
delivery man. He did not let me speak any further,
and said, “Let me surprise you. I am the son of the for-
mer Mauritanian foreign minister Abdullah bin
Hameedah, and I am here to study language and I

like to depend on myself.
That is my whole story. My
father is stil l  one of the
major state figures, but I
prefer to work myself. It is
not about earning money,
or about keeping myself
busy, but is a matter of self
dependence.” He also said,
“For your information, I
have a degree in computer
programming from Paris. I
am a programming engi-
neer and came to
Washington six months
ago.” Called Sedani, he is the
middle son of the foreign

minister well known in his country. Here was a person
whom I had met accidentally and spoken to in pass-
ing. His last words seemed to me a lesson to every-
one in being self-sufficient though he was the son of
a well to do person for whom all officials’ doors will
be opened whenever he wanted. I came back from
Washington having learnt this beautiful lesson
taught to me by the very elegant “Sedan” bin
Abdullah bin Hameedah.”

NOTE: The dialect of most of the Mauritanians is very
much like the GCC dialect, the similarities being up to
98%. I told Sedan that the reason I am good at his
dialect is simply because I am a GCC citizen, nothing
more or less. —Al-Anbaa

Mauritanian friend in US 
kuwait digest

By Thaar Al-Rashidi

There are 2.2 million expatriates in Kuwait, a coun-
try that did not ban anyone from entering.
Rather, it allowed its state institutions, private

companies and even families and individuals to bring
in the expatriates. The State put in place easy proce-
dures that guaranteed that their records will remain in
order. Then it also allowed them to maintain a contact
with their embassies. They can
avail of their rights when it
comes to education, health,
movement, marriage, divorce,
inheritance, salary transfer
without taxes, Iqama transfer,
religious practice, burial or
transfer etc.

Yet, the state has the right
to arrest those who are found
living in the country without
any official Iqama, or ID, or are
not sponsored by any compa-
ny. It has the right to ban peo-
ple of certain some nationali-
ties and engaged in some pro-
fessions. It also has the right to
impose deterrent punish-
ments on traffic law violators
and terror suspects besides applying the penal code in
case of any violation. 

The state does not accept anyone who can harm it
or its security or Islam. Any person admitted to a hos-
pital is to be treated as a human being and at a very
low cost. They can also avail of education better that
many countries. The State does not accept any one
who can take advantage of the situation to form
sleeping cells, or smuggle illicit stuff, or indulge in cor-
ruption in any form. 

It can debar those demanding rights contrary to
our religion, or others instigating the people. Kuwait
bans violence, demonstrations and chaos because its
goal is to ensure security for its citizens and expats.
There are 75,000 expats wanted for security reasons

and some of them are wanted internationally.  So I find
it strange that those who led a movement about
“Kuwaitis for the sake of expats” were asking the state
not to arrest the violators. This is contrary to Shariah,
law and patriotism.  Rather, there must be cooperation
on this issue, because Kuwait does not want to
become a country for the corrupt, the fugitives and

terror cells that constitute a
threat to us.  Anyone who
pleads on behalf of such peo-
ple is himself one of them
and no less a criminal. In fact,
we encourage the Interior
Ministry to continue the
campaigns to cleanse the
country of any threats or
those committing violations.
It is certainly not realistic to
have 80,000 violators of
Iqamas living in Kuwait with-
out addresses. These people
who are absconding consti-
tute a danger.

Kuwait has the right to
cancel the Iqamas of some of
them or ban anyone from

entry if he or she has committed grave crimes and vio-
lations, or tried to disturb peace and security. Kuwait
even cares for those in prison. It advocates safeguard-
ing their rights, and in fact punishes even a citizen if
he ill treats an expat. There are around 400 persons
punished during the past few years because they
harmed expats.  This is a society where bad individuals
exist, but are fewer in number. This does not mean
that the society is bad. The proof of this lies in the fact
that the number of job applications for working in
Kuwait continues to be high, although the salaries
compared with other countries may be lower. The fact
is that the people feel comfortable and secure here.
They also feel that the courts work transparently and
not in a partisan fashion.— Alam Al-Youm

The Kuwait rules and regulations 
kuwait digest

By Dr Bassam Al-Shatti

The looming risks

kuwait digest

By Dr Wael Al-Hasawi

During the election campaign that preceded the
last elections which also witnessed a wide-
spread boycott in protest against the single

vote system, a large number of people who were
either candidates or voted in the election cited how
many ‘disadvantages’ had marred the previous parlia-
ments.  For example, they said that these parliaments
featured tensions, infighting, and excessive use of
tools meant to hold the government accountable,
referring thus to grilling motions, which they insisted
must be controlled. 

They also said that these assemblies failed to create
an atmosphere of cooperation that could have
allowed the government to plan and develop the
country. Several candidates called for a new approach
in the form of deferring to the government, and gave
people an impression that the parliament was ready
to follow the right track to ensure the country’s devel-
opment following years of stagnation.

However, once the Parliament was elected, its pro-
ceedings contradicted everything that was discussed
and propagated. We saw MPs filing grilling motions,
and others issuing threats against the ministers. We
also watched MPs making all kinds of derogatory
remarks against fellow lawmakers and cabinet mem-
bers, and saw them ‘marketing’ their deals to the state
departments.  While certain MPs were fanning sectari-
anism, others remained oblivious of how parliament
functioned. Some lawmakers turned out to be good at
coming with excuses about why things were not hap-
pening properly. We witnessed MPs calling for calm
and then threatening to file grilling motions.

In short:
• After calling every person who exercised his or

her right to hold the ministers accountable as ‘trouble-
maker,’ they are doing exactly the same thing now
themselves.

• After urging that the government be given a
chance to operate, and asking everyone from refrain-
ing to ‘damage the reputation’ of ministers or question
the integrity of the ministers’ selection process, they
are launching all sorts of attacks against the govern-
ment today.

• After criticizing others for resorting to ‘derogatory
speech’, they hurl all kinds of insults and other deroga-
tory remarks today.

We are not even mentioning their inability to live
up to their promises of development. Is this the parlia-
ment you were waiting for and held high hopes of?
This is a question we must ask every citizen who fell
for the allegations leveled by the same MPs.— Al-Rai

Any country is required to take precautionary
steps against a potential risk of terrorist
attacks. In Kuwait, we have extra reason to

take such steps given our history with similar risks.
The most brutal terrorist attack against Kuwait
came in the form of an invasion in which the entire
country fell within a couple of hours while it took
seven months and an international alliance to liber-
ate it.

Risk of a terrorist attack becomes higher when
we consider the fact that Kuwait is perhaps the only
country in the world - aside from the United Arab
Emirates - where two thirds of the population is
comprised of expatriates, which increases the risks
of recruiting spies or set up a terrorist network. Not
long ago, Kuwaiti courts sentenced members of an
Iranian cell who were not only recruited for spying,
but also to carry out bombings in different loca-
tions around the country including oil fields.

This supports the notion that the risk of terrorist
attacks against Kuwait remains high, according to
the US Department of State Country Report on
Terrorism for 2012 which was released recently. The
most dangerous part about this is that those who
commit these attacks are often the ones closest to
us. The US report indicates that Al-Qaeda’s threat
has dropped, but instead there has been a notable
increase in the role of Iran and Hezbollah in spon-
soring terrorism with attacks planned in Europe,
Africa and Southeast Asia. We are witnessing this
happening to Syrian civilians who came out to
demand freedom from a tyrant regime.

Can we feel reassured that if Kuwait was target-
ed by a criminal, he would not find immediate sup-
port from outside? Let us be honest with ourselves
and admit that we cannot deflect the looming
threats on our own. We are facing a fierce attack
targeting our entire region as we find our small
country in the middle of a stormy ocean filled with
all kinds of sharks. I don’t know for how long will
the Gulf Cooperation Council countries hesitate
about deciding to activate a joint defense system,
unify their armies and put their security agreement
into effect. When Hitler launched his plan and sev-
eral European countries fell before his army, France
was so proud of its own army that it believed it can
thwart the Nazi invasion without help. 

The result was that the Third Reich conquered
France in a few days, while it took years and innu-
merable sacrifices to liberate the country. We
should learn from history the lessons about what
happens when a country ignores the threat about
an enemy drawing near and swallowing the coun-
try’s neighbors on its way. — Al-Rai

Railway stations have their own awe and
charisma which cannot be found in any air-
port. The trains, the echo of memories as they

approach you, the luggage you see while waiting
and the chugging noise of the train as it leaves the
station, we all have experienced this. During any
train journey, you come across breathtaking
scenery you gaze at until suddenly darkness
engulfs the place. You find yourself in a seemingly
endless tunnel in which all means of communica-
tions would be lost. Suddenly, you find light at the
end of the tunnel, as if it is inviting you to continue
going on the same train you first took.

In the train, you come across many people. There
are racists who refuse to allow anyone to sit near
them. There are people who are green-eyed even to
notice the brand of your shoes, and there are
deceitful people who keep shifting from one com-
partment to another to avoid buying a ticket. On
the other hand, you’ll come across friendly and pos-
itive people whose smile motivates you to have an

enjoyable journey. All these faces you see in a train
leave you with options to choose which one of
them you want to be.

A train does not determine your destination, you
do. A train is only a vehicle by which you can reach
any place you desire. During your journey, you pass
through several stations each of which has its own
characteristics. Only the people with vision and
ambition are the ones capable of making use of
every stop on every station. While sitting in the
train, memories start jostling your mind, making
you smile sometimes or shed a tear at others. Don’t
be like people who live as prisoners of their own
memories. The past is over, therefore submitting to
it is a declaration that you have given up and that
your journey is over.

In the train, use your time to plan for the future -
using your mind instead of your heart, and depend-
ing upon your own beliefs rather than those of oth-
ers, for every passenger has a point of view that
could be different from yours. Try to be always pre-
pared for a change at any station. And don’t be
afraid of change, because trains which started as
steam locomotives have come a long way, evolving
and running on modern technology today. Life, too,
is a train, just with another name. — Al-Rai

Laws without
enforcement!

kuwait digest

By Arwa Al-Waqian

We have so many laws and their various pro-
visions cover everything. The problem lies
with enforcing those laws in real life. Many

of them are not enforced. An ineffective law is a
useless one. We all know that human behavior can
sometimes tend to be chaotic unless refined and
restrained through penalties imposed by law.  It
really tears my heart apart to see a grownup sane
man throw a bag of left-over food out of his vehi-
cle’s window. He would simply roll down the win-
dow and throw out the bag in the middle of the
highway without any consideration for public
cleanliness, vehicles approaching from behind or
the environment.

My heart becomes even heavier on seeing a
smoker who smokes in a shopping mall, completely
ignoring the No-Smoking signs everywhere. He
may even smoke right underneath such a sign, then
step on his cigarette end to grind it into the ground
and simply walk off. The reason behind such rude
behavior and selfishness is that the law is not strict-
ly enforced. Things become even worse when one
sees children below ten years of age smoking in
public in places like malls such as the Avenues. Who
on earth sold them these cigarettes? How could
they be so defiant that they smoke in a No-Smoking
area?

We all know that as humans, we will never
respect the law unless we are fined. Just imagine
that chewing a gum in Dubai Metro may cost one a
handsome fine while here in Kuwait, people throw
their garbage recklessly in the middle of the street. I
believe that voluntary teams have to be formed and
authorized to track down such violations and
immediately fine the violators. Only then will peo-
ple start behaving the way they do on while visiting
any European country. To love one’s own country,
one has to keep it clean. — Aljarida

Yet, the state has the right to
arrest those who are found living in
the country without any official
Iqama, or ID, or are not sponsored
by any company. It has the right to
ban people of certain some nation-
alities and engaged in some profes-
sions. It also has the right to impose
deterrent punishments on traffic
law violators and terror suspects
besides applying the penal code in
case of any violation. 

In Washington, I thought I have
past the phase of being surprised.
Since many years, I have been com-
ing back from the US State
Department at 10 pm to my resi-
dence. As I reached, I called for a
pizza. Half an hour later, a delivery
man called me from his personal
mobile apologizing for the delay. I
heard the voice of the singer Nancy
Ajram playing in his car. 

In the train, you come across
many people. There are racists
who refuse to allow anyone to sit
near them. There are people who
are green-eyed even to notice the
brand of your shoes, and there are
deceitful people who keep shift-
ing from one compar tment to
another to avoid buying a ticket. 

Several candidates called for a
new approach in the form of
deferring to the government, and
gave people an impression that
the parliament was ready to fol-
low the right track to ensure the
country’s development following
years of stagnation.

My heart becomes even heavier
on seeing a smoker who smokes in
a shopping mall,  completely
ignoring the No-Smoking signs
everywhere. 
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GENEVA: Delegates raise placards requesting the floor for their delegation after the report of the United Nations Independent Commission of Inquiry (CoI) on Syria yesterday, ahead of the UN Human Rights Council.— AFP  

YEKATERINBURG, Russia: Russian President Vladimir
Putin said yesterday that Moscow has held back on
delivering sophisticated S-300 missiles to the Syrian
regime, while UN investigators said they have “reason-
able grounds” to believe both sides in the conflict have
used chemical weapons. Putin, a key backer of Syrian
President Bashar Al-Assad, said Russia has so far
refrained from supplying the powerful S-300 surface-
to-air missile systems to Assad’s regime for fear of
upsetting the delicate balance of power in the volatile
region. His remarks came as fighting raged on in Syria’s
besieged city of Qusair, with both sides battling for
control of the strategic post, and as US, Russian and UN
representatives prepared to meet in Geneva on
Wednesday to hammer out details of proposed peace
talks. Putin - who has used Russia’s veto at the UN
Security Council to shield Assad’s regime from repeat-
ed attempts to impose UN sanctions - said Moscow had
already signed a contract to deliver S-300s. But he
appeared to back down from Moscow’s earlier insis-
tence that the missiles would be a “stabilising factor”
that could deter foreign intervention in Syria. “The con-
tract was signed several years ago. It has not been
realised yet,” Putin said at a joint press conference with
European Union leaders in the Ural Mountains city of
Yekaterinburg. “We do not want to upset the balance in
the region.”

The weapon could theoretically shoot down Israeli
jets and harm any Western military support missions.
But Putin warned the West and Arab states allied to the
opposition that any attempt to resolve the crisis
through outside force was “doomed to failure”. Syria’s
civil war, which has already cost more than 94,000 lives
in 26 months of fighting, has threatened in recent
weeks to turn even more dire with reports that chemi-
cal weapons - albeit in small amounts - had been used
by both sides. UN investigators in Geneva added to

those suspicions yesterday by reporting they had rea-
son to believe chemical weapons had been used by
both Assad’s troops and rebels fighting them.
“Allegations have been received concerning the use of
chemical weapons by both parties,” said the
Commission of Enquiry on Syria in a report to the UN
Human Rights Council. There are “reasonable grounds
to believe that chemical agents have been used as
weapons,” added the investigators.

It was the first time the commission - tasked with
probing human rights violations in Syria since 2011 -
added the suspected use of chemical weapons to its
long list of war crimes committed in the country. The
commission also called for Damascus to grant full
access to Syria for another group of experts tasked by
UN chief Ban Ki-moon with investigating the possible
use of chemical weapons, who have been barred by
the regime. Commission member Carla del Ponte, a
high-profile former war crimes prosecutor, warned
however that focusing too heavily on chemical
weapons could overshadow the overall suffering in the
country. The report was released as diplomats from
Washington and Moscow as well as the United Nations
prepared to meet in Geneva today to try to hammer
out terms that could get Assad’s camp and the rebels
to negotiate directly for the first time. Putin himself
said the chances of the proposed peace conference
taking place were being harmed by reports of atrocities
such as those captured on a video apparently showing
a rebel eating the body parts of a slain Syrian soldier. “I
hope that such participants of the negotiations do not
appear” at the proposed Geneva talks, Putin said. “It
would be hard to work with such people,” deadpanned
the Russian leader, known for his black humour.

Uncertainty in recent days over whether Russia had
in fact delivered S-300s to Syria had further strained
Moscow’s already tense relations with regional govern-

Putin holds back on missile delivery
UN believes chemical weapons used in Syria

ments and the West. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu paid a special visit to Russia last month to
convince Moscow not to make the shipments. US
Secretary of State John Kerry also voiced concern.

The latest fighting on the ground saw a missile strike
near Syria’s biggest city Aleppo kill 26 people and gov-
ernment warplanes pound Qusair.  The Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights said there were numer-
ous dead on both sides but gave no other details. The
Observatory also said shellfire near the Russian

embassy in Damascus had killed a civilian and wound-
ed a member of the security forces. A representative of
the Russian embassy in Damascus told AFP two Syrian
security guards had received injuries but that no
embassy staff had been killed or hurt in the attack. US-
based group Human Rights Watch meanwhile said its
mission to Aleppo had concluded that the bodies of
147 men pulled out of a local river between January
and March were “probably” executed in government-
controlled areas of the northern city. — AFP 

Powers round on Iran at IAEA
VIENNA: Six world powers have
agreed to express their “deep con-
cern” about Iran’s nuclear program
in a show of unity at a meeting of
the UN atomic agency, diplomats
said  yesterday.  The US,  China,
Russia, Britain, France and Germany
are “deeply concerned that Iran con-
tinues to undertake certain nuclear
activities” in contravention of UN
Secur i t y  Counci l  resolut ions,
according to a draft seen by AFP.
The statement from the five perma-
nent members of the UN Security
Council and Germany was due to be
given at a closed-door meeting of
the International Atomic Energy
Agency’s 35-nation board of gover-
nors in Vienna on Wednesday.

They also say it is “essential and
urgent” for Iran to engage with the
IAEA over alleged efforts towards

developing nuclear weapons, most-
ly before 2003 but possibly ongo-
ing. Ten meetings between the IAEA
and Iran since the release of a major
Nov 2011 report by the agency on
these allegations have been fruit-
less. IAEA head Yukiya Amano said
on Monday that the two sides were
“going around in circles”.

Iran denies pursuing the bomb
and says that UN Security Council
resolutions calling for a suspension
of the most sensitive parts of its
nuclear program are illegal. Tehran
maintains the activities are for ener-
gy purposes and for medical iso-
topes. The IAEA’s latest quarterly
report on Iran, circulated on May 22,
showed it continuing to build up its
capacity to enrich uranium, which
in highly purif ied form could be
used in a nuclear weapon.

The IAEA repor t also detai led
advances by Iran building a new
reactor at Arak which could provide
Tehran with plutonium - an alterna-
tive to uranium for a bomb - if the
reactor fuel is reprocessed. The six
powers, known as the E3+3 or the
P5+1, are also involved in diplomat-
ic efforts parallel to those of the
IAEA.  The last  round in  Apr i l  in
K azak hstan “enhanced mutual
understanding of the concerns of
both  s ides” but  the  t wo s ides
“remained far  apar t  on the sub-
stance,” according to the new state-
ment. It said they wanted a “posi-
t ive response from I ran to their
package proposal, for an initial con-
fidence-building step, which could
ser ve as a good basis  to narrow
down differences through further
dialogue.” — AFP 
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ISTANBUL: Turkey’s Islamic-rooted gov-
ernment apologised yesterday to
wounded protestors and said it had
“learnt its lesson” after days of mass
street demonstrations that have posed
the biggest challenge to Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s decade in office.
The United Nations joined Washington
in pressing for a full investigation into
allegations of police violence against
anti-government demonstrators, while
Turkey’s main union federation launched
a two-day strike over what it branded
“state terror”.

Erdogan’s embattled government
sought to ease tensions, admitting that
actions by security forces against people
with “rightful demands” had driven the
situation out of hand. “I apologise to
those who were subject to violence
because of their sensitivity for the envi-
ronment,” Deputy Prime Minister Bulent
Arinc said at a press conference, refer-
ring to the first protestors injured when
clashes erupted on Friday. “The govern-
ment has learnt its lesson from what
happened,” he added. “We do not have
the right and cannot afford to ignore
people. Democracies cannot exist with-
out opposition.”

Arinc said clashes had left about 300
people wounded in five days although
rights groups and doctors have put the
number of injured in the thousands and
two people have been killed. He called
on “responsible citizens” to stop the
protests, but hundreds of demonstrators

defied his message and returned peace-
fully within hours to Taksim Square, the
cradle of the protests in Istanbul. They
repeated their charges that Erdogan was
imposing conservative Islamic reforms
on the predominantly Muslim but con-
stitutionally secular nation. “If they step
back, if  they change something in
Turkey, the conservatism and the things
they’ve done, then maybe the crowd can
go home,” said Didem Kul, a 24-year-old
student on Taksim square. “But we can’t
go home without having a demonstra-
tion. And even if we go home, the feel-
ings won’t change.”

Overnight, riot police in the cities of
Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir fired tear gas
and water cannons at protesters who set
cars ablaze, hurled stones and bellowed
angry slogans against Erdogan and his
Islamic-leaning policies, chanting
“Tayyip, Resign!” Erdogan has remained
defiant, blaming “extremists” for the
clashes and dismissing critics who
branded him a “dictator” as he pressed
ahead with a tour of north Africa despite
the trouble at home. The Istanbul stock
market tumbled to close 10 percent low-
er on Monday and recovered by nearly
five percent on Tuesday after Arinc’s
comments.

The violence first erupted after police
cracked down on a peaceful rally in
Istanbul against plans to build over Gezi
Park, a rare green spot adjoining Taksim
Square. It quickly swelled into broader
protests in dozens of other cities. One

protester was killed in the southern city
of Antakya on Monday, local officials
said, and doctors said a young man was
killed in Istanbul on Sunday when a car
ploughed into a crowd of demonstra-
tors. The UN joined Turkey’s key strategic
ally the United States and other Western
partners in voicing concern about
reports of excessive force by police and
called for a full investigation into alleged
rights abuses.

“The perpetrators should be brought
to justice,” said Cecile Pouilly, spokes-
woman for the UN high commission for
human rights. The Turkish Confederation
of Public Workers’ Unions (KESK) which
represents 240,000 employees, launched
a two-day strike across Turkey, a country
of 75 million people sitting at the cross-
roads of east and west. “We hear of
schools closing down because teachers
joined the strike but it is too soon and
hard to speak right now” about its over-
all impact, KESK spokesman Baki Cinar
told AFP yesterday.

Another bigger union grouping, CISK
which has 420,000 members, said it too
would join the strike and demonstra-
tions today. Cinar rejected Arinc’s concil-
iatory move. “The apology is just dam-
age control and only because they know
they are stuck,” Cinar said. “There are
things they need to do before we find
the apology meaningful,” he added, call-
ing for the park project to be abandoned
for a start. Erdogan, whose Justice and
Development Party (AKP) first took pow-

er in 2002, has accused “vandals” and
opponents including the main opposi-
tion Republican People’s Party of having
a hand in the protests.

Opponents have accused him of
repressing critics, including journalists,
Kurds and the military, and pushing con-
servative Islamic policies including reli-
gious education reforms and a law curb-
ing the sale of alcohol. Erdogan, who has
won three successive national elections,
told protesters they should wait to

express their views in polls next year,
when observers expect him to make a
run for president. “For me, democracy
comes from the ballot box.” Italy said
yesterday that it considered the violence
had not undermined Turkey’s chances of
joining the European Union. “Italy con-
tinues to firmly believe in Turkey ’s
European prospects and its essential role
in terms of stability and security in the
region,” Foreign Minister Emma Bonino
said in a statement. —AFP 

Turkey apologises to injured to disarm protests

ANKARA: Protesters shout anti-government slogans during a demonstration
yesterday. — AFP 

TEHRAN: Iran’s supreme leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei warned yes-
terday that the country’s next presi-
dent should avoid making “conces-
sions” to the west, saying this would
not ease tensions over Tehran’s
nuclear drive. Khamenei, the ulti-
mate decision maker in Iran, has the
final say on all key issues, including
its controversial nuclear program, a
major source of concern in the West
over suspicions the Islamic republic
is using it to develop weapons.
“Some (candidates) have the wrong
analysis that by giving concessions
to enemies, their anger towards Iran
will be reduced,” Khamenei said in a
live televised speech. “This is a mis-
take.”

His remarks came as Iran readies
for elections on June 14 to replace
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
during whose tenure the country
has struggled to cope with severe
international economic sanctions,
in particular on the vital oil income.
Eight presidential candidates, most
of them conservatives close to
Khamenei, have been approved by
the Guardian Council, a hardline
electoral oversight body, to run in
the election.

Addressing them directly,
Khamenei said regardless of who
wins the poll, they should “promise
not to attach importance to the
interests of foreigners more than
they do to those of the Iranians”. He
branded Iran’s ailing economy, bat-
tered by high inflation and unem-
ployment, as the “main issue” before
the candidates. “Economic prob-
lems exist, inflation exists, but God
willing the next (president) will
resolve these issues. “If we can shore
up the economy, the enemy will be
left defenceless in its confrontation
with the Iranian nation,” said
Khamenei, while calling on the next
president to build up Iran’s “national
might” against Western hostility.

Almost all  the candidates
attended the ceremony at the
shrine of the Islamic revolution’s
late founder, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini,  who died in 1989.
Among them were top nuclear
negotiator Saeed Jalili, who repre-
sents Iran in talks with the so-called
P5+1 countries, the United States,
Britain, China, France and Russia

plus Germany aimed at curbing
sensitive aspects of the Iranian
nuclear program. Those talks have
failed to produce a breakthrough.

Jalili has vowed, if elected presi-
dent, to pursue a path of resistance
against Western demands.
Moderate candidate Hassan
Rowhani, an ex-nuclear negotiator,
who did not attend the ceremony
according to Iranian media, and Ali
Akbar Velayati, a former Iranian for-
eign minister of 16 years, have both
vowed to resolve the nuclear issue
using their diplomatic records. The
nuclear issue has been a uniting
factor in Iran’s short election cam-
paign, which started last week, with
all candidates seeing eye to eye
when it comes to what the Islamic
republic terms as its “right” to oper-
ate a peaceful atomic drive.

Yesterday, Khamenei insisted he
did not have any “preference” when
it came to the candidates and
called on Iranians to cast their bal-
lots on June 14, saying a high
turnout would foil foreign attempts
to undermine the election. “Every

vote for any candidate is a vote for
the Islamic republic; it is a vote to
confidence in the establishment
and the electoral process,” he said.

Meanwhile, Jalili was quoted by
a semi-official news agency as call-
ing for the “100 percent enrich-
ment” of youth, a reference to the
process used to produce higher
grade uranium that the West fears
could be used for weapons. Iran
says it needs enriched uranium for
peaceful purposes. “We have to
move to a direction that our capaci-
ty to enrich the youth reaches 100
percent from 5 and 20 percent,”
Jalili, who was Iran’s top nuclear
negotiator, was quoted as saying.
Jalili, who has used strongly-word-
ed language against the West in his
campaign, did not mention the
word “uranium” but has earlier said
that uranium enrichment will con-
tinue regardless of who is elected
president. Such key decisions fall
under the authority of ruling cler-
ics, not the president.

Last month, US Secretary of
State John Kerry said it was “highly

unlikely” that any of the eight
approved candidates would “repre-
sent the broad will of the Iranian
people or represent a change,” while
French foreign ministry spokesman
Philippe Lalliot urged Iran to allow
the people to “freely choose” their
leaders. The election campaign has
been marred by the barring of two
would-be frontrunners: moderate
two-term ex-president Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani, and
Ahmadinejad protege Esfandiar
Rahim Mashaie, both of whom also
attended the ceremony. The
Guardians Council has also disquali-
fied all women from running.

The June 14 poll is Iran’s first
presidential election since 2009,
when claims of voter fraud sparked
massive street protests against the
re-election of Ahmadinejad.
Presidential candidates turned
opposition leaders Mir Hossein
Mousavi and Mehdi Karroubi, who
called for demonstrations, have
been held under house arrest
incommunicado for more than two
years. — AFP 

No concessions to West, 

Khamenei tells hopefuls
Supreme Leader says economy is main problem

TEHRAN: Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei delivering a speech on the 24th anniversary of
the death of the late founder of the Islamic Republic Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini at his mausoleum in a
suburb of Tehran yesterday. — AFP 

Morsi aide sorry for on-air Ethiopia gaffe
CAIRO: An aide to Egyptian President Mohamed
Morsi has apologised after she failed to inform
politicians holding talks with the president that
they were live on air, allowing viewers to watch
them cook up plans to sabotage a dam in Ethiopia.
“Due to the importance of the topic it was decided
at the last minute to air the meeting live. I forgot to
inform the participants about the changes,” presi-
dential aide for political affairs Pakinam El-Sharkawi
said. “I apologise for any embarrassment caused to
the political leaders,” she said on Twitter.

The talks, chaired by Morsi, revolved around a
report of a tripartite Egypt-Sudan-Ethiopia commis-
sion on Ethiopia’s decision to divert the Blue Nile for
a massive dam project, sparking fears of a major
impact on downstream states Egypt and Sudan.
Seated around a large table, the politicians thinking
this was a closed meeting began to suggest ideas
for ways to stop the dam project.

Ayman Nour, head of the liberal Ghad Party, sug-
gested spreading rumours that Egypt was buying
military planes in order to put “pressure” on
Ethiopia, he said. He also suggested Cairo send
political, intelligence and military teams to Addis
Ababa because “we need to intervene in their
domestic affairs”. He slammed Sudan’s stance as
“disgusting” for not standing by Egypt in stronger

terms. Yunis Makhyun, who heads the conservative
Islamist Nur Party, said the dam constituted a
“strategic danger for Egypt”, requiring Cairo to sup-
port Ethiopian rebels “which would put pressure on
the Ethiopian government.”

The meeting, a huge embarrassment both for
the presidency and the opposition members who
attended, caused a storm of ridicule and anger in
the media and prompted even those who didn’t
attend to apologise on behalf of Egyptians. “Sincere
apologies to the people and governments of
Ethiopia & Sudan for the irresponsible utterances at
the president’s “national dialogue”,” wrote leading
dissident and former UN nuclear watchdog chief
Mohamed ElBaradei on Twitter. “A scandal in front
of the world,” read the headline of the independent
daily Al-Tahrir. Popular talk show host Reem
Magued, who aired parts of the meeting on her
show, said: “It’s true that we asked for transparency
from the government but not like this, not to the
point of scandal.”

In Addis Ababa, Minister for Water and Energy,
Alemayehu Tegenu, said he had not heard about
the incident, but insisted that Ethiopia’s relationship
with Egypt remained “healthy”. “I believe that our
relationship will continue in a very healthy way,”
Alemayehu  told AFP. “We don’t believe in military

intervention for such peaceful Ethiopian efforts to
overcome poverty.” He insisted that water levels
would not be affected by the construction of the
dam: “Why diversion is a headache for some groups,
I am not clear about. Any layman can understand
what river diversion means.”

Ethiopia has begun diverting the Blue Nile 500
m from its natural course to construct a $4.2 billion
hydroelectric project known as Grand Renaissance
Dam. The first phase of construction is expected to
be complete in three years, with a capacity of 700
megawatts. Once complete the dam will have a
capacity of 6,000 megawatts. Egypt believes its “his-
toric rights” to the Nile are guaranteed by two
treaties from 1929 and 1959 which allow it 87 per-
cent of the Nile’s flow and give it veto power over
upstream projects. But a new deal was signed in
2010 by other Nile Basin countries, including
Ethiopia, allowing them to work on river projects
without Cairo’s prior agreement. Alemayehu insist-
ed Ethiopia is committed to sharing Nile resources
with the region. “Ethiopia’s agenda is development,
Ethiopia is a country which is fighting against
poverty and Ethiopia is a country that is developing
with its resources to benefit its people and wants to
live with neighbouring countries peacefully, sharing
its resources,” he said. —AFP 

TEHRAN: Iran’s former foreign minister
Ali Akbar Velayati would “cooperate”
with France to resolve the conflict in
Syria should he win the June 14 presi-
dential election, he said in an exclusive
interview with AFP. “My offer, if I am vic-
torious,  is  that I ran and France sit
together to talk, and work together, to
find a political solution to the Syrian cri-
sis,” Velaytai said. “I am ready to do it.”
I ran has strongly backed Syrian
President Bashar Al-Assad since the
beginning of the armed uprising to top-
ple his regime. The conflict there has
killed more than 94,000 people since
March 2011, the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights says.

France, along with Western and Arab
countries, accuses Iran and its Lebanese
Shiite ally, the Hezbollah movement, of
supplying weapons and sending mili-
tary forces to help the Syrian regime
against rebels.  “France has lost its
chance for a positive intervention” to
solve the Syrian crisis, said Velayati who
served as Iran’s top diplomat from 1981
to 1997. But he added that having a
“long history of relations with Syria and
Lebanon” puts France in a “better posi-
tion” than other Western countries to
resolve the Syria crisis.

The European Union deeply divided,
decided last week to lift the embargo on
arms to the Syrian opposition, under
pressure from London and, to a lesser
extent, Paris. France has also expressed
reservations over a role for Iran in next
month’s proposed peace conference in
Geneva, which aims to end the conflict
by bringing together representatives
from the Syrian regime and rebels, with
its foreign minister Laurent Fabius say-
ing that “Iran does not want a political
solution.”

Velayati,  the international affairs
advisor to supreme leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, said the Geneva meeting
presented “an opportunity,” in a refer-
ence to the meeting init iated by
Washington and Moscow for negotia-
tions between Syria’s regime and oppo-
sition to reach a political solution. Asked
about Iran’s stance should Geneva lead
to progress, he said Tehran wanted a
“political and not a military solution.
Iran will not make a decision on behalf
of the Syrian government. If they accept
(the outcome of Geneva), we will sup-
port it.” Iran said last month it was will-
ing to attend the conference, which was
originally scheduled for June, arguing all
influential parties must be included in
the process for it to be a success. — AFP 
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Little sympathy as topless 

protesters face Tunis trial

TUNIS: While some Tunisians believe Femen
activist Amina Sboui is being harshly treated
for her anti-Islamist protest, there is little pub-
lic sympathy for three European women who
bared their breasts in support of her. The three
women, two French and one German, face jail
terms of up to a year when they go on trial in
Tunis on Wednesday, although their lawyer is
confident of a lighter sentence. They are
charged with indecency and an attack on
public morals after staging a topless protest
last week outside the main courthouse in
Tunis in support of Sboui, a young Tunisian
with the same “sextremist” movement.

Sboui, who was arrested last month after
painting the word “Femen” on a wall near a
cemetery in an act of protest against hardline
Islamists, is separately due to appear before
an investigating judge today. Held in deten-
tion since May 19, she has not yet been for-
mally charged but risks between six months
and two years in jail if tried for indecency and
desecrating a cemetery. The judge has indicat-
ed that she could be accused of acting as part
of an organised gang and therefore attract a
heavier sentence.

But while the ruling Islamist party Ennahda
is often accused by its secular opponents of
seeking to Islamise society, the May 29 topless
protest - the first in the Arab world - did noth-
ing to win the opposition’s support in socially
conservative Tunisia, or renew the debate
about women’s rights. Even if Tunisia’s secular
and feminist groups sympathise with the
young Tunisian’s plight, few of them are rush-
ing to support her European comrades. “What
has happened to Amina, this ruthlessness, is
not justified. She does not in any way repre-
sent a threat to national security,” said Nadia
Chaabane, MP for the secular centre-left party
Al-Massar. “But I don’t understand the Femen
reaction, which has aggravated her situation,”
she added. “It is a sterile and pointless provo-
cation. This incident distracts us from the most
serious problems we face today, the socio-

economic problems, the drafting of the con-
stitution, the violence, etc. Frankly, the Femen
(demands) are the last thing I’m worried
about.”

Presidency spokesman Adnene Manser
refused to comment on the foreign activists’
demonstration, but he called Sboui’s protest
in the religious city of Kairouan “dangerous”.
“This young woman exposed herself to the
risk of being killed. I believe that her arrest
protected her... I sympathise with her right to
express herself,” he told Tunisian radio yester-
day. The three European women to be tried
today were identified by the Femen move-
ment in Paris as Pauline Hillier and Marguerite
Stern, both French, and Josephine Markmann
from Germany.

France said it hopes the Tunis court will not
be too harsh. “The Tunisian judiciary is inde-
pendent, but in the end I still hope it will be
lenient,” said Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius.
Souheib Bahri, one of the lawyers of the three
women, who are being held in the Manouba
prison in a suburb of the capital, is confident
about the outcome of the trial, which is due to
begin at 0930 GMT. “I expect a light sentence,”
he told AFP. He said his clients had staged
their controversial protest to draw attention to
the plight of Sboui, who before her arrest had
received threats from Islamists for having pub-
lished topless pictures of herself on the
Internet in March. “They say: ‘We have done
this to attract international attention, because
Amina had no support in Tunisia’,” he said.
Ennahda has yet to comment on the Femen
campaign even though it was the group’s first
target. Last weekend in Canada, a topless
activist interrupted a speech by Hamadi
Jebali, former prime minister and secretary
general of the party, shouting “Free Amina!”
Since the 1950s, Tunisia has had the most lib-
eral laws in the Arab world on women’s rights,
and the Islamists are often forced to defend
themselves against the charge of wanting to
roll back those rights.—AFP
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CAIRO: A Cairo court yesterday
sentenced 43 Egyptian and for-
eign NGO workers to jail terms
ranging from one to five years for
working illegally, causing outrage
abroad and raising fears for the
future of civil society work. The
sentences follow trials which
came in the wake of raids in 2011
on the offices of foreign NGOs,
many which had operated with-
out licences under ousted presi-
dent Hosni Mubarak but which
the new authorities deemed were
receiving funds illicitly. The crimi-
nal court sentenced 27 defen-
dants in absentia to five years.
Five defendants who were pres-
ent in the country, including one
American, were sentenced to two
years behind bars and ordered to
pay a fine of 1,000 Egyptian
pounds (almost $145).

The remaining 11 were each
given one-year suspended sen-
tences. The court also ordered the
permanent closure of the branch-
es of the NGOs where the staffers
worked. These include US-based
organisations Freedom House,
the International Republican
Institute and the National
Democratic Institute (NDI), as well
as Germany’s Konrad Adenauer
Foundation. The defendants, who
were charged with receiving illicit
foreign funds and operating with-
out a licence, have said they will
appeal the sentences.

The verdict caused an outcry
abroad, with Germany expressing
anger. “We are outraged and
deeply concerned over the stiff
judgements against staff of the
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung in
Cairo and the ordered closure of
the office,” said Foreign Minister
Guido Westerwelle. “The action
by the Egyptian justice is alarm-
ing. It weakens civil society as an
important pillar of democracy in
a new democratic Egypt.”
Germany said it had summoned
Egypt’s charge d’affaires in Berlin
to express its “serious concern”
over the matter. The Egyptian
ambassador was out of the coun-
try. “It is incomprehensible that

employees of a German public
foundation be criminally prose-
cuted,” said the foreign ministry.

Freedom House slammed
what it called a “witch-hunt”. “This
whole case was a disgrace from
the very beginning, and the ver-
dict makes a mockery of the
Egyptian judicial process,” said
Freedom House president David J
Kramer. “It is motivated purely by
corrupt and anti-democratic
behaviour and a determination to
shut down civil society. None of
those indicted did anything
wrong.” The American who stayed
behind is Robert Becker, a former
NDI employee. The German sen-
tenced to two years is an employ-
ee of the Berlin-based Konrad
Adenauer Foundation. The judge
handed five-year sentences in
absentia to other defendants
identified as citizens of Norway,
Serbia, Germany and Arab states
and one whose nationality was
not given.

Last year’s crackdown on for-
eign NGOs led to a crisis in rela-
tions between Egypt and
Washington, which Cairo had

tried to defuse by allowing some
activists to leave the country,
including Sam LaHood, the son of
US transport secretary Ray
LaHood. Until then, Washington
had hinted putting the activists
on trial could jeopardise its more
than one billion dollars in annual
aid to Egypt, much of it to the
military. The verdict comes as
Egypt debates a newly proposed
law regulating NGOs that has
been sharply criticised by civil
society groups. “Today’s Egypt
NGO verdict - an unjust verdict
based on an unjust law, and the
new draft NGO law would not
produce a different outcome,”
said Sarah Leah Whitson of
Human Rights Watch.

President Mohamed Morsi,
who referred the NGO bill to the
Islamist-dominated senate last
week, pledged he “does not
aspire to control civil society”, in a
departure from Mubarak ’s
strongman tactics. Morsi insists
he must reform a corrupt bureau-
cracy and instil transparency, and
his aides say the bill was drafted
in that spirit. But many NGOs

wary of the Islamist president say
it is an attempt to assert control
over the foreign funding of proj-
ects such as human rights advo-
cacy. The draft law would “curb
the right to freedom of associa-
tion through legal restrictions
even more severe than those
imposed by the Mubarak regime,”
said a statement signed by 40
NGOs.

Western powers such as the
United States, a major funder of
NGOs in Egypt, are closely moni-
toring the issue. In a statement,
the State Department said it was
“concerned” by the civil society
draft law which “imposes signifi-
cant government controls and
restrictions on the activities and
funding of civic groups”. EU for-
eign policy chief Catherine
Ashton said she “fears that the
draft law still contains elements
that can unnecessarily constrain
the work of NGOs in Egypt and
hinder our capacity as a foreign
donor to support their work.” “The
draft law has to be in line with
international standards and obli-
gations of Egypt,” she said. — AFP

Egypt sentences 43 NGO workers
Serbs, Norwegians, Germans, Egyptians among defendants

CAIRO: Colleagues and family members react to a court verdict convicting 43 nonprofit workers of illegally
using foreign funds to foment unrest in the country yesterday. — AP 
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YEKATERINBURG, Russia: The
European Union and Russia launched a
full day of talks yesterday dominated
by a far-ranging dispute over the Syria
crisis and Brussels’ decision to lift its
arms embargo on President Bashar Al-
Assad’s foes. EU dignitaries said Russia’s
human rights record would also come
under the microscope at meetings in
the industrial Ural Mountains city of
Yekaterinburg. Russian President
Vladimir Putin attempted to build on
his rapport with the visiting duo of
European Council President Herman
Van Rompuy and European
Commission head Jose Manuel Barroso
when he hosted a dinner late Monday
ahead of the full day of talks.

He opened yesterday’s session with-
out mentioning Syria and instead
underlined the booming trade
between the two sides. Moscow is also
hoping to eventually secure visa-free
travel to Europe and win a release for
its natural gas giant Gazprom from new
rules that forbid it from owning
pipelines and other facilities in EU
states. “It is obvious that our energy
dialogue may only advance successful-
ly if we take our mutual interests into
account,” Putin told his EU partners at
the start of yesterday’s session.
“Another problem requiring our full
attention is the preparation of a new
framework Russia-EU agreement,” he
added in reference to talks that have

dragged on for years. “Right now, both
sides are interested in finishing this job
as soon as possible.”

The framework agreement - the
basis of Russian-EU cooperation in all
areas of trade - has not been updated
since the two sides first established
relations after the Soviet Union’s col-
lapse. Yet no other issue has been as
divisive as the European Union’s strong
backing of the Syrian opposition and
Putin’s continued support for a regime
with which Moscow has been allied
since the Soviet era. “The subject of
Syria will be one of the priority areas at
the talks,” Moscow’s EU envoy Vladimir
Chizhov said.

Russia’s Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu even went so far as to suggest
that the EU’s decision to lift its embargo
on arming Syria’s rebels untied
Moscow’s hands to supply weapons to
Assad which had been banned by
international treaties. Analysts believe
Moscow and Brussels may try to
smooth out the row by issuing a state-
ment of support for a proposed peace
conference on the crisis that is meant
to get Assad’s camp and the opposition
involved in direct talks for the first time.
“The EU is convinced that there is no
alternative to a political solution to the
crisis,” Van Rompuy said at the start of
yesterday’s session. The European
Union intends “to strengthen its coop-
eration with Russia on the Syria issue,”

he stressed. It is less clear how the two
sides intend to resolve their growing
differences over the powerful role
enjoyed by Russian natural gas giant
Gazprom in the European market.
Russia accounts for about a third of the
27-nation bloc’s gas supplies - a domi-
nance that has allowed Gazprom to
dictate prices for many years. The dis-
pute culminated in an EU decision in
September to launch a probe into
Gazprom’s pricing strategy. Putin’s for-

eign policy adviser Yury Ushakov called
the action against Gazprom “discrimi-
natory”.

Analysts said the Gazprom issue is
particularly dear to Russian leaders
who rely on energy exports to help
promote their foreign policies and fill
coffers for social spending at home.
“We can forget about seeing the signa-
ture of a framework Russia-EU agree-
ment until they settle the issue of work-
ing around Europe’s new natural gas

rules,” said Olga Potyomkina of the
Russian Academy of Sciences’ Institute
of Europe. But the tensions could soar
even higher when EU leaders raise the
issue of Russia’s rights record under
Putin’s 13-year rule. EU foreign policy
chief Catherine Ashton said Brussels
was particularly concerned about a
new crackdown on non-governmental
organisations with foreign funding.
They are now forced to wear a “foreign
agent” tag.— AFP 

Syria rift dominates EU-Russia summit

YEKATERINBURG, Russia: Russia’s President Vladimir Putin, with Russian and EU top officials, attends a Russia-EU
summit in this industrial Ural Mountains city yesterday. — AFP

NASSAU, Germany/PRAGUE:
Chancellor Angela Merkel prom-
ised euro100 million to victims of
Germany’s worst flood in a
decade yesterday as she toured
areas devastated by the deluge
which has claimed 12 lives across
central Europe. Swathes of subur-
ban Prague were submerged but
metal barriers along the Vltava
river shielded the historic centre
as the high water shifted north to
eastern Germany. In the German
state of Saxony, about 10,000
people were forced from their
homes, and thousands more
were evacuated in Bavaria. The 12
deaths have occurred in the
Czech Republic, Austria, Poland
and Germany since the weekend. 

Forecasters said receding rains
would help water levels to drop
across the Czech Republic, but
that parts of Slovakia and
Hungary, as well as Germany,
would be affected in coming
days. Conservative Merkel, who
faces an election in September
and hopes to win a third term,
was keen to show she was help-
ing those affected as she visited
the Bavarian city of Passau, where
soldiers had been piling sand-
bags and clearing mud. “Even if
the water level is slowly retreat-
ing (in Passau), the effects will be
felt for a long time,” she told
reporters gathered around her on
a street. “Therefore 100 million
euros of emergency aid is avail-
able from the state (of Bavaria)
and the federal government. We
are splitting it 50:50. Now it is a
matter of getting the aid quickly
to people.” Meteorologists pre-
dicted the worst might be over
for cities such as Passau but
warned of flooding in the historic
city of Dresden and nearby
Meissen, both devastated when
similar floods swept across cen-
tral Europe in 2002. In those
floods a decade ago, 17 people
were killed in the Czech Republic,
and damage estimated at euro 20
billion ($26 billion) was inflicted.

Merkel’s tour is reminiscent of
2002 when then-Social Democrat
(SPD) chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder donned wellington
boots and rushed to flood-hit
areas only a few weeks before an
election which he was at risk of
losing. His decisive crisis manage-
ment gave Schroeder, a strong
campaigner, a boost in the polls
which, along with his resistance
to the Iraq war, helped him win a
second term. Merkel may have
left her boots at home, opting
instead for sturdy walking shoes
and a black rain jacket, and is
already riding high in the polls -
but her political senses have
kicked in, said commentators.

“Now the chancellor is travel-
ling to the flooded areas as a ges-
ture of sympathy,” wrote the cen-
tre-right Die Welt daily, adding
she would be measured against
the likes of Schroeder. “But where
there is a catastrophe, symbolic
appearances and the cynicism of
observers begin,” it said. Those in

affected areas had less political
concerns. “We just want things to
get back to normal and want to
be able to get in and out of town,”
said Wolfgang Klawitte, a resident
of the Saxony town of Grimma.
“We have no electricity and at
some point we also need to get
food.” The Zwickauer Mulde river
broke its banks after days of rain
and Grimma’s old town was sub-
merged. The river, usually at a lev-
el of about 1.6 m, reached 6 m on
Monday.

Merkel later visited Pirna in
Saxony and was due to stop in
Greiz, in the eastern state of
Thuringia in the afternoon.
German Transport Minister Peter
Ramsauer said he expected the
damage in Germany to cost hun-
dreds of millions of euros.  In the
Czech Republic, areas to the
south and north of the capital
Prague were under water yester-
day, including the zoo and horse
racing track. Large parts of its
subway system stayed shut with

officials saying they would not
reopen for days. Czech electricity
producer CEZ shut down its
Melnik 2 and 3 coal-fired power
plants yesterday as a preventative
action against floods on the Elbe
river.

Spolana, a chemical factory in
Neratovice, north of Prague, said
it had moved dangerous sub-
stances to a safe location and
shut down all production. The
floods across the region sent
shares in reinsurers Munich Re
and Hannover Re down by about
2.5 percent on Monday, with mar-
kets anticipating big claims from
property owners once the waters
recede. High water is likely to
stop shipping on the Rhine in
south Germany until  at least
today morning, the local naviga-
tion authority said. Shipping was
stopped over the weekend on
southern sections of the river and
the river stayed closed to ship-
ping south of Koblenz yesterday,
it said. — Reuters 

Merkel promises aid to 

German flood victims
At least 12 killed across several countries

PIRNA, Germany: German Chancellor Angela Merkel speaks with rescue workers and residents as she
visits this flooded city yesterday. Torrential rain and heavy flooding hit central Europe. — AFP 

LONDON: Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh (center) and
Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales look on during a service to celebrate the 60th
Anniversary of the Coronation Service at Westminster Abbey yesterday. — AFP

LONDON: Queen Elizabeth II cele-
brated the 60th anniversary of her
coronation yesterday by returning to
Westminster  Abbey for  a  special
service, with the glittering solid gold
crown and the holy  o i l  used to
anoint her taking centre stage. Some
2,200 guests including all the senior
royals  crammed into the historic
London church for the service which
reflected her crowning on June 2,
1953 -  and l i fet ime of  dut y  ever
since.  The 87-year-old monarch was
joined on the front row by Prince
Will iam and his heavily pregnant
wife Catherine,  who sat  with her
hands clasped under her baby bump.
It was the first time they have pub-
licly visited the abbey since they
married there in April 2011.

The sovereign,  in  an oyster-
coloured outfit by Angela Kelly, was
accompanied by her husband Prince
Phi l ip,  91 ,  who was at  her  s ide
despite skipping a public engage-
ment on Monday due to ill health.
“With united voice, we give thanks
for the long and glorious reign of our
Sovereign Lady Queen Elizabeth,”
sa id  John Hal l ,  the Dean of
Westminster, as the service began. St
Edward’s Crown, inlaid with precious
stones, was displayed on the high
altar  af ter  leaving the Tower  of
London for the first time since it was
used for the queen’s coronation six
decades ago.

The crown, made for the corona-
tion of England’s king Charles II in
1661, was displayed alongside the
Ampulla - the gold, eagle-shaped
flask containing the holy anointing
oi l .  The c lear  g lass  bott le  was
processed in by representatives of
British society - which included two
schoolchildren, a Girl Guide and a
school crossing patrol ‘lollipop lady’
in her fluorescent yellow uniform.
Outside in the sunshine - a marked
contrast to the rainy coronation day
60 years  ago -  crowds gathered
behind barr icades  bedecked in
British and Canadian flags, while the
abbey bells pealed.

Inside, the seats closest to the roy-
als were reserved for the titled aris-
tocracy and the high commissioners
from the queen’s 15 Commonwealth
realms, including Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and Jamaica .  The
guests included people who attend-
ed the coronation, including choir
boys  who were 11 at  the t ime.
S oldiers  in  scar let  tunics  and

bearskin hats trumpeted the queen’s
arrival. The music, hymns and service
structure reflected that of the coro-
nation. In his address, Archbishop of
Canterbury Justin Welby, the Church
of England’s spiritual leader, recalled
the coronation rites. “Pomp and cere-
mony on a rainy June day, wrapped
in time and custom - very British,” he
said. “Her Majesty knelt at the begin-
ning of a path of demanding devo-
tion and utter self-sacrifice, a path
she did not choose, yet to which she
was called. “The coronation was an
ordination, a setting aside of a per-
son for  ser v ice.” He sa id  Queen
Elizabeth’s true power “is found nei-
ther in pomp and circumstance nor
in public displays but in radical com-
mitment, single-minded devotion
and servant leadership”.

The Bible readings were given by
Br i t ish  Pr ime M inister  David
Cameron and Commonwealth
Secretary-General Kamalesh Sharma,
reflecting the queen’s devotion to
her role as head of the 54-member
organisation. A specially commis-
sioned poem by the Poet Laureate
Carol Ann Duffy was also read out.
Afterwards, the queen smiled as she
paused by the Coronation Chair, dat-
ing back to 1296, which she sat in 60
years ago. She became monarch on
Feb 6, 1952 upon the death of her
father king George VI, but to allow
for a period of national mourning
she was only crowned 16 months lat-
er.

It was the first time a coronation
had been televised and more than 20
million in Britain watched the events
live while another 11 million listened
to radio coverage.  Westminster
Abbey has witnessed 38 coronations
dating back to that of William the
Conqueror in 1066, while 18 British
monarchs  are  bur ied ins ide.  The
coronation anniversar y has been
more low-key than the four days of
festivities held last year to mark the
queen’s diamond jubilee.

Besides the abbey service, the cel-
ebrations also include exhibitions of
memorabilia, gun salutes and garden
parties at Buckingham Palace. Royal
thoughts are now turning to the
birth of William and Catherine’s first
chi ld,  expec ted nex t  month.  The
baby wi l l  be  thi rd  in  l ine  to  the
throne and, following a change in
the laws of succession, cannot be
overtaken by younger brothers if it is
a girl. — AFP 
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BAMAKO: Malian troops were advancing yes-
terday on the northern flashpoint of Kidal to
retake it from minority Tuareg separatist rebels
accused of “ethnic cleansing” after a wave of
expulsions of black residents. The city has been
the subject of a tug-of-war between the Malian
government, which wants to regain control of
the regional capital, and the National
Movement for the Liberation of Azawad
(MNLA), a rebel group from the country’s light-
skinned Tuareg people. Malian troops have
been deployed in four “battle groups” to encircle
Kidal, army spokesman Souleymane Maiga told
AFP. The move came after dozens of black
inhabitants were expelled from the city over the
weekend by the MNLA in an act denounced as
“ethnic cleansing” by the government, which
says the presence of troops in the city is “non-
negotiable” ahead of nationwide elections
planned for July. “They (the Malian military) are
en route to Kidal and they just arrived in Anefis
in large numbers and heavily armed,” a resident
of Anefis, a stop-off point 200 km south of Kidal,
told AFP. The army would not specify the num-
ber of soldiers sent to the region.

The MNLA has denied targeting black inhabi-

tants but claims it has arrested dozens, includ-
ing an army officer, in a hunt for “infiltrators”
sent by the Malian authorities. “We cannot
accept that Malians are taken hostage by crimi-
nals,” Malian Foreign Minister Tieman Coulibaly
said in an interview with AFP in Paris on
Monday. “The army will march on Kidal,” he said,
adding that “what happened in Kidal may accel-
erate the agenda”. The advance comes with less
than two months to go until a July 28 presiden-
tial election seen as essential to restoring demo-
cratic rule in the battle-scarred west African
nation.

The MNLA rose up to fight for independence
for the north in January last year and over-
whelmed government troops, leading frustrat-
ed mid-level officers to launch a coup which
toppled elected president Amadou Toumani
Toure. Together with Al Qaeda-linked militants,
they seized key northern cities, but were then
chased out by their former Islamist allies. Former
colonial ruler France sent troops in January to
block an advance by the extremists on the capi-
tal Bamako and pushed them out of the main
cities and into desert and mountain hideouts.

The French army then allowed the MNLA

back into Kidal, ignoring demands by the Malian
military to be allowed into the city and raising
fears in Bamako, 1,500 kilometres to the south-
west, that Paris wants to let the Tuareg rebels
keep the city as part of an eventual deal for self-
rule. While French troops control the airport and
work with the MNLA in Kidal, the separatists
have rejected any suggestion that they should
allow the Malian military or government into
the town, which has been rocked by violence
since the intervention.

In the latest of a string of deadly attacks a sui-
cide bomber blew himself up Tuesday at the
house of an MNLA leader suspected by the
Malian army of being an informant for the
French military. “The suicide bomber was wait-
ing for someone in the (MNLA) colonel’s house
when he was caught by some youths and set off
his bomb. He is dead and there is one person
wounded,” a military source told AFP. On April
12, four Chadian soldiers were killed in a suicide
bombing in a city centre market and in February
there were two suicide attacks - the first aimed
at French soldiers in which the driver of an
explosives-laden car died and the second killing
seven MNLA members at a checkpoint. — AFP 

Malian army headed to key rebel-held town
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WASHINGTON: Secretary of State John
Kerry is heading to Latin America for the
first time since taking office, leading the
US delegation to a 35-nation organization
he once disparaged as ineffective and
nearly irrelevant. Kerry departed yesterday
for Guatemala, where he will attend the
Organization of American States’ annual
general assembly. Counternarcotics and
counterterrorism strategy, as well as
human rights throughout the Western
Hemisphere, are expected to be main top-
ics of discussion. The OAS often is criti-
cized in the United States, and Kerry wrote

a scathing editorial about its failures and
need to reform three years ago while he
was the chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. The State
Department said Monday that Kerry
believes the bloc is an organization of crit-
ical importance to the Americas and that
his participation in the two-day meeting
in Guatemala is aimed at helping to
strengthen it.

“The fact that he is going to the OAS
and he is spending two days there partici-
pating sends a clear signal that he thinks
this remains the premier multilateral

organization in the hemisphere,” depart-
ment spokeswoman Jen Psaki said. “In
order to assure that the OAS retains that
status, it must refocus on its core princi-
ples,” she said, stressing democracy,
human rights, development and regional
security. “Strengthening it is of course part
of (Kerry’s) agenda and part of what he’ll
be focused on in the next couple of days.”

As a senator in 2010, Kerry made simi-
lar, though not as subtle, points in an
opinion piece he co-wrote with Sen.
Robert Menendez, D-N.J, his successor as
head of the Foreign Relations Committee.

“Sadly, its culture of consensus has often
been the breeding ground of the ideas
that reflect the lowest common denomi-
nator, rather than the highest ambitions of
diplomacy and cooperation,” they wrote in
The Miami Herald.

The pair excoriated the OAS for becom-
ing “a pliable tool of inconsistent political
agendas” and suggested that they agreed
with critics who called the organization “a
grazing pasture for third-string diplomats.”
Psaki played down the last comment, say-
ing she “would hardly call the secretary of
state a third-string diplomat.” Kerry’s mere

presence at the meeting demonstrates his
and the administration’s commitment to
improving the OAS, she said. The United
States has over the past decades found
itself at growing odds with numerous
Latin and South American members of the
OAS. Many of them, l ike Venezuela,
Nicaragua, Bolivia and Ecuador, are led by
leftist or populist leaders. Since becoming
the top US diplomat in February, Kerry
already has traveled more than 100,000
miles to visit 23 countries, but the trip to
Guatemala will be his first in the Western
Hemisphere. — AP

Kerry makes first Latin America trip in office

An Army carry team moves a transfer case containing the remains of Kyle P
Stoeckli Monday, June 3, 2013 at Dover Air Force Base, Del. — AP

WASHINGTON: Military leaders said yesterday that
sexual assault in the ranks is “like a cancer” that
could destroy the force, but they rejected far-reach-
ing congressional efforts to strip commanders of
some authority in meting out justice. Seated side-
by-side at a long witness table, Army Gen Martin
Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
head of each branch of the military and Pentagon
lawyers testified on what is widely viewed as an epi-
demic of sexual assault plaguing the services.

Outraged by recent high-profile cases and over-
whelming statistics, lawmakers have moved aggres-
sively on legislation to address the scourge of sexual
assault. They summoned the military brass to
answer their questions at a jam-packed hearing.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich, chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, said the problem of sexual
assault “is of such a scope and magnitude that it has
become a stain on our military.”

Congress has acted in prior years to ensure the
aggressive investigation and prosecution of sexual
assaults, Levin said, but more needs to be done. The
committee is considering seven bills to deal with
sexual assault. As important as additional protec-
tions would be, Levin said, the problem won’t be
addressed successfully without a cultural change
throughout the military, starting at the top of the
chain of command.

“The military services are hierarchal organiza-
tions: The tone is set from the top of that chain, the
message comes from the top, and accountability
rests at the top,” said Levin, who has not endorsed
any of the bills. The military leaders offered no dis-
agreement about the impact on the services. “Sexual
assault and harassment are like a cancer within the
force - a cancer that left untreated will destroy the
fabric of our force,” said Army Gen Ray Odierno. “It’s
imperative that we take a comprehensive approach
to prevent attacks, to protect our people, and where
appropriate, to prosecute wrongdoing and hold
people accountable.” While acknowledging the
problem and accepting that legislation is inevitable,
military leaders insisted that commanders keep their
authority to handle sexual assault cases.

“Reducing command responsibility could
adversely affect the ability of the commander to

enforce professional standards and ultimately, to
accomplish the mission,” Dempsey told the commit-
tee. The four-star chiefs told the committee they
support Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s April rec-
ommendation to change the Uniform Code of
Military Justice and largely strip commanding offi-
cers of the power to toss out a verdict. The change is
included in several of the Senate proposals and like-
ly will be adopted by the House Armed Services
Committee on Wednesday in their version of the
annual defense policy bill.

But service chiefs expressed concern over mak-
ing broader changes to the military’s legal code that
would undercut the ability of commanders to disci-
pline the troops they need. One of the Senate bills
proposed by Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-NY, would go
the farthest by removing commanders from the
process of deciding whether serious crimes, includ-
ing sexual misconduct cases, go to trial. That judg-
ment would rest with seasoned trial counsels who
have prosecutorial experience and hold the rank of
colonel or above.

Her legislation, which has 18 cosponsors includ-

ing four Republicans, also would take away a com-
mander’s authority to convene a court-martial. That
responsibility would be given to new and separate
offices outside the victim’s chain of command.
Commanders would maintain their current authori-
ty in the legal process in cases of espionage, theft,
sedition and conduct unbecoming an officer in her
bill. Voices rising, female members of the committee
tangled with military leaders, complaining that the
military’s reporting process fails to recognize the
seriousness of rape, sometimes equating it with inci-
dents of sexual harassment. “This isn’t about sex,”
Sen Claire McCaskill, D-Mo, told the panel, but about
“crimes of domination and violence.”

Odierno, the Army’s chief of staff, said a comman-
der’s ability to punish quickly, visibly and at the unit
level is essential to maintaining discipline within the
ranks. “Without equivocation, I believe maintaining
the central role of the commander in our military
justice system is absolutely critical,” Odierno said.
The Air Force’s top officer, Gen Mark Welsh, said air-
men should have no doubt about who will hold
them accountable.— AP

US military calls sexual 
assault ‘like a cancer’

Rising attacks force changes to military justice

KABUL: Hundreds of Afghans blocked a major
highway south of Kabul yesterday, carrying
freshly dug-up bodies they claimed were vic-
tims of torture by US special forces and
demanding the Americans be arrested, officials
said. Violence erupted at the rally and two of
the demonstrators were killed but the cause of
their deaths was unclear, said Mohammand
Hussain Fahimi, a provincial council member in
Wardak, 45 kilometers (27 miles) south of
Kabul. The three bodies displayed at the rally
were dug up earlier yesterday morning near a
former US special forces base in Nirkh district,
according to Attaullah Khogyanai, the provin-
cial governor’s spokesman. Six other bodies
were unearthed there in the past few weeks.

Khogyanai said an investigation was under-
way but that it was too soon to say if the three
were among at least nine people who villagers
say disappeared into American custody and
were never seen again. US special forces with-
drew from parts of Wardak earlier this year at
the insistence of Afghan President Hamid
Karzai, following alleged torture, kidnapping
and summary execution of militant suspects
there - charges US officials have firmly denied.

Yesterday’s rally brought a car with the
three bodies to the local provincial governor’s
office, then protesters fanned out and blocked
traffic on the main road from Kabul to
Kandahar, said Fahimi, the council member.
“They were throwing stones and shouting
against the government and the (American)
special forces, saying, ‘We want the killers of
these innocent civilians to be prosecuted,’”
Fahimi said. The demonstrators tried to get into
the governor’s office, and police fired in the air
to stop them, he said.

He added that at least two protesters were
killed but he was unsure if they had been shot

or trampled. The US has repeatedly denied
accusations that people arrested by special
forces in Wardak province died in American
custody. However, villagers accuse the
Americans and their Afghan partners of intimi-
dation through unprovoked beatings, mass
arrests and forced detentions.

Also yesterday, the International Committee
of the Red Cross said it was temporarily remov-
ing some of its staff from Afghanistan and cur-
tailing some of its activities following an attack
last week on its offices in the eastern city of
Jalalabad, a spokesman said. Robin Waudo,
communications coordinator for the Red Cross
in Afghanistan, said a decision on the number
of international staff that would leave had not
yet been made.

He said the organization would continue
with some of its services, including orthopedics
- the Red Cross supplies many artificial limbs
across Afghanistan - supporting Kandahar’s
largest hospital, and keeping families in touch
with detainees. “We are doing this until we can
analyze the situation,” Waudo said. Last week, a
suicide bomber detonated his explosives at the
Red Cross compound’s gate and another gun-
man burst into the complex. An Afghan guard
was killed in the explosion, and seven interna-
tional staff inside the compound were later res-
cued by police. The attack was the second in a
week targeting aid groups in Afghanistan, rais-
ing worries that insurgents now consider
humanitarian workers as prime targets along
with international and Afghan security forces. It
remains unclear who attacked the Red Cross.
Two days after the attack, The Taliban made a
rare public denial that they were responsible,
saying they had previously cooperated with
the organization and did not support targeting
it.— AP

Afghans demand arrest of 
US troops over killings

WASHINGTON: President Barack Obama is
simultaneously naming three nominees to the
understaffed federal appeals court in
Washington, setting up an aggressive push
against Senate Republicans who are trying to
keep him from naming any more judges to the
influential circuit. A White House official said
late Monday that Obama planned to announce
his nomination of Patricia Ann Millett, Cornelia

Pillard and Robert Leon Wilkins on Tuesday in
the Rose Garden, a joint announcement that is
part of an aggressive new push in a years-long
partisan fight to make his imprint on the court.
The official spoke on the condition of anonymi-
ty because the individual was not authorized to
discuss the nominees on the record ahead of
the announcement.

Pillard is a Georgetown University law pro-
fessor, Millet is an appeals lawyer in
Washington, and Wilkins is a judge on the US
District Court in Washington. They would fill
three vacancies currently on the US Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
often called the second-highest court in the
nation because of its influence. The court has
nationwide and even international impact,

since many cases relate to the balance of pow-
er in Washington and review of actions by fed-
eral agencies that affect health, safety and the
environment. The DC circuit also is grooming
grounds for the Supreme Court, with four cur-
rent justices having served on it.

The nominees might not raise partisan ran-
cor on their own - Millet worked in the George
W Bush administration, while Wilkins was con-
firmed without opposition in Obama’s first
term. But the DC Circuit is at the center of a
struggle between Obama and Senate
Republicans. Congress has authorized 11
judgeships for the DC circuit, but Republicans
are questioning whether the court is busy
enough to justify filling the seats. Sen. Chuck
Grassley of Iowa, the top Republican on the
Senate Judiciary Committee, has introduced
legislation to eliminate one seat, move one to
the 11th circuit based in Atlanta and move
another to the 2nd Circuit based in New York.
He says the workloads in those two circuits are
much heavier than in Washington.

That legislation is a non-starter in the
Democratic-controlled Senate, but signals that
Republicans are going to fight Obama’s nomi-
nees. “It’s hard to imagine the rationale for
nominating three judges at once for this court
given the many vacant emergency seats across
the country, unless your goal is to pack the
court to advance a certain policy agenda,”
Grassley said in a statement Monday night.

The White House has objected sharply to
Grassley’s legislation and noted that
Republicans voted to fill those vacancies when
President George W. Bush made the nomina-
tions. The White House has been frustrated by
the successful blocking of one of Obama’s
nominees to the circuit and by key decisions
there recently against Obama’s agenda. The cir-
cuit overturned an administration regulation
clamping down on power plant pollution that
crosses state lines, rejected its attempt to
require large, graphic health warnings on ciga-
rette packages and found that Obama exceed-
ed his power in bypassing the Senate to make
recess appointments. — AP

Obama nominates 3 
to US appeals court

WASHINGTON: Education Secretary
Arne Duncan listens as President
Barack Obama speaks in the East
Room of the White House. — AP 

PALMDALE: All that was left of his
two-storey home with a stunning
panoramic view was black twisted
metal and ashes. On Monday after-
noon, Gregg Johnson surveyed the
damage along with the nearly
3,000 others allowed to return to
their homes in the rural communi-
ties threatened by a massive
Southern California wildfire.
Johnson, 59, left his home Saturday
with his wife and 12-year-old son
after watching the fire race down
around Lake Hughes below them
and then surround their mountain-
top home.

“At that point, you know, the
deal was done,” Johnson said. “Of
course I was holding out hope...
maybe the people who told me my
house had burned down were
wrong.” The remnants of the fire’s
destructive path left charred hill-
sides speckled with white ash over
50 square miles in northern Los
Angeles County as residents
returned to 700 homes they had
fled in the rural communities 45
miles northwest of downtown Los
Angeles.

The Powerhouse Fire was 60
percent contained Monday evening
as firefighters finally gained the
upper hand on a blaze that had
doubled in size over the weekend
and spread rapidly through more
than 32,000 acres of old, dry chap-
arral with the help of gusty winds
and triple-digit temperatures.
Cooler, moist air on Monday helped
thousands of firefighters battling
flames that moved out into easier,
sparser terrain - from the rugged
mountains of the Angeles National
forest onto the floor of the high
desert Antelope Valley.

What a difference a day makes,”
said LA County Deputy Chief David
Richardson. Firefighters expected
cooler temperatures, lighter winds
and rising humidity to help them
make more progress overnight,
said US Forest Services spokesman
Nathan Judy. Water-dropping heli-
copters would continue to fly
through the night, he said. “We’re
supposed to have a good marine
layer into the morning, we’re hop-
ing for it not too heat up too early,”

said a US Forest Service spokesman
Ed Gililland.

The fire was most active Monday
in the northwest, pushing through
a brushy area and had not burned
since the 1930s, said Ronald
Ashdale, a spokesman for the US
Forest Service. On Monday winds
had swept across a dozer line set
up by firefighters, pushing the area
of containment out by another 5
acres. But with only widely scat-
tered homes in the area, firefighters
were able to work more on attack-
ing flames than on structure pro-
tection. At least six houses have
been destroyed by the fire, and
nine more damaged.

The fire continued to threaten
about 275 homes Monday evening,
down from 1,000 earlier in the day.

Monique Hernandez, 37, saw the
fire jump Lake Hughes and decided
to flee the mountaintop home she
and her parents rented in March.
The family put their dog, photos
and clothes into a van and sped
down a mile-long dirt road. An
hour later, they learned their home
had burned. “I saw it on the news,”
Hernandez said at the Red Cross
shelter in Palmdale with her 3-year-
old daughter, Angelique. “It was all
gone. It was down to ashes.”

About 2,100 firefighters took on
the flames, aided by water-drop-
ping helicopters and airplanes
unleashing loads of retardant
across the flanks of the fire. The
cause of the fire was under investi-
gation. Three firefighters had minor
injuries, but no one else was hurt.

Smoke from the Southern
California wildfire and from Nevada
fires hung over Las Vegas, where
Clark County officials advised
Monday that it could bother sensi-
tive people such as those with res-
piratory conditions.

In the West, two major wildfires
were burning in northern New
Mexico, and weather conditions
were not expected to be helpful to
firefighters. The Tres Lagunas fire
north of Pecos in Santa Fe National
Forest had grown to 12 1/2 square
miles, causing smoke to spread
across much of the region. It previ-
ously prompted the evacuation of
about 140 houses, mostly summer
residences, but no structures had
been burned.

Drier and windier weather was
moving in, said interagency fire
management team spokeswoman
Denise Ottaviano. “It’s going to be
challenging,” she said. Firefighters
were working to protect a group of
homes in Holy Ghost Canyon and
prevent the fire from spreading
east, where it could endanger a riv-
er watershed that supplies Las
Vegas. Meanwhile, the Thompson
Ridge fire near Jemez Springs
remained at nearly 3 square miles.
Forty to 50 houses were evacuated
late last week.

A light gray haze blanketed the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains to the
east of Santa Fe and a thicker haze
nearly obscured a view from Santa
Fe of the Jemez Mountains to the
west. In Evergreen, Colo., about 30
miles west of Denver, sheriff’s offi-
cials made about 9,900 automated
calls telling people to evacuate as
gusts carried sparks a half mile
from where a fire burned an esti-
mated 25 to 35 acres. The exact
number of evacuees wasn’t known
because some homes receive calls
to multiple numbers. The fire was
settling down Monday night and
authorities said some evacuees will
be able to return home. In Alaska,
wetter, cooler weather was giving
crews a reprieve at many of the 40
active wildfires in the state. There
have been 150 fires in Alaska this
year, with more than 66 square
miles burned. — AP

Firefighters gain upper 
hand on California blaze

LOS ANGELES COUNTY: A helicopter drops water on hill fire to
fight what has been called the Powerhouse fire in the rural
community of Lake Hughes in northern Los Angeles County,
California. — AP 

WASHINGTON: (From left) Judge Advocate General of the Army Lt Gen Dana
Chipman; Army Chief of Staff Gen Ray Odierno; Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen Martin
Dempsey; and Legal Counsel to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Brig Gen
Richard Gross, arrive on Capitol Hill yesterday. — AP 
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PAPUA: In this undated photograph six detained pro-independence activists
are photographed in a jail in Jayapura in Papua province while five of the
detainees were convicted. — AFP

HONG KONG: Every year, Hong Kong residents
gather in droves for the annual vigil to com-
memorate the Tiananmen democracy protests.
More than marking the brutal crackdown in
Beijing 24 years ago, the event here increasingly
symbolizes disaffection with rule by China.  Tens
of thousands of people gathered yesterday
evening at a large park in the former British
colony. They turned the park into a sea of flicker-
ing light as they held candles aloft to remember
those killed when their protests in central
Beijing were crushed by the Chinese military on
June 4, 1989.  Commemorations of the crack-
down are suppressed everywhere else in China.
The vigil was cut short by a brief but heavy tropi-
cal downpour that sent some scurrying for the
exits. But many remained, huddling with their
candles under umbrellas. Organizers estimated a
crowd of 150,000 while police put the number at
54,000, local media reported.

“We need to let everyone know” about what
happened, said Alex Lai, a 26-year-old account-
ant who has been attending the vigil for 10
years. “Because if you don’t hold this event then
the memory will  quickly be forgotten.”
Organizers and crowd members called for
Beijing to reverse its verdict on the protests,
which Communist Party leaders have con-
demned as a counterrevolutionary riot. In
Beijing, there was no sign of large-scale protest,
but some people answered a call by activists to
wear black to work in remembrance. As in previ-
ous years, many pro-democracy activists them-
selves were not allowed to leave their homes to
mark the anniversary. On the country’s lively
social media, searches for words including “com-
memorate” and “6-4” were banned, and the can-
dle emoticon was removed.

In Hong Kong, the event has taken on a life of
its own, with residents of the now-semiau-
tonomous Chinese region expressing unhappi-
ness that their administrators are still hand-
picked by Beijing despite promises of more
democracy. “There are more people who want to
use this vigil regarding June 4 as a way to
protest against Beijing’s heavy-handed interven-
tion in Hong Kong affairs,” said Willy Lam, a pro-
fessor at Chinese University of Hong Kong.

When Hong Kongers poured into the streets
in 1989, their sympathy with the protesters in
Beijing had more to do with fears about impend-
ing Chinese rule - then eight years away. Now it’s
bout current problems that include corruption, a
leader viewed by many as inept and tin-eared,
and a yawning wealth gap that has stifled the
aspirations of the city’s large middle-class. And
“of course it also expresses the anger of people
over the Chinese government messing with our
democratic reform,” said pro-democracy legisla-
tor Lee Cheuk-yan. Mike Yip, a sales consultant
attending the vigil, said people were dissatisfied
with the lack of reform. “Everybody understands
we can’t change anything in the short term but
we hope that slowly there will be changes,” he
said. When Hong Kong was handed back to
China in 1997, it was allowed to keep its own
political system and Western-style civil liberties
such as freedom of speech until 2047.

Residents can vote for some of their legisla-
tors, while others are chosen by business and
other special interest groups. They’ve never

been able to choose their leader, who during
British colonial rule was dispatched from
London. Since China retook control, the leader,
now known as chief executive, has been chosen
by a committee of mostly pro-Beijing elites.

Beijing has pledged to allow Hong Kongers to
elect their leader by 2017 and elect all legislators
in 2020 but no roadmap has been laid out. The
lack of progress has led Hong Kong University
Professor Benny Tai to propose a protest move-
ment in which supporters would occupy the
city’s financial district in 2014 in a last-ditch
attempt to press their demands for a genuine
chief executive election.

Hong Kongers’ yearning for democracy is
illustrated by their frustrations with current Chief
Executive Leung Chun-ying, who has been hit by
a series of controversies since taking office less
than a year ago. Leung’s already poor approval
rating plummeted further over the past few

months, according to opinion polls by Hong
Kong University researchers. Last week, a senior
mainland official took the unusual step of deny-
ing there was a plan to replace him.

“One huge problem with CY Leung is that
he’s a yes-man; he’s regarded as a stooge of
Beijing,” Lam said. Last year, protests forced
Leung to back down from plans to require
Chinese patriotism classes in schools, which
some parents feared was a form of brainwash-
ing. In January, he survived an impeachment
attempt. Leung took office with promises to pro-
vide more affordable housing but residents
haven’t had much relief from high rents and
home prices in Hong Kong, where tens of thou-
sands live in cubicles, metal cages or other sub-
standard housing even though it’s one of Asia’s
richest cities. His latest troubles revolve around a
scandal involving a member of his Cabinet, Barry
Cheung, a businessman and key supporter of his
bid for Hong Kong’s top job. Cheung was forced

to resign from all his public positions after police
launched an investigation into him and his Hong
Kong Mercantile Exchange, which had to return
its trading license last month, two years after it
opened. Six people have also been arrested in
connection with the investigation.

A spate of corruption scandals has raised
worries about the integrity of public officials in
Hong Kong, an Asian financial center that likes
to boast of clean government and strong rule of
law. In May, the city’s corruption watchdog
launched a criminal investigation of its former
chief over complaints of excessive spending on
gifts and meals on visits with mainland Chinese
officials. Last year, the Independent Commission
Against Corruption also investigated Leung’s
predecessor over allegations he received favors
from wealthy friends. Separately, a former chief
secretary, the second highest ranking official,
has been charged in a corruption case along

with a pair of billionaire developers.
Tensions have also been growing over the

unwelcome side-effects of increasing numbers
of mainland visitors. Last year about 35 million
visited Hong Kong, a cramped city of 7.1 million.
Locals have taken to deriding their mainland
cousins as “locusts” for their reputation for buy-
ing up luxury goods, apartments and even baby
formula. To calm rising anger over shortages of
formula - coveted by mainland parents after
China’s tainted milk scandal - the government in
March prohibited visitors from leaving the city
with more than two cans. Some 1,525 people
have since been arrested for smuggling.
Following yesterday’s vigil, some plan to march
to the Chinese central government’s liaison
office where, radical lawmaker Leung Kwok-
hung said, they will demand the Communist
Party end one -party rule, pay homage to the
Tiananmen victims and release all political pris-
oners. — AP

HK marks Tiananmen
Police out in force in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square

HONG KONG: People are seen gathered at Victoria Park during a candlelight vigil
held to mark the 24th anniversary of the 1989 crackdown at Tiananmen Square yes-
terday. — AFP

JAKARTA: Dozens of political prisoners con-
victed of treason in Indonesia’s easternmost
Papua province say they’ll reject a proposed
plan to be freed under a government
amnesty program, arguing that leaving jail
would amount to admitting guilt for crimes
they didn’t commit. Twenty-six Papuan politi-
cal prisoners currently jailed at Abepura
prison near Jayapura, Papua’s capital, signed a
letter last week refusing to accept the
amnesty if it’s offered. 

The plan was proposed in late April by the
governor, local lawmakers and other organi-
zations in the province to Indonesian
President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, Papua
Consultative Assembly chairman Timothius
Murib said Monday. However, the amnesty
has so far not been offered.  The proposal was
part of “special autonomy plus” conditions
put forward for the restive provinces of Papua
and West Papua to mark the 50th anniversary
of the integration of Papua into Indonesia this
year. The prisoners’ letter was sent to
Yudhoyono’s office Friday and copied to sev-
eral foreign diplomats in Jakarta, said Agus
Kosay, a pro-independence activist.  “They
believe what they are fighting for is the truth,”
he said. “If they accept the clemency, it means
they admit that they are guilty.” Filep Karma,
54, a prominent political prisoner who has
served eight years of a 15-year treason sen-
tence for raising the Morning Star flag, a sym-
bol of the banned Free Papua Movement, was
among the convicts who signed the letter.
Karma himself has rejected the government’s
annual program to reduce his jail term several
times. In a copy of the letter sent by email to

the media, the prisoners explained that they
have been jailed for defending Papua’s digni-
ty, and said they plan to continue their strug-
gle to save it from discrimination, marginal-
ization and ethnic extinction. “We reject the
government of Indonesia’s plan to give us
clemency,” the letter said. “We don’t need to
be freed from jail, but we need and demand
the freedom of Papua from Indonesian
annexation.” Indonesia is highly sensitive to
the separatist struggles in Papua, a former
Dutch colony taken over in May 1, 1963. 

The government restricts visits by human
rights workers and journalists, and pro-inde-
pendence activists have been given lengthy
prison terms for peacefully expressing their
views, organizing rallies or for simply raising
separatist flags.  Justice and Human Rights
Ministry spokesman Goncang Raharjo said
Monday that he had not heard of any plan to
grant amnesty to the political prisoners.
“Amnesty is the full right of the president, but
it should go through a long process,” Raharjo
said, adding that it involves input from the
Supreme Court and the parliament.  

However, after meeting with Yudhoyono
in Jakarta, the capital, the president indicated
he was open to the idea, Murib said. In 2010,
two political prisoners were freed after
Yudhoyono granted them clemency. They
were jailed for raising the banned flag and
involvement in a violent pro-independence
rally.  Though Indonesia’s sovereignty over
Papua was formalized in 1969 through a
stage-managed vote, a small, poorly armed
separatist movement has battled for inde-
pendence ever since.— AP
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NEW DELHI: A US tourist was gang-raped by a
truck driver and two accomplices after hitching a
ride in the northern Indian state of Himachal
Pradesh, police said yesterday. The incident follows
the alleged rape of a 21-year-old Irish charity work-
er in Kolkata at the weekend and comes as the
country attempts to tackle widespread sex crime
with tougher anti-rape laws. “The 30-year-old was
raped by men in a truck on Monday night. They
offered her a lift and she accepted it,” police
Inspector Abhimanyu Kumar told AFP from Manali,
a tourist destination in the foothills of the
Himalayas.

Mass protests erupted in the capital and other
cities in December and January following the fatal
gang-rape of a student on a bus in New Delhi, a
crime which brought simmering anger among
women to the surface. Kumar said medical tests
confirmed the tourist was raped and police were
hunting for the accused in the Manali area, some
500 kilometres (300 miles) from the capital New
Delhi.

“The woman cannot remember the number
plate of the truck and she could not understand
what the accused were talking about. They drove
the truck to an isolated spot and raped her for
nearly one hour,” he said. Kumar said every truck
driver in Manali has been ordered to report to the
local police station as part of the investigation. The
woman, who cannot be identified under Indian
law, arrived in Manali on Monday and will stay on
in the town, a popular back-packing destination, to
help investigators, police said.

“She will have to identify the accused when
they are arrested,” said another senior police officer
VK Dhawan. The woman was on a holiday with
three other Americans and was returning to her
guest house alone after bathing at a hot water
spring. The natural water spring, called “Vashist”, is
a tourist spot renowned for its temples and
bathing tanks.

“The victim’s friends wanted to spend more
time at the spring but she was tired and decided to
walk alone to the guest house,” Dhawan added. “It
is a big challenge to trace the accused,” he added.
More than 2,000 trucks a day ply the Manali high-
way which connects the town with remote
Himalayan villages. Police put her in touch with the
US embassy officials in New Delhi. “We are in con-
tact with authorities but due to issues of privacy
we have no further comment,” a US embassy
spokesperson told AFP.

The incident comes a day after police in eastern
India arrested a local businessman for allegedly
drugging and raping an Irish woman after her
birthday party at the weekend. A survey by a trade
body earlier this year found the number of foreign
women tourists visiting India had dropped by 35
percent following several sex attacks that have
made global headlines.

A Swiss cyclist was gang-raped in the central
state of Madhya Pradesh in March. A South Korean
tourist was allegedly drugged and raped in the
same state in January by the son of the owner of a
hotel where she was staying. New measures passed
by Indian lawmakers in March increased punish-
ments for sex offenders to include the death penal-
ty if a victim dies and a minimum 20-year prison
sentence for gang-rape.

Meanwhile, mannequins displaying lingerie and
other skimpy clothing may soon be banned in
India’s cosmopolitan city of Mumbai as an anti-rape
measure. The municipal council overwhelmingly
passed a resolution last month barring stores from
putting scantily-clad mannequins outside their
shops. The municipal commissioner has yet to give
the required approval of the resolution. City coun-
cil member Ritu Tawde said she proposed the man-
nequin ban because such displays degrade women
and could provoke men to attack them. Indians
have increasingly demanded stronger protections
for women since the gang rape and killing of a stu-
dent on a bus in the capital of New Delhi in

December.
“Such people get provoked by mannequins.

After all, a mannequin is a replica of a woman’s
body. That’s why I oppose it, because mannequins
do not suit Indian culture,” Tawde said. However,
shop owners will still be able to display man-
nequins how they want inside their stores, she said.
Business officials ridiculed the resolution, saying it
would have no impact on violence against women.

“We are living in the 21st century where these
kinds of things, all porn, the movies, the pictures,
all these things are available on websites, available
on mobiles. A mannequin hardly makes any differ-
ence to the people,” said Viren Shah, president of
the Federation of Retail  Traders’ Welfare
Association. Tawde said risque Internet images
were very different than the mannequins. “If some-
one wants to watch pornography on the net, that is
a conscious choice that he is making. In this case,
the mannequins are everywhere and people don’t
have a choice. They run into them when they step
out of their homes and walk on the streets,” she
said.— Agencies 

US tourist gang-raped in India

Mumbai to ban lingerie mannequins to stop rape

DEHUI: Relatives of workers killed as fire
engulfed a chicken processing plant in rural
northeast China blocked traffic and scuffled
with police yesterday, demanding answers to
one of China’s worst industrial disasters in recent
years. At least 120 people died, and more than
70 were injured. A handful of men and woman
knelt in the middle of the road in Dehui in Jilin
province to stop cars, while a crowd of more
than 100 people gathered around them. Police
dispersed the protesters after about an hour.

Zhao Zhenchun, who lost both his wife and
his sister in the fire, said human error was to
blame for the death toll. “I don’t think safety was
being managed properly. This should never hap-
pen again. They paid the price with their blood.

So many of these big disasters in China are
caused by lax supervision,” he said. The world’s
second-largest economy has a poor record on
workplace safety. Fire exits in factories are often
locked to prevent workers taking time off or
stealing things, or blocked entirely. “The ration-
ale behind the locked doors boils down to effi-
ciency. With the doors locked, workers cannot
wander about freely, and therefore concentrate
on their work,” the official Xinhua news agency
said. Safety regulations are also easily skirted by
bribing corrupt officials, and in any case China
has relatively few fire safety inspectors.
“Tragically, most of the inspections usually come
after a disaster like this,” said Geoffrey Crothall, a
China labour expert with Hong Kong-based
advocacy group China Labour Bulletin. “There’s
very little proactive or routine inspections of fac-
tories to make sure everybody’s up to code and
that’s largely because there are too many facto-
ries and too few inspectors.”  Zhang Guijuan, 48,
had been working in a room next to the one
that caught fire, and ran out when she heard an
explosion.  From her hospital bed, Zhang said
she had never been given any advice or instruc-

tion on health and safety issues during her two
years at the slaughterhouse. “We never had
(safety) training. Whenever the director holds a
meeting with us, he only talks about how to
work ... how to work hard. There’s never anything
else,” she said.

Loss of face
The disaster is a major loss of face for a coun-

try which seeks to project a global image of a
modern, rising power, different from developing
countries like Bangladesh where such industrial
disasters are frequent.

It is especially embarrassing as it comes just
days ahead of an informal summit between
President Xi Jinping and US President Barack
Obama at which China would very much like to
be viewed as an equal to the world’s sole super-
power. Ironically, Monday’s fire in a building that
was just four years old coincided with China
announcing its latest manned space mission, a
multi-billion dollar scheme designed to show-
case the nation’s technological prowess and
arrival on the world stage after decades of isola-
tion and poverty.

“Many countries have the basic ability to
avoid one-time disasters in which more than
100 people die ... China has reached this point,”
the Global Times, a widely read and influential
tabloid, said in an editorial about the fire.  “It is a
blow to China’s modernisation and the latest
proof that Chinese society is unable to balance
development and safety risks.”

Fearful of further unrest - yesterday marked
the sensitive 24th anniversary of China’s bloody
1989 crackdown on pro-democracy demon-
strators - Beijing has ordered tight reporting
controls. “Strengthen guidance of public opin-
ion ... strengthen management of the Internet
and other new media, resolutely prevent the
malicious stirring up or spreading of rumours
and gossip,” Xinhua said, citing a government
meeting.

In custody
The government has moved quickly to

detain those believed responsible for the fire.
While state media has not released details on
them, they will likely face long jail sentences,
judging from how previous disasters have been
handled. A Xinhua report said ammonia gas
leaks could have caused the explosions at the
plant, which is owned by Jilin Baoyuanfeng
Poultry Co, a small local feed and poultry pro-
ducer employing 1,200 people. It has the capaci-
ty to kill 100,000 chickens a day, and its products
are only sold to the domestic market.

Calls to the company seeking comment
would not connect. Jilin is a largely agricultural
province and an important producer of corn and
soybeans. Despite a series of food safety scan-
dals in recent years, there have been relatively
few large-scale fatal disasters in China’s fast-
growing but fragmented food processing sector.
Twenty-one people died in 2003 at a meat pro-
cessing plant in Qingdao, and the China Labour
Bulletin said in a report then that management
prevented some staff from fleeing until they had
“moved the stock to a safe place.” — Reuters 

Relatives scuffle with cops 

after China fire kills 120

ILIN: A victim of a fire at a poultry
processing plant receives treatment,
June 3, 2013. — AP

WASHINGTON: A senior lawmaker from
India’s ruling Congress party said Monday
that Pakistan’s historic animosity toward New
Delhi was fading and called for his country to
change its own attitudes. Mani Shankar Aiyar,
a diplomat turned politician known for his
dovish views, said he saw a shift as Pakistanis
who remember the subcontinent’s partition
in 1947 — and defined their identity accord-
ingly-grew older.

Aiyar, speaking on a visit to Washington,
said that Pakistanis had increasingly suffered
themselves from violence by extremists and
that the neighboring country had economic
and cultural interests in better ties. “The vis-
ceral anti-Indianism of a previous generation
is almost out of the picture now and will be
totally out of the picture about the time that
they lower me into the grave,” Aiyar, 72, said
at the Atlantic Council think tank.

Aiyar said that “nothing similar has hap-
pened in India,” which has fought three full-
fledged wars against its neighbor since inde-
pendence. “There is a kind of clinging to the
belief that since the Pakistanis have been
hostile in the past, they are necessarily hos-
ti le now, and therefore Indians should

behave like housewives who heard on the
radio that a convict has escaped for the near-
by jail and start putting up more and more
barricades.”

His optimism comes despite concerns by
India and the United States over extremist
groups in Pakistan such as Lashkar-e-Taiba,
which investigators blamed for the
November 2008 siege of Mumbai that killed
166 people. Aiyar, who was close to slain for-
mer prime minister Rajiv Gandhi, said that
India should pursue “uninterrupted and unin-
terruptible” dialogue with Pakistan to deprive
extremists of one perceived benefit  of
launching attacks. Aiyar praised overtures by
Pakistan’s incoming prime minister Nawaz
Sharif, while conceding that Sharif ’s record
on anti-India violence “is not a very happy
one” during his previous two stints in office.
But Aiyar said that Sharif apparently believed
that building a better relationship with India
“will pay him huge domestic political divi-
dends.” Sharif likely sees “that the best way of
doing this is not to take the Lashkar-e-Taiba
on absolutely upfront, but to try and restrain
them” and stop support to the group from
within the Pakistani state, Aiyar said.— AFP

India lawmaker sees 

friendlier Pakistan



Italy and Spain aim to reduce their dependence on
North African natural gas imports, posing potential
trouble for countries including Algeria, the one oil-and

gas-rich country in the region so far spared from major
social unrest. The two European nations each import
around a third of their gas from Algeria and over 10 per-
cent from Libya and Egypt combined. Violent uprisings
that have toppled governments have already reduced
supplies from Libya and Egypt, while an attack on Algeria’s
In Amenas gas facility run by BP and Statoil in January has
highlighted the risk there. “We need new supply sources,”
said Leonardo Senni, head of the energy department at
Italy’s Ministry of Economic Development.

Several regions are set to begin liquefied natural gas
(LNG) exports this decade, including North America, East
Africa, the eastern Mediterranean as well as Australia. “Italy
is trying to diversify away with the likes of LNG and the
TAP pipeline,” said Fulvio Conti, chief executive of Italian
utility Enel, though he added: “We can’t do without
Algerian gas”. Italian energy firm ENI last week renegotiat-
ed its contracts with Algeria by taking less volumes. Spain
is also worried. “There is a trend in which our African gas
imports are becoming more unreliable and our biggest
concern is Algeria. So we are looking for new import
sources,” said one Spanish gas importer.

Intelligence analysts say that falling gas sales to its
main clients in Europe could put Algeria at risk of social
unrest. “The country is vulnerable to unrest in view of the
fact that social gains remain limited despite enormous oil
and gas wealth, and political freedoms are limited,” said
Andrew Skinner, director at risk analysis group Maplecroft.
Oil and gas sales make up 97 percent of Algeria’s export
revenues and provide almost two thirds of the govern-
ment budget. Algeria faces a rising threat from militant
groups, especially in south of the country, close to its bor-
der with Mali. “Al-Qaeda in the Saharan region is far more
sophisticated and coordinated than in Afghanistan or the
tribal Arabs in Yemen. Southern Algeria appears to be their
base of operations,” said intelligence analysis group KGS
Nightwatch. The Algerian army killed seven Islamist mili-
tants east of Algiers last month as government forces
stepped up operations against suspected al Qaeda-linked
fighters. They were killed in a mountainous region where
the leader of al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM),
Abdelmalek Droukdel, is believed to be based. “The
Algerian state has taken steps to enhance security,” said
Abdelhamid Zerguine, chief executive of state-owned
energy company Sonatrach.

Security officials say South Libya has also become a
haven for al Qaeda-linked fighters after French-led forces
drove them from strongholds in northern Mali earlier this
year. “Security concerns from northern Mali and, potential-
ly, southern and eastern Libya may constrain exploitation
of energy resources in the region,” a US Congressional
Research Service report on European energy security
showed in March. A report on African natural gas from
consultancy Ernst & Young also flagged high security risk
levels in Libya and Algeria, while other Algerian factors,
such as taxation and political risk, were deemed moderate.

Egypt’s security risk was moderate, it said, but noted it
was worsening as “natural gas has become intensely politi-
cised in Egypt”. The Egyptian General Petroleum Company
(EGPC) said in May it would cut gas exports to avoid an
energy crisis and stave off political unrest. With Libyan and
Egyptian exports already down significantly, the focus in
Algeria is not only on security concerns but gas exports
that are already faltering, reflecting lower production and
higher domestic consumption. 

Algerian gas for export has dropped to little more than
50 billion cu m from around 70 bcm in less than 10 years,
US Energy Information Administration data shows.
Combined with the heightened security risk, that trend is
already scaring off some investors. BP said in May that it
would delay two major Algerian gas projects despite gov-
ernment efforts to attract new investors. Algeria passed
laws earlier this year that provide incentives to companies
investing in the country’s oil and gas exploration. 

Algerian Energy and Mines Minister Youcef Yousfi last
month sought to soothe fears over oil and gas output,
pointing out the government had “taken measures to
boost drilling throughout the country to help increase oil
and gas production for the coming years”. Yet with new
LNG supply expected elsewhere in coming years, buyers of
North Africa’s gas have increasing options. Italy’s National
Energy Plan (NEP), approved earlier this year, aims to seek
new gas sources, mainly through new pipelines and more
capacity to import LNG, and cites the need to ensure secu-
rity of supply.—Reuters 
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Iran Guards wield electoral power

With trademark vigor, Scalia dissents 
By Joan Biskupic

Justice Antonin Scalia can seem among the most pre-
dictable of the nine US Supreme Court justices, voting
conservative and regularly siding with law enforcement

over individuals. But then comes an exception like Monday,
when Scalia launched a fiery dissent from the bench to a
decision permitting police to take DNA swabs from people
arrested. The nine justices divided 5-4 in one of the most
closely watched criminal disputes of the term, declaring that
the collection of DNA does not violate the US Constitution’s
protection against unreasonable searches. 

Writing for the minority, Scalia was joined by three liberal
justices. But his 11-minute oral statement - a departure from
the usual practice in which only the majority opinion is read
aloud - was classic Scalia. It relied on his “originalist” interpre-
tation of the US Constitution and employed forceful rhetoric
as clever as it was heated. He declared that the majority’s
rationale “taxes the credulity of the credulous”. An adroit
writer, he sprinkled in words from decidedly non-legal con-
texts, such as “hash” and “genuflecting” and mixed in refer-
ences to American revolutionary Patrick Henry and the bibli-
cal Leviathan. The latter came at a moment of high drama in
the white marble courtroom when Scalia concluded: “It may
be wise, as the court obviously believes, to make the
Leviathan all-seeing, so that he may protect us all the better.
But the proud men who wrote the charter of our liberties
would not have been so eager to open their mouths for roy-
al inspection. I dissent.”

Only a few times each term does a justice read a dissent-
ing opinion aloud. It typically happens in a close, hard-
fought case, when a dissenter is especially angry and wants
to call attention to a decision he or she believes especially

unwise. Since his appointment to the bench in 1986 by
Republican President Ronald Reagan, Scalia has relished the
forum. In an early dissent, to the June 29, 1988, decision in
Morrison v Olson, Scalia went on for nine minutes as he
famously objected to a law allowing judges to appoint spe-
cial prosecutors and wrote in his opinion, “Frequently, an
issue of this sort will come before the court clad, so to speak,
in sheep’s clothing ...  But this wolf comes as a wolf.”

Monday’s declaration in Maryland v King contained sev-
eral zingers and lapsed into a mocking tone. As is typical
when any dissenter reads aloud, the other eight justices
looked forward showing no change in their emotions.
Justice Anthony Kennedy, who wrote the majority opinion
and has felt the sting of Scalia’s dissents many times, sat
stone-faced, solemn. Nor did Kennedy, in his written opin-
ion, respond to Scalia’s objections; he instead emphasized
the value of DNA collection to law enforcement and com-
pared the cheek swab to routine fingerprinting.

The decision is a boon for states and the federal govern-
ment relying on interconnected DNA laboratories nation-
wide to solve crimes. All 50 states already require the collec-
tion of DNA from felony convicts. At issue was the collection
from arrestees. The 5-4 decision fell along largely ideological
lines, with conservatives making up most of the majority.
The crucial fifth vote came from Justice Stephen Breyer, a
1994 appointee of President Bill Clinton who tends to vote
liberal but occasionally tacks to the right on matters of crimi-
nal law. Neither Breyer nor any other justice beyond Scalia
and Kennedy issued separate opinions, or spoke from the
bench.

In Monday’s case, Alonzo King had been arrested in
Maryland on assault charges. A DNA sample was taken from
inside his cheeks with a cotton swab as part of routine book-

ing. It matched the DNA found on a 2003 rape victim, and
King was eventually convicted of rape. On appeal, he argued
the cheek swab was an unreasonable search. Scalia, joined
by Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Sonia Sotomayor and Elena
Kagan, agreed the search was unreasonable because the
swab was taken when King was not suspected of the earlier
offense. Scalia said that violated a core Fourth Amendment
principle that police may not conduct a search unless there
are reasons to believe that evidence will be found.

While Scalia’s stance may not have been obvious, given
his conservative reputation and usual latitude for police
searches, it is a piece of a lesser known Scalia pattern in
some areas of criminal law. He has, for example, joined with
liberals for firm rules on the Constitution’s guarantee that
defendants be able to confront their accusers, even in situa-
tions involving sensitive crime victims. In those cases and
the DNA dispute, Scalia returns to his view that the
Constitution should be interpreted as it was understood
when it was written in the 18th century. He declared on
Monday that Americans despised the British use of “general
warrants”, those not grounded in some particular offense. He
said the majority turned away from the roots of the Fourth
Amendment by permitting arrestees to be subjected to “sus-
picionless searches” primarily to solve unrelated crimes.

Scalia also complained that the ruling lacked a limit on
the definition of “serious offenses.” On that point, Scalia
closed with his signature dramatic exaggeration. “Make no
mistake about it: because of today’s decision, your DNA can
be taken and entered into a national database if you are ever
arrested, rightly or wrongly, and for whatever reason. This
will solve some extra crimes, to be sure. But so would taking
your DNA whenever you fly on an airplane ... (or) taking your
children’s DNA when they start public school.” — Reuters 

By Babak Dehghanpisheh

With 10 days until Iran’s presidential election, vot-
ers have been able watch the candidates in
debate, but many remain unenthused, believing

the result will depend not on those on the platform but
on powerful men in the background. The Revolutionary
Guards, a military force over 100,000 strong which also
controls swathes of Iran’s economy, is widely assumed to
have fixed the vote last time around, silenced those who
protested and to be preparing to anoint a favoured candi-
date this year, having already narrowed down the field.

The successor to President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
who steps down after a second term, will remain subordi-
nate to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. And
many see the hand of the Guards, the muscle of the
Islamic Republic’s clerical rulers, in steering victory
toward one of several conservative loyalists -while stifling
the kind of protests that followed the 2009 vote. While
many of the 75 million Iranians fret about an economy
labouring under international sanctions intended to dis-
rupt Tehran’s nuclear program, Guards commanders have
made clear in public statements that they will only accept
a winner who is both deeply loyal to Khamenei and com-
mitted to public order. 

“The Revolutionary Guards are going to essentially be
the most important force in shaping the outcome of the
elections,” said Abbas Milani, director of the Iranian
Studies programme at Stanford University. If none of the
eight candidates wins a majority a week on Friday, the
top two will contest a run-off. But opposition activists,
and even some establishment figures, accuse the Guards
- originally committed Islamists entrusted with “protect-
ing the revolution” when the Shah fell in 1979 - of already
crossing a grey line into overtly political action, notably
by intimidating the Guardian Council of jurists and clerics
who vet candidates into barring candidates whom the
Guards saw as potentially troublesome to their own inter-
ests.

In an interview with ISNA news agency in January, Ali
Saeedi, the Supreme Leader’s representative to the
Revolutionary Guards, created an uproar when he said
that it was the duty of the Guards to “engineer reasonable
and logical elections”. Estimated to control businesses
handling up to a third of the entire national economy,
with members and former members in a variety of pow-
erful posts - as well as among the eight men running for
the presidency, and with close to 100,000 more civilian
reservists able to agitate among the population, the

Guards have many levers to further their institutional
goals. In previous elections, the Revolutionary Guards
presented themselves as above the fray, politically neu-
tral and endorsing no one candidate or interfering with
the process in any way. That changed four years ago. As
votes came in and Guards commanders began to fear
that Mir Hussein Mousavi, a liberal reformist, might
sweep the poll on the back of dismay at economic hard-
ship under Ahmadinejad, they and their paramilitary Basij
reservist auxiliaries, stepped in. The opposition com-
plained that ballots from hundreds of polling stations
were either dumped or falsified.

When the incumbent was declared the winner by an
absolute majority in the first round within hours of the
polls closing, many voters were enraged. For days, mil-
lions took to the streets across the country to protest.
And it was security forces controlled by the Guards who
led attacks that silenced the biggest domestic challenge
to the establishment in 30 years. Revolutionary Guard
commanders have issued warnings in recent weeks that
they will not tolerate similar protests this year. In the capi-
tal, residents report heavier security already, with police
in riot gear occasionally seen on patrol.

Just how sensitive the security forces are to potential
unrest was demonstrated on Saturday during a rally for
candidate Hassan Rohani, a cleric and the most moderate
figure left in the race. Opposition activists said several
people were arrested after some in the crowd chanted
slogans in support of Mousavi, who has been under
house arrest for more than two years. “They’ve created a
highly intimidating, securitised atmosphere in order to
prevent a repeat of the 2009 protests,” said Karim
Sadjadpour of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace.

The Guards’ means are not only negative. They are also
well positioned to positively promote any candidate by
calling on their vast patronage network, observers say.
Beyond the Guards and Basij themselves, millions of
Iranians work for the dozens of companies linked to their
military command or have ties to the powerful charitable
foundations controlled by the Guards. The ease with
which the Guards have interfered in recent elections has
rattled even some government officials. “The military
forces should not enter politics,” Ali Mottahari, a stalwart
conservative parliamentarian from Tehran, said in an
interview with the Qanoun newspaper last week. “This
was the recommendation of the imam, which unfortu-
nately has been trampled on in recent years,” he said, sug-
gesting the Guards’ activities were at odds with the ideas

of the founding supreme leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini.

Particularly controversial has been the rejection by the
Guardian Council of Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, a former
president with impeccable revolutionary credentials who
is viewed by Khamenei loyalists as having moved close to
the opposition. The Guards did not disguise their satisfac-
tion with the decision of the Council to bar him from run-
ning. Last week, a news agency linked to the Guards
quoted a former Basij leader, Reza Seraj, saying: “If
(Rafsanjani) had been accepted by the Guardian Council,
he would have become the symbol of the dialogue for
change. And aside from the elections, this would have
had heavy and negative repercussions for the regime.”

One opposition website even accused senior Guards
figures of pressuring the Council to change an initial deci-
sion to allow Rafsanjani to stand. The website, Jonbeshe
Rahe Sabz, said the head of the Revolutionary Guards
went in person to the Council’s office before it ruled to
reject Rafsanjani’s candidacy. If the general goals of the
Guards appear clear, it is less obvious which of the eight
candidates they prefer. One possibility is a former mem-
ber, Mohammad Baqer Qalibaf, the mayor of Tehran who
commanded the Revolutionary Guard air force from 1997
until 2000. The Mehr news service this week carried a
report in which it quoted Qassem Soleimani, commander
of the Guards’ elite Quds Force - a body accused by
Western powers of hostile acts abroad - as telling an aide
to Khamenei that he personally would vote for Qalibaf. 

Qalibaf himself has voiced sentiments in the campaign
that may be designed to appeal to his former comrades
in the Guards.  In a debate on Friday, for example, he
defended the role the “military powers” played in Iran’s
economy. But he also faces another former Guardsman,
Saeed Jalili, the chief nuclear negotiator and a wounded
veteran of the Iran-Iraq war, who is often hailed by
Guards as a “living martyr”. For many observers, a poten-
tial choice between different candidates from the
Revolutionary Guards reveals how far the force will
remain in control, whoever wins an election that critics
say is stage managed by the conservative establishment.

One liberal in his 30s, speaking anonymously from
Tehran, said he would not bother voting: “I’m sure there
won’t be a fair election. It has always been manipulated.”
Sadjadpour at the Carnegie Endowment said: “There is
big a question of whether the votes will even be counted.
Or whether Khamenei and the IRGC will simply make up
the numbers out of thin air - as many suspect that they
did in 2009.” — Reuters 
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Separately, the Health Ministry said yesterday that
barring foreigners from attending public hospitals in
the mornings was aimed at resolving the problem of
“overcrowding” at such health facilities. Since Sunday,
the health ministry began implementing the measure,
described by activists as racist, at the public hospital in
Jahra on an experimental basis for six months. If suc-
cessful, it will be expanded to other public hospitals as
per a decision issued last month by Health Minister
Mohammad Al-Haifi, who is a well-known surgeon.

As per the measure, foreign residents will be able to
receive treatment at the outpatient clinics of public hos-
pitals in the evenings only. The measure “is intended to
ease overcrowding at clinics” where the number of
patients has been increasing rapidly, the health ministry
said in a statement. It cited the health minister as stress-
ing that the ministry will continue to provide “the best
health care for citizens and expatriates,” adding that
hospitals will provide all other medical services and

emergencies to all citizens and residents at all times. 
The minister also said that a new 1,100-bed hospital

under construction will be completed in the near future
to solve the overcrowding problem. “Kuwait is a multi-
cultural society that brings people from all over the
world and provides them with the best healthcare,” said
Haifi. The decision was taken following complaints in
the pro-government parliament that Kuwaiti patients
have to wait for long at public health facilities because
of the large number of expatriates.

Kuwait is home to 2.6 million foreigners, mostly from
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Egypt and
Syria, and 1.2 million native Kuwaitis. Kuwait provides
free medical services to citizens but expats must pay an
annual fee of KD 50 each besides paying reduced
charges for certain procedures like x-rays. Similar restric-
tions are in place at other government agencies such as
the traffic department, which handles applications from
expats only in the evening. Kuwait has also over the
past two months deported hundreds of expatriates for
traffic offences.

MoI vows no respite in crackdown on...
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that there will be strong reactions over the court’s
decision.

Member of the scrapped 2012 assembly Faisal Al-
Yahya said the essence of the ongoing political crisis in
the country lies in the regime, adding that the inability
of the regime to suspend the Assembly made it seek
corrupt methods. Yahya said that June 16 is a historical
day and a very dangerous day too, but insisted that the
constitutional court should perform its duty by reject-

ing the amendment to help the nation regain its
authority.

Former opposition MP Ali Al-Deqbasi said that the
protest movement will not stop before achieving politi-
cal reform and an elected government, adding that the
June 16 verdict will not mark the end of the road.
Deqbasi said that public funds are being squandered in
a massive way and public freedoms have retreated. He
said that the aim of the opposition from the protest
movement is not to win seats in the Assembly but to
achieve reforms.

Three arrested over highway political...
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The diplomats referred to recent restricted informa-
tion gathered from the site in questioning that assertion.
They told AP that one concrete section of the structure
developed cracks several meters long as a result of the
quakes on April 9 and April 16.

Both diplomats are from member countries of the
Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency,
which monitors Iran’s nuclear program. They demanded
anonymity because they are not allowed to divulge con-
fidential information. One of the two said that the cracks
seen were not in the vicinity of the reactor core, which
contains highly radioactive fuel. But he said that the
information available was limited to one section of the
reactor, meaning damage elsewhere could not be ruled
out. He declined to go into details, saying that could
jeopardize the sources. Asked about the reports, Ali
Asghar Soltanieh, Iran’s chief delegate to the IAEA, said, “I
know nothing about Bushehr.”

Iran is the only country operating a nuclear power
plant that has not signed on to the 75-nation nuclear
safety convention, which was created after the 1986
Chernobyl nuclear disaster. While IAEA inspectors occa-
sionally do inventory of nuclear material at Bushehr they
do not have a mandate to conduct safety inspections.
IAEA chief Yukiya Amano suggested sending in experts
after the quakes was a good idea, but an IAEA official,

who also demanded anonymity because his information
is confidential, said no such visits took place.

A moderate quake struck near Bushehr May 6, pre-
ceded by two more powerful temblors in April including
one of 7.7 magnitude. Iranian officials say the Bushehr
plant, south of Tehran, was built to withstand quakes up
to magnitude 8. Because it’s not a member of the inter-
national safety convention, “there are questions about
the day-to-day safety at the installation”, said Mark Hibbs
of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Concerns about Bushehr’s safety have been compound-
ed by its location in the wake of Japan’s 2011 earthquake
and tsunami that crippled the Fukushima reactor and
resulted in huge radioactive spills.

Iran is located in a zone of tectonic compression
where the Arabian plate is moving into the Eurasian
plate, leaving more than 90 percent of the country criss-
crossed by seismic fault lines. Nine quakes that hit Iran
in the last decades were over magnitude six including a
2003 temblor that killed at least 26,000 people in the
city of Bam. Scientists say more fault lines are waiting to
be discovered and more major quakes are only a matter
of time. Iran is not prone to tsunamis. But a severe
earthquake alone can crack protective containment
vessels that keep radioactivity inside reactors.
Earthquakes can also knock out the power, crippling
cooling systems that prevent reactors from overheating
and possibly exploding. — AP 

Bushehr reactor ‘damaged’ by quakes

Continued from Page 1

Gopal Varma’s “Nishabd”, playing the 18-year-old
female lead opposite one of India’s leading actors,
Amitabh Bachchan, in a film loosely based on Vladimir
Nabokov’s classic novel “Lolita”. “It was quite a contro-
versial subject in a country which is still pretty closed
on aspects of sex and relationships,” Khan later recalled
in an interview. The movie won attention because of
its provocative storyline and Khan was praised for her
bold acting.  “Nishabd” nevertheless received mixed
reviews and did not do well at the Bollywood box
office but Khan went on to play supporting roles in
two blockbusters, the psychological thriller “Ghajini” in
2008 and the comedy “Housefull” in 2010.

Her death shocked the Indian film industry. “Never
ever seen a debutant actress with more spunk and

more spirit than Jiah when i was directing her in
Nishabd,” filmmaker Varma wrote on Twitter. “I dont
know the reason what led to this but jiah was very
depressed about her career and scared for her future,”
he said in another tweet, adding that the actress had
not worked for the past three years. Fellow actress Dia
Mirza tweeted: “RIP Nafisa (Jiah) Khan. You were too
young and beautiful.”

Actor Sonam Kapoor tweeted: “Nobody should be
in so much pain and a state of such hopelessness. I
hope her soul finds some respite in death. #ripji-
ahkhan.” Actor Aamir Khan said he was “deeply pained
to hear this very tragic news. Jiah is a close family
friend and I can only imagine what grief her mother
and family must be going through”. “I wish I had
known that she was troubled and needed help,” he
said. — Agencies 

Bollywood starlet Jiah Khan kills self

A couple rests on the beach late afternoon at Laguna Beach, California on Monday. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Some of President Barack Obama’s political
appointees are using secret government email accounts to
conduct official business, AP found, a practice that compli-
cates agencies’ legal responsibilities to find and turn over
emails under public records requests and congressional
inquiries. White House spokesman Jay Carney yesterday
acknowledged the practice and said it made eminent sense
for Cabinet secretaries and other high-profile officials to have
what he called alternative email accounts that wouldn’t fill
with unwanted messages. Carney said all their email
accounts, public and otherwise, were subject to congression-
al oversight and requests by citizens under the US Freedom
of Information Act. “There’s nothing secret,” Carney said.

The AP reviewed hundreds of pages of government
emails released under the federal open records law and
couldn’t independently find instances when material from
any of the secret accounts it identified was turned over.
Congressional oversight committees told the AP they were
unfamiliar with the few nonpublic government addresses
that AP identified so far, including one for Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius of the Health and Human Services Department.

The White House said the practice was also used by previ-
ous administrations, but its scale across the government
remains a mystery: Most federal agencies have failed to turn
over lists of political appointees’ email addresses, which the
AP sought under the Freedom of Information Act more than
three months ago. The Labor Department initially asked the
AP to pay more than $1 million for its email addresses. The AP
asked for such addresses following last year’s disclosures that
former chiefs at the Environmental Protection Agency had
used separate email accounts at work. The practice is sepa-
rate from officials who use personal, nongovernment email
accounts for work, which generally is discouraged due to
laws requiring that most federal records be preserved.

Having separate accounts could put an agency in a diffi-
cult spot when it is compelled to search for and release
emails as part of congressional or internal investigations, civil
lawsuits and public records requests. That’s because employ-
ees assigned to compile such responses would necessarily
need to know about the accounts to search them. Secret
accounts also drive perceptions that government officials try
to hide actions or decisions.

“What happens when that person doesn’t work there any-
more? He leaves and someone makes a request (to review
emails) in two years,” said Kel McClanahan, executive director
of National Security Counselors, an open government group.
“Who’s going to know to search the other accounts? You
would hope that agencies doing this would keep a list of
aliases in a desk drawer, but you know that isn’t happening.”

Agencies where the AP so far has identified secret
addresses, including the Labor Department and HHS, said
maintaining nonpublic email accounts allows senior officials
to keep separate their internal messages with agency
employees from emails they exchange with the public. They
also said public and nonpublic accounts would always be
searched in response to official requests and the records
would be provided as necessary.

In its review, the AP found only one instance of a secret
address being published: An email from Labor Department
spokesman Carl Fillichio to 34 coworkers in 2010 was turned
over to an advocacy group, Americans for Limited
Government. It included as one recipient the nonpublic
address for Seth D Harris, now the acting labor secretary, who
maintains at least three separate email accounts. Google
can’t find any reference on the Internet to the secret address
for Sebelius. Ten agencies have not yet turned over lists of
email addresses, including the Environmental Protection
Agency and the departments of Defense, Veterans Affairs,

Transportation, Treasury, Justice, Housing and Urban
Development, Homeland Security, Commerce and
Agriculture. All have said they are working on a response to
the AP.

Carney would not say whether White House officials also
use secret accounts, noting that the president’s staff, like
Congress, is exempt from turning over materials under the
open records law. But Carney said that early in his tenure as
press secretary, after his email address had been announced
publicly, Carney changed his address to avoid being inundat-
ed by emails and spam. “That’s a very reasonable thing to do,”
Carney said.

A Treasury Department spokeswoman, Marissa Hopkins
Secreto, referred inquiries to the agency’s FOIA office, which
said its technology department was still searching for the
email addresses. Other departments, including Homeland
Security, did not respond to questions from the AP about the
delays of nearly three months. The Pentagon said it may have
an answer by later this summer.

The Health and Human Services Department initially
turned over to the AP the email addresses for roughly 240
appointees - except none of the email accounts for Sebelius,
even one for her already published on its website. After the
AP objected, it turned over three of Sebelius’ email addresses,
including a secret one. It asked the AP not to publish the
address, which it said she used to conduct day-to-day busi-
ness at the department. Most of the 240 political appointees
at HHS appeared to be using only public government
accounts.

The AP decided to publish the secret address for Sebelius
- KGS2(at)hhs.gov - over the government’s objections
because the secretary is a high-ranking civil servant who
oversees not only major agencies like the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services but also the implementation

of Obama’s signature health care law. Her public email
address is Kathleen.Sebelius(at)hhs.gov. At least two other
senior HHS officials - Donald Berwick, former head of the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, and Gary Cohen,
a deputy administrator in charge of implementing health
insurance reform - also had secret government email
addresses, according to the records obtained by the AP.

A spokesman for Cohen, Brian Cook, said the nonpublic
address that HHS listed in its records - Gary.
Cohen1(at)cms.hhs.gov - was created after Cohen rejoined
the department in August 2012 following a brief absence
and all emails now are directed to his public government
email account. Cook called the suggestion that Cohen ever
had a secret account “news to everyone, including Gary”.

The Interior Department gave the AP a list of about 100
government email addresses for political appointees who
work there but none for the interior secretary at the time, Ken
Salazar, who has since resigned. Spokeswoman Jessica
Kershaw said Salazar maintained only one email address
while serving as secretary, but she would not disclose it. She
said the AP should ask for it under the Freedom of
Information Act, which would take months longer.

The Labor Department initially asked the AP to pay slight-
ly more than $1.03 million when the AP asked for email
addresses of political appointees there. It said it needed to
pull 2,236 computer backup tapes from its archives and pay
50 people to pore over old records. Those costs included
three weeks to identify tapes and ship them to a vendor, and
pay each person $2,500 for nearly a month’s work. But under
the department’s own FOIA rules - which it cited in its letter
to the AP - it is prohibited from charging news organizations
any costs except for photocopies after the first 100 pages.
The department said it would take 14 weeks to find the
emails if the AP had paid the money. — AP

Top Obama appointees using secret email accounts
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ROME: Usain Bolt is looking forward to performing at his best again after being
slowed by a hamstring injury a month ago. The 100-meter world record-holder
makes his European debut this season at Thursday’s
Golden Gala.

The six-time Olympic champion has ran the 100
only once this year, narrowly edging one of his
training partners, Kemar Bailey-Cole, in a photo
finish in the Cayman Islands on May 8 in a relative-
ly slow 10.09 seconds. “I did have a bad perform-
ance but we went back to the drawing board and
worked out everything. We figured out what went
wrong. I’m confident now,” Bolt said on Tuesday. “It’s
a long season. Last season started badly also, so
I’m just going to keep working.

“My hamstring is much, much better now.
There’s no stress. I’m training hard and hopeful-
ly everything this season will continue to be
good.” It’s the third consecutive year Bolt is run-
ning at the Stadio Olimpico. He won in 9.91 in
2011 and in 9.76 last year. —AP

Bolt ready to run his 

best again in RomeDHAKA: Former Bangladesh captain Mohammad Ashraful admitted to
match- and spot-fixing in the Bangladesh Premier League after he was sus-
pended yesterday.

The BCB banned Ashraful while he was being investi-
gated by the International Cricket Council anti-cor-

ruption and security unit. Ashraful said yesterday
he told the investigators he was involved in
wrongdoing. “I’ve acknowledged my mistakes
to the investigators,” Ashraful said in Dhaka. “I
apologize to my fans.”

The al legations relate to two matches
Ashraful’s team, Dhaka Gladiators, played and
lost against Chittagong Kings and Barisal

Burners in February. Ashraful captained Dhaka
to the BPL trophy.

BCB President Nazmul  Hassan
Pappon didn’t  e laborate on the
charges, and said the ICC will submit a
report within a week. Ashraful, still
playing for Bangladesh, was captain
from 2007-09.—AP

Ashraful admits to fixing
LONDON: Tottenham Hotspur winger Andros Townsend was yester-
day banned for one month for breaching regulations on betting, with
the threat of a further three-month suspension for any other infringe-
ment in the next three years. England’s Football Association imposed
the sanction on the England under-21 international after a meeting
of an independent regulatory commission.

The one-month ban was backdated to May 23, when he voluntari-
ly withdrew from the England squad, meaning he will be available for
the start of the 2013/14 Premier League season. The suspended
three-month suspension is in place until July 1, 2016, meaning that
he will be banned if there is any proven breach of the FA’s betting
rules in that period. “Townsend, who was also fined £18,000 ($27,513,
21,000 euros), was charged for breaches of FA Rule E8(b) for miscon-
duct in relation to betting, which he admitted and requested a per-
sonal hearing,” said an FA statement. Townsend spent a loan spell at
QPR, arriving at Loftus Road in January, and was often praised by
manager Harry Redknapp despite the west London club’s eventual
relegation from the Premier League. Following the FA’s decision to
charge him with breaching betting regulations, he pulled out of
England’s squad for the European Under-21 Championship in Israel
and was replaced by Birmingham’s Nathan Redmond.—AFP

American League
Eastern Division
W L PCT GB

Boston 35 23 .603 -
Baltimore 32 25 .561 2.5
NY Yankees 32 25 .561 2.5
Tampa Bay 31 25 .554 3
Toronto 24 33 .421 10.5

Central Division
Detroit 30 25 .545 -
Cleveland 30 27 .526 1
Minnesota 25 29 .463 4.5
Chicago W Sox 24 31 .436 6
Kansas City 23 31 .426 6.5

Western Division
Texas 35 21 .625 -
Oakland 35 24 .593 1.5
LA Angels 25 33 .431 11
Seattle 25 33 .431 11
Houston 21 37 .362 15

National League
Eastern Division

Atlanta 35 22 .614 -
Washington 28 29 .491 7
Philadelphia 28 30 .483 7.5
NY Mets 22 32 .407 11.5
Miami 16 42 .276 19.5

Central Division
St. Louis 38 19 .667 -
Cincinnati 36 22 .621 2.5
Pittsburgh 35 23 .603 3.5
Chicago Cubs 23 32 .418 14
Milwaukee 21 35 .375 16.5

Western Division
Arizona 32 25 .561 -
San Francisco 30 27 .526 2
Colorado 30 28 .517 2.5
San Diego 26 31 .456 6
LA Dodgers 24 32 .429 7.5

MLB results/standings

NY Yankees 7, Cleveland 4; Philadelphia 7, Miami 2; Atlanta 7, Pittsburgh 2; Cincinnati 3, Colorado
0; Oakland 10, Milwaukee 2; St. Louis 7, Arizona 1; Houston 2, LA Angels 1; Seattle 4, Chicago
White Sox 2; LA Dodgers 2, San Diego 1.

Spurs’ Townsend banned

NEW YORK: Mark Teixeira hit a grand
slam for his first homer of the season,
Brett Gardner had a tiebreaking sin-
gle in the sixth inning as the New
York Yankees beat the Cleveland
Indians 7-4 Monday night to spoil
Nick Swisher’s first game back in the
Bronx.

Andy Pettitte lasted only 4 2-3
innings in a wild return from the dis-
abled list - his 500th career start.
Shawn Kelly (3-0) got the win and
Mariano Rivera retired Swisher on a
fly to left with a runner on second for
his 20th save in 21 chances, securing
New York’s second win in nine games.

Yankees designated hitter Travis
Hafner, wearing Swisher’s old No. 33,
homered against his former team in
the seventh off Justin Masterson (8-
4), who matched a season high by
allowing seven runs.

Cleveland shortstop Asdrubal
Cabrera had to be helped off the field
after straining his right quadriceps
running out a grounder in a three-
run fifth.

Swisher was greeted warmly
when he came to the plate for the
first time in the first inning, and again
when he took his position at first
base in the bottom half. He played for
New York for four years before sign-
ing with Cleveland in the offseason.

ASTROS 2, ANGELS 1
In Anaheim, Chris Carter homered,

Erik Bedard pitched seven strong
innings for his first victory of the sea-
son as the last-place Astros complet-
ed a four-game sweep of the Angels.

Brandon Barnes drove in the go-
ahead run in the sixth inning as the
Astros finished a perfect six-game

road trip with their seventh win over
the big-budget Angels in 10 meet-
ings this season.

Joe Blanton (1-9) picked up his AL-
worst ninth loss for the Angels
despite matching his career high
with 11 strikeouts and allowing just

three hits in eight outstanding
innings. Jose Veras struck out Hank
Conger with two runners on in the
ninth for his 11th save. Bedard (1-2)
hadn’t won in his last 11 starts dating
to last season, but the veteran lefty
gave up just five hits and a run
despite entering the night with a
career 7.08 ERA at Angel Stadium.

MARINERS 4, WHITE SOX 2
In Seattle, Raul Ibanez hit a two-

run homer and Joe Saunders pitched
into the seventh inning to help the
Mariners send the White Sox to their
seventh consecutive loss. It ’s the
longest slide for Chicago since drop-
ping seven in a row in September
2011. Tom Wilhelmsen, who had
blown three of his last four save
opportunities, gave up a two-out RBI
single to Adam Dunn in the ninth but
earned his 13th save.

Saunders (4-5) returned to his
winning ways at Safeco Field, allow-
ing one run and five hits in 6 1-3
innings. Saunders is 10-1 at the
Mariners’ ballpark. The lone loss came
in his previous home start against
Texas on May 24, when he gave up
eight runs in five innings. Chicago’s
John Danks (0-2) allowed four runs -
three earned - and seven hits in six
innings in his third start of the year.
The loss snapped Danks’ seven-game
winning streak against the
Mariners.—AP

Yankees pound Indians

PHILADELPHIA: Domonic Brown hit his
eighth homer in eight games to back Kyle
Kendrick’s six-hitter as the Philadelphia
Phillies beat the Miami Marlins 7-2 Monday.

Delmon Young and Erik Kratz also went
deep for the Phillies. Brown, the NL player of
the month for May, continued his torrid hit-
ting by going 3 for 4. He had 12 homers and
25 RBIs last month, and already has connect-
ed twice and driven in six runs in June. He
leads the NL with 17 homers.

Kendrick (6-3) retired his last 15 batters
and beat the Marlins for the 12th time in 14
decisions. He lowered his ERA to 3.12 with
his second complete game of the season
and fourth in his career.

The Phillies trailed 2-0 before scoring
three in the fifth and chasing Tom Koehler
(0-4) with four in the sixth. Kendrick hit his
first career triple and drove in a run with a
grounder.

BRAVES 7, PIRATES 2
In Atlanta, Brian McCann, Jason Heyward

and Freddie Freeman each hit a two-run
homer, helping Kris Medlen and Atlanta
beat Pittsburgh. Medlen (2-6) pitched seven
solid innings for his first win since April 9,
ending a career-worst five-game skid over
his previous nine starts. The right-hander
allowed an unearned run and seven hits,
lowering his ERA to 3.14.

Pirates catcher Russell Martin and man-
ager Clint Hurdle were ejected by plate
umpire Dan Iassogna in the four th.  A J
Burnett (3-6) yielded eight hits and a sea-
son-high six runs in five innings. The three
homers allowed matched Burnett’s career
high.

REDS 3, ROCKIES 0
In Cincinnati, Bronson Arroyo limited the

NL’s most prolific offense to four singles in
eight innings, and Jay Bruce had a two-run
homer among his  three hits  to lead
Cincinnati over Colorado. The Reds have
three shutouts in their last four games.
They’ve blanked six of their last 21 oppo-
nents,  tying them with St .  Louis  and
Pittsburgh for the league lead with nine
shutouts this season.

Arroyo (6-5) allowed only one runner to
reach second base while throwing 86 pitch-
es. Aroldis Chapman gave up a walk and
fanned three in the ninth, getting his 15th
save in 17 chances. Bruce scored on Todd
Frazier ’s  s ingle in the four th off  Tyler
Chatwood (3-1) and hit his ninth homer off
left-hander Josh Outman in the eighth.
Chatwood left with a sore triceps after pitch-
ing four innings.

CARDINALS 7, DIAMONDBACKS 1
In St Louis, Lance Lynn pitched seven sol-

id innings and St. Louis got home runs from
Yadier Molina and Carlos Beltran in a victory
over Arizona.

Lynn (8-1) allowed one run and five hits,

struck out six and walked one. He improved
to 8-1 for the second consecutive season
while becoming the third National League
pitcher to reach eight wins, trailing Patrick
Corbin’s  league -leading nine for  the
Diamondbacks.

Molina hit a leadoff drive in the fifth on
the same day he received a one-game sus-
pension from Major League Baseball for
making contact with umpire Mike Everitt
during an argument Sunday. The All-Star
catcher appealed the decision.

Molina’s fourth homer lifted St. Louis to a
5-0 lead. He finished with two hits and two
RBIs. Arizona starter Trevor Cahill (3-6) was
charged with five runs and nine hits in five
innings.

DODGERS 2, PADRES 1
In Los Angeles, Adrian Gonzalez and

Scott Van Slyke homered, and Yasiel Puig
had a successful major league debut in Los
Angeles’ victory over San Diego.

Stephen Fife (1-0) allowed one run and
five hits in 5 1-3 innings to earn his first
major league win. The right-hander was
recalled from Triple-A Albuquerque earlier in
the day to replace lefty Chris Capuano,
scratched because of a strained left triceps.

Brandon League earned his 12th save in
15 chances. Puig batted leadoff and went 2
for 4 with two singles, including one in his
first at-bat. The 22-year-old Cuban defector
also was brought up on the same day left
fielder Carl Crawford went on the disabled
list with a strained hamstring.

With a runner on in the ninth, Kyle Blanks
flied out to right and Puig fired to first base
for a game-ending double play.

Eric  Stults  (4-5)  pitched seven sol id
innings in a hard-luck loss. Chase Headley
had an RBI single for the Padres, who had
won five straight games at Dodger Stadium
dating to last season, including a three-
game sweep in April.

INTERLEAGUE ATHLETICS 10, BREWERS 2
In Milwaukee, Coco Crisp had a leadoff

homer among his four hits and Tommy
Milone pitched in at  the plate to help
Oakland beat Milwaukee. The surging A’s
have won four consecutive games and 15 of
17 to move a season-high 11 over .500 at 35-
24. Milone (6-5) allowed five hits, struck out
four and didn’t issue a walk in seven strong
innings. He also took advantage of a rare
chance to bat in an interleague road game,
going 2 for 4 with an RBI and two runs
scored.

Crisp, who reached base five times in six
plate appearances, hit his 10th career lead-
off homer. Brandon Moss belted a solo shot
in the second.

Brewers starter Marco Estrada (4-3) lasted
four innings, giving up five runs and nine
hits.  He departed with a left hamstring
strain and is day to day. Rickie Weeks hit a
two-run homer for Milwaukee. —AP

Phillies thrash Marlins

NEW YORK: Mariano Rivera No. 42 of the New York Yankees pitch-
es against the Cleveland Indians at Yankees Stadium. —AFP

PHILADELPHIA: Adeiny Hechavarria No. 3 of the Miami Marlins is unable to
make the catch as Ben Revere No. 2 of the Philadelphia Phillies steals second
base in the fifth inning.—AFP

KUWAIT: Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait is keenly
involved in lending support to the youth of
Kuwait, and has always taken an enthusiastic
interest especially in their sport programs. In
line with this ABK has, in several tournaments
instated the ‘Best Player’ prize, in order to
felicitate the best player of the tournament. 

Recently, ABK presented a cash prize to
the best player at the Qadsiya vs Al Salmiya
Spor ting Clubs f inal  game during the
Volleyball Championship. Bader Sulaiman
Johar from Qadsiya Sporting Club was cho-
sen as the best player.

Ali Al Baghli, Assistant Manager, Public
Relations at ABK stated, “We congratulate
Bader Sulaiman Johar, the winner in the
Volleyball championship, whose display of
talent and sportsmanship is exemplary!”

He added, “ABK is eager to participate in
several youth activities, with an emphasis on
sport, under the Bank’s CSR banner “Our
Society...Our Responsibility.” Activities under
this are designed to engage in and support
social initiatives at various levels and for dif-
ferent segments of society.

ABK felicitates the ‘Best Player’ 

at Volleyball Championship 

SYDNEY: Scrumhalf Will Genia will need to have
an outstanding series and win his personal duel
with Welshman Mike Phillips if Australia are to
beat the British and Irish Lions, Wallabies great
Nick Farr-Jones said yesterday.

Farr-Jones, who captained Australia to the
1991 World Cup triumph, also said Genia’s opin-
ion on who played outside him in the three tests
should be taken into account when deciding
whether or not to include Quade Cooper in the
Wallabies squad.

Widely recognised as one of the finest half-
backs to have played the game, Farr-Jones said
Genia and Phillips, whose display in the Lions’
opener in Hong Kong cemented his position as
favourite for the test number nine shirt, were
two of the best in the modern game.

“Genia I rate as the best, it’s important that he
be consistently good,” Farr-Jones told Reuters in
an interview. “The good ball we get, Will’s got to
be able to use that well and his judgement’s
going to be really critical. He’s playing with confi-
dence, I think he’ll want to dictate the series.”

Farr-Jones said Genia would have been disap-
pointed with his performances at the 2011 World
Cup, where Australia were ambushed by Ireland,
ended up on the more difficult side of the draw
and were bundled out in the semi-finals. 

“He didn’t reach the levels the we might have
expected, or at least Australia needed, to have

been a force in that World Cup,” Farr-Jones added
at the launch of the sponsorship of the referees
for the Lions tour by Specsavers. 

“I think Will will know, or at least be left in no
doubt by (coach) Robbie Deans, that he need to
have an outstanding series if we are to win. You
need your best players playing at their best
capacity. 

“But he’s up against a very physical, tough,
big scrumhalf, who likes to niggle as well. It’s
going to be fascinating.”

Genia has gone on record saying would prefer
to play in a halfback pairing with Cooper for the
Wallabies even if his Queensland Reds team
mate was left out of the preliminary Wallabies
squad by Deans. “I was lucky enough to play my
first four tests with Mark Ella and the rest of my
career with Michael Lynagh, it was critical to
have someone you trusted, that you knew you
had a great working relationship with,” said Farr-
Jones.

“It gives you confidence and particularly as a
scrumhalf, one thing that you need is lateral
vision and when you have confidence, you have
lateral vision in spades. 

“So knowing that the guy outside can do the
job is critical.  I have no doubt from a distance
that Robbie Deans would listen to Will Genia
(and) I’m sure Quade’s still in the picture.”

The failure to beat the British and Irish Lions

in 1989, when Australia went down 2-1, still
haunts Farr-Jones 24 years later, he admitted.

Australia won the first test comfortably but
the tide turned when Lions halfback Robert
Jones stamped on Farr-Jones’s foot at the first
scrum in the second test,  provoking a fight
which set the tone for the “Battle of Ballymore”.  

“Twenty-four years ago you get away with
that more than you can now, you didn’t have 14
cameras following the play, you didn’t have
touch judges with microphones and referees
with ear pieces,” he said.

“That hard, physical game, including rucking
was more of an allowed thing in those days. I
don’t have a problem with the way they played,
they played a very intelligent game. They looked
at the first test, where we won by 18 points, and
realised they had to change something. “My only
problem was that we didn’t stand toe-to-toe. I
have no doubt our guys will be well prepared
mentally for the challenge. The boys are expect-
ing it and there’ll be some tough stuff.” Farr-Jones
was reluctant to pick a series winner until he had
a good look at the tourists, even if he thought the
Lions might keep a few tricks up their sleeves for
the first test in Brisbane on June 22.   “I think
we’ve got a very good chance but if I was going
to put my house on it three weeks out, I’d go with
the British Lions because of the continuity they
get in the lead-up.” he said.—Reuters

Genia can help Wallabies 

tame Lions — Farr-Jones
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NEW YORK: What, you expected some-
thing else? LeBron James and his team-
mates weren’t going to blow this one,
not at home and certainly not with a
third straight trip to the NBA Finals on
the line. That it went seven games gave
the people of Indiana some false hope,
but in a star-driven league, the biggest
star in the game wasn’t about to allow a
flop of gigantic proportions on his
watch.

David Stern can rest easy now,
because the last championship series he
will preside over as commissioner won’t
be the ratings bust that a Spurs-Pacers
final would have been. Miami and San
Antonio is about as good as the league
could have hoped for in a year the Los
Angeles Lakers weren’t competitive and
Oklahoma City went into the tank after
Russell Westbrook was injured.

This one was over so early that Justin
Bieber didn’t have time to take off his
shades while sitting courtside. Unlike the
day before, the only thing Roy Hibbert
had to apologize for was not showing up
for the biggest game of his career.

Sure, Indiana had given the Heat
trouble all year, handing Miami five of its
20 losses. And, yes, Dwyane Wade and
Chris Bosh looked so lost at times during
the series that the whole concept of a
Big Three in Miami seemed a bit silly.

But did anyone really believe James
hadn’t learned from his mistakes of years
past? Did anyone really think that Wade
and Bosh would let James down again
when it mattered most?

Surely no one ever thought the great-
est 3-point shooter in the history of the
league had forgotten how to shoot. Ray
Allen did in the first half just what he was
supposed to do for his new team, and
now he’s four wins from the ring he fig-
ured was his when he signed on to play
alongside James.

“We have guys that are inspired by
these types of moments in the bright
lights,” Miami coach Erik Spoelstra said
just before the game, and he was right.

This wasn’t a game won by highlight
dunks and great shooting, though both
were in abundance for the Heat. This was
won by superstars getting down and

gritty because that was the best way to
beat a team that liked nothing better
than to mix it up inside. The oddsmakers
in Vegas thought this might happen,
making the Heat 7-point favorites
despite scoring only five more points in
the first six games than the Pacers. Even
they had to be impressed, though, by
the way Wade came out shooting and
the Heat came out defending.

There were some smiles afterward,
but it was pretty much business as usual
for Miami. Taken to the limit by the phys-
ical Pacers, they simply found another
gear to win in a 99-76 blowout that was
decided before the third quarter was
over. “Everything that happened in the
first six games didn’t mean anything to
us,” Wade said. “It was all about Game 7
and finding a way to win at home.”

Home is where the Heat will remain
for the first two games of the finals,
thanks to a regular-season winning
streak of 27 games that helped them to
the best record in the league. They begin
defense of their title Thursday against an
aging but well-rested Spurs team that

figures to give them different kinds of
problems than Indiana did.

For James it will be a chance to win
title No. 2 to go with his four MVP
crowns. He doesn’t need validation any-
more after winning last year, but when it
finally comes time to judge his place
among the league’s all-time greats, the
number of rings he ends up collecting
will figure in the equation.

It’s been three full seasons now since
he announced his departure from
Cleveland in the much-derided “The
Decision” television special. Much has
changed since then, and James credits
Miami’s loss to Dallas in the finals two
years ago with making him both a better
basketball player and a better person.

If he was a half-hearted leader before,
he’s fully in charge now. On Monday
morning he delivered an inspirational
address to his teammates, urging them
to lay everything on the line to make
sure the season didn’t end early. He and
Wade also met to plan strategy for the
deciding game, and James told Wade he
would take defensive responsibility for

Indiana’s Paul George, who averaged
21.5 points in the first six games.

It turned out to be a pivotal decision,
with George getting just 7 points on 2 of
9 shooting before fouling out. “Ever since
I lost in the finals to Dallas my mind
frame changed that offseason,” James
said. “I just wanted to get back playing
the game I love and have fun and play at
a high level.”

He’s doing that and more, and his
ability to take over a game makes him
even more dangerous in a short series.
The Spurs have their Big Three just like
the Heat, but Miami will be favored to
win a second straight championship
because there is only one LeBron James.

It’s a far cry from six years ago, when
James was on a Cleveland team that was
swept in four straight by the Spurs for
the title. “I’m a much better player now,”
James said. “I’m 20, 40, 50 times better
than I was in those finals.” An exaggera-
tion, perhaps, but maybe it’s time to
start giving James a break. Because on
this night he looked that good - and
even better.—AP

LeBron wasn’t about to let Game 7 get away

PITTSBURGH: Brad Marchand scored twice
during a four-goal first period as the Boston
Bruins thrashed the Pittsburgh Penguins 6-1 in
Game 2 of the Eastern Conference finals on
Monday.

David Krejci ,  Nathan Hor ton, Patrice
Bergeron and Johnny Boychuk also scored for
Boston, which hardly broke a sweat while tak-
ing a 2-0 lead in the best-of-seven series.
Tuukka Rask kept Sidney Crosby and the rest of
the NHL’s top offense in check once again, stop-
ping 26 shots. Game 3 is today in Boston.

Brandon Sutter netted Pittsburgh’s lone goal.
Tomas Vokoun gave up three first-period goals
on 12 shots before being replaced by Marc-
Andre Fleury.

The move did little to blunt the momentum
in what has quickly become a one-sided series.
Boston held Pittsburgh’s top-ranked power play
scoreless for the second straight game, and the
Bruins looked like the team marked as the
Stanley Cup favorites,  not the star-laden
Penguins.

Boston insisted it was fortunate to escape

Game 1 with a 3-0 victory, saying a couple of
bounces could have changed the course of the
game dramatically.

The Penguins blamed their choppy play,
including a rare fight by Evgeni Malkin, on an
eight-day layoff, stressing there was no need to
panic.

The last 16 teams to go up 2-0 in the confer-
ence finals have advanced to the Cup finals.
The Penguins managed to escape a 2-0 hole
against the Bruins in 1991 on their way to the
franchise’s first championship.—AP

Bruins crush Penguins
PITTSBURGH: Marc-Andre Fleury No. 29 of the Pittsburgh Penguins allows a goal by Johnny Boychuk No. 55 of the Boston Bruins in the third
period during Game Two of the Eastern Conference Final of the 2013 NHL Stanley Cup Playoffs.—AFP

LONDON: Briton Brian Cookson is chal-
lenging Irishman Pat McQuaid for the pres-
idency of the International Cycling Union
(UCI), pledging to restore credibility to the
sport after the Lance Armstrong  scandal.
Cookson has been president of British
Cycling since 1996, overseeing high profile
Olympic and Tour de France victories that
have encouraged many ordinary Britons to
take up cycling to keep fit or commute to
work.

Cycling globally is struggling to emerge
from the shadow cast by Armstrong, the
American who was stripped of his seven
Tour de France titles last year for doping
offences.

“The first priority for the new UCI presi-
dent must be to change the way that anti-
doping is managed so that people can
have confidence in the sport,” Cookson
said on Tuesday.

Critics have accused the UCI of failing to
do enough to catch Armstrong during the
years when he dominated the sport.

“We must also urgently carry out a fully
independent investigation into the allega-
tions of corruption in this area which have
so damaged the UCI’s reputation,” Cookson
added in a statement announcing his plan
to stand.

McQuaid, who took over as president of
the UCI in 2005, the year of Armstrong’s
last Tour de France victory, has strongly
defended the federation’s handling of the
Armstrong affair.

McQuaid plans to seek a third term as
president in an election in the Italian city
of Florence in September. Cookson, who
has served on the UCI’s Management
Committee since 2009, said he told

McQuaid that he would challenge him in
what sounded like an awkward phone con-
versation.

“I called him on Saturday and informed
him that I was standing,” Cookson told
reporters. “I think you can guess, he was
not particularly happy but there you go.”

Cookson said that big companies would
be reluctant to invest heavily in cycling
until  they were convinced that their
brands would not be tainted by doping,
holding back the sport. 

“This is very much an activity whose
time has come,” he said. “It’s great sport, it’s
good for health, it’s good for transport, it’s
good for the environment.”

Cookson said he believed the sport was
much cleaner than in the Armstrong era,
but still had work to do. “There has been a
huge improvement but I think there are
still people out there who are trying to
cheat and we’ve seen evidence of that in
the Giro this year,” he said. Two Italian rid-
ers failed dope tests at last month’s Giro
d’Italia. 

Jaimie Fuller, an Australian businessman
who has led the “Change Cycling Now” lob-
by group, backed Cookson.

“We believe him to be a man of integri-
ty. He has hit the nail on the head with the
issue of doping,” said Fuller, who is chair-
man of the SKINS sportswear company, a
cycling sponsor.

“He’s shown a track record in the UK
that he can deliver,” added Fuller, who has
repeatedly called for McQuaid to quit.
“Change Cycling Now” had previously pro-
posed American Greg LeMond, who won
the Tour three times, as an interim head of
the UCI.—Reuters

Cookson bids for 
top job in cycling

Hagen wins Dauphine stage
TARARE: Edvald Boasson Hagen of Norway
won the third stage of the Criterium du
Dauphine in a bunch sprint yesterday as
David Veilleux of Canada kept the overall
lead.

The Norwegian rider held off Michael
Matthews of Australia and Gianni
Meersman of Belgium, completing the 167-
kilometer trek from Amberieu-en-Bugey to
Tarare in 4 hours, 3 minutes, 32 seconds.
“The chase down the hill was excellent. I’m
grateful to the team,”ù Boasson Hagen told
the event’s website. “My form is coming at
the right time. It’s great for my morale to
come up with a stage win at the Dauphine
again. I’m ready to switch my focus to my
other job helping Chris Froome. Our main
goal at Team Sky remains the yellow jer-
sey.”ù

Fumiyuki Beppu of Japan, Sander
Cordeel of Belgium, Jacob Rathe of the
United States and Juan-Antonio Flecha of
Spain escaped in the opening kilometer,
building a lead that reached nearly seven

minutes. But they were reeled in by the
chasing pack 13 kilometers from the finish.

Laurent Didier of Luxembourg then took
his chance in the ascent of the Col des
Sauvages and was later joined by Bart de
Clercq of Belgium. But the Sky team
worked hard to catch them in the final kilo-
meters. Veilleux is 1:56 ahead of Meersman
in the overall standings.

“Tomorrow, I’ll face up to the truth. I’ll
do my best and we’ll see how it goes,”ù
Veilleux said. “In any case, these past three
days have been fabulous. I’ve received a lot
of encouragements from Canada where
I’ve made the front page of the newspa-
pers. I t ’s been a great opportunity to
seize.”ù

Gaetan Bille of Belgium withdrew from
the stage while Chris Anker Sorensen of
Denmark did not start because of gastroen-
teritis.

Today’s fourth stage is an individual
time trial of 32.5 kilometers from Villars-les-
Dombes to Parc des Oiseaux. —AP

FRANCE: Stage winner Norway’s Edvald Boasson Hagen celebrates on the podium
after winning the 167 km third stage of the 65th edition of the Dauphine Criterium
cycling race. —AFP

PRETORIA: A South African judge postponed
the murder trial of Oscar Pistorius yesterday and
criticised the media for sensationalist reporting
of the Olympic and Paralympic athletics star’s
shooting of his girlfriend on Valentine’s Day.

Pistorius, 26, remained composed through-
out the 10-minute hearing at the Pretoria
Magistrates Court when he made his first formal
public appearance since his release on bail in
February.  He was driven away afterwards in a
sports utility vehicle with tinted windows.

The double amputee, nicknamed “Blade
Runner” for his prosthetic racing legs, has admit-
ted killing Reeva Steenkamp, a 29-year-old mod-
el, by firing four shots through a locked toilet
door on Feb. 14 at his plush Pretoria home.

Dressed in a dark suit, shirt and tie, his only
words in court were “Yes, Your Honor” when
asked if he understood the bail conditions.

Judge Daniel Thulare postponed the case
until  August 19, which would have been
Steenkamp’s 30th birthday, after prosecutors
asked for more time to prepare their case. They
did not provide details. Thulare also took a swipe
at domestic and international media coverage of
the case, branding it “scandalising, contemptu-
ous actions”. “It appears there is a trial by media,”
Thulare told the court.

He urged journalists to “preserve the sanctity
of the fountains of justice.” In the most recent
incident, Britain’s Sky News broadcast photos
said to have been taken inside Pistorius’ home
shortly after the shooting. The images showed
blood-spattered walls and blood pools on the
bathroom floor. Police said they were investigat-
ing the leak. South Africa does not have trial by
jury so pre-trial media coverage is seldom
deemed to be prejudicial. In testimony at the
February bail hearing, his lawyers said the shoot-
ing was a tragic mistake and Pistorius was acting
in self-defence against what he thought was an
intruder. Prosecutors accused him of premedi-
tated murder for firing into the door, hitting
Steenkamp in the head, hip and arm. Bail was
set in February at 1 million rand, which is about
$100,000

The case has garnered enormous attention
because of his remarkable life story and fall from
grace. In South Africa, he was a hero for black
and white people alike, transcending the racial
divides that persist 19 years after the end of

apartheid. In August last year, he carried the
South African flag at the London Olympics, the
games at which he confirmed his hero status by
becoming to the first double-amputee to com-
pete against able-bodied athletes. He reached
the semi-final of the 400 metres.

Six months later, he was a broken man, weep-
ing uncontrollably in court after being accused
of murder. Pistorius was born without fibula, the
bone that runs below the knee joint and down
to the ankle. He had his legs amputated below
the knee at the age of 11 months.

He first competed with able-bodied athletes
in July 2007 in Rome but the International
Association of Athletics Associations (IAAF) later
suspended him on the grounds that his blades
gave him an unfair advantage. He challenged
the ban and in May 2008, the Court of
Arbitration for sport ruled in his favor.

He won three gold medals in the 2008
Paralympics in Beijing and two golds in London
last year. But since the killing, his lucrative
endorsement deals with the likes of sporting
goods maker Nike have been suspended and his

millions of admirers around the world have
questioned the faith they had put in him.
Pistorius has kept out of the public eye since he
secured bail. Media reported that in April he par-
tied at a nightclub in a Johannesburg suburb
after his bail conditions were relaxed the previ-
ous month. The Pistorius camp said the matter
was blown out of proportion and he went out
for a quiet dinner with friends after spending
weeks in the house with family.

He has been living with family since his
release on bail, praying and rediscovering his
Christian faith, his family members have said.

“He’s battling, but with his family behind him,
with his sister living in the same house as he
lives at Aimee. They assist him a lot, and we are
preparing him,” his uncle Arnold Pistorius, a fami-
ly spokesman, told local broadcaster ENCA.

Paralympic gold medalist Samkelo Radebe
told Reuters TV: “We still stand behind him
you know, we still want to see him come back
and run and do what he’s well known for and
that’s being a hero and changing people’s
lives”—Reuters

Pistorius judge attacks ‘trial by media’

PRETORIA: South African Paralympic sprinter Oscar Pistorius (center) arrives with his brother
Carl (left) at the Magistrate Court in Pretoria to appear for the first time since being freed on
bail in February over the Valentine’s Day killing of his model girlfriend.—AFP
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Photo of the day

Mat Rebeaud of Switzerland performs during the qualifying at the fourth stage of the Red Bull X-Fighters World Tour in Osaka, Japan.
www.redbullcontentpool.com

Gatting remembers 
‘ball of the century’

LONDON: Mike Gatting said he was
“happy”, 20 years on, to have been
bowled by the “ball of the century” that
kick-started Australia leg-spinner Shane
Warne’s career as one of cricket’s greatest
bowlers. Yesterday marked the 20th
anniversary of one of the most celebrat-
ed deliveries of all time when Warne,
making his Ashes debut at Manchester’s
Old Trafford ground, saw his first ball
pitch outside leg-stump and then spin
viciously across bemused England bats-
man Gatting to clip the top of the off-
bail.

Warne would go on to win six succes-
sive Ashes series, finishing with 708 Test
wickets after helping to secure a 5-0
series whitewash at Sydney in January
2007.

As Richie Benaud, himself a former
Australia leg-spinner, remarked during
his television commentary: “Gatting has
absolutely no idea what has happened
to him-and he still doesn’t know.”

“We’d seen a few bits and pieces of
him but nothing special,” Gatting told
yesterday’s Daily Mail. “We thought we’d
have a look at him, see what he’s about
and what he could do, but it was a
remarkable delivery. There are people
who think I should have padded it away
but I never tried to lunge at a spinner. I

was more worried about being bowled
around the back of my legs.

“I had most of it covered and had
ensured it would not get round the back
of my legs and if it did anything else, I
was in the right position to react, but it
spun quickly as well as a long way. It was
a leg break and I knew he had put a lot of
revs on it and we knew the wicket might
turn, but not that much!”

Legendary umpire Dickie Bird, who
was at the bowler’s end as Warne sent
down the fabled ball, still had a vivid
recall of what he said was “one of the
best deliveries I ever umpired” during his
23 years of officiating in international
cricket.

“It was a magnificent delivery,” said
Bird. “It obviously turns a long way but
the key to it was the way it dipped so
quickly and pitched on such a great line
just outside leg stump. As soon as he
bowled it, I  turned to him and said,
‘Shane, you will put your name in the
record books’. By God, he didn’t half do
that!” Gatting added: “I’m happy to have
been bowled by it because had it been
some blond bloke who only played about
10 Test matches and got 27 wickets, then
I would have been really upset. “As it was,
he became the best spinner of all time, so
you don’t mind so much.”—AFP

India thrash Australia
CARDIFF: India hammered
Austral ia by 243 runs in a
Champions Trophy warm-up
match after sk itt l ing out the
defending champions for just 65 in
Cardiff yesterday.

Umesh Yadav, who joined the
squad late following his recent
marriage, took the first five wickets
to fall in a stunning return of five
for 18  in just five overs.

Meanwhile fel low paceman
Ishant Sharma bagged three for
11, including Shane Watson, who
scored a hundred for Australia in
their warm-up match against the
West Indies.

Only two Australia batsmen
Adam Voges (23) and Phil Hughes
(14) made it into double figures,
with the innings all wrapped up in
the 24th over. 

“It was a disappointing game,
I’m not sure how we’ll react to it,”
said George Bailey, captaining
Australia in the absence of the
injured Michael Clarke.

“It was certainly not the way we
wanted to play but if  you are
going to have a game like that,
you may as well have it in a prac-
tice game.” 

Earlier, world champions India
collapsed to 55 for f ive before
Dinesh Karthik revived the innings
with a superb 146 not out, adding
211 for the fifth wicket with cap-
tain Mahendra Singh Dhoni (91) to
get the side to a total of 308 for
six. “It was really well batted by
Dinesh and MS, we couldn’t quite
get the sixth and seventh wickets
to really nail  that innings off,”
Bailey said.

“Two new balls is challenging,
you saw that with both sides los-
ing their top-order cheaply, in
English conditions.” Dhoni was
delighted by the form of Karthik,
his understudy as wicket-keeper,
and said he was now set to play as
a batsman only when India open
the tournament proper against
South Africa in Cardiff  on
Thursday.

“Well, to start off Dinesh batted
really well.  That par tnership
between me and him got us to a
respectable score and then the
bowling was up to the mark.

“I think he has earned his place
in the side and we’ll just have to
see who misses out when we play
against South Africa. I’d like him to
play at the top of the order but
we’ll  see,” Dhoni added before
turning to his attack.

“We used five bowlers and all of

them got wickets. Umesh is one of
the quickest bowlers we have and
with the two paced pitch here, the
ball was holding up, not much, but
just enough which was why there
were so many inside edges.”

This was Karthik’s second cen-
tury, albeit in warm-up matches,
after his unbeaten 106 against Sri

Lanka on June 1. “I’ve been hitting
the ball really well,” Karthik said at
the innings break.  “ When you
come in at six, it ’s important to
assess the situation. When you
have Dhoni around it’s important
to rotate the strike. “It was a good
bowling attack, and it feels good
to get some runs. I  have had a

good IPL and it ’s important to
keep the same momentum from
that.” Australia were without Clarke
because of a recurrence of a long-
standing back injury which has
made him doubtful for the side’s
tournament opener against
England at Edgbaston on
Saturday.—AFP

Champions Trophy warm-up

CARDIFF: India’s Ishant Sharma (second left) sends down a delivery to Australia’s Adam Voges during the
warm-up cricket match ahead of the 2013 ICC Champions Trophy. —AFP

India
M. Vijay lbw b Starc 1
S. Dhawan c McKay b Johnson 17
V. Kohli c Wade b Starc 9
R. Sharma b McKay 10
S. Raina b McKay 0
D. Karthik not out 146
MS Dhoni c Johnson b Faulkner 91
R. Jadeja not out 14
Extras (b4, lb2, w13, nb1) 20
Total (6 wkts, 50 overs) 308
Fall of wickets: 1-4 (Vijay), 2-15 (Kohli), 3-39 (Sharma), 4-39
(Raina), 5-55 (Dhawan), 6-266 (Dhoni)
Did not bat: I Pathan, B Kumar, A Mishra, I Sharma, R
Ashwin, V Kumar, U Yadav
Bowling: Starc 10-0-73-2 (4w); McKay 10-0-39-2 (3w);
Johnson 10-0-52-1 (3w); Faulkner 10-0-68-1 (1nb, 2w);
Watson 5-0-23-0; Marsh 5-0-47-0.
Australia
M. Wade b Yadav 5

D. Warner c Ashwin b Yadav 0
P. Hughes b Yadav 14
G. Bailey b Yadav 1
A. Voges b Ashwin 23
M. Marsh c Dhoni b Yadav 0
S. Watson b Sharma 4
J. Faulkner lbw b Sharma 7
M. Johnson b Sharma2
M. Starc run out (Dhawan) 0
C. McKay not out 4
Extras (b3, lb1, w1) 5
Total (all out, 23.3 overs) 65
Fall of wickets: 1-6 (Wade), 2-7 (Warner), 3-9 (Bailey), 4-28
(Hughes), 5-28 (Marsh), 6-34 (Watson), 7-50 (Faulkner), 8-54
(Johnson), 9-60 (Starc), 10-65 (Voges)
Bowling: Kumar 8-1-18-0; Yadav 5-0-18-5 (1w); Sharma 5-0-
11-3; Jadeja 4-0-10-0; Ashwin 1.3-0-4-1.
Result: India won by 243 runs
Note: Players per side 15 (11 batting, 11 fielding)

SCOREBOARD
CARDIFF: Final scoreboard in the Champions Trophy warm-up match between Australia and India in Cardiff yesterday:

SOUTHAMPTON: England may have
to re-think their Champions Trophy
plans if they find themselves without
injured  pace bowlers Stuart Broad
and Steven Finn.

The duo have yet to be ruled out of
Wednesday’s third and final one-day
international against New Zealand at
Trent Bridge, having missed the
defeats at Lord’s and Southampton.

After Sunday’s 86-run humbling
loss at Southampton, England captain
Alastair Cook was unsure whether the
two seamers would be fit for
Saturday’s Champions Trophy opener
against Australia at Edgbaston.

England could also lose Tim
Bresnan, due to leave the squad for
the imminent birth of his first child
and the likes of Chris Woakes and
Jade Dernbach, whose 10 overs on
Sunday cost 87 runs, struggling to
contain New Zealand’s batsmen, the
team appear to be dangerously over-
reliant on James Anderson and off-
spinner Graeme Swann.

However, Cook dismissed talk of
England being a limited ODI side in
Broad and Finn’s absence.  “I think
that would be doing a disservice to
the other 13 guys in the squad,” he
said, 

“Clearly,  you take two premier
bowlers out of anyone’s side, and it’s

going to hurt the side. You might
have to change the way you play. We
might have just learnt that.”

England have played the same side
in both defeats against New Zealand,
which saw them give up a four-year
unbeaten record in home ODI series,
and Cook conceded changes, which
might see the likes of James Tredwell
played as a second spinner, could
take place in Nottingham.

“We haven’t deserved to win these
matches,” said Cook. “It would make
sense to have a look at our options.
We’ve stuck with the same XI, and
been outplayed.” By contrast, New
Zealand captain Brendon McCullum,
still waiting to find out if veteran spin-
ner Daniel Vettori will  be able to
return from a longstanding Achilles
injury, said going for a one-day series
whitewash over England would
trump the need to give squad players
match time ahead of the Champions
Trophy. “I don’t see a rotation of play-
ers. A 3-0 win would probably be as
good as it gets,” he said after two wins
achieved on the back of hundreds by
Martin Guptill, including the opener’s
national record 189 not out at
Southampton, “So we’ll  be doing
whatever we can to continue the
momentum we’ve built up and our
selections will reflect that.”—AFP

England sweat on
bowlers’ fitness

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House were crowned champions of the KBC Cricket Cup after defeating the National Bank of Kuwait in the final match that took place recently in Sulaibiya. The final was attended by senior Kuwait Banks Club
officials.

Windies see off Sri Lanka
BIRMINGHAM: West Indies completed
their Champions Trophy preparations
with a 17-run win over Sri Lanka in a
warm-up match at Edgbaston yester-
day.

Both sets of batsmen spent time in
the middle, with West Indies making
297 for six before Sri Lanka were dis-
missed for 280. Dwayne Bravo (71),
Johnson Charles (58) and Ramnaresh
Sarwan (55) provided the bulk of the
West Indies’ runs, while Kumar
Sangakkara (56) top-scored for Sri
Lanka.

Heading into the closing stages all
three results were still possible but the
match turned when West Indies cap-
tain Dwayne Bravo took two late wick-
ets.  Earlier, Charles proved there was
more to his opening role than just
keeping Gayle company, outscoring
the celebrated big-hitter in a first-wick-
et stand of 87.

West Indies were then indebted to a
stand of 126 between Bravo and

Sarwan, both of whom retired to give
their team-mates time at the crease,
with Kieron Pollard smashing a quick-
fire 29 not out.

Kusal Perera and Tillakaratne Dilshan
put on 39 before both exiting in quick
succession, leaving Sri Lanka veterans
Mahela Jayawardene and Sangakkara
together at the crease. Jayawardene
managed 29 and Sangakkara reached
his fifty before becoming Bravo’s first
wicket.

Spinner Sunil Narine saw off Lahiru
Thirimanne and Angelo Mathews for
single-figure scores before tail-enders
Nuwan Kulasekara (40) and Dilhara
Lokuhettige (42) got Sri Lanka back on
track only for Bravo’s double to seal vic-
tory for the West Indies, the reigning
World Twenty20 champions.

West Indies begin the Champions
Trophy proper against Pakistan at The
Oval on Friday with Sri Lanka’s first
match of the tournament against Sri
Lanka in Cardiff on Sunday.—AFP
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PARIS: Jo-Wilfried Tsonga sent
Roger Federer crashing out of
the French Open quarter-finals
yesterday to take a step closer to
ending France’s 30-year wait for
a men’s champion at Roland
Garros.

Sixth-seed Tsonga swept to a
7-5, 6-3, 6-3 triumph to reach his
first semi-final in Paris and first
by a home player since Gael
Monfils in 2008.

The 28-year-old will  tackle
Spanish fourth seed David Ferrer
for a place in Sunday’s f inal.
Victory helped wipe out the mis-
ery of his quarter-final in Paris
last year where he had four
match points over Novak
Djokovic but lost in five sets.

“It’s extraordinary to be here
and to have won,” said Tsonga,
who hopes to follow in the foot-
steps of Yannick Noah, France’s
last men’s champion in Paris in
1983.

“I  never dreamt of this
moment. Today was my moment
against a champion who has won
everything. “I didn’t think I would
get this far without losing a set.
But Ferrer has not lost a set as
well, he’s in great form.” Federer,
in his 36th consecutive Grand
Slam quarter-final, was bidding
to win a record 58th career
match at Roland Garros and
reach his 34th semi-final at a
major.

The 17-time Grand Slam title
winner also had the advantage of
a 9-3 career lead over the French
star, but Tsonga had been the
man to beat Federer from two
sets to love down in the
Wimbledon quarter-finals in
2011.

“It was a bad day, it’s a crush-
ing disappointment,” admitted
Federer. “But I will forget about it
quickly, I usually do. “Give a lot of
credit to Jo, he turns defence
into attack very quickly and has
got a big game.

“He can take time away from
you and has a lot of confidence.

That’s a big part of his game.”
Tsonga had reached the quarter-
finals without dropping a set,
while 31-year-old Federer had
struggled in his fourth round win
over Gilles Simon where he had
to come back from two sets to
one down.

But it  was 2009 champion
Federer who struck first on
Tuesday with a break for a 3-2
lead which the French player
retrieved for 4-4.

Tsonga took the opener when
Federer shanked an ugly fore-
hand. One break in the second
set for 2-0 was enough for a two-
sets lead.

Federer had come back from
two sets to love down last year in
his quarter-final win over Juan
Martin del Potro and in 2009 in
the fourth round against Tommy
Haas.

But there was to be no miracle
this time as a break in the sev-
enth game of the third set put
Tsonga on his way. It was all over
after a one-sided, one hour and
51-minute affair with Federer
undone by 34 unforced errors
and a bril l iant performance
under pressure by his opponent.

Ferrer reached the semi-finals
for the second successive year
with a 6-2, 6-1, 6-1 win over com-
patriot Tommy Robredo.

Ferrer won in just one hour
and 35 minutes to lift his series to
seven wins for two losses against
his 32nd-ranked rival as the 31-
year-old continued a fine run of
form which has seen him reach
the last four without dropping a
set.

Robredo, also 31, had by con-
trast spent five hours more on
court-including three consecu-

tive five-setters-as he missed out
on a first appearance in a Grand
Slam semi-final.

Robredo, playing in his fifth
Roland Garros quarter-final,
reached the last eight by becom-
ing the first man since Henri
Cochet at Wimbledon in 1927 to
win three successive rounds from
two sets to love down.

Ferrer takes a 2-1 lead over
Tsonga into their semi-final on
Friday, having won their only
meeting on clay in Rome in 2010.

“His first serve and his fore-
hand are very powerful,” said
Ferrer. “I’ll have to play long and
play on his backhand, because
when he starts serving well and
playing his forehand he is a very
difficult player. “I have to serve
better, because during the last
two matches I felt my serve was
not all that good.”—AFP

Tsonga stuns Federer to reach semis

PARIS: Switzerland’s Roger Federer (left) is comforted by France’s Jo-Wilfried Tsonga at the end of
their French Tennis Open quarter final match at the Roland Garros stadium. —AFP

PARIS: USA’s Serena Williams celebrates after winning a point against Russia’s
Svetlana Kuznetsova during their French Tennis Open quarter final match at the
Roland Garros stadium. —AFP

PARIS: World number one Serena Williams
survived a huge scare to reach her first
French Open semi-final since 2003 yester-
day, defeating unseeded Russian Svetlana
Kuznetsova, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3. Williams, bidding
to win just her second title in Paris, 11 years
after her first, looked down and almost out
at one stage against the 2009 champion.

Despite coasting through the first set,
she then dropped serve for the first time in
the tournament, being broken three times
in the second set, trailed 0-2 in the third
and fought off two break points that would
have seen her slip to 0-3. But she battled
back, winning six of the next seven games
to secure victory in a shade under two
hours.

Victory extended Williams’ winning
streak to 29 matches as she moved into a
semi-final clash against Italian fifth seed
Sara Errani,  the runner-up to Maria
Sharapova last year.

“It was very difficult and I am very tired,”
said Williams, who is the first American
woman since Jennifer Capriati in 2004 to
reach the last four. “Svetlana played very
well. She has won this tournament before
so I am happy to get through such a tough
match. “Against Sara, it will be another
tough match, she’s a great fighter.”

Williams, who had dropped just 10
games in reaching the last-eight, eased
through the first set with breaks in the sec-
ond and sixth games, sealing the opener
with an ace, despite the challenges posed
by a tricky, swirling wind inside Court
Suzanne Lenglen.

The 27-year-old Kuznetsova took a med-
ical timeout off the court and the treat-
ment worked wonders as she broke for a 2-
0 lead in the second set.

The wily Kuznetsova, who had defeated
the American at the same stage in 2009 on
her way to the title, fended off two break
points to go to 3-0 and broke again for 4-0
before Williams clawed one back for 1-4.

But the American then dropped serve for a
third time to slip 5-1 down as the Russian
forced the errors with a clever mix of pow-
er, angles and drop shots.

It was a realisation that, unlike too many
others on the tour, she was not going to
out-bludgeon the world number one and
that the key was to keep her moving.
Williams, however, dug deep, got back to
3-5 and then had break points in the 10th
game only for a scrambling, netted back-
hand to give Kuznetsova the set to level
the tie.

It was the first set the top seed had
dropped in the tournament. Kuznetsova
kept the 31-year-old American on the back
foot and was 2-0 up in the decider and had
two points for a 3-0 lead.

The Dubai-based Russian couldn’t make
that last push and was made to pay as
Williams broke back for 2-2. The world
number one was quickly 5-2 ahead and she
claimed the tie with a rasping cross-court
forehand. Errani reached the semi-finals for
the second successive year with a 6-4, 7-6
(8/6) win over Polish fourth seed Agnieszka
Radwanska.

It will be the third semi-final appearance
at a Grand Slam for the slender Italian, who
stands at just 1.64m, after she also went to
the last four at the 2012 US Open.

Radwanska, the 2012 Wimbledon run-
ner-up, had won the pair’s last three tour-
level meetings. But she was playing in her
first Roland Garros quarter-final, a match
which featured 11 breaks of serve.

“There was a lot of pressure because I
have a lot of points to defend.  That’s a new
experience for me,” said Errani, who came
into the French Open with a 0-28 record
against top-five players.

The remaining quarter-finals take place
today when Sharapova tackles Serbia’s
Jelena Jankovic and Victoria Azarenka, the
Australian Open champion, faces Maria
Kirilenko.—AFP

Serena survives scare

MIAMI: The NBA Finals matchup
is finally set, and the Miami Heat
will either win a second straight
title or the San Antonio Spurs
will deny LeBron James a cham-
pionship ring for the second
time.

The Heat earned their third
consecutive Eastern Conference
title on Monday, beating the
Indiana Pacers 99-76 in Game 7
of their series. So it’s Heat vs.
Spurs for the Larry O’Brien
Trophy, a series that will begin
on Thursday in Miami, on the
same floor where the Heat and
James finished off Oklahoma
City to win last season’s title.

Miami is looking for its third
championship, San Antonio its
fifth. And for James, it’s a chance
to erase a memory that has
stung him for six years.

His first trip to the finals came
when he was with the Cleveland
Cavaliers in 2007, and it was ugly
- the Spurs winning in a four-
game sweep for what was their
fourth title. San Antonio has not
won the West since, so maybe
it’s fitting that its return comes
against James, albeit with the
now four-time Most Valuable
Player in a different uniform.

“Obviously, I needed more,”
James said. “Our team, we were
really good, but we weren’t
great. And that was a great team.
We lost to a better team. So I
understand that we needed
more. We continued to get bet-
ter over the years, but we never
got to that level.”

When that series was over,
Spurs forward Tim Duncan
approached James in a quiet
moment and offered some
words of encouragement about
his budding superstardom.

Four MVPs, two more finals
trips and one ring - and counting
- later, James’ star level is now
meteoric. He’ll have a chance to
not only win consecutive cham-
pionships, but consecutive regu-
lar-season and finals MVPs as
well .  “The best player in the
world,” is how Indiana coach

Frank Vogel described James.
When the Heat and Spurs meet,
it will mark their third meeting of
the season. It may as well be the
first. Miami won both games this
season, though it ’s  doubtful
much of anything worthwhile
could be gleaned for the scout-
ing reports from those contests.
The Spurs sat four regulars in the
first  meeting,  and drew a
$250,000 fine from the NBA after
coach Gregg Popovich’s decision
to send Duncan, Manu Ginobili,
Danny Green and Tony Parker
home before the game and at
the end of a long road trip.

Predictably, Popovich’s deci-
sion was immediately subject to
scrutiny, and he even joked in
his pregame media availability
that night that the crowd of jour-
nalists around him resembled
what he’d see in an NBA Finals
setting.

Which,  come today when

both teams wil l  practice in
Miami, is exactly what Popovich
will see. It’ll be a finals that have
a clash of on-court, off-court and
even cultural styles. The Heat
play a flashier brand of basket-
ball, have stars who are some of
the world’s best-known - and
best-paid - endorsers of prod-
ucts, and have had no choice but
to embrace a constant spotlight.
The Spurs, meanwhile, seem to
revel in shunning any sort of
extra attention.

“I wouldn’t say we avoid the
attention, but I don’t think we’re
out seeking it,” Spurs forward
Matt Bonner said. “Our team cul-
ture starts with our leadership,
guys like Timmy and Coach Pop,
that we focus on ourselves and
what we need to do to complete
the task,  get the job done.
Whatever attention we get out-
side of that, I don’t think we run
from it, but we’re not out seek-

ing it. At least, I think so. I hope
so.”

When the teams met in San
Antonio in late March, Miami’s
27-game winning streak - the
second-best run in NBA history -
had just ended, so the Heat kept
James, Dwyane Wade and Mario
Chalmers out while dealing with
injuries. And Miami prevailed
anyway behind Chris Bosh, who
hit a late 3-pointer to seal an 88-
86 victory.

Nobody will be resting any-
body in the finals. The Spurs,
who will have been idle for more
than a week by the time Game 1
starts, finally know who stands in
their way.

The Spurs have been going
live in practice, trying their best
to stay sharp. “It’s just long. It’s
long,” Parker said of the layoff.
“Wish we could play like right
now.” Soon enough, he’ll get his
wish.—AP

Heat, Spurs to play for NBA title

MIAMI: Ray Allen no. 34 of the Miami Heat celebrates with the Eastern Conference Championship tro-
phy after they won 99-76 against the Indiana Pacers during Game Seven of the Eastern Conference
Finals of the 2013 NBA Playoffs. —AFP

Buffon wary of nasty surprise from Czechs
ITALY: Italy must go all out to try to beat
Czech Republic in Friday’s World Cup qualifier
in Prague or risk coming a cropper, goalkeep-
er Gianluigi Buffon said yesterday.

Italy lead Group B by three points after four
wins in five games but with the
Confederations Cup on the horizon, Buffon
wants minds to be focused on the clash
against the third-placed Czechs.

“We are enjoying qualification for the
World Cup in a serene manner, up to now
there haven’t been any nasty surprises partly
because of how we have played,” he told
reporters. “The Czechs are one of those teams
you have to go out and beat because they
don’t give you anything. “You play a below-
par game then you risk losing, if you play only
normally then you might be able to grab a

point but we want to play a great game to
increase our lead at the top of the group.”

Buffon’s wife is Czech and the keeper
shared his sympathies with those affected by
floods in Prague.  “They are experiencing a
real drama,” he said. Italy head to Brazil for the
Confederations Cup on Sunday where they
first face Mexico in Group A on June 16 in Rio
de Janeiro.—Reuters

Jupp Heynckes

Heynckes takes time out
MUNICH: Treble-winning Bayern Munich
coach Jupp Heynckes will take time out
next season, putting his 50-year-old foot-
ball career on hold but falling short of
announcing his retirement on Tuesday
following his club’s most successful sea-
son to date.

The 68-year-old, who will be replaced
by former Barcelona coach Pep
Guardiola in an appointment announced
by Bayern in January, won the
Champions League last month as well as
the Bundesliga and Cup double for an
unprecedented treble by a German club.

“I am still impressed with the events,”
a tearful Heynckes, who took over for the
third time in 2011, told reporters. “From
July 1 I will not take over any club here or
abroad. I will recover, think about what
has happened in the past weeks and
months.

“The last two years were intense and
outstanding,” said Heynckes, whose
career as a coach and player stretches
back to 1963, adding his team had
learned a lot after just missing out on
three titles last season.

“I had told my wife after last year’s
Champions League final defeat that I
would complete my contract at Bayern
but not go beyond that.”

Heynckes led Bayern to two consecu-
tive Champions League finals, losing to
Chelsea on penalties in Munich last year
but bouncing back to beat Borussia

Dortmund 2-1 with a last-gasp winner at
London’s Wembley stadium on May 25.  

“This season I reached my limit. In the
past weeks I realised I had reached an
age where recovery takes a lot longer,”
said Heynckes, who also coached the
Bavarians some 25 years ago as well as
briefly in 2009. “Coaching Bayern
demands a lot of substance, strength
and energy.” 

Heynckes, still the Bundesliga’s third
best scorer of all time, won successive
league titles in 1989 and 1990 during his
first spell at Bayern.  

Flanked by club boss Uli Hoeness and
chief executive Karl-Heinz Rummenigge,
who heaped praise on the 1974 World
Cup winner with a large banner behind
them that read “Thank You Jupp”,
Heynckes said he needed time to reflect.

The former Borussia
Moenchengladbach striker, who as a
player was also European champion with
West Germany in 1972, had been linked
in the media with a possible move back
to Real Madrid following the departure
of Jose Mourinho.

The German, who led Real to the
European crown in 1998, ruled out a per-
manent retirement, although he did say
he was looking forward to time away
from the sport. “I personally am not in
favour of final decisions but I told you
before I am 68 and there is life outside
the job,” he said.—Reuters
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SAITAMA: Japan’s goalkeeper Eiji Kawashima (top) and Australia’s forward Robbie Kruse get into a tangle during the first half of their Asian zone Group B qualifying soccer match for the 2014 World Cup. (Inset) Japan’s Keisuke Honda.—AP

SAITAMA: Keisuke Honda fired Japan into the 2014 World Cup
yesterday with a dramatic injury-time penalty which salvaged
a 1-1 draw with Australia and made them the first team to
qualify alongside hosts Brazil.

Tommy Oar’s fortuitous late strike had looked set to con-
demn the hosts to an undeserved defeat. But after Matthew
McKay handled in the box, Honda drove his spot-kick straight
down the middle to earn the necessary point.

The result left the Asian champions seven points clear and
uncatchable in Group B, putting them through to their fifth
straight World Cup. It is the first time they have sealed qualifi-
cation on home soil.

“I was nervous. I tried to hit the shot to the centre,” said
Honda. “If it was saved, there was nothing I could do about it.”
Japan coach Alberto Zaccheroni, who joined the team after
the 2010 World Cup, said his attractive Blue Samurai side
would “surprise the world” at next year’s tournament in Brazil.

“I came to Japan to bring them to the World Cup-that was
my bottom line,” said the Italian. “I feel relieved that I achieved

it. We are going to improve further and surprise the world.”
Holger Osieck’s Australia will be glad of the point away

from home as they scrap for the second automatic qualifying
spot. The third-placed team will go into a play-off.

However, Australia’s task was complicated when Oman
beat Iraq 1-0 to rise to second in the group. Socceroos have
two home games left, against Jordan and Iraq, while Oman
have only one to play away against Jordan on June 18.

In front of a packed and noisy crowd at Saitama, Japan had
the better of a highly entertaining first half which saw chances
fly thick and fast and heroic saves at both ends of the pitch.

Yasuhito Endo’s dipping free-kick curled past the upright
early on, and the Gamba Osaka midfielder then fired over the
bar after a slick move orchestrated by Honda and Manchester
United’s Shinji Kagawa. The same trio combined for another
neat exchange which drew a one-handed reaction stop from
Australia’s Fulham goalkeeper Mark Schwarzer to deny
Kagawa from close range.

At the other end Brett Holman dragged a shot wide, New

York Red Bulls forward Tim Cahill volleyed over and Japan’s Eiji
Kawashima had to come sharply off his line after Robbie Kruse
was put through one-on-one.

Kagawa and Honda continued to torment the Socceroos
after the break and they nearly broke the deadlock on 55 min-
utes when the Manchester United man’s stabbed, defence-
flummoxing cross was poked wide by his bleach-blond team-
mate.

Kagawa, operating on the left, was denied by hard-work-
ing Australian defender Sasa Ognenovski and then bounced a
shot off the angle between the right post and the crossbar.

Zaccheroni brought on defender Yuzo Kurihara as a stale-
mate beckoned. But shortly afterwards, Oar silenced the
massed Japanese fans when his cross from the left spun over
Kawashima and crept in on 82 minutes.

Japan were staring at a cruel defeat but as the clock ticked
to full time, Honda’s cross was parried by McKay’s arm. The
blond CSKA Moscow talisman stepped up to ram his penalty
past Schwarzer, who dived to his left.

“I think we performed better. We deserved a win. But as
usual, something unexpected happened. But my players had a
strong feeling to fight back,” said Zaccheroni.

Meanwhile, veteran striker Tim Cahill rued a late goal by
Japan’s Keisuke Honda that denied the Australians a much-
needed win.

“It was close to nearly a perfect performance, coming
away and nicking a win and we were unlucky in the end. It
was a tough game playing these guys as they are a good
team,” Cahill was quoted as saying by Kyodo News.

“I thought we created some good chances and still defend-
ed really well. I think when you look at it we probably would
have taken a point beforehand but it’s just hard to take con-
ceding a penalty. It happens in football.”

“At the end of the day you can’t change it and we have to
deal with it.  There are always doubts, but it happens.”
Australia will now play Jordan on June 11 and Iraq on June 18,
both at home, hoping for an automatic qualification position
of second in Asian qualifying group B.—AFP

Honda drives Japan to Brazil WCup

DOHA: Iran boosted their chances of clinching an automatic
berth from Asia at next year’s World Cup finals with a 1-0 win over
Qatar in their crucial qualifying game here yesterday.

Iranian-Dutch striker Reza Nournia struck the vital goal in the
66th minute to end 2022 World Cup hosts Qatar’s hopes of reach-
ing the finals.

It was the first time Iran had beaten Qatar in four qualifying
matches for the Brazil tournament. Their three previous matches,
including two in the third and penultimate phase of qualifying,
had ended in draws. Yesterday’s victory took Iran to 10 points in
group A, and with two more games in hand, the Asian giants look
set for their fourth appearance in the World Cup finals.

Qatar’s already slim hopes of qualifying for football’s show-
piece event depended on a victory over Iran, and for the better
part of the first half they appeared on course with speedy moves
that occasionally caught the Iranians napping.

Former Asian Player of the Year Khalfan Ibrahim came close to
beating the Iranian defence on a couple of occasions, but Qatar’s
first real chance came in the 30th minute when Hassan Haydos
found himself clear just inside the penalty area. However, much
to Qatar’s dismay his cracking shot slammed the crossbar. Qatar
goalkeeper Qassem Burhan then brought off two splendid saves
in quick succession-blocking a dipping free-kick from 25 yards by
Masoud Shojaei and then producing a reflex save to stop a

Nournia header from close range.
Iran,however, moved up a gear in the second-half. Playing

with more purpose and speed they kept probing at the Qatari
defence and eventually it cracked under pressure when a move
initiated by Qatar-based Andranik Teymourian saw the ball come
Nournia’s way and the former Dutch under-19 international made
no mistake from close range. Qatar tried their best to get the
equaliser but the Iranians held firm to deny the hosts.

The match was played against the backdrop of political ten-
sions over Qatar and Iran’s role in the Syrian crisis, but fans,
including several hundred expat Iranians, were generally well
behaved. — AFP

Iran end Qatar’s World Cup hopes 

MUSCAT: Oman brightened their prospects
of a maiden World Cup finals appearance
with a 1-0 win over Iraq in a qualifier in
Muscat yesterday.

Ismail Al Ajmi headed in a corner on the
stroke of half-time and Oman’s tight defence
denied Iraq a goal in the second half to keep
them at the bottom of Group B with five
points from six matches.

Oman pocketed three points, much to the
delight of their fans at Muscat ’s Sultan
Qaboos Sports Complex, to jump to second
position in the group with one more match to
play against Jordan.

Asian champions Japan lead the group
with 13 points, followed by Oman on nine.
Australia moved above Jordan on goal differ-
ence with both sides on seven points and
having played one game fewer. The top two
teams from the group qualify directly for the
finals.

On a hot and humid day in Muscat that
necessitated occasional drinks breaks for the
players, both goalkeepers had a quiet first 30
minutes as neither Oman nor Iraq could cre-
ate scoring opportunities.

Iraq finally managed to put together a
couple of attacks but neither yielded the elu-
sive goal. Ali Adnan’s clumsy effort from the
touchline sailed over the bar while captain
Younis Mahmoud got a long pass inside the
box but could not dodge past the only
defender between him and the goalkeeper.

Oman woke up after the half-hour mark
but striker Abdul Aziz Mubarak’s spectacular
overhead kick from 16 metres sailed over the
bar. Iraq stepped up their attack too and an
unmarked Alaa Abdul Zahra got a long cross
inside the box but Raed Saleh, who shone in
the Oman defence, cleared the ball.

Before they could catch their breath,
Oman’s defence was shaken by Saif Salman’s
effort from 25 metres which narrowly missed
the target.

Oman nearly doubled their lead in the
68th minute but Al Ajmi’s low shot was
blocked by Iraqi goalkeeper Noor Sabri.

Substitute Mustafa Kareem squandered
Iraq’s final chance of an equaliser in injury
time when he shot straight to Oman goal-
keeper Faiyz Al Rusheidi from close quar-
ters. — Reuters

Oman defeat Iraq to 

boost Brazil dreams
BEIRUT: South Korea’s Kim Chi Woo struck
seven minutes into added time to salvage a
1-1 draw away to bottom side Lebanon in a
World Cup qualifier yesterday that put his
relieved side top of Group A. Kim’s free-kick
was deflected off the defensive wall into the
net after Hassan Maatouk’s 12th minute
strike had put the unfancied hosts ahead in
Beirut.

Korea lead the section with 11 points from
six games ahead of Uzbekistan on goal differ-
ence. Iran are third with 10 after their 1-0 vic-
tory over Qatar (7) in Doha earlier yesterday.

Lebanon remain bottom with five points
and, like Qatar, have now played seven
matches and have only one remaining.The
top two from the group qualify directly for
next year’s finals in Brazil, while the third-
placed team will still be in with a chance of
joining them via the playoffs.

Maatouk raised Lebanon’s hopes of
pulling off an upset win over South Korea
when he slotted Mohamad Haidar’s cross
into the bottom left-hand  corner of the
Korean goal.

The stunned Koreans went on the attack
but Lee Chung Yong hit the post after com-
bining well with Lee Dong Gook. The visitors
mounted several raids but Lebanese goal-
keeper Abbas Hassan thwarted them time
and again to preserve the hosts’ lead at half-
time.

After the break Korea’s forwards spurned a
hatful of chances. In the 72nd minute, Kim
Keehee headed Kim Chi Woo’s cross against
the post and seven minutes later Lee Dong
Gook failed to slot home from close range
after Hassan denied Kwak Taehwi.

Deep into stoppage time Korea found a
fortunate equaliser when Kim’s left-foot free-
kick was deflected into the net. — Reuters

S Korea salvages

last-gasp draw

against Lebanon

MUSCAT: Iraq’s Ali Adnan (right) is challenged by Oman’s Raed Saleh (left) during their Group
B Asian zone qualifying football match for the 2014 World Cup. — AFP
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SINGAPORE: Mohammad Al-Hashel, the governor of the Central Bank of Kuwait, speaks at the 4th Annual World Islamic Banking Conference (WIBC) Asia Summit in Singapore yesterday.  More than 480 industry leaders have gathered
for the three-day conference to share new insights on developing cross-border connectivity and accelerating global growth in Islamic finance. — AFP 

SINGAPORE: Islamic banks can help finance Asia’s bur-
geoning infrastructure investment needs while continuing
to adhere to fundamental Sharia tenets, executives said yes-
terday.

Islamic banks, which emerged relatively unscathed from
the global economic  crisis in 2008, saw total assets top $1.6
trillion (1.22 trillion euros) in 2012, a 20.4 percent rise from
2011.

Asian nations hold 13 percent of global Islamic banking
assets, the highest outside of the Middle East, speakers said
at the World Islamic Banking Conference in Singapore.

“Within Asia and the Middle East, there is a huge amount
of infrastructure building to cater to the needs of growing
populations in some countries and mass urbanization in

others,” Mohammad Y Al-Hashel, governor of the Central
Bank of Kuwait, said in a keynote speech.

“Since Islamic finance dictates that lending should be
backed by tangible real assets, it has the potential to offer
the much needed funding for infrastructure building,” he
said.

The Asian Development Bank in 2012 estimated that
fast-growing Asia needs to invest a total of $8.0 trillion to
fund national infrastructure needs such as rail networks, air-
ports, power networks and water treatment plants in the
current decade to 2020.

Ranjit Ajit Singh, chairman of the Securities Commission
of Malaysia, said the region’s “staggering and substantial”
infrastructure capital needs could be a key driver for Islamic

finance to gain a foothold in more Asian economies. “These
substantial amounts provide tremendous potential in my
view for financing and capital raising through the issuance
of sukuk (Islamic bonds) as many infrastructure assets are
inherently Sharia-compliant,” he said.

Singh added that the growing affluence of middle-class
Asian consumers could also spur an increased demand for
Sharia-compliant investments and savings products, espe-
cially within Southeast Asia, which has a substantial Muslim
population.

“The opportunity for Islamic investments to meet this
prospectively strong demand should not be underestimat-
ed,” he said. Officials also reiterated the need for Islamic
banks to avoid the excesses of their mainstream counter-

parts that led to the global economic crisis, and to invest in
“socially responsible” industries.

Apart from barring investments in “haram” or banned
sectors such as gambling and alcohol, Islamic finance does
not allow the payment of interest, which is seen as a form of
gambling.

Risks are shared between the bank and depositor so
there is an incentive to ensure any deal is sound.

Al-Hashel cautioned against the creation of financial
products that were against the “true essence of Islamic
banking”. “Given the need for a clear link between financial
transactions and the real economy, innovations in Islamic
finance are considered useful only if they generate genuine
economic activity,” he said. — AFP

Islamic banks can fund infrastructure needs: Kuwait

Sharia tenets helped banks escape financial crisis: Al-Hashel

PARIS: The International Monetary
Fund yesterday downgraded its fore-
cast for the French economy in 2013
and 2014, in more bad news for a
countr y struggling to jumpstar t
growth and create badly-needed jobs.
The euro-zone’s second largest econo-
my fell into recession in the first quar-
ter of the year and registered a record
number of jobseekers in April-the 24th
consecutive month of rising unemploy-
ment.

French President Francois Hollande
has vowed to boost growth and curb
the rising unemployment trend by the
end of 2013, but as it published its
annual evaluation report on France
Tuesday, the IMF warned this would be
hard. According to the Washington-
based organization, France’s GDP will
contract by 0.2 percent this year and
grow by 0.8 percent in 2014, compared
to previous predictions of a 0.1 percent
contraction in 2013 and 0.9 percent
growth next year. “Following two quar-
ters of negative growth (last quarter of
2012 and first quarter of 2013), eco-
nomic activity should begin to recover
in the second half of 2013, driven by a
gradual improvement in the external
environment,” it said.

But it warned there were still down-
side risks in the form of precarious

growth prospects in Europe, and
uncertainty in France on tax policy,
“which weighs on spending decisions
of households and enterprises.” It also
said “significant rigidities hinder the
economy’s capacity to grow and to cre-
ate jobs.” Edward Gardner, the IMF’s
mission chief for France, told reporters
that “macroeconomic variables lead us
to think unemployment will continue
to rise and that it  wil l  be hard to
reverse this rise by the end of the year.”

Faced with a decline in productivity,
companies have maintained real wage
growth at the expense of profit mar-
gins, according to the IMF, “which in
turn has undermined the capacity of
enterprises to innovate and remain
competitive in international markets.”

It said restoring external competi-
tiveness remained a “critical priority.”
Striking a positive note, however, the
IMF pointed out that the financial situ-
ation of households and f irms
remained relatively sound and could
“more easily translate into an increase
in demand.”

“The French economy can also rely
on a high household saving rate, first
rate global enterprises, positive demo-
graphics, a strong scientific research
capacity, and high quality public infra-
structure,” the report added. — AFP

IMF downgrades forecast 

for ailing French economy

DUBAI: Egypt’s bourse dropped to a five-
week low yesterday, making its biggest one-
day loss in two months on increasing fears of
political instability, while Gulf markets were
mixed. 

Cairo’s main benchmark lost 1.6 percent,
its lowest since April 30. 

Investors are selling ahead of planned
protests on June 30, which marks the one-
year anniversary of President Mohammed
Morsi taking office. Some are worried the
protests could get violent.

“The closer we get to June 30, the more
people are scared due to the large dissatisfac-
tion with the government,” said Osama
Mourad, an independent analyst and former
chief executive of Arab Finance Brokerage.
Selling pressure on Cairo’s bourse kicked off
on Sunday after Egypt’s top court ruled that
parliament’s Muslim Brotherhood-led upper
house was illegal but could stay on until elec-
tions. 

All but one of the 30 stocks in the index
fell. Commercial International Bank lost 3.1
percent. 

Heavyweight Orascom Construction
Industries bucked the trend and rose 1.5 per-
cent after its Dutch subsidiary OCI NV submit-
ted an updated tender offer for shares in the

Cairo firm.
OCI NV said it will offer all holders of Cairo-

listed OCI shares an exchange offer to con-
vert them into OCI NV stock as well as a cash
alternative of 255 Egyptian pounds ($36.51)
per share.

OCI had previously offered 280 pounds per
share when the exchange was announced in
January. This offer was held up by a tax dis-
pute, which was settled after OCI agreed to
pay 7.1 billion Egyptian pounds ($1 billion) in
April.  Elsewhere, Dubai’s measure failed to
break through a technical resistance at 2,500
points, following a sharp rise in recent weeks.
The benchmark declined 0.2 percent to 2,416
points, down for a second session since
Sunday’s 54-month high. 

Analysts say some bets in recent sessions
were placed on a possible upgrade for the
UAE to emerging market status by index
compiler MSCI. It will announce its decision
on June 12. 

“If we have a positive MSCI decision, we
might see another spike and then a correc-
tion since a part of it is already priced in,” said
Mohammed Yasin, managing director of Abu
Dhabi Financial Services. “If we don’t get
included in the emerging market index, we’ll
see a dip in volumes, but they will still be

much higher than last year’s average.”  A
country must have at least three stocks meet-
ing MSCI’s minimum requirements for it to
attain emerging market status. HSBC said six
stocks in UAE are eligible for an upgrade
including Emaar Properties and Dubai
Financial Market. 

Some of these stocks have seen increased
investor interest in recent sessions. DFM
surged 6 percent, up 44 percent in the last
week. Emaar retreats 1.5 percent. 

Abu Dhabi’s measure slipped 0.5 percent,
halting a six-session rally and easing off
Monday’s 55-month closing high. In Qatar,
the measure gained 0.3 percent to its highest
close since September 2008.  Qatar National
Bank and Qatar Telecom climbed 1.2 and 1.1
percent respectively. 

Qatar is also a candidate for an MSCI
upgrade, but investors are bearish on the
likelihood of a favorable decision.  In Saudi
Arabia, the benchmark rose 0.3 percent to its
highest since April 2012. Banking shares
extend the rally with the sector’s index rising
1.4 percent. 

Elsewhere, Kuwait’s bourse dropped 1.4
percent, down for a fourth session in last five
as investors continued a selling spree trig-
gered last week. — Reuters

Egypt drops to new 

low, Gulf mixed
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EXCHANGE RATES

Commercial Bank of Kuwait

US Dollar/KD .2770000 .2880000
GB Pound/KD .4310000 .4470000
Euro .3680000 .3760000
Swiss francs .3020000 .3170000
Canadian Dollar .2780000 .2920000
Australian DLR .2940000 .3020000
Indian rupees .0040000 .0069000
Sri Lanka Rupee .0020000 .0035000
UAE dirhams .0771240 .0778990
Bahraini dinars .7513970 .7589480
Jordanian dinar .3930000 .4110000
Saudi riyals .0720000 .0770000
Omani riyals .7366120 .7440150
Egyptian pounds .0370000 .0440000

CUSTOMER TRANSFER RATES
US Dollar/KD .2841000 .2862000
GB Pound/KD .4338920 .4370990
Euro .3707360 .3734770
Swiss francs .3043390 .3065880
Canadian dollars .2795430 .2816100
Danish Kroner .0497330 .0501010
Swedish Kroner .0443660 .0446940
Australian dlr .2963730 .2985640
Hong Kong dlr .0365940 .0368650
Singapore dlr .2291130 .2308060
Japanese yen .0029600 .0028810
Indian Rs/KD .0000000 .0052870
Sri Lanka rupee .0000000 .0022880
Pakistan rupee .0000000 .0029190
Bangladesh taka .0000000 .0036810
UAE dirhams .0773800 .0779520
Bahraini dinars .7538810 .7594530
Jordanian dinar .0000000 .4048090
Saudi Riyal/KD .0757800 .0763400
Omani riyals .7382100 .7436660
Philippine Peso .0000000 .0069870

Bahrain Exchange Company

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

Al Mulla Exchange

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.867
Indian Rupees 5.041
Pakistani Rupees 2.899
Srilankan Rupees 2.256
Nepali Rupees 3.167
Singapore Dollar 228.890
Hongkong Dollar 36.844
Bangladesh Taka 3.667
Philippine Peso 6.808
Thai Baht 9.414
Malaysian ringgit 94.221
Irani Riyal 0.271

Currency Transfer Rate (Per 1000)
US Dollar 285.900
Euro 374.400
Pound Sterling 436.800
Canadian Dollar 278.050
Japanese Yen 2.880
Indian Rupee 5.060
Egyptian Pound 40.330
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.260
Bangladesh Taka 3.673
Philippines Peso 6.765
Pakistan Rupee 2.903
Bahraini Dinar 761.200
UAE Dirham 77.900
Saudi Riyal 76.400
*Rates are subject to change

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.4278481 0.4368481
Czech Korune 0.0062612 0.0182612
Danish Krone 0.0457656 0.0507656
Euro 0.3664124 0.3739124
Norwegian Krone 0.0452526 0.0504526
Scottish Pound 0.4235148 0.4310418
Swedish Krona 0.0392353 0.0442353
Swiss Franc 0.2939051 0.3009051

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.2677639 0.2797639
New Zealand Dollar 0.2246165 0.2346165
Uganda Shilling 0.0001140 0.0001140

America
Canadian Dollar 0.2713010 0.2803010
Colombian Peso 0.0001462 0.0001642
US Dollars 0.2850000 0.2871500

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.0036421 0.0036971
Cape Vrde Escudo 0.0031866 0.0034166
Chinese Yuan 0.0457618 0.0507618
Eritrea-Nakfa 0.0166100 0.0197100

UAE Exchange Centre WLL

COUNTRY  SELL DRAFT SELL CASH 
Australian Dollar 278.44 283.000
Canadian Dollar 280.51 283.000
Swiss Franc 304.66 299.000
Euro 375.30 372.000
US Dollar 285.85 288.000
Sterling Pound 438.20 438.500
Japanese Yen 2.91 3.300

Bangladesh Taka 3.682 3.740
Indian Rupee 5.058 5.400
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.256 2.460
Nepali Rupee 3.172 3.420
Pakistani Rupee 2.905 2.985

UAE Dirhams 77.89 78.800
Bahraini Dinar 760.81 763.500
Egyptian Pound 40.31 40.500
Jordanian Dinar 406.82 415.000
Omani Riyal 743.39 748.000
Qatari Riyal 78.94 79.500
Saudi Riyal 76.36 77.000

Rate for Transfer  Selling Rate
US Dollar 286.750
Canadian Dollar 282.465
Sterling Pound 436.890
Euro 370.980
Swiss Frank 295.860
Bahrain Dinar 759.185
UAE Dirhams 78.050
Qatari Riyals 78.710
Saudi Riyals 76.430
Jordanian Dinar 404.225
Egyptian Pound 40.419
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.269
Indian Rupees 5.174
Pakistani Rupees 2.908
Bangladesh Taka 3.680
Philippines Pesso 6.954
Cyprus pound 703.420
Japanese Yen 3.795
Thai Bhat 9.710
Syrian Pound 4.095
Nepalese Rupees 3.330
Malaysian Ringgit 94.935

Guinea Franc 0.0000446 0.0000506
Hg Kong Dollar 0.0344513 0.0375513
Indian Rupee 0.0051002 0.0051642
Indonesian Rupiah 0.0000244 0.0000295
Jamaican Dollars 0.0028724 0.0038724
Japanese Yen 0.0027581 0.0029381
Kenyan Shilling 0.0033556 0.0035856
Malaysian Ringgit 0.0896040 0.0966040
Nepalese Rupee 0.0030879 0.0032879
Pakistan Rupee 0.0028905 0.0029305
Philippine Peso 0.0064572 0.0069272
Sierra Leone 0.0000733 0.0000763
Singapore Dollar 0.2231395 0.2291395
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.0022314 0.0022734
Thai Baht 0.0092030 0.0098030

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.7552440 0.7637440
Egyptian Pound 0.0384730 0.0405030
Ethiopeanbirr 0.0129538 0.0194538
Ghanaian Cedi 0.1460100 0.1478000
Iranian Riyal 0.0000799 0.0000804
Iraqi Dinar 0.0001765 0.0002365
Jordanian Dinar 0.3994455 0.4069455
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.0000000 1.0000000
Lebanese Pound 0.0001762 0.0001962
Moroccan Dirhams 0.0219552 0.0459552
Nigerian Naira 0.0012248 0.0018598
Omani Riyal 0.7348357 0.7458357
Qatar Riyal 0.0782176 0.0790006
Saudi Riyal 0.0760400 0.0766800
Sudanese Pounds 0.0466918 0.0472418
Syrian Pound 0.0027765 0.0029965
Tunisian Dinar 0.1723211 0.1783211
UAE Dirhams 0.0767591 0.0782031
Yemeni Riyal 0.0012958 0.0013958

Irani Riyal 0.273

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 76.297
Qatari Riyal 78.615
Omani Riyal 743.150
Bahraini Dinar 759.930
UAE Dirham 77.919

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 40.200
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 40.275
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.335
Tunisian Dinar 175.460
Jordanian Dinar 404.040
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 1.919
Syrian Lier 3.108
Morocco Dirham 34.088

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 286.000
Euro 375.230
Sterling Pound 438.300
Canadian dollar 278.750
Turkish lira 151.930
Swiss Franc 302.490
Australian Dollar 278.850
US Dollar Buying 284.800

GOLD
20 Gram 266.000
10 Gram 135.000
5 Gram 71.000

DUBAI: Wealthy individuals in the Middle East and
Africa saw the value of their assets rise by 9.1 per-
cent to $4.8 trillion in 2012, a study by the Boston
Consulting Group (BCG) showed, as strong
economies and rising equity markets fuelled
regional growth.

If current trends continue, wealth in the region
could rise to $6.5 trillion by 2017, said the survey,
published yesterday. Global wealth managers
have flocked to the region in recent years, lured by
its rich energy and commodity reserves, relatively
higher economic growth and rising population.

At the same time, Middle Eastern investors are
becoming more comfortable investing domesti-

cally even though the percentage of assets held
off-shore is relatively high, said Markus Massi, part-
ner and managing director at BCG. Wealth held in
equities grew by 18.3 percent in 2012 in the
region, the survey showed.

“You see less money getting invested in out-
side jurisdictions but this can change pretty quick-
ly if political conditions worsen,” Massi said. Private
banks like Julius Baer and Sarasin Alpen, now
compete with Credit Suisse, J P Morgan Chase and
UBS in the region. Royal Bank of Canada expects
to double the number of wealth management
employees in its Dubai office in the near future,
and is open to opportunities for acquisitions, a

senior executive said last year. 
But only those offering unique investment

products and catering to specific asset classes are
gaining traction among Middle Eastern investors,
said Massi.

High net worth individuals in the Gulf Arab
region continue to allocate heavily on cash and
prefer regional stock markets when they invest in
risky instruments, the report said.  

The Gulf Arab region ranked highly among
countries with the highest percentage of million-
aire households with Qatar leading the global list
with 143 millionaires out of every 1,000 house-
holds, the study showed. — Reuters

Mideast, Africa wealth 

jumps to $4.8tn in 2012 

Wealth may touch $6.5tn by 2017: Study

ADDIS ABABA: A bell rings and the floor of
Ethiopia’s Commodities Exchange is flooded with
traders dressed in colored coats, waving hands and
shouting bids for coffee, sesame seeds or haricot
beans.

Following a feverish shouting match, prices are
agreed upon and the deal is sealed with a high five
between buyer and seller. Established in 2008, the
ground-breaking ECX has boosted exports in
Ethiopia, improved conditions for producers and is
now inspiring other countries in resource-rich
Africa to set up their own exchanges to ensure they
are the main beneficiaries of commodity exports. It
has allowed “price discovery” for farmers, ECX chief
executive officer Anteneh Assefa said, explaining
that previously producers had little knowledge of
international market prices and could only rely on
middlemen who pocketed hefty profits by selling
on heavily marked up goods.

“Most African countries have their economies
based on agriculture, so in my opinion, they need
to have commodity exchanges to make price dis-
covery (available to producers),” ECX chief execu-
tive officer Anteneh Assefa told AFP.

“Some African countries have visited the
Ethiopian commodities exchange and some are
trying to emulate this model,” he added. Visitors
have included the presidents of Nigeria and
Tanzania, as well as delegations from Mozambique
and Sudan.

ECX, one of only seven commodities exchanges
in Africa, currently trades three main products: cof-
fee, haricot beans and sesame seeds. It has 329 reg-
istered members-which includes traders and pro-
ducers-who work with some 12,000 people nation-
wide, from farmers to warehouse managers.

It is a key organisation in Ethiopia, where agri-
culture accounts for 40 percent of GDP and the
bulk of the country’s exports, with more than $1.1
billion worth of goods traded on the exchange last
year, according to official figures. Coffee is the
dominant export commodity, earning the country
over $832 million (638 million euros) last year.

The ECX-which is government owned, but self-
funding with donations from  external sources-has
helped to boost the quality of products too,
Anteneh said. “The country is now producing more
and exporting more,” Anteneh said, speaking from
his office overlooking the streets of Addis Ababa,
where cafes are crammed with avid coffee drinkers
at any given hour of the day.

While not all coffee, beans and sesame pro-
duced are traded on the ECX-they are also sold
through farming cooperatives or at auction hous-
es-about 90 percent of these three items move
through the commodities exchange. “The liveli-
hoods of the farmers and the producers have
changed for the better,” Anteneh said, before ring-
ing the ECX bell to open trading for the day, adding
that farmers were encouraged by greater profits to
both produce more and raise the quality of produc-
tion. 

Previously, around a third of the price of goods
sold went to the farmer, but those who sell
through ECX take as much of 80 percent of the
sale price home. The impact extends to the buyers
as well.  Like the producers,  they are better
informed about activity on world markets through
the ECX, and since the exchange has introduced
rigid quality controls, it is working to ensure the
product can be trusted. According to Akalu
Woube, head buyer at Ethiopia’s Tomoca Coffee,

better varieties are available at a lower cost due to
competitive selling and, conveniently, can be
sourced in one place.

“We get a variety of coffees, different tastes...so
we can get whatever amount we need,” he told
AFP, standing in his bustling cafe established 60
years ago, Addis Ababa’s oldest. “You don’t spend
time searching for coffee from here and there, in
one centre we can have everything,” he added.

Tomoca mainly purchases coffee for local con-
sumption-about half of all coffee traded at the ECX
stays inside Ethiopia-but Akalu said the company
plans to boost exports to Europe and other African

countries.  
The exchange could help wider economic

development, experts say. “The experiences made
from ECX could be useful when Ethiopia is ready to
introduce a stock exchange, which could expand
investment opportunities and help raise savings,”
said Jan Mikkelsen, head of the International
Monetary Fund in Ethiopia. But challenges remain,
with its capacity capped by limited warehouse
space to store goods, and poor infrastructure
including unreliable telecommunications restrict-
ing ECX’s ability to keep farmers informed, said
Anteneh. — AFP

Smell the coffee: Ethiopia exchange boosts growth

ADDIS ABABA: Coffee traders shop for deals on the floor of the Ethiopian Commodities Exchange
(ECX) in Addis Ababa. Established in 2008, the ECX trades only in Coffee, sesame seeds and haricot
beans as expansion has been hampered due to limited warehouse capacity and poor telecommuni-
cations infrastructure in Ethiopia. — AFP

NAYPYIDAW: People riding motorcycles past a billboard for the ‘22nd World
Economic Forum on East Asia’, taking place from June 5 to 7, near the Myanmar
International Convention Center in Naypyidaw. — AFP

NAYPYIDAW, Myanmar: Hundreds of global
leaders, industry chiefs and foreign media are
descending on Myanmar’s once-reclusive capital
as the former pariah showcases its political and
economic reforms in a bid to entice investment.
Some 900 delegates from more than 50 coun-
tries will pour into Naypyidaw for the World
Economic Forum on East Asia, amid huge inter-
est in Myanmar as it opens to the world after
decades of isolation under military rule.

Workers have been busily sprucing up the
paintwork of the purpose-built city ’s wide
avenues, as armed security forces stand guard
outside its imposing conference centre ahead of
the three-day event which starts today. “We are
like cats on hot bricks,” Set Aung, deputy minis-
ter for national planning and economic develop-

ment, told AFP when asked about the prepara-
tions.

Hundreds of hotel rooms-some in establish-
ments owned by cronies of the former junta-are
ready to welcome the influx of visitors to the
sprawling capital,  built in remote central
Myanmar by the paranoid former generals.

“This is our show. This is our performance to
the world,” Tourism Minister Htay Aung said. It is
a change of pace for hotel staff more accus-
tomed to smaller business and diplomatic dele-
gations as well as the occasional influx of
Chinese visitors for the government’s jade
emporiums. “This is the most foreigners we have
seen here. It will be good if these visitors come
again in the future,” said hotel bellboy Kwaw Tun
Oo.

President Thein Sein’s quasi-civilian govern-
ment has astounded the international communi-
ty since coming to power two years ago with
wide-ranging changes that have thrust
Myanmar back onto the global stage. Hundreds
of political prisoners have been freed, democra-
cy champion Aung San Suu Kyi has been wel-
comed into a new parliament and tentative
ceasefires have been reached in the country’s
multiple ethnic civil wars.

Thein Sein and Suu Kyi are both scheduled to
address the forum tomorrow. Efforts have also
been made to begin repairing the moribund
economy-the currency was floated last year,
there are moves to give the central bank more
independence and a new foreign investment
law has been passed. — AFP

Myanmar flaunts reforms to the world at WEF

TOKYO: Japan’s transport minister said yes-
terday he had ordered the country’s two
biggest airlines to inspect their entire modi-
fied Dreamliner fleets after a fault was found
with one aircraft at the weekend. Minister
Akihiro Ota said he issued the instruction to
Japan Airlines (JAL) and All Nippon Airways
(ANA) after JAL found a fault with an air pres-
sure sensor in the Dreamliner’s battery con-
tainer on Sunday.

The setback, although not serious, is yet
another embarrassment for Boeing,  which
admitted in April that despite months of test-
ing it did not know the root cause of prob-
lems that had led to the worldwide ground-
ing of the next-generation airliner. The
grounding order was issued in January after
lithium-ion batteries overheated on two dif-
ferent planes, with one of them catching fire
while the aircraft was parked. Both airlines
began regular flights with their 787 fleets on

Saturday, but following the discovery of the
fault on Sunday, JAL was forced to use a sub-
stitute aircraft.

The firm said the sensor in the battery
container showed a difference in air pressure
between inside and outside during a pre-
departure safety check. The difference came
after small holes on the container-necessary
for ventilation to prevent overheating-were
mistakenly sealed when earlier modifications
were carried out. “It was regrettable that the
modification operation was not fully done,”
Ota said, according to a ministry official. “(The
trouble) did not affect flight safety but it is
true that it worried passengers.”

A spokesman for JAL said inspections had
been carried out without delay. “We finished
checking the part on all the planes (787s) on
Sunday. There is no impact on our operation
of the aircraft,” he said. No one from ANA was
immediately available for comment. — AFP

Japan orders JAL, ANA to 

inspect modified 787s



The case has gained publicity because of Guriev’s
high-profile role as an adviser and speechwriter to
Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, who switched roles
with Putin on the latter’s return to the presidency just
over a year ago. Guriev has also been an outspoken crit-
ic of corruption among Russia’s political elite, and his
supporters have portrayed his departure as a sign of a
growing clampdown on groups and individuals that are
independent or critical of the Kremlin.

Putin, speaking at a Russia-European Union summit,
said the story had been overblown and that Guriev
would be welcome to return home to Russia.

“Nobody threatened him,” Putin told a news confer-
ence in the Urals city of Yekaterinburg. “If he wants to
return, let him return.” Guriev, who stepped down last
week as rector of Moscow’s prestigious New Economic
School, said Putin’s assurances were not enough to
make him change his mind after he faced intrusive
questioning as a witness in an investigation into Mikhail
Khodorkovsky, the oil tycoon who was jailed for fraud in
2005.

The liberal economist co-authored a report to
Medvedev’s human rights council that was critical of
Khodorkovsky’s second conviction in 2010. “I think it is
safer for me to be a free person and not to return,”
Guriev, 41, said in an email exchange.

“(Putin) said I am a free person to return if I like. I
have heard that he said that before - (but the
Investigative Committee’s) work and threats continued
and even intensified after that.”  — Reuters

WASHINGTON: The US trade deficit widened in
April as a rise in imports offset a rebound in
exports, suggesting that trade remained a drag
on economic growth as the second quarter
started.

The Commerce Department said yesterday
the trade gap increased 8.5 percent to $40.3 bil-
lion. March’s shortfall on the trade balance was
revised to $37.1 billion from the previously
reported $38.8 billion.  Economists polled by
Reuters had expected the trade deficit to rise to
$41.0 billion in April. 

When adjusted for inflation, the trade gap
increased to $47.6 billion from $44.6 billion in
March.

Economists said the widening in the so-called
real trade deficit indicated that trade continued
to weigh on growth early in the second quarter.

“Real trade activity was also softer, suggest-
ing that net trade is continuing to be a drag on
domestic economic activity,” said Millan
Mulraine, a senior economist at TD Securities in
New York.

Trade subtracted a fifth of a percentage point
from first-quarter gross domestic product.  

US Treasuries held steady at lower levels after
the trade data. Stock index futures were little
changed. 

The economy has hit a speed bump, with
higher taxes and government spending cuts
crimping consumer spending and weighing on
manufacturing activity. Growth estimates for
this quarter currently range between a 1.2 per-
cent and 2 percent annual pace. The economy
grew at a 2.4 percent rate in the first three
months of the year. The three-month moving
average of the trade deficit, which irons out
month-to-month volatility, slipped to $40.42 bil-
lion in the three months to April from $41.22 bil-
lion in the prior period.

Annual revisions showed the trade deficit in
2012 was smaller than previously reported, with
exports revised higher. In April, imports of goods
and services increased 2.4 percent to $227.7 bil-
lion. The rebound in imports was mitigated by
the lowest value of petroleum imports since
November 2010. 

Exports of goods and services increased 1.2
percent to $187.4 billion, the second highest on
record. The gains came as the value of motor

vehicles and parts exports rose to the highest on
record. Exports of consumer goods were also a
record high.

Strong export growth helped to lift the econ-
omy out of the 2007-09 recession, but momen-
tum has waned in recent months against the
backdrop of slowing global demand, especially
in China and recession-hit Europe. The impact
from US dollar strength earlier in the year is also
taking steam out of export growth.  US exports
to the 27-nation European Union fell 7.9 percent
in April.  Exports to the EU in the first four
months of 2013 were down 7.4 percent com-
pared to the same period in 2012. Exports to the
United Kingdom were the lowest since May
2009. Exports to China, which have been grow-
ing more slowly than in recent years, declined
4.7 percent in April.

China has been one of the fastest growing
markets for US  goods, and exports to that coun-
try were up 4.8 percent for the first four months
of 2013. Imports from China surged 21.2 per-
cent, lifting the contentious US trade deficit with
China to $24.1 billion from $17.9 billion in
March. — Reuters
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Peter Garnry, Head of Equity Strategy, Saxo Bank

KUWAIT: Saxo Bank, the multi-asset
online trading and investment specialist,
has created Balanced Portfolio, a new
asset allocation strategy that allows
traders to follow its progress on
Tradingfloor.com and duplicate the
strategy themselves. 

The Balanced Portfolio is an ETF port-
folio designed to collect risk premiums
across liquid assets in various economic
environments. Balancing the portfolio
across different economies and asset
classes, and allocating equal risk to each
creates a stable performance with less
volatility over time when compared to
traditional equity-concentrated portfo-
lios.

Saxo Bank built the framework for
the new portfolio on the idea of four
economic environments: prosperity,
inflation, deflation and recession. The
asset target weights are calculated by
multiplying the economic environment
weight with the assets’ weights, which

are all set to equal. 
Peter Garnry, Head of Equity

Strategy, Saxo Bank commented: “We
have created the Balanced Portfolio
strategy to engage traders, and in addi-
tion ETFs have become a cost effective
investment option to gain broad mar-
ket exposure. By implementing the
strategy themselves, the costs incurred
are minimal and only related to execut-
ing the trades and the total expense
ratio annualized on the ETFs. We have
designed this new approach to address
the demands of our more long-term ori-
ented clients, and to protect investors
from unpredictable events in the mar-
ket of which we have seen so many of
late.”

The Balanced Portfolio consists of
seven asset classes (large cap equities,
emerging market bonds, commodities,
gold, corporate bonds, long-term gov-
ernment bonds and inflation-linked
government bonds). These are tracked

Saxo Bank creates balanced 
portfolio for investors

US trade deficit rises, 
to drag on Q2 growth

Economy hits a speed bump

by seven liquid ETFs traded on US exchanges, and
asset allocation will be published on a monthly basis
on Tradingfloor.com. 

The Balanced Portfolio is based on USD denomi-
nated ETFs, but due to large demand from our
European clients, a Balanced Portfolio based on EUR
denominated ETFs will be published in June.

MADRID: People wait in line at a government employment office in Madrid yester-
day. The queue of Spanish job benefit claimants shrank in May for a third straight
month, raw data showed yesterday a result hailed by the government as it battles
record unemployment.— AFP

MADRID: Spain’s number of registered job-
less fell in May but seasonal hires were large-
ly responsible, checking government opti-
mism that the drop heralded a turnaround
for the country’s crippled economy. With
chronically high unemployment a source of
rising social unrest and the greatest barrier
to a return to growth, Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy had showcased Tuesday’s
labour ministry data at the weekend, saying
it would be “clearly encouraging.”

It showed the registered jobless total fell
by 1.97 percent or more than 98,000 people,
leaving 4.89 million out of work.

The data marked a record drop for May
and was “the best we’ve seen since the crisis
began,” Industry Minister Jose Manuel Soria
told a conference yesterday.

But it excludes the long-term unem-
ployed, and once seasonal factors such as
holiday hires by hotels and farmers were
added in, the drop was just 265 people.

“To say this data supports the onset of a
recovery in the labor market is a bridge too
far in my view,” said Martin Van Vliet, econo-
mist at ING. “It is not necessarily a recovery
driven by healthy job growth. It could also
be influenced by the recent trend of young
people moving abroad in search of work.”

At 27 percent in the first quarter, Spain’s
unemployment rate is the highest in the
European Union after Greece, and even if
the country pulls out of recession next year

as economists forecast, job creation could
lag for some time longer.

The rate has risen steadily along with the
budget cuts and labour market reforms that
Rajoy’s government has introduced, fuelling
public anger and sparking protests in major
cities.

The link between austerity and lengthen-
ing dole queues has also created a dilemma
for Europe’s policymakers, and Germany’s
Finance Minister warned last week that fail-
ure to cut youth unemployment in particu-
lar could tear the continent apart. 

Spain’s youth unemployment rate has
soared well beyond 50 percent, and many
young Spaniards have responded by emi-
grating in search of jobs.

Meanwhile, workers from countries like
Ecuador and Colombia who had staffed a
Spanish construction industry boom before
a 2008 property crash have returned home
or moved elsewhere.

Spain’s official population fell last year for
the first time since records began. If the
trend continues it could improve the unem-
ployment figures by removing jobless peo-
ple from the statistics.

May and June traditionally show a drop
in the number of registered jobless as
Spain’s holiday season begins, boosting
employment in hotels and restaurants and
for the harvest of soft fruit like cherries, apri-
cots and peaches. — Reuters

Spain’s jobless rate falls, 
but big picture gloomy

BRUSSELS: The European Commission was to bring for-
ward its decision to impose anti-dumping levies on
Chinese solar panel imports despite opposition from
Germany and other European Union members fearful of
a trade war. Despite the fears in Berlin and 17 other EU
nations, EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht was to
announce 24 hours earlier than previously expected the
Commission’s decision to go ahead with provisional tar-
iffs on the Chinese goods.

“An important decision on trade will be announced
today,” said Commission spokesman Olivier Bailly, as an
EU source familiar with the EU-China trade row said “a
decision will be taken at 1400” (1200 GMT) followed by
a press conference by De Gucht. However the duties
would in a first phase be lower than previously expect-
ed, at around 25 percent rather than 47 percent, said an
EU source speaking on condition of anonymity. “We will
continue to negotiate with the Chinese but from now
on with a loaded gun,” the source said.

“We will hold on to the possibility of increasing the
rate up to an average 47 percent if the negotiations fail
to progress.” The tariffs to be announced will be provi-
sional, lasting six months and allowing room for negoti-
ation. A final decision would come only in December,
when EU member states would have to vote to make
them permanent or not.

European solar panel makers complain that they are
being undercut by cheap  Chinese imports, jeopardiz-
ing their future as Beijing seeks to corner the market in
a key green technology.

The EU ProSun industry association says China now
holds about 80 percent of the EU market as European
companies fall by the wayside in the face of its subsi-
dized imports. But the stakes are high, commercially
and politically. On the one hand, EU-China trade is
worth more than 500 billion euros ($653 billion) annual-
ly, a powerful incentive for everyone to keep calm at a
time when both sides, and especially the 27-member
EU, are looking to trade to boost growth and jobs.

On the other, the Commission, the EU’s executive
arm, is caught between Germany, the bloc’s paymaster
and biggest economy which has come out openly
against duties, and France, which favours them as a way
of showing that the bloc will stand up to Beijing in trade
disputes.

Trade tensions between China and the EU have
increased recently and Beijing upped the ante again last
week by adding an anti-dumping probe into EU chemi-
cal exports to an investigation of seamless pipes. These
moves were set against the Commission’s probe on
solar panels and a possible examination of Chinese tele-
coms. —AFP 

EU to impose levies on China 

KARACHI: Pakistani stockbrokers watch the share
prices during a trading session at the Karachi Stock
Exchange (KSE) in Karachi yesterday. The benchmark
KSE-100 index was 22292.52, with increase of 211.67
points in mid of the day’s session. — AFP

YEKATERINBURG: Exiled economist Sergei Guriev
turned down President Vladimir Putin’s invitation yes-
terday to return to Russia, saying he preferred freedom
to the prospect of further harassment at the hands of
federal investigators. Guriev, a leading economist well
known to foreign investors, confirmed last week that he
had joined his family in France after hostile questioning
by officers from the Investigative Committee, Russia’s
answer to the American FBI. 

Exiled economist rejects
Putin’s offer to return



LONDON: Gold edged lower yesterday, as the
dollar and European shares recovered some of
the previous session’s losses, while uncertainty
over the timing of a pullback in the US Federal
Reserve’s stimulus program continued to
unnerve investors.

The metal had risen nearly two percent on
Monday, when data showed US manufacturing
activity had slowed to the lowest level in nearly
four years, weakening arguments for the Fed to
slow its $85 billion monthly bond-purchase
scheme.  The central bank said in May that it
would scale back its easing sooner if economic
indicators showed signs of continued strength-
ening.  US economic data will therefore remain
in focus this week monthly non-farm payroll
figures will be released on Friday - in the run-up

to the Federal Reserve’s next policy meeting lat-
er in June.  Spot gold fell 0.4 percent to
$1,405.50 an ounce by 0926 GMT. US gold
futures for August delivery fell 0.5 percent to
$1,405.10 an ounce.“The market is really
focused on the US data and on when the Fed is
going to step back from quantitative easing,”
Saxo Bank senior manager Ole Hansen said.

“Gold received a lift from the weaker dollar
and lower yields yesterday after disappointing
manufacturing data but short sellers in gold are
still pretty stubborn and we are still in a wait-
and-see period ahead of more US data this
week.” The dollar index rose 0.2 percent, while
European shares also partially recovered
Monday’s losses, tracking a 2-percent gain in
the Japan’s Nikkei stock index.

In bond markets, US 10-year Treasury yields
were steady above 2.1 percent, bolstered by
comments of two top Fed officials that the cen-
tral bank could reduce bond buys this summer
if the economy improved. As gold has no inter-
est rate, the rise in returns from US bonds and
other markets is seen as a negative signal.  

Strong physical demand in Asia and a pause
in outflows from exchange-traded funds have
supported gold prices over the past week.
India’s gold imports jumped to around 162 tons
in May from 142.5 tonnes in April. The data
raised fears that India, the world’s biggest bul-
lion buyer, could impose more restrictions on
imports in an effort to decrease its deficit. 

“We expect imports to moderate in coming
months given some of the surge in demand

probably represents purchases brought for-
ward in response to recent price falls,”
Macquarie said in a note. Holdings of New
York’s SPDR Gold Trust, the largest gold-backed
exchange-traded fund, remained unchanged
on Monday for the fourth day in a row. Silver

fell 0.7 percent to $22.56 an ounce. Platinum
was down 0.3 percent to $1,488.24 an ounce,
having touched a 2-1/2 week high at $1,503.50
on Monday, due to continued supply disrup-
tions in top supplier South Africa.  Palladium
lost 0.7 percent at $750.97 an ounce. — Reuters
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ROME: The Italian government is set to take tempo-
rary control of Europe’s biggest steel producer ILVA,
Industry Minister Flavio Zanonato said, to oversee a
cleanup of the southern Italian plant that is at the
centre of an environmental scandal. He said cabinet
would meet later yesterday to appoint a special
commission to run the plant in the city of Taranto
and complete a cleanup ordered by environmental
authorities and not fully carried out by its owners.

Zanonato said the administration would ensure
that production continued at the plant, which is con-
sidered an important part of Italy’s industrial system
and a vital employer in the economically depressed
south. The ILVA plant accounts for 40 percent of the
country’s overall steel output and supplies carmak-
ers, electrical appliance manufacturers and shipmak-
ers.  At stake are the jobs of about 12,000 ILVA
employees and at least another 8,000 contractors
and other workers at the plant in a region already hit
hard by Italy’s longest post-war recession where
youth joblessness runs near 50 percent.

“At the end of this phase of extraordinary admin-
istration, the normal management bodies can again

be formed and the owners restored full control of
the company,” Zanonato told parliament.

The government’s plan to take over the plant
through an extraordinary decree is reminiscent of a
move by former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi to
rescue bankrupt dairy group Parmalat in 2003.

ILVA, controlled by the Riva family, has been at
the centre of a long-running court battle, and parts
were put under court administration last year.  The
situation came to a head two weeks ago when 8.1
billion euros ($10.6 billion) in assets were seized from
the Riva family, triggering the resignation of the
entire board. 

A judged ordered assets to be seized from the
Riva’s holding company on suspicion of criminal
association to commit environmental offences
linked to steel production at ILVA. The Riva family
said it will challenge to the asset seizure.  According
to prosecution documents, decades of emissions of
dioxins, benzoapyrene and other cancer-causing
chemicals caused an “environmental disaster”, dam-
aging the health of Taranto residents and affecting
farming and fishing for miles around.  — Reuters

Gold slips on dollar, investors await clarity on Fed stimulus

Italy to oversee running 
of steelmaker ILVA

ULAN BATOR: Mongolians dancing during a birthday banquet in Ulan Bator. The country is in
the middle of a resources boom with the huge copper and gold Oyu Tolgoi soon to open and
which will provide vast revenues for the government that can be spent on infrastructure and
education if corruption can be kept in check. — AFP 

LONDON: Brent crude futures slipped below
$102 a barrel yesterday as weak US manu-
facturing data from the day before stoked
worries about demand growth in the world’s
biggest oil consumer.

But the data curbed speculation that the
US Federal Reserve will soon rein in its
monthly $85-billion bond-buying stimulus,
boosting other assets and limiting oil’s loss-
es. Brent crude for July delivery slipped 25
cents to $101.81 a barrel by 0838 GMT, after
settling $1.67 higher in the previous session.
US oil was 39 cents lower at $93.06 yester-
day. Data on Monday showed US factory
activity shrank in May to its lowest level in
nearly four years in the latest sign of a soft
patch for the economy. 

“There’s a picture of weakening pace of
recovery, which is holding back economic
activity and this is weighing on commodi-
ties, and oil in particular,” said Harry
Tchilingurian, analyst at BNP Paribas.

The latest US data supports expectations
that economic growth in the second quarter
will slow from the 2.4 percent rate posted in
the first three months of the year, partly due
to tighter fiscal policy in Washington. The oil
price will likely not move significantly until
investors get a better idea on when the
Federal Reserve will cut back its stimulus

program with jobs data due later in the
week.

“We will look to the ADP (national
employment) data today, and I think the
non-farm payrolls data on Friday will have
more impact than usual on the market,”
Tchilingurian said. 

The US data followed figures showing
factory activity in China, the world’s second-
biggest oil consumer, shrank for the first
time in seven months.

Oil is also under pressure on concerns of
a further rise in US product inventories.
Distillate stocks, which include heating oil
and diesel fuel, were projected to have risen
1.3 million barrels last week, a Reuters poll
showed. Gasoline stocks were forecast to
have risen 600,000 barrels on average for the
week ended May 31.

But the survey, taken before weekly
inventory reports from the American
Petroleum Institute (API) and from the US
Department of Energy’s Energy Information
Administration (EIA), forecast that crude
stocks would fall 200,000 barrels. 

Brent was also supported by news the
North Sea Buzzard oilfield, which supplies
Forties, the leading stream behind the Brent
benchmark, was shut. It was expected to
return to normal by mid-week. — Reuters

Weak data pushes oil 
below $102 per barrel 

FRANKFURT: German chemicals giant BASF
unveiled yesterday plans for a huge investment
drive in the Asia-Pacific region, where it hopes
to take advantage of above-average growth to
more than double its sales. BASF, which current-
ly generates around 16 percent of its revenues
in Asia Pacific, announced plans to invest 10 bil-
lion euros ($13 billion) there by the end of the
decade and create up to 9,000 new jobs. The
German giant said it aims to generate annual
sales of 25 billion euros in the region by 2020,
up from 11.7 billion euros in 2012.

More than 2.0 billion in regional sales
would be achieved through new business and
acquisitions by 2020. In 2012, BASF booked
total worldwide sales of 72.1 billion euros on a
workforce of 110,000. The cumulative annual
growth rate for real chemical production for
Asia Pacific is estimated at 6.2 percent until
2020, well above the world average of 4.0 per-
cent, BASF said.

And the German group’s aim would be to
“grow profitably at least two percentage points
above regional chemical output.” “To achieve

this, BASF plans to invest 10 billion euros
together with its partners by 2020 to further
develop its local production footprint in Asia
Pacific,” it said.

In March, BASF announced it would focus its
business in Asia on chemicals destined for the
textile and leather industries. The group said it
aims to produce around 75 percent of the total
products it sells in Asia in the region by 2020.
“Local production improves resource efficiency
by reducing the transportation needed for
imports and exports, and by enhancing energy
and raw material efficiency,” it explained.

BASF said it currently operates more than
100 production sites in the Asia Pacific region,
including two highly-integrated sites in Kuantan,
Malaysia and in Nanjing, China. In addition to
those main markets, BASF said it also hopes to
explore “untapped markets in Mongolia, Laos,
Myanmar, and Cambodia.” “In the next decade,
Asia Pacific will face huge challenges while
remaining the fastest growing market for the
chemical industry,” said BASF executive board
member Martin Brudermueller.—AFP

BASF unveils massive 
investment drive in Asia 
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TOKYO: Tokyo’s jack-knifing stock market will not
push Prime Minister Shinzo Abe off course in his
mission to re-energize Japan’s economy, he told
business leaders yesterday.

Despite wild swings on the exchange in recent
weeks, including a one-day drop of 7.3 percent
and a more-than five percent fall another day,
Abe’s determination to fire the “three arrows” of
his touted reforms is undiminished. “I am resolute
to tackle any difficulties without flinching,” he told
the general assembly of the Japan Business
Federation (Keidanren) in Tokyo.

“I will continue shooting the three arrows
without wavering, even though the markets have
shown unstable movements in recent days.”

The Nikkei 225 index climbed rapidly since
November, when Abe emerged as favourite to
become prime minister, surging about 80 percent
and making it one of the world’s best-performing
indices. The bull run was powered by two of his
“arrows”-huge government spending and a flood
of easy money from the central bank that sent the
yen plunging and brought paper profits to
exporters.

But the third-structural reforms-sits somewhat
undefined in his quiver, with some commentators
saying a lack of detail in plans to cut red tape and
get women into the workforce has contributed to
market jitters. Abe told business leaders yester-
day he wanted to stimulate the corporate invest-
ment mindset, as recent data showed Japanese
firms remain cautious in their spending. “I set the
next three years as a period to encourage inten-
sive corporate investment,” he said. “I will take any
measures possible in the areas of tax, budget,
finance or deregulation during the period, to give
you the chance you need.”

Economy, Trade and Industry Minister

Toshimitsu Motegi said the Abe administration
was determined to boost corporate investment
by 10 percent over the next three years.

The aim is to recover it to more than 70 trillion
yen ($698 billion) levels before Lehman Brothers
collapsed, he said. “We will take drastic assistive
measures to increase corporate investment,
which will be a different scale from before, includ-
ing expansion of the tax system,” Motegi said.

Keidanren chairman Hiromasa Yonekura said
the business sector has great expectations.

“Economic sentiment has improved a great
deal,” he said. “I think private companies will have
substantial confidence” that will enable them to
realise Abe’s investment goal. Abe, who has urged
firms to boost salaries and employ more women,
is expected to give more details on his third
“arrow” in an address today. — AFP

Japan PM won’t flinch at 
volatile Japan market

Abe determined to fire three arrows

TOKYO: A money trader works under a screen indicating the US dollar is traded at 99.56 yen at a
foreign exchange company in Tokyo yesterday. — AP

BALTIMORE: A crane removes a container from a ship at the Port of Baltimore’s Seagirt
Marine Terminal in Baltimore. The government reports on the US trade deficit for April,
yesterday. — AP

SANTO DOMINGO: Handout photo released by the Costa Rican presidency of Chinese
President Xi Jinping (second left) as he visits a family of coffee farmers in Santo Domingo,
Heredia, Costa Rica, yesterday. Xi is on a three-day official visit to Costa Rica. — AFP 

SAN JOSE: Chinese President Xi Jinping
headed to Mexico yesterday after a suc-
cessful trade and diplomatic foray into
Costa Rica, the only Central American
country that has diplomatic relations with
Beijing. China is Mexico’s second-largest
trading partner after the United States, and
Mexico is Latin America’s second largest
economy after Brazil. Both countries are
members of the Group of 20 leading
economies.

Xi, the first Chinese president to visit
Mexico since 2005, is scheduled to meet
President Enrique Pena Nieto, deliver a
speech to congress on Wednesday, and vis-
it the ancient Maya archeological site of
Chichen Itza tomorrow, according to
Mexican officials.

Xi’s trip of the Americas began over the
weekend in Trinidad and Tobago, where he
met with leaders of English-speaking
Caribbean nations. After Mexico, Xi and his
glamorous wife Peng Liyuan travel to
California for a meeting with US President
Barack Obama.

On Monday Xi and Costa Rican
President Laura Chinchilla signed agree-
ments on projects worth nearly $2 billion,
including upgrades of an oil refinery, a key
highway and public transport.

“Relations between China and Costa
Rica could well become a model of cooper-
ation between countries of different sizes
and national conditions,” Xi said after meet-
ing privately with Chinchilla.

The biggest project will be the modern-
ization of an obsolete oil refinery in the
Caribbean port El Limon, which will be
replaced with a new refinery capable of
processing 65,000 barrels of oil a day.

The $1.5 billion venture will be financed
with a $900-million credit from the China

Development Bank, and the remaining
$600 million will be put up by the China
National Petroleum Corporation and the
Refinadora Costaricense de Petroleo
(RECOPE). Another big project agreed to is
the upgrading of Route 32, a strategic
highway that links San Jose to El Limon, a
$400-million dollar endeavor that will be
financed by China. Xi briefly got away from
the formalities to visit a coffee plantation in
Santo Domingo de Heredia. During the vis-
it he doffed his jacket, toured the ranch,
and enjoyed coffee and light lunch.

“All week I was very nervous, but I’m
happy that it turned out well,” said Ruth
Calvo, who hosted the Chinese president
along with her husband Marco Tulio
Zamora, their five children and their grand-
children. While Costa Rica and Mexico rec-
ognize Beijing, the other six Central
American countries maintain diplomatic
relations with self-ruled Taiwan, which
China considers part of its territory await-
ing reunification, by force if necessary. The
two split in 1949 after a civil war.

Xi’s visit to the Americas follows his first
foreign trip to Russia and three countries in
Africa-Tanzania, South Africa and Congo-
Brazzaville-shortly after taking office in
March. China has embarked on a diplomat-
ic drive since completing its once-in-a-
decade power handover, with Xi’s number
two Premier Li Keqiang also visiting India,
Pakistan, Switzerland and Germany, and
several high-level visitors to Beijing.

China has in recent years aggressively
pushed trade and investment ties with the
developing world, particularly Africa and
Latin America, to secure raw materials to
fuel its economic growth and wield greater
geopolitical influence in relation to the
United States. — AFP

Xi heads to Mexico after 
Costa Rica trade success

Asian markets
mixed, Tokyo sees

rebound
HONG KONG: Asian markets were mixed yesterday, with
weak US data weighing on buying sentiment while Tokyo
enjoyed a bounce after the previous day’s tumble.

Buying picked up over the course of the day after early sell-
ing fuelled by the downbeat US figures, which had pushed
the dollar lower against the yen. Tokyo ended up 2.05 percent,
or 271.94 points, at 13,533.76 as the dollar moved back above
100 yen after falling below the key level on Monday.

Seoul was almost unchanged, edging down 0.06 points to
close at 1,989.51 and Sydney was up 0.26 percent, or 12.5
points, at 4,900.8. Hong Kong was flat in the afternoon, while
in Shanghai shares fell again, losing 1.16 percent, after HSBC
released the results of a survey showing manufacturing activi-
ty in the world’s number two economy shrank in May.

In Washington the Institute for Supply Management’s pur-
chasing managers index (PMI) on US manufacturing slumped
into negative territory in May, for the first time since
November.

Also, the Commerce Department said construction spend-
ing in April rose 0.4 percent, less than half of the increase
expected. The news put pressure on the dollar, but the US unit
enjoyed a rally Tuesday as dealers await the release of US indi-
cators and a speech by Japan’s prime minister.

The dollar was trading at 100.14 yen in afternoon trade,
against 99.52 yen in New York late Monday. Japanese
investors cheered the news sending the Nikkei, which has lost
15 percent in the past 10 days, rallying. The euro bought
$1.3061 and 130.77 yen compared with $1.3076 and 130.13
yen in US trade. On Wall Street the Dow jumped 0.92 percent,
the S&P 500 gained 0.59 percent and the Nasdaq rose 0.27
percent.

Dealers will be keeping tabs on the US later this week, with
the release of non-farm payroll data, which will give a better
idea of the state of the economy. The European Central Bank,
which cut interest rates last month in an attempt to stimulate
the euro-zone economy, will also hold a policy meeting later
in the week. On oil markets New York’s main contract, light
sweet crude for delivery in July, dropped 41 cents to $93.04 a
barrel and Brent North Sea crude for July shed 26 cents to
$101.80. Gold was at $1,410.05 by 0630 GMT from $1,394.80
late Monday.—AFP

SYDNEY: Australia’s central bank kept
interest rates at a record low 2.75 per-
cent yesterday, adopting a wait-and-
see approach to a lower Aussie dollar
and the impact of earlier cuts on the
economy.

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA)
left the door open for further cuts in an
unusually brief memo leaving the offi-
cial cash rate at 2.75 percent-a level
unseen since the 1959 start of the RBA.

RBA governor Glenn Stevens said
last month’s surprise 25-basis-point cut
had seen the stubbornly high
Australian dollar come off the boil but
there was further unwinding ahead.
“The exchange rate has depreciated
since the previous board meeting,
although... it remains high considering
the decline in export prices that has
taken place over the past year and a
half,” Stevens said.

“The board judged that the easier
financial conditions now in place will
contribute to a strengthening of
growth over time.”  Until recently the
commodities-linked Aussie had been
on a protracted run against the US dol-
lar, consistently trading at or above par-
ity with the greenback since October
2010. 

It has fallen 6.5 percent since early
April. The dollar’s strength, despite a
fall in commodity prices, has squeezed
the Australian economy, eroding gov-
ernment revenues and pressuring
industries such as manufacturing and
tourism. Stevens noted that soft infla-
tion conditions “may provide some
scope for further easing, should that be
required to support demand”, leaving
more cuts on the table but judging cur-
rent monetary policy as “appropriate
for the time being”. Inflation was 2.5

percent on-year in the first three
months of 2013 with growth running at
3.1 percent amid warnings that mining
investment-

Australia’s key economic driver-is
nearing its peak. Treasurer Wayne Swan
said the economy “is in transition and
of course that won’t be seamless, par-
ticularly with the dollar still at high lev-
els”. “While mining investment remains
at very high levels and the production
and export phase is still ramping up, it’s
encouraging to see the benefits of low-
er interest rates flow through to
increased activity in non-mining sec-
tors,” Swan said. Analysts said the latest
growth data, due today, is expected to
show further cooling in mining-pow-
ered Australia as investment declines,
meaning further cuts were likely as ear-
ly as July.

“Overall, we still think the RBA will
need to provide more stimulus over the
coming months to help compensate
for the slowing mining sector,” said
Capital Economics analyst Daniel
Martin. Stevens said growth remained
at below-average pace according to
recent data, with unemployment edg-
ing higher to 5.5 percent in April, and
borrowing subdued.

“The easing in monetary policy over
the past 18 months has supported
interest-sensitive areas of spending
and has been reflected in portfolio
shifts by savers and higher asset val-
ues,” he said. 

“Further effects can be expected
over time.” The Australian dollar was lit-
tle changed by the decision, fetching
97.25 US cents. The RBA expects
growth of 2-3 percent in the year to
June 30, 2014; Canberra has forecast
2.75 percent. — AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook billionaire Sean
Parker’s lavish, $10 million Big Sur wedding got
even more expensive. The California Coastal
Commission and Parker said Monday they have
reached a $2.5 million settlement to pay for
coastal conservation programs after the Napster
co-founder built a large movie-set-like wedding
site in an ecologically sensitive area of Big Sur
without proper permits.

The parties reached the agreement after offi-
cials were tipped that Parker had built a cottage,
fake ruins, waterfalls, staircases and a huge dance
floor near iconic redwoods and a stream with
threatened steelhead trout. The commission
learned about the construction at a closed camp-
ground owned by Ventana Inn & Spa after a coun-
ty investigation spurred by neighbor complaints.
The Ventana is negotiating a separate settlement
for allowing the construction to occur.

“Despite the continued unauthorized closure
of the campground to the public, earlier this year,
the property owner entered into an agreement
giving Sean Parker exclusive use of the camp-
ground for several months to construct a sizeable
wedding venue,” the commission’s staff wrote in a
report.

Ventana spokesman Francisco Carrasco did
not return a call or email seeking comment.

The Ventana is located within the coastal zone,
an area regulated by the commission, an inde-
pendent state agency that oversees coastal

development. Any significant construction within
the zone has to be permitted. When staff inspect-
ed, they found the temporary structures had
already been built, but they allowed the wedding
to proceed anyway.

The commission started negotiating a settle-
ment with Parker and his representatives instead
of shutting the event down. “Mr. Parker has been
extremely cooperative and actively involved in
working with Coastal Commission staff to reach
this resolution which both addresses our Coastal
Act concerns and will result in greater coastal
access and conservation in the Big Sur and
Monterey Peninsula areas,” Charles Lester, the
commission’s executive director, said in a state-
ment.

Parker, 33, the former president of Facebook
Inc. who was portrayed by Justin Timberlake in
the movie “The Social Network,” married singer-
songwriter Alexandra Lenas on Saturday in a cer-
emony with gowns and sets made by a designer
for the “Lord of the Rings” films.

Rick Zbur, Parker’s representative during nego-
tiations with the commission, said Parker worked
diligently to address the issue once it came to his
attention.

“So as soon as he was made aware of the
Coastal Commission’s concerns, he immediately
stepped forward to discuss how he could protect
the coastal area and resolve these issues,” Zbur
said in an email. Parker also asked his guests,

many of them extremely wealthy entrepreneurs
and celebrities, to donate to Save the Redwoods
or the California League of Conservation Voters in
lieu of giving gifts, according to a program.

Since Parker did not get permits for the con-
struction, commission staff will oversee the
breakdown of the vast set so no damage is done
to the environment. The commission said no
major damage had yet been done, but it wanted
to reach a deal quickly so the violating structures
could be removed safely.

“Normally (negotiations) happen over a cou-
ple of months, but because of the nature of the
violations here we wanted to get it out as soon as
possible so Mr. Parker could go ahead and do the
work the way it should be done,” said Lisa Haage,
the commission’s chief of enforcement.

Money from the agreement may be used to
purchase public easements and hiking trails in
the Big Sur area and as grants for nonprofits
doing conservation projects.

Also, as part of the settlement, Parker offered
to produce and distribute a public education
video or create a mobile app aimed at helping to
identify areas where the public can access the
coast. Haage said the commission is hopeful
Parker’s assistance will help it spread more infor-
mation about California’s coastal resources. In a
statement, Parker said he was delighted to help
the commission achieve its conservation goals
and to help Big Sur area businesses. — AP

LISBON: A Portuguese economist, whose
book “Why We Should Leave the Euro” has
become a rapid best-seller, says it is only a
matter of time until his crisis-wracked country
leaves the troubled currency.

“Sooner or later, Portugal will be faced
with an exit from the euro. It is inevitable,”
Joao Ferreira do Amaral told AFP in an inter-
view. His book, which hit the stands in April,
has flown off the shelves and is now one of
the best-selling books in Portugal, as the euro
crisis cripples growth and pushes up unem-
ployment. “This exit should happen when the
euro-zone is stabilized, in two or three years”
and should take place “in an orderly fashion,”
he said. He said the country should return to
its old currency, the escudo, in coordination
with “European governments, Brussels and
the European Central Bank, which should
continue to finance Portuguese banks initial-
ly.”

Joao Ferreira do Amaral is already a well-
known economist in the country, having
argued against the adoption of the euro in
1999 after Portugal joined the European
Union in 1986. “I saw that the Portuguese
economy would be inevitably affected by
joining this currency,” said the 65-year-old,
now retired after teaching at several universi-
ties in the country. In his book, he attacks the
Portuguese parliament for approving the
adoption of the euro “without a referendum”
and by so doing, “giving up an essential
instrument of its political autonomy: printing
money.” “The euro is a strong currency. But
our economic structure is not very competi-

tive. In these conditions, the economy cannot
grow,” he judged. The situation has gotten
worse, according to the economist, since
Portugal submitted to an international finan-
cial assistance program worth 78-billion-euro
($101 bn) in exchange for drastic austerity
measures to clean up its public finances.

Many blame the program, demanded by
the European Union, European Central Bank
and International Monetary Fund, for making
the recession worse and pushing up unem-
ployment to 18 percent. “We have reached
the limit” of what austerity can achieve in
terms of improving the public finances, he
said. The government is now in a bind: “If it
raises taxes, its revenue will drop. If it cuts
public services, the recession will get worse
and the deficit will deepen.” For the econo-
mist, the path to salvation is clear: investment
and devaluation. “The country needs invest-
ment. The best way to encourage investors is
to devalue the currency,” he said.

The inflationary dangers that would likely
arise from such a move would not be all bad,
he judged. “Inflation does not necessarily
mean a drop in living standards ... it would be
compensated by growth,” he predicted.
Creditor countries would also likely be paid
off quicker, as Portugal would be in a better
position to pay off its debt, expected to hit
132 percent of economic output next year,
according to the OECD. Ferreira do Amaral
acknowledged that he is swimming against
the tide of public opinion for the moment,
with a broad majority of Portuguese in favor
of keeping the euro.—AFP

Australian CB keeps 
interest rates at 2.75%

Mogul to pay $2.5m in settlement

Portugal ‘should leave 
euro’: Economist
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KUWAIT: In the presence of promi-
nent marine dealers in Kuwait and a
great attendance of the media; PH7
Events represented by the Managing
Director of PH7 Events -Zeina
Mokaddam- and Nouf Al-Hajri -PH7
Events General Manager,  has
announced the start of the prepara-
tions for the second edition of Kuwait
Yacht Show 2014 which will be held
under the patronage of Sheikh Jaber
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Prime
Minister of the state of Kuwait. The
second edition comes to confirm the
overwhelming success of the first edi-
tion and establish KYS as yearly,
awaited event.

Intensive preparations have start-
ed to insure that next year’s show will
be on a higher level, offering a wide
range of yachts, boats and marine
equipments from local, regional and
international dealers. It also will shed
light on the local boat builders and
local water sports teams.

“Following the great success of the
first edition of the Kuwait Yacht Show,
PH7 Events is preparing for a bigger
and more encompassing show for
2014”, Zeina Mokaddam stated. “The
support we received during the first
show was tremendous. From
Governmental bodies, to sponsors,
exhibitors and visitors, it truly felt like
the whole of Kuwait participated in
the success of the show”.

To add an international dimension
to the show; Mokaddam stated that
Mike Derrett has been appointed to
head the show’s international opera-
tions; his role is to attract internation-
al exhibitors. He comes to the Kuwait
Yacht Show with a rich professional
record of over thirty years experience
in the global marine sector.

Moreover, Kuwait Yacht Show is
becoming more of a national event in

which the government shows a major
interest as evidenced by the patron-
age of His Highness the Prime
Minister for this second edition. Nouf
Al-Hajri -General Manager of PH7
Events- said: “As soon as we wrapped
up KYS 2013 we started with plans for
the second edition. Our first step was
to approach the Prime Minister, His
Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hmad Al-Sabah. As a great supporter
of youth initiatives and a sea-lover
himself,  His Highness graciously
extended his patronage, bestowing
the event with a new level of national
pride”.

The Marina Crescent management
represented in Ahmad Al-Kandari -
Chief Executive Officer of United
Facilities Management-, approved the
allocation of the parking area of the
marina for the show, facilitating an
easy flow for exhibitors. With the help

of Khaled Al-Muhanna, the Marina
Yacht Club Manager,  PH7 Events
started approaching other marinas to
accommodate the MYC boat owners
and will soon start approaching each
boat owner separately in order to be
assured of their approval.

“Kuwaitis’ love for their country
emulates their love to the sea and our
clients are dedicated to bringing their
heritage to the forefront,” said Khaled-
Al Muhanna.

Kuwait Yacht Show 2014 is set to
attract larger boats and yachts, and
PH7 Events have booked two pon-
toons to cater for these noting that
for 2014 in-water and on-land
exhibits will be gathered in one area.

“2013 saw the dawn of a new era
in Kuwait’s maritime landscape as
major marine businesses have identi-
fied the vital importance of investing
together and have put their trust in

PH7 Events,” said Zeina Mokaddam.
“and with the support of the govern-
ment and sponsors, Kuwait Yacht
Show seeks to raise the profile of the
nation by presenting a marine show
befitting of Kuwait’s maritime status,”
she emphasized. Mokaddam conclud-
ed by promising to meet the media
again in the next October at a second
meeting to update them with the lat-
est preparations made for Kuwait
Yacht Show 2014 and will also reveal
the sponsors and participants in the
exhibition. Mokaddam continued,
“ We will  soon start approaching
sponsors, and in October we will
meet again to update you on the lat-
est news”.

To show their support, Kuwait’s
main marine dealers attended the
press conference and those that
could not attend have sent their rep-
resentatives. 

Kuwait gearing for launch of Yacht Show 2014

To be held in Marina Crescent from Feb 2 -7, 2014 

• Al-Boom Adel Sumait
• Al Ghanim Marine Thunayan Al-Ghanim
• Al-Gharabally Marine Essam Al-Gharabally
• Al -Sabih Marine Majid Al-Sabih
• Al-Shayaa Marine Bader Al-Shayaa
• Desert Maritime Basile Quiroga
• Dynamics International Anwar Ahmad
• Fahad Al-Sabih Marine Talal Al-Sabih
• Honda Ghassan Sakr
• Hunter Marine Ahmad Abbas
• Marco Marine Mohammad Mustafa
• Marine Concept Sea School Nawaf Al-Qahtani
• Mutawa & Al-Kadi Omar Al-Kadi
• Mustafa Karam Mohammad Karam
• Power Boat Center Fahad Al-Ghareeb
• Power Boat & Safari Abdullah Al-Fares
• Q balance Saleh Duwaisan
• Seas & Deserts Ahmad Al-Ameeri
• Sea Pros Edward Assaf
• Silsan Ahmad Al-Henaidi
• The Adrenalist Feras Al-Mutairi
• Yamaha Abdullah Al-Salem
• Zed motors Elias Jabbour

The attending companies (in alphabetical order)

KUWAIT: Fitch Ratings, the international
credit rating agency, affirmed National
Bank of Kuwait’s (NBK) Long-term Issuer
Default Rating (IDR) at ‘AA-’, the highest in
the Middle East and North Africa, with a
Stable Outlook. Fitch said that NBK’s ratings
reflect its dominant domestic franchise,
with leading shares in most market sectors,
as well as its international network. The rat-
ings also consider the Bank’s consistent
profitability, sound asset quality and stable

deposit base.
“NBK continued its strong profitability

during 2012, as well as maintaining its lead-
ing market share in its principal business
lines”, said Fitch. Fitch expects NBK’s profits
to continue at a similar level in 2013.

The rating agency added that tradition-
ally NBK has a very stable deposit base and
is seen in the region as a ‘safe haven’ for
funds in times of volatility.”

Despite the acquisition of the control-

ling stake in Boubyan Bank, Fitch stressed
that NBK’s capital base is still strong. The
agency pointed out that NBK is the largest
bank in Kuwait by assets and has leading
shares in most market sectors. The business
is split into the main business areas of cor-
porate banking, retail and private banking,
investment banking, and international
banking. With the consolidation of
Boubyan Bank, NBK is now the only bank in
Kuwait servicing both the conventional

and Islamic banking markets.
NBK enjoys the highest credit ratings of

all banks in the Middle East and North
Africa region by the major international rat-
ing agencies: Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s
and Fitch Ratings. In their latest reports, the
three rating agencies affirmed NBK’s credit
ratings with a stable outlook. NBK also
maintains its position among the 50 safest
banks in the world for the seventh time in a
row.

Fitch affirms NBK’s long-term 

ratings at AA-, outlook stable
NBK seen in region as a ‘safe haven’ for funds

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) has taken all nec-
essary measures to ensure providing its customers with the
best services for the occasion of the Ascension Day
throughout Hala Watani, Mobile Banking (Android,
BlackBerry, iPhone and iPad), Online and ATM services.

All NBK branches will  be closed from tomorrow
Thursday 6th of June 2013 until Saturday 8th of June 2013.
Hala Watani, NBK Online and ATM will be available 24
hours and ready to serve customers. Customers can also
conduct all their transactions through NBK Mobile Banking
application. 

NBK services available

during holiday

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House - Bahrain
received the “Best Investment Advisory
Service 2013” award from CPI Financial for
its role as the Lead and Transaction Advisor
for the three way bank merger in Bahrain
that was completed last December.

Adam Broom, Chief Executive Officer of
CPI Financial presented the award to
Abdulhakeem Alkhayyat, MD & CEO of
KFH-Bahrain accompanied by Ahmad
Saeed, Executive Manager at KFH-Bahrain
along with Rashid Alkhan and Riaz
Mohamed, senior members of KFH-
Bahrain’s investment team.

KFH-Bahrain, since late 2011, worked as
Lead and Transaction Advisor for the merg-
er between three Bahrain-based Islamic
banks, Elaf Bank, Capital Management
House and Capivest, creating a strength-
ened financial institution with total equity
exceeding $300 million and total assets in
excess of $400 mill ion spanning the
Middle East and North Africa, Europe and
Asia.

On receiving the award at the KFH-
Bahrain Headquarters,  Abdulhakeem

Alkhayyat commented, “Winning this pres-
tigious award proves the market’s under-
standing of the need to create stronger
entities, as this is the first ever merger of its
kind that has resulted in creating a robust
merged entity that is positioned to better
compete in the dynamic and growing
global Islamic banking and investment
industry”. “We are thankful to God for suc-
cessfully completing this transaction and
we will continue our vision and strategies
in contributing towards the economic
growth and sustainability of Bahrain. We
consider this accolade as another mile-
stone for which we thank God, the support
of the Board of Directors in addition to the
employees who have strived to make this a
success,” Alkhayyat added.

This prestigious global annual event is
organized by CPI Financial based in Dubai.
CPI is the leading publisher of financial
magazines in the Middle East, namely,
Banker Middle East, Islamic Business &
Finance and Private & Hedge Funds Middle
East.  The Islamic Business & Finance
Awards have been designed to encourage,

inspire and reward excellence within the
global Islamic Business and Finance com-
munity and they have become the yard-

stick by which Islamic Finance institutions
and practitioners across the globe meas-
ure themselves.

KFH-Bahrain bags ‘Investment Advisory’ award

TUNIS: Tunis Financial Harbor (TFH), the com-
mercial gateway to North Africa, yesterday
announced its participation in Business &
Finance Tunisia 2013, the premier investment
forum in the country attended by the Prime
Minister of Tunisia,  Ali Larayedh, the Minister of
Development and International Cooperation,
Lamine Doghri, Ridha Saidi, Minister for
Economic and Social Affairs in addition to other
Government Ministers and ambassadors as well
as more than 500 local, regional and internation-
al investors, businessmen and media. 

The high profile event, served as a platform
to highlight investment opportunities across key
sectors in Tunisia, which has seen major multina-
tionals like Microsoft, Kia Motors and Qatar
Telecom establish a local presence in recent
years, and to create a forum for connecting
investors from around the world with local part-
ners.  

TFH, as one of country’s landmark projects,
featured prominently at the forum serving as an
example of the considerable opportunities avail-
able in the country and also served as a model

for co-operation between local and internation-
al investors in Tunisia. The $3 billion mixed use
development was launched in 2008 as joint ven-
ture between Bahrain based Gulf Finance House
(GFH) and local investors seeking to create a
financial services gateway at the crossroads of
the Mediterranean, Middle East and Africa.

Commenting on the event, Lotfi Ezzar, CEO
of TFH, said: “Tunis Financial Harbour was
among the key attractions of the forum and
we’re pleased to have had the opportunity to
present the project to the Prime Minister, the
invitees and  new investors seeking opportuni-
ties in Tunisia as well as to emphasize the contri-
butions TFH has and will continue to make in
terms of attracting foreign investment into the
country. This is a critical time in Tunisia’s growth
and we are proud to be supporting the
Government’s goal of further diversifying the
economy and building on the country’s strong
foundations. We have put in place a comprehen-
sive plan for TFH, which will see the project
develop into a financial gateway connecting
Europe, the Middle East and Africa and in turn
helping Tunisia emerge as a leading hub for
commercial and leisure tourism.”  

Elias Karaan, Senior Executive Director of GFH
(the project’s sponsor bank), added: “We were
delighted to have taken part in this event, which
provided a showcase for innovative investment

opportunities and projects such as TFH and
more broadly the country itself. The forum high-
lighted Tunisia’s unique geographic position, its
highly skilled and educated work force and its
strong pro-business policies and infrastructure.
Importantly, it also served to underscore the
Government’s deep commitment to attracting
and supporting greater foreign investment, as
noted by attending officials, in order to drive
growth and further development in the post-
revolutionary period.”

TFH, to be built across 523 hectares, aims to
be the first world class offshore financial centre
in North Africa. This vision is supported by its
strategic position on the Mediterranean just
25km north of Tunis and only 15km from
Carthage International Airport. TFH’s location
and its infrastructure will offer easy access for
skills, knowledge and investment capital to flow
from within the region and from international
markets into Tunisia and Africa. In addition to a
business hub, TFH has been master planned to
serve as a modern urban environment where
residents and their families can live and work.
Once fully developed, TFH will feature
Residential and Retail spaces, an 18 hole cham-
pionship golf course, a beach community, souk,
marina and shopping malls as well as a business
university, which will together create 16,000 jobs
and accommodate 110,000 residents.

Tunis financial Harbor featured 

at finance forum Tunisia 2013

NEW YORK: The US dollar and shares around the world
recovered yesterday on expectations that the Federal
Reserve will maintain its stimulus program to bolster the
nascent economic recovery. 

Markets were generally more settled than in recent
sessions and as a lull in this week’s busy schedule of cen-
tral bank meetings and US data offered a break from
recent sharp moves.

Many investors are likely to hold off making big bets
until the non-farm payrolls report due on Friday shows
the employment situation, the key factor for the Fed’s
decision on monetary policy. On Wednesday the market
get an anecdotal look at economic conditions from the
Fed’s Beige Book.

And some analysts point to technical factors to say
the market, with the S&P 500 up more than 15 percent
so far this year, is not as strong as it looks. “It seems like
the market just wants to go higher and higher, but one
thing that worries me is the advance-decline numbers
which hit the worst in four years yesterday,” said Frank
Gretz, market analyst and technician for brokerage
Wellington Shields & Co in New York. The ratio of
advancing stocks to declining stocks is used to gauge
the strength of a an index price trend and the chance it
will reverse.

The Dow Jones industrial average was up 21.57
points, or 0.14 percent, at 15,275.60. The Standard &
Poor’s 500 Index was up 3.93 points, or 0.24 percent, at
1,644.35. The Nasdaq Composite Index  was up 13.47
points, or 0.39 percent, at 3,478.84. 

European stocks were just off their highs of the day
but remained 0.6 percent higher and on course to snap
a two-day losing streak that had left them at their lowest
level since early May. — Reuters

Dollar, stocks rise on 

expectations of Fed
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PHOENIX: Solar Impulse, piloted by Andre Borschberg, takes flight during the second leg of the 2013 Across America mission
from Sky Harbor International Airport in Phoenix. —AP

NEW YORK: The front entrance to Federal Court as seen in New York as the e-
book price-fixing trial against Apple begins. The US Justice Department
accused Apple of conspiring with five major publishing companies to set
prices on digital books. — AFP 

SAN JOSE: Chinese President Xi Jinping and
American counterpart Barack Obama will talk
cyber-security this week in California, but experts
say the state’s Silicon Valley and its signature high-
tech firms should provide the front lines in the
increasingly aggressive fight against overseas
hackers.

With China seeking to grow its economy and
expand its technology base, companies like
Facebook, Apple, Google and Twitter are inviting
targets. In fact, all have been attacked and all
point the finger at China, which has denied any
role.

The US government has stepped up efforts to
thwart cyber-attacks, but those efforts are mainly
focused at protecting its own secrets, especially
regarding military operations and technologies.

Paul Rosenzweig, a former Department of
Homeland Security official whose Red Branch
Consulting provides national security advice, said
the responsibility for preventing attacks in the pri-
vate sector lies with the US innovators who creat-
ed the technology that’s being hacked in the first
place. “To some degree, they were getting a pass,”
he said. “If a car manufacturer made a car that was
routinely able to be stolen, they’d be sued. If soft-
ware is made with gaps that are a liability, they
bear some responsibility, and in recent years
there’s been a sea change in high tech firms
accepting that responsibility.” Big firms like
Google employ thousands of security experts
who can spot a potential attack on just a few indi-
viduals and quickly disseminate protection for
everyone using their products. Google routinely
detects unsafe websites that spread malicious
software or trick people into revealing personal
information, posting warnings in front of users
and contacting webmasters who may have been
hacked.

But Chinese hackers have managed to hit even
Google,  and in a book released this spring,
Google’s executive chairman Eric Schmidt said
China is the world’s “most sophisticated and pro-
lific hacker.”

Cybersecurity is high on the agenda for the
meeting between Obama and Xi on Friday and
Saturday in Southern California’s Rancho Mirage.
A recent government report found nearly 40
Pentagon weapons programs and almost 30 other
defense technologies were compromised by
cyber intrusions from China. Earlier this year,
cybersecurity firm Mandiant l inked a secret
Chinese military unit to years of cyber-attacks
against US companies.

Mandiant ’s chief security officer,  Richard
Bejtlich, said his firm tracks more than 20 poten-
tially threating groups of hackers in China, some
with links to the government and military.

China’s government denies any involvement,
with Defense Ministry spokesman Geng Yansheng
tell ing reporters Sunday that the US claims
“underestimate the intelligence of the Chinese
people.” Frustration is growing, however, as the
attacks continue. 

Although none have come out publically, ana-
lysts say some US companies even are consider-
ing cyber-attacks of their own as retaliation, even
though it’s illegal. Retaliatory hacking was a hot

topic at the 2013 RSA Conference on tech security
in March, where attorneys and sitting judges even
held a mock trial over an imaginary firm that
struck back. 

And on May 20, the Commission on the Theft
of American Intellectual Property, headed by for-
mer US Ambassador to China Jon Huntsman and
former US Director of National Intelligence Dennis
Blair,  recommended that Congress and the
Obama administration reconsider the laws ban-
ning retaliation. “If counterattacks against hackers
were legal, there are many techniques that com-
panies could employ that would cause severe
damage to the capability of those conducting IP
theft,” they wrote.

Marc Maiffret, chief technology officer at secu-
rity firm BeyondTrust in San Diego, warns against
private firms going on the offensive.

“There are a lot of people lobbying to ‘hack
back’ but I think that is a disastrous idea,” said
Maiffrett, who was a hacker of government sites
before discovering the first Microsoft computer
worm, “CodeRed.” “Most of corporate America is
failing to secure themselves, let alone become
competent hackers to hack back against someone
like a China.”

Tim Junio,  who studies cyber-attacks at
Stanford University’s Center for International
Security and Cooperation, doesn’t expect much to
change because of the Xi-Obama talks.

“China benefits too much by stealing intellec-
tual property from the US, so it’s really hard to
imagine anyone convincing them to slow down,”
he said.

Indeed, the payoff for successfully stealing crit-

ical information can be enormous. For example, if
a company spends many millions of dollars devel-
oping expensive intellectual property, such as a
pharmaceutical firm investing in a new drug, it’s
very cost-effective for a Chinese firm or govern-
ment entity to dedicate a small team of hackers to
gain access to that company’s networks.

A patient approach of sending emails for
months, hoping an employee eventually clicks on
a link or opens an attachment that they shouldn’t,
usually works. It’s a probabilities game, and the
offense has the advantage, especially when tar-
geting a company with thousands of employees.
Sooner or later, someone will make a mistake.

Hackers then sell the stolen intellectual prop-
erty to competing companies, which can try to
replicate the product and sell counterfeits at a cut
rate. For a developing country like China, this is a
great way to stimulate domestic economic
growth.

Junio suspects that China’s political leaders
may not even be aware of the extent of hacking
by their own cyber teams, because corrupt gov-
ernment officials may also be using them for per-
sonal gain.

James Barnett, former chief of public safety
and homeland security for the Federal
Communications Commission, said the govern-
ment’s role in fighting Chinese hackers should be
to offer high-tech firms tax deductions, credits or
liability limits. “The private sector’s role is to con-
tinue to innovate, something it can do much bet-
ter than the government, and something that
Silicon Valley does better than just about any-
where in the world,” he said.—AP

Silicon Valley at front 

line of global cyber war

NEW YORK: Apple Inc conspired with pub-
lishers to raise the price of e-books in a
scheme costing consumers “hundreds of
millions of dollars,” a US government lawyer
said on Monday.

A three-week trial got under way before
a federal judge in New York in a case pitting
the Justice Department against the popular
iPad and iPhone maker that could shine a
light on the secretive Silicon Valley giant’s
business practices.

“Apple told publishers that Apple - and
only Apple - could get prices up in their
industry,” Lawrence Buterman, a lawyer at
the Justice Department, said during open-
ing arguments.

The trial came more than a year after the
Department sued Apple and five of the
largest U.S. publishing houses, accusing
them of working together il legally to
increase e-book prices and undo
Amazon.com Inc’s market control.

Orin Snyder, an attorney for Apple,
described the case as “bizarre.” Apple acted
in its own business interests in negotiating
deals with publishers in the run up to the
debut of its iPad in January 2010, he said.
“What the government wants to do is
reverse engineer a conspiracy from a mar-
ket effect,” Snyder said.

Apple is going to trial alone after the
five publishers agreed to eliminate prohibi-
tions on wholesale discounts and to pay a
collective $164 million to benefit con-
sumers.

The five publishers were Pearson Plc’s
Penguin Group, News Corp’s HarperCollins
Publishers Inc, CBS Corp’s Simon & Schuster
Inc, Hachette Book Group Inc and
MacMillan.

The US government is not seeking dam-
ages, but instead an order blocking Apple
from engaging in similar conduct.
However, if Apple is found liable, it could
still face damages in a separate trial by 33
state attorneys general, who would seek
civil penalties on behalf of consumers.

The non-jury trial is proceeding before
US District Judge Denise Cote, who gave a
“tentative view” at the last hearing before
trial that she thought the Justice
Department might win.

“I believe that the government will be
able to show at trial direct evidence that
Apple knowingly participated in and facili-
tated a conspiracy to raise prices of e-
books,” Cote said on May 23.

During opening arguments, Snyder

expressed Apple’s “concern” about the com-
ment, adding later, “all we want is a fair tri-
al.” Cote retorted that she made her com-
ments only after the Justice Department
and Apple asked for her view, which was
based on hundreds of documents submit-
ted in advance of trial.

“The deck is not stacked against Apple
unless the evidence stacks against Apple,”
Cote said. The case has its origins in con-
cerns by publishers that had emerged by
2009 about low prices for best-seller and
new e-books sold by Amazon, which
launched its Kindle e-reader in 2007.

Amazon, which by that time sold up to
90 percent of all e-books, was buying e-
books wholesale and then discounting
them, selling new and best-selling books
for $9.99, sometimes at a loss.

Buterman, the government’s lawyer,
said publishers became increasingly dissat-
isfied with those prices, which they consid-
ered too low. They tried a number of tac-
tics, increasingly in parallel,  to fight
Amazon’s pricing model.

Those tactics were unsuccessful,
though, until Apple entered the market, he
said. Apple acted as a facilitator for the
publishers, enabling them to reach agree-
ments that would move their industry to an
agency model, in which publishers set the
price and Apple took a fixed 30 percent cut,
Buterman said.

Buterman cited former Apple chief exec-
utive officer Steve Jobs, who died in 2011,
telling his biographer that, “we told the
publishers, ‘We’ll go to the agency model,
where you set the price, and we get our 30
percent, and yes, the customer pays a little
more, but that’s what you want anyway.’”
Buterman said, “Overall, average prices of
e-books went up, costing consumers mil-
lions of dollars.”

Apple’s Snyder called the government’s
story a “fiction” saying many of Job’s emails
and statements the prosecution will show
will be taken out of context.

As for the agency model, Snyder said
there was nothing wrong with it. He said
both Amazon and Barnes & Noble Inc con-
sidered it before Apple did.

“Agency is good and beneficial to con-
sumers and markets,” he said. Moreover,
Snyder said data showed that in the wake
of Apple’s entry into the market, average e-
book prices fell instead of increasing. In
court papers, Apple said prices fell from
$7.97 to $7.34.—Reuters

In e-books trial, US says Apple 

conspired with the publishers

SAN FRANCISCO: Salesforce.com will spend
more than $2.3 billion to buy marketing soft-
ware company ExactTarget. More than 6,000
companies use ExactTarget, which like
Salesforce.com uses cloud technology, allowing
companies to manage their digital marketing
online.

ExactTarget’s clients include Coca-Cola Co.,
Gap Inc. and Nike Inc.,  and will  provide
Salesforce.com the opportunity to more closely
tie marketing to social media, where people
trade ideas or follow trends.

Salesforce.com will pay $33.75 per share.
That’s a 53 percent premium to ExactTarget’s
Monday closing price of $22.10. The companies
put the deal’s value at approximately $2.5 bil-
lion.

The company has targeted the cloud market-

ing space for acquisitions as grows increasingly
important to corporations. Salesforce.com
bought Buddy media last year.

The buyout announced yesterday has been
approved unanimously by the boards of both
companies and is expected to close by July 31.

Industry watchers like Roth Capital Partners
said the deal strengthens the cloud marketing
ability of salesforce.com, and pushes the compa-
ny closer to its goal of topping $1 billion in
annual revenue from that source.

“ The fit is excellent not only because
ExactTarget offers complementary products but
also in that ExactTarget has a pure cloud solu-
tion with leading market share,” said Roth ana-
lyst Nathan Schneiderman. Salesforce.com said
that the acquisition is expected to lower its fiscal
2014 adjusted earnings by about 16 cents per

share and increase its revenue by $120 million to
$125 million. Adjusted earnings are now expect-
ed in a range of 31 cents to 33 cents per share
on revenue between $3.96 billion and $4 billion.

Analysts expect earnings of 48 cents per
share on revenue of $3.87 billion. The transac-
tion is predicted to reduce second-quarter
adjusted earnings by approximately 5 cents per
share, with results now anticipated between 6
cents to 7 cents per share. Wall Street expects
earnings of 12 cents per share.

ExactTarget Inc. has about 69.3 million out-
standing shares, according to FactSet. The
Indianapolis company’s stock jumped 53.3 per-
cent in yesterday’s premarket trading.

Shares of Salesforce.com Inc., based in San
Francisco, fell more than 2 percent before the
market opened.—AP

Salesforce.com buying ExactTarget for $2.34b

ST. LOUIS: A solar-powered plane attempt-
ing to fly across the United States has land-
ed at  Lamber t-St .  Louis  International
Airport.

The Solar Impulse landed about 1:30 a.m.
Tuesday after a flight from Dallas-Fort Worth

International Airport. It’s the first attempt by
a solar plane capable of being airborne day
and night without fuel to fly across the US at
a speed of about 40 mph. The plane started
its flight in Northern California on May 3 and
flew to Phoenix. It left Phoenix on May 22

and landed the next day in Texas. After sev-
eral events in St. Louis, the Solar Impulse is
scheduled to fly to Dulles International
Airport near Washington before ending its
journey at  New York ’s  John F.  Kennedy
International Airport.—AP

Solar plane lands successfully in St. Louis

SAN FRANCISCO: Just three years after hit-
ting the market, tablets are now poised to
outsell personal computers. Tablet ship-
ments are on track to surpass notebooks
and other portable PCs this year, according
to an IDC report. By 2015, tablets will be
outselling desktops and portable PCs com-
bined, the report said. “This is a pretty sig-
nificant shift,” IDC analyst Ryan Reith told
MarketWatch. “This is happening fast.”

The report underscored both the rapid
growth of media tablets, which were intro-
duced in 2010 when Apple Inc. rolled out
the first iPad. It also highlighted the steady
decline of the PC market.

The fact that tablets will outsell note-
books and portable PCs this year is signifi-
cant, Reith added, noting, “That’s where all
the growth has been for PCs.” Both Dell Inc.
and Hewlett-Packard Co. reported a drop in
PC shipments, which analysts attribute
partly to more consumers turning to
tablets.

A total of 229.3 million tablets are
expected to ship this year, up 58.7 percent
from the year-earlier period, according to
IDC. Portable PC shipments are expected to
total 187.4 million.

While Apple has been the leading tablet
vendor since the device hit the market,
devices based on Google Inc.’s Android
operating system have been gaining
ground. “The current market expansion has
been increasingly fueled by low-cost
Android devices,” IDC said in a statement. A
key factor of the growing popularity of
tablets is price. 

The average selling prices for tablets are
also expected to fall sharply to $381 in
2013, IDC said. In contrast, the average sell-
ing price for a PC in 2013 is $635. But Reith
also played down predictions of the PC
market’s demise, saying tablets are still con-
sidered “an additive device to the PC.” “The
PC story is not good,” he said. “But we don’t
see PCs going away.”—MCT

Tablets expected to 

outsell PCs by 2015

SHANGHAI: The building housing ‘Unit 61398’ of the People’s Liberation Army is seen
on the outskirts of Shanghai. Signs are growing that China’s massive allegedly state-
sponsored computer hacking is imperiling its relations with the US, lending urgency
to fledgling efforts by the sides to engage on the issue. — AP 



HONG KONG: Hidden away from the prying eyes of
crowded Hong Kong, in school toilets, karaoke bars and
public parks, young people are snorting a powerful and
addictive drug-ketamine. Cheap and abundant, with a
supply flooding across the border from the mainland,
abuse reached such levels in the late 2000s that the city
was dubbed the ketamine capital of the world.

But in recent years Hong Kong has fought back, cam-
paigning against what is a psychologically addictive drug
that can cause irreversible health problems and take
longer to treat than heroin.

On an isolated, jungled island, far from the city’s
gleaming skyline, a group of young men are working
bare-chested under the sun, painting the outside wall of a
building.

This is the Shek Kwu Chau residential treatment centre,
and these are some of its “clients”, ketamine abusers who
come from mostly middle-class homes, with an average
age of around 25.  Kin, now 27, arrived here after a 10-year
habit that saw him go from user to dealer. He told AFP he
only tried the drug in the first place to show his friend he
didn’t need it. “I didn’t realise it had such an attraction. I
felt so weightless and free after taking it. I was in love with
this feeling and got addicted to it,” he said.

Ketamine, which is closely related to PCP or “angel
dust”, is used as an anaesthetic on both humans and ani-
mals. The drug, often synthesised in clandestine laborato-
ries in mainland China, can render users immobile. But it
also makes them feel relaxed and floaty, and can produce
a hallucinatory out-of-body experience known as the “K-
hole”.

The centre’s superintendent Patrick Wu said ketamine’s
psychological pull meant the rehabilitation programme,
which includes counselling and vocational work, lasted at
least six months, compared to just two months for heroin. 

“Yes, there’s not a physical addiction, but they are very
much psychologically addicted,” he said. “They want to
taste the excitement, it’s always on their mind.”

The government-funded centre is run by SARDA
(Society for the Aid and Rehabilitation of Drug Abusers),
and is both free and voluntary. It mostly caters to heroin
addicts but in 2010 it opened up to ketamine  abusers
after a sharp rise in cases. The young men live together as
a “family” in simple stone houses overlooking the sea, 16
narrow bunks in a room.

In 2009 ketamine abuse peaked at 5,280 reported
users, according to statistics from Hong Kong’s central
registry of drug abuse. More than half of those were
under 21, an age group in which among reported drug
users, 84 percent took ketamine.

By last year the number had fallen to 3,192, though
drug workers warn its use is easily hidden, and often
takes a long time to surface. Narcotics Commissioner
Erika Hui put the success of reducing ketamine down to a
“holistic” five-pronged approach involving law enforce-
ment, education, treatment, research and cross-border
cooperation. — AFP

WASHINGTON: If worry about skin cancer doesn’t make you
slather on sunscreen, maybe vanity will: New research pro-
vides some of the strongest evidence to date that near-daily
sunscreen use can slow the aging of your skin. Ultraviolet
rays that spur wrinkles and other signs of aging can quietly
build up damage pretty much anytime you’re in the sun - a
lunchtime stroll, school recess, walking the dog - and they
even penetrate car windows.

Researchers in sunny Australia used a unique study to
measure whether sunscreens really help amid that
onslaught. Participants had casts made of the top of their
hands to measure fine lines and wrinkles that signal sun-
caused aging.

The research found that even if you’re already middle-
aged, it’s not too late to start rubbing some sunscreen on -
and not just at the beach or pool. The study of 900 people
under 55 compared those randomly assigned to use sun-
screen daily to those who used it when they deemed it nec-
essary.

Daily sunscreen use was tough - participants did cheat a
little. But after 41/2 years, those who used sunscreen regu-
larly had younger-looking hands, with 24 percent less skin
aging than those who used sunscreen only some of the
time.

Both young adults and the middle-aged experienced
skin-saving effects, concluded the study, financed by
Australia’s government and published Monday in the journal
Annals of Internal Medicine.

“These are meaningful cosmetic benefits,” lead scientist
Dr. Adele Green of the Queensland Institute of Medical
Research said in an email interview. More importantly, she
added, less sun-caused aging decreases the risk of skin can-
cer in the long term.

Dermatologists have long urged year-round sunscreen
use - especially for constantly exposed skin on the face,
hands and women’s neck and upper chest - but say too few
people heed that advice. Women may have better luck, as
increasingly the cosmetics industry has added sunscreen to
makeup and moisturizers. Skin experts hope the new study
draws attention to the issue.

“Regular use of sunscreen had an unquestionable protec-
tive effect,” said Dr. Richard Glogau, a clinical professor of
dermatology at the University of California, San Francisco,
who has long studied sun’s skin effects. He wasn’t involved
with the Australian research.

The consumer message: “They can get a two-for-one with
sunscreen. They can do something that will keep them
healthier and also keep them better-looking,” Glogau said.

In his clinic near Philadelphia, Dr. Eric Bernstein lectures
patients who insist they’re not in the sunshine enough for it
to be causing their wrinkles, brown spots and dilated blood
vessels. Even 15 minutes every day adds up over many years,
he tells them - and if they’re using one bottle of sunscreen a
year, they’re probably not using enough.

“No one thinks they’re in the sun, and they’re in the sun
all the time,” said Bernstein, also a clinical professor at the

University of Pennsylvania. “I say, ‘How did you get here - did
you tunnel here?’”

The news comes just as tougher Food and Drug
Administration rules for US sunscreens are taking effect. For
the first time, they ensure that sunscreens labeled “broad-
spectrum” protect against both the ultraviolet-B rays that
cause sunburn and those deeper-penetrating ultraviolet-A
rays that are linked to premature wrinkles and skin cancers.
Sunburns, especially in childhood, have been linked to a
greater risk for melanoma, the deadliest skin cancer. But
overall UV exposure plays a role both in melanoma and in
other skin cancers that usually are curable but can be disfig-
uring if not caught early.

Australia has one of the world’s highest rates of skin can-
cer, and Monday’s aging research actually stems from a larg-
er cancer-prevention study done in the 1990s. Researchers
tracked participants for a decade before concluding that
regular sunscreen use indeed lowered their cancer risk.

Green’s team dug back through old study files to exam-
ine what’s called photoaging -using those casts that had
been made of some participants’ hands.

Skin stretches and recoils thanks to elastic fibers support-
ing it. UV rays damage that elasticity, something scientists
previously have measured using biopsies of the tissue just
under the skin’s top layer. With enough damage, the skin on

top starts to sag and wrinkle. Young people have very fine,
barely visible lines on their skin. Sun-damaged fibers corre-
late with increasingly visible lines, in a sort of cross-hatch
pattern. Hand casts allowed the Australian researchers to
grade that amount of damage.

The researchers figured out who really used sunscreen by
periodically weighing the bottles donated by a sunscreen
maker. Green’s team calculated that three-quarters of the
people assigned to daily sunscreen use actually applied it at
least three to four days a week. Only a third of the compari-
son group said they used sunscreen that often.

The study also tested whether a dietary supplement,
beta carotene, might slow photoaging, and found no evi-
dence that it helped. Sunscreens aren’t perfect, so don’t for-
get dermatologists’ other advice: Limit exposure during the
peak UV hours of 10 am to 4 pm, and wear a hat, sunglasses
and protective clothing when possible.

UCSF’s Glogau noted that today’s sunscreens are superior
to those used two decades ago when the study started -
meaning people who regularly use it now might see more
benefit.

“I’m fond of telling people that if they start using sun-
screen on a regular basis and don’t do  anything else, over a
period of time they’ll see an improvement in the appearance
of their skin,”  Glogau said. “It’s never too late.”  — AP
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SAN SALVADOR: Doctors performed a C-section
yesterday on a chronically ill Salvadoran woman
denied an abortion despite her high-risk preg-
nancy, in a case that garnered global attention,
an official said Monday. The 22-year-old was in a
stable condition after undergoing a cesarean in
the early afternoon, Health Minister Maria Isabel
Rodriguez said. The baby, a girl, did not survive,
she added. Abortion is illegal in El Salvador, even
when the mother’s life is at risk.

The woman, who has only been identified by a
pseudonym, had requested an  abortion to termi-
nate the pregnancy because she suffers from
lupus, which weakens the immune system. The
fetus she was carrying had anencephaly, a total or

partial absence of the brain and the skull. El
Salvador’s Supreme Court rejected her request,
saying the rights of the mother could not take
precedence over those of the unborn child.

With the approval of the health minister, doc-
tors proceeded to deliver the baby prematurely
by C-section after 26 weeks of gestation. “It is very
clear at this time that the pregnancy intervention
is not an abortion, it is an induced birth, which is
something else,” Rodriguez told reporters last
week.

The woman delivered at the capital’s main
maternity hospital. Sensitive to the international
interest in the case, a spokesperson from the
office of President Mauricio Funes said that in

Beatriz’s case, “everything transpired as the spe-
cialists had expected.”

Claudia Handal, a spokeswoman for the con-
servative NGOs Family Network, told AFP earlier
that the baby had managed to survive and that
doctors were caring for the infant.

According to the health minister, it survived
for five hours. “What we have been told is that
Beatriz is well,” said Morena Herrera, the head of
ACDATEE, an abortion rights group. 

Beatriz’s case garnered attention around the
world, with women’s organizations and rights
groups outraged at her plight. The woman, who is
already the mother of a one-year-old baby, could
have been jailed for 50 years had she had an

abortion. The Inter-American Human Rights Court
in San Jose, Costa Rica, on Thursday had ordered
El Salvador to act swiftly to protect the mother’s
life.

“Given the mother ’s health condition, this
pregnancy is a risk to her life,  a fact that merits
extreme and urgent measures be taken to safe-
guard her health,” the regional court had warned.

Amnesty International called the Salvadoran
cour t ’s  rul ing shameful and discriminator y.
“Having put Beatriz through this long process,
dragging out for seven weeks a decision that
affects a person whose life is in immediate dan-
ger, is something cruel, inhumane and degrad-
ing,” the rights watchdog said. — AFP

Salvadoran doctors perform C-section in risky pregnancy

Sunscreen slows skin aging, 

if used often enough: Study

Researchers use unique method 

This undated handout photo provided by the Annals of Internal Medicine shows a demonstration of how a silicon
cast is applied to the back of the hand so researchers can measure fine lines in the skin. — AP

HONG KONG: A ketamine abuser doing physical
exercise at the Shek Kwu Chau residential treatment
centre on an isolated island of the Hong Kong terri-
tory. — AFP

Hong Kong battles

to kick the

ketamine habit

A researcher works on a mosquito stock cage in a mosquito laboratory at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine in London. Researchers at the school have dis-
covered that malaria-infected mosquitoes are more attracted to human odors. —AP

LONDON: For decades, health officials have
battled malaria with insecticides, bed nets
and drugs. Now, scientists say there might be
a potent new tool to fight the deadly mosqui-
to-borne disease: the stench of human feet. In
a laboratory study, researchers found that
mosquitoes infected with the tropical disease
were more attracted to human odors from a
dirty sock than those that didn’t carry malaria.
Insects carrying malaria parasites were three
times more likely to be drawn to the stinky
stockings. The new finding may help create
traps that target only malaria-carrying mos-
quitoes, researchers say.

“Smelly feet have a use after all,” said Dr
James Logan, who headed the research at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine. “Every time we identify a new part
of how the malaria mosquito interacts with us,
we’re one step closer to controlling it better.”
The sock findings were published last month
in the journal, PLoS One. Malaria is estimated

to kill more than 600,000 people every year,
mostly children in Africa. Experts have long
known that mosquitoes are drawn to human
odors, but it was unclear if being infected with
malaria made them even more attracted to
us. Infected mosquitoes are believed to make
up about 1 percent of the mosquito popula-
tion.

Using traps that only target malaria mos-
quitoes could result in fewer mosquitoes
becoming  resistant to the insecticides used
to kill them. And it would likely be difficult for
the insects to evade traps based on their
sense of smell, scientists say.

“The only way mosquitoes could (develop
resistance) is if they were less attracted to
human odors,” said Andrew Read, a professor
of biology and entomology at the University
of Pennsylvania, who was not part of Logan’s
research. “And if they did that and started
feeding on something else - like cows - that
would be fine.” — AP

Stinky feet may lead to 

better malaria traps

HONG KONG: A 66-year-old who lived his
whole life as a man was given a surprising
diagnosis after visiting the doctor in Hong
Kong with a swollen abdomen-he was a
woman.

Doctors realized the patient was female
after they found the swelling came from a
large cyst on an ovary, the Hong Kong
Medical Journal reported.

The condition was the result of two rare
genetic disorders.  The subject had Turner
syndrome, which affects girls and women
and results  from a problem with the chro-
mosomes, with characteristics including
infertility and short stature. 

But he also had congenital adrenal
hyperplasia, increasing male hormones and
making the patient, who had a beard and a
“micropenis”, appear like a man. “Were it not

due to the huge ovarian cyst, his intriguing
medical condition might never have been
exposed,” seven doctors from two of the
city’s hospitals wrote in the study published
Monday. The 1.37 meters (4.5 feet) tall
patient, who grew up as an orphan, was
found to have no testes, a history of urinary
leakage since childhood, and stopped
growing after puberty at the age of 10.

The doctors said there have been only
six cases where both genetic disorders
have been reported in medical literature.
Turner Syndrome on its own affects only
one in 2,500 to 3,000 females.  The
Vietnam-born Chinese patient decided to
continue “perceiving himself as having a
male gender with the possible need of
testosterone replacement,” according to
the journal. — AFP

HK man finds he is a 

woman after doc visit

Rare genetic disorders to blame

NEW YORK: Despite the more than $50 billion that US
pharmaceutical companies have spent every year since
the mid-2000s to discover new medications, drugmak-
ers have barely improved on old standbys developed
decades ago. Research published on Monday showed
that the effectiveness of new drugs, as measured by
comparing the response of patients on those treat-
ments to those taking a placebo, has plummeted since
the 1970s.

While that is already unwelcome news to drug and
biotech companies, the consequences for the pharma-
ceutical industry could get worse under President
Barack Obama’s healthcare law.

The law established an independent research insti-
tute to compare the effectiveness of different treat-
ments for the same condition. That way, patients as
well as private insurers and government programs
such as Medicare can stop paying for less effective

therapies. If the new analysis is correct, then “compara-
tive effectiveness research” could conclude that older
drugs, which are more likely to be generics, are better
than pricey new brand names that deliver the most
profits for drugmakers.

Fears of a crisis in drug innovation have grown over
the years. When the healthcare journal Prescrire in
2011 ranked new drugs, only 17 of the 984 developed
since 2001 were deemed “a real advance” or better. And
a survey of 184 expert physicians in 15 specialties pub-
lished last month in Nature Reviews Drug Discovery
showed the doctors were more likely to rate drugs
more than a decade old as “transformative.” To be sure,
drugs that completely change outcomes for patients
continue to emerge. Gleevec, from Novartis, greatly
extends life for leukemia patients, for instance. New
antivirals such as Incivek from Vertex Pharmaceuticals
have doubled the cure rate in hepatitis C, and Eylea

from Regeneron Pharmaceuticals is better than any-
thing previously developed for macular degeneration.

Because of those and other examples, “we believe
that a lot continues to be accomplished in terms of
yielding very, very positive results for patients, so there
seems to be a disconnect between that and this paper,”
said Randy Burkholder, deputy vice president of policy
at the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America (PhRMA) trade group.

The new study in the journal Health Affairs exam-
ined 315 clinical trials that compared a drug to a place-
bo and were published in four of the world’s top med-
ical journals (BMJ, Journal of the American Medical
Association, Lancet and New England Journal of
Medicine) from 1966 to 2010. The drugs targeted the
full range of human ills, from cardiovascular disease
and infections to cancer, mental disorders and respira-
tory illness. — Reuters

New drugs trail many old 

ones in effectiveness 



ter. AY-102 was the first double-walled tank, put into service in
1971 with an intended lifespan of 40 years. The tank contains
chunks of solids - many common metals, including aluminum,
nickel, lead, silver, copper, titanium and zinc - as well as other
common elements. It also holds more than a dozen radionu-
clides, such as plutonium, uranium, strontium and cesium, all of
which can cause cancers upon contact.

Last fall, at 41 years of age, AY-102 was found to be leaking

into the space between its inner and outer shells. So far, no
waste has escaped the outer shell to the soil surrounding the
tank, and a video review of six other double-shell tanks that
began holding waste in the 1970s showed none of them was
leaking. “None of these tanks would be acceptable for use today.
They are all beyond their design life, and yet they’re holding
two-thirds of the nation’s high-level nuclear waste,” said Tom
Carpenter of the watchdog group Hanford Challenge. — AP
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RICHLAND, Washington: A stainless steel tank the size of a bas-
ketball court lies buried in the sandy soil of southeastern
Washington state, an aging remnant of US efforts to win World
War II. The tank holds enough radioactive waste to fill an
Olympic-sized swimming pool. And it is leaking.

For 42 years, tank AY-102 has stored some of the deadliest
material at one of the most environmentally contaminated
places in the country: the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. This
complex along the Columbia River holds a storied place in
American history. It was here that workers produced the plutoni-
um for the atomic bomb dropped by the US on Nagasaki, Japan,
in 1945 - effectively ending the second world war.

Today Hanford’s legacy is less about what was made here
than the environmental mess left behind - and the federal gov-
ernment’s inability, for nearly a quarter-century now, to rid
Hanford once and for all of its worst hazard: 56 million gallons of
toxic waste cached in aging underground tanks.

Technical problems, mismanagement and repeated delays
have plagued the interminable cleanup of the 586-square-mile
site, prolonging an effort that has cost taxpayers $36 billion to
date and is estimated will cost $115 billion more.

Add to that the leaks involving AY-102 and other tanks at the
site, and watchdog groups, politicians and others are left won-
dering: Will Hanford ever really be free of its waste? If not, what
will its environmental impact be on important waterways, towns
and generations to come?

“One corner of our country and my state acted as a stalwart
during World War II and the Cold War and did the right thing,”
Washington Gov. Jay Inslee said in a recent interview. “We want
the federal government to fulfill its obligation to our state.”

There is no greater challenge at Hanford today than its
underground tank waste. The leaks inside AY-102, a double-
walled tank that was supposed to provide more protection
against spillage - as well as newer leaks found this year in six oth-
er single-walled tanks - show how critical the situation has
become. Put simply: Time is running out on Hanford’s deteriorat-
ing tanks and, in turn, for completing work on a more perma-
nent solution to store what’s in them. The federal government
created Hanford at the height of World War II, moving 50,000

people to sagebrush fields, dotted with small farms, near the
Washington-Oregon border for a top-secret construction proj-
ect. The influx quickly made this area Washington’s fourth-
largest city, but most workers didn’t even know exactly what
they were building - the world’s first full-scale nuclear reactor -
until the bomb was dropped on Nagasaki.

In ensuing years, workers built eight more reactors to pro-
duce plutonium for the nation’s nuclear weapons arsenal. They
also built hundreds of ancillary projects, including large canyons
where toxic chemicals were used to reprocess the plutonium
and extract uranium. All of this work produced massive amounts
of radioactive and toxic waste, as reprocessing of the spent
nuclear fuel created byproducts that were far too dangerous for
human contact. Workers poured some of that waste directly into
trenches in the ground at Hanford, but most of the deadliest
waste was stored in 177 underground tanks, grouped into areas
known as tank farms. 

There isn’t much to see at these tank farms. Gravel fields cov-
er the tanks themselves.  Exhaust pipes jut out of the ground
above each of them. Underground, they hold a bubbling, brew-
ing stew of radio nuclides, hazardous chemicals and nitrates.
Two radio nuclides comprise much of the radioactivity: cesium-
137 and strontium-90. Both take hundreds of years to decay, and
exposure to either would increase a person’s risk of developing
cancer. The first storage tanks, 149 of them, were built between
1943 and 1964 with just a single, stainless-steel wall. They were
designed to last only 10 to 20 years, because they were intended
as a stopgap measure until a more permanent solution could be
found to deal with the waste. Turns out the tanks were suscepti-
ble to corrosion; some even buckled from the extreme heat radi-
ated by the waste.

As early as 1956, workers suspected one tank was leaking.
Between 1959 and 1968, the US 

Energy Department confirmed that 12 tanks were leaking.
Around that time, workers started building 28 double-walled
tanks to provide better protection, then began pumping the
most dangerous liquid waste out of the leaking tanks into these
vessels. By 1995, they had gotten as much of the liquid out as
possible, leaving behind sludge the consistency of peanut but-

Storied nuke plant becomes environmental wasteland

ALLAHABAD: A dead tree stands in a pond polluted with plastic and other garbage in Allahabad yesterday. The
World Environment Day will be marked today (June 5). —AP



SEND US YOUR
INSTAGRAM PICS

What’s more fun than clicking a beauti-
ful picture? Sharing it with others! Let
other people see the way you see

Kuwait - through your lens. Friday Times will
feature snapshots of Kuwait through Instagram
feeds. If you want to share your Instagram pho-
tos, email us at

instagram@kuwaittimes.net

W H AT ’ S  ON
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 2013

Greetings

Sham Safwan Al-Khayyer received greetings
from family and friends after graduating
with honors from the Fajr Al-Sabah

Kindergarten.

Announcement

Raghav Juyal show on June 7

The Dancing Divas is organizing its 5th Annual
Jubilation on the 7th of June 2013 at Cambridge

School, Mangaf, between 6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. The
program will be attended by Raghav Juyal (Dance India
Dance Fame) who will be judging the show as well as
entertaining the audience with his dance performanc-
es. Another highlight of the show is the presence of
Raja Sagoo (Comedy Circus Fame) who will be anchor
for the event. Raghav will also be conducting a dance
workshop on the 8th of June at the Salmiya Model
School. Workshop will be for participants within the age
group of 8 and 30 and will be open for registration till
the 30th of May.

IMAX film program

Wednesday: 
** 9:30am Showtime Available for Groups
To The Arctic 3D  10:30am
Tornado Alley 3D11:30am, 6:30pm, 9:30pm
Flight of Butterflies 3D 12:30pm, 7:30pm
Journey to Mecca 5:30pm 
Born to be Wild 3D 8:30pm

Thursday:
** 9:30am Showtime Available for Groups
Flight of Butterflies 3D 10:30am, 5:30pm, 8:30pm
Born to be Wild 3D 11:30am 
Tornado Alley 3D
12:30pm, 7:30pm, 9:30pm
To The Arctic 3D  6:30pm

Friday: 
Fires of Kuwait 2:30pm
Tornado Alley 3D3:30pm, 5:30pm, 8:30pm
To The Arctic 3D 4:30pm, 7:30pm
Flight of Butterflies 3D  6:30pm
Born to be Wild 3D 9:30pm

Saturday:
** 9:30am Showtime Available for Groups 
Flight of Butterflies 3D 10:30am, 1:30pm, 8:30pm
Tornado Alley 3D11:30am, 2:30pm, 5:30pm, 7:30pm,
9:30pm
To The Arctic 3D 12:30pm, 6:30pm
Born to be Wild 3D 3:30pm
Journey to Mecca 4:30pm 

Notes:
All films are in Arabic. For English, headsets are avail-
able upon request. 
“Fires of Kuwait” is in English. Arabic headsets are avail-
able upon request.
Film schedule is subject to changes without notice. 

IMAX

KUWAIT: The Future Kid Company announced the
organization of huge festivals for graduates and out-
standing students on the occasion of the end of
school year, with the participation of thousands of
school children from kinder garden, elementary and
intermediate stages. Marketing and public relations

manager Elham Mabrouk said the festival will be
organized from 20 June until 3 July, 2013. The party for
the successful students will be in 12 major locations of
Future Kid (Al-Bairaq Branch - Thursday June 20, Souk
Sharq Branch - Friday June 21, Souk Salmiya - Saturday
June 22, Yarmouk Coop, City Stars Al-Rai - Thursday

June 27 Saleel and Al-Manar Mall, Jahra - Friday June
28 Kaifan Coop and Al-Muthanna Complex - Saturday
June 29.

The cartoon net world located in Sharq cooperative
will  hold the successful students festival on
Wednesday 26/6/2013 where world famous cartoons

personalities will appear. The festivals will be organ-
ized with gifts sponsorship from (Koot Foods, Burger
King, Pizza Hut, Kababji, Taco Bell, Scoop Cone Ice
Cream), in addition to gifts from Coca Cola Beverages,
Al-Sanabel Al-Thahabeyah: Sebamed, for all members
of the family.

Future Kid Company announces festivals for outstanding students 

Zafran, the contemporary Indian restaurant by
Foodmark, invites guests to try out a ravishing selec-
tion of biryanis with its ongoing “Biryanis & More”

festival available till 9 July 2013. Zafran’s brand Chef
Gaurav Singh has concocted a menu comprising of six
types of biryanis along with “raita” (whisked yoghurt prepa-
ration which goes traditionally with Biryani) which will for
sure tickle the taste buds of customers. Meticulously creat-
ed with delicious ingredients, the Biryani menu consists of
vegetarian and non vegetarian varieties. The vegetarian
platter consists of the Vegetarian Subz Dum Biryani with a
twist of sweet corns in inline with the mutton or chicken
biryani. 

The non vegetarian varieties come with signature deli-
cacies including Lamb Biryani with bite-sized pieces of
mutton; Chicken Awadhi Biryani with chicken that has
been marinated in saffron and rosewater, and Murg Zafarni
Biryani. For fish and sea food lovers, there is the Fish Dum
Biryani and the Chingri Dum Biryani that comes with gen-
erous spread of prawns. Zafran offers a world class range of
exquisite biryani delicacies at the Biryani festival, so make
sure not to miss out on this festival

Sajan Alex, Country Operations Manager, Foodmark

Kuwait, said: “Our aim is to offer our customers something
unique each time through the festivals. With the “Biryanis
and More” festival, we are presenting a royal feast of birya-
nis that will appeal to not just vegetarians but non vege-
tarians as well. Our biryanis are served in an earthen pot
which not only gives it a traditional feel but enhances its
flavor as well. 

We welcome our patrons as well as residents who are
yet to discover our food to enjoy our gastronomic delights.”
The Biryani Festival at Zafran is the perfect place to quench
your craving for the best biryani available. Enticing and
succulent aroma of the sizzling biryanis along with mouth
watering delicacies make Zafran the chosen spot for fami-
lies, friends, and corporate functions either for lunch, par-
ties, or a splendid evening dinner.

Come along and enjoy the world of aromatic flavors
and taste. With a wide range of chicken, mutton, vegetari-
an and non-vegetarian biryanis, this fest has something to
offer for everyone. Zafran, located in Salmiya (Salem Al
Mubarak Street), is known for its vibrant and modern set-
ting, and is a warm and welcoming retreat for friends and
family who wish to relax and enjoy good high quality food
at purse-friendly prices.  

Zafran offers a touch of royalty 

with ‘Biryanis & More’ festival

Renowned poet of Malayalam, Prof K
Sachithanandan said that several languages are
fading away from the world due to diminution in

its usage, lack of interaction with other languages and
the misapprehension that other languages are more
prominent. Prof Sachithanandan was addressing the
audience while inaugurating the Free Malayalam
Education Programme-2013 in the  venue of SAMATA-
2013, organized by Kerala Art Lovers Association, KALA-
Kuwait as the part of its 35th anniversary celebration at
Khaitan Indian Community School. 

Many languages have already disappeared and he
cautioned that Malayalam is also facing such an unfor-

tunate situation, due to the inappropriate usage of
English in Schools and visual media, popularized
among our community. The recent approval Malayalam
as Classical Language and the decision of the adminis-
tration to adopt knowledge of Malayalam essential for
Government Sector employment have definitely eased
out the situation, he said. Also he pointed that peculiar
synonyms and lullabies disappear with the demise of
the generations and it push others to look better
options from other languages. So, continuous prolifera-
tion or communication is precisely required for any lan-
guage to sustain or survive, he said.

His Excellency Vidhu P Nair, Deputy Commission of

Mission, Embassy of India inaugurated SAMATA-2013
and delivered the inaugural address. The SAMATA-2013
souvenir was released by the main sponsor of E D Titus,
Managing Director Bahrain Exchange Company by
delivering the first copy to John Mathew. Thereafter, the
meeting bid farewell to His Excellency Vidhu P Nair who
is shifting to the Embassy of Germany for further servic-
es. Prof Sachithanandan handed over the memento, as
well to Jose Thomas, Marketing Manager, BEC who is
migrating to Canada. The books authored by members
of KALA, Jyothidas and Preman Ellathu, ‘Mayflower oru
purathana Swapnam’ & ‘Pravasakalathe Pranayam’ were
introduced by Prof Sachithanandan. 

KALA-KUWAIT celebrates SAMATA-2013



Information

Embassy

EMBASSY OF AUSTRALIA
The Australian Embassy Kuwait does not
have a visa or immigration department. All
processing of visas and immigration matters
in conducted by The Australian Consulate-General
in Dubai. Email: info.ausdxb@vfshelpline.com (VFS)
immigration.dubai@dfat.gov.au (Visa Office); Tel:
+971 4 355 1958 (VFS) - +971 4 508 7200 (Visa
Office); Fax: +971 4 355 0708 (Visa Office). In Kuwait
applications can be lodged at the Australian Visa
Application Centre 4B 1st Floor, Al-Banwan
Building Al-Qibla Area, Ali Al-Salem Street, opposite
the Central Bank of Kuwait, Kuwait City, Kuwait.
Working hours and days: 09:30 - 17:30; Sunday -
Thursday. Or visit their website www.vfs-au-gcc-
com for more information. Kuwait citizens can
apply for tourist visas on-line at
www.immi.gov.au/e visa/e676.htm.

n n n n n n n

EMBASSY OF CANADA
The Embassy of Canada in Kuwait does not
have a visa or immigration department. All
processing of visa and immigration mat-
ters including enquiries is conducted by the
Canadian Embassy in Abu Dhabi, UAE. Individuals
who are interested in working, studying, visiting
or immigrating to Canada should contact the
Canadian Embassy in Abu Dhabi, website:
www.UAE.gc.ca or www.goingtocanada.gc.ca, E-
mail: abdbi-im-enquiry@international.gc.ca. The
Embassy of Canada is located at Villa 24, Al-
Mutawakei St, Block 4 in Da’aiyah. Please visit our
website at www.Kuwait.gc.ca. The Embassy of
Canada is open from 07:30 to 15:30 Sunday
through Thursday. The reception is open from
07:30 to 12:30. Consular services for Canadian cit-
izens are provided from 09:00 until 12:00, Sunday
through Wednesday. 

n n n n n n n

n n n n n n n

EMBASSY OF US 
Parents of Kuwaiti citizen children may
drop off their sons’ and daughters’ visa
applications - completely free of an
interview or a trip inside the Embassy. The chil-
dren must be under 14 years of age, and addi-
tional requirements do apply, but the service
means parents will no longer have to schedule
individual appointments for their children, nor
come inside the Embassy (unless they are
applying for themselves). The service is only
available for children holding Kuwaiti pass-
ports. To take advantage, parents must drop off
the following documents: Child Visa Drop-off
cover sheet, available on the Embassy website
(http://kuwait.usembassy.gov/child_visas.html
) - Child’s passport; The Child’s previous pass-
port, if it contains a valid US visa; 5x5cm photo
of child with eyes open (if uploaded into DS-
160, photos must be a .jpg between 600x600
and 1200x1200 pixels, less than 240kb, and
cannot be digitally altered);  A completed DS-
160 form; Visa Fee Receipt from Burgan Bank; A
copy of the valid visa of at least one parent. If
one parent will not travel, provide a visa copy
for the traveling parent, and a passport copy
from the non-traveling parent with a letter
stating no objection to the child’s travel. - For
children of students (F2): a copy of the child’s I-
20. 

Children born in the US (with very few
exceptions) are US citizens and would not be
eligible for a visa. Parents may drop off the
application packet at Window 2 at the Embassy
from 1:00 to 3:00 PM, Monday to Wednesday,
excluding holidays. More information is avail-
able on the U.S. Embassy website:
kuwait.usembassy.gov/child_visas.html

EMBASSY OF SOUTH KOREA
The Embassy of the Republic of Korea in
Kuwait will organize 2013 K-POP Contest
on Thursday, June 6, 2013 at 6:00 pm. The
aim of the contest is to provide an opportunity to
the participants to showcase their exciting talents
to the audience. Everyone is encouraged to par-
ticipate in the contest. Application forms can be
downloaded from the Embassy ’s website:
http://kwt.mofa.go.kr (Select English from the
menu at the top of the page then Bilateral
Relations) or visit the “Korean Culture Diwaniya”
Facebook Group. Interested applicants must send
their application forms to Kuwait@mofa.go.kr by
24 May 2013.

EMBASSY GREECE 
The Embassy of Greece in Kuwait has the
pleasure to announce that visa applica-
tions must be submitted to Schengen Visa
Application Centre (VFS office) located at 12th
floor, Al-Naser Tower, Fahad Al-Salem Street, Al-
Qibla area, Kuwait City, (Parking at Souk Watia). For
information please call 22281046 from 08:30 to
17:00 (Sunday to Thursday). Working hours:
Submission from 08:30 to 15:30. Passport collec-
tion from 16:00 to 17:00. For visa applications
please visit the following website
www.mfa.gr/kuwait.

W H AT ’ S  ON
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 2013

n n n n n n n

EMBASSY OF SOUTH AFRICA
On the occasion of Al-Esra Wa Al-Meraj,
the South African Embassy will  be
closed on Thursday, 6 June 2013. The
Embassy will resume its normal working hours
on Sunday, 9 June 2013, from Sunday to
Thursday. Please note that the Working hours
will be from 8 to 4 & the Consular Section oper-
ation hours will from 8-30 to 12-30. 

n n n n n n n

The Leaders Group Consultation and Development hosted a dinner party for media representatives at the Holiday Inn - Salmiya recently. The event was attended by
Leaders Group General Manager Nabila Al-Anjari who expressed appreciation to journalists’ role in covering the fast-paced local events.—Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

AIP ORGANIZES SHAAM-E GHAZAL

The Association of Indian Professionals (AIP),
Kuwait, organized a melodious and vibrant
evening titled as AIP Shaam-e-Ghazal on May 25,

2013 at the auditorium of Indian Community Senior
School. His Excellency, the Ambassador of India to
Kuwait, Mr. Satish C. Mehta graced the occasion as the
chief guest. This evening was exclusively organized for
the members and sponsors of AIP who always stood by
AIP whenever AIP ventured in any kind of community
service. 

Mr. Raghuram Krishnan, a Ghazal singer from
Cochin, India performed many famous Ghazals with a
flavor of classical music. Raghuram began his initial
steps under the guidance of his mother Smt. Cochin
Saubhagyawathy. Raghuram had a strong fervor with
percussion instruments. With a short time training, he
became an expert in Mridingam and bagged scholar-
ship at the National Level. It was his persuasive passion
for Ghazals that made him take such a deviation. He
has been under the guidance of Shri Natesan Master,
NP Ramaswamy, Thripunithura Lalitha and Shri Mohan
Kumaran and Shri Vijay Sursen, disciples of celebrated
musician Shri Ramesh Narayan. Today Raghuram has
joined the class of those Ghazal Maestros of the sub-
continent with his unique style and amazing variety of
expressions around the central theme of love and
melancholy of separation around which Ghazal normal-

ly revolve. He has performed in Malaysia, Australia,
Qatar and now in Kuwait.

Mr. Raghuram Krishnan was accompanied by Mr. D’
Cruz from Cochin. D’cruz has a vast experience in music
of 40 years. He has played Harmonium with many
famous personalities such as Sarafat Ali Khan, M.S.
Babu, M.K. Arjunan master, and Dua Rajan Master.
Accompanying him were Mr. Iqbaal on Tabla and Mr.
Basheer on keyboard. Raghuman enthralled the audi-
ence with voice and style and made the evening a
memorable one.

At the outset, General Secretary, Mr. Umesh Sharma
welcomed the guests and audience. Mr. Sharma high-
lighted the significance of such programs and under-
lined the importance of promoting Ghazal Singer from
the non-Urdu/Hindi speaking regions of India. H.E., the
ambassador of India, Mr. Satish C. Mehta elaborated the
beauty of the Ghazal as a mean of communicating love
and expressing tender / subtle human feelings. He also
appreciated and commended AIP to undertake such a
venture. 

Ms. Naina Parashar gave an excellent introduction of
all the artists. 

Program was followed by a sumptuous dinner from
Caesars Restaurant. AIP is grateful for the cooperation
and support from the Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. and
Air India. 
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THIS MEANS WAR ON OSN MOVIES HD 

THE GAME OF THEIR LIVES ON OSN CINEMA

14:35 Border Security
15:05 Auction Hunters
15:30 Auction Kings
16:00 Jesse James Outlaw Garage
16:55 Gold Rush
17:50 Mythbusters
18:45 Sons Of Guns
19:40 How Stuff Works
20:05 How It’s Made
20:35 Auction Hunters
21:00 Storage Hunters
21:30 Unchained Reaction
22:25 James May’s Man Lab
23:20 Mythbusters
00:15 Unchained Reaction
01:10 James May’s Man Lab

14:50 Treasures Decoded
15:45 Animal Armageddon
16:40 HMS Ark Royal
17:35 Chasing Classic Cars
18:00 Chasing Classic Cars
18:25 Surviving Extreme Weather
19:20 Combat Countdown
20:10 Hell On High Water
21:05 Trashopolis
22:00 Combat Countdown
22:55 Zero Hour
23:50 LA: City Of Demons
00:45 Chasing Classic Cars
01:10 Chasing Classic Cars
01:35 Combat Countdown

14:20 Food Factory
14:45 Food Factory
15:10 Scrapheap Challenge
16:00 Future Weapons
16:55 Engineered
17:45 Voyage Dans L’espace-Temps
18:35 The Gadget Show
19:00 The Tech Show
19:30 Stephen Hawking’s Grand
Design
20:20 Bad Universe
21:10 Food Factory
21:35 Food Factory
22:00 Stephen Hawking’s Grand
Design
22:50 Colony
23:40 Food Factory
00:05 Food Factory
00:30 Sci-Fi Science
01:00 Bad Universe
01:50 Colony

14:00 Ancient Aliens
15:00 Ancient Aliens
16:00 Ancient Aliens
17:00 Ancient Aliens
18:00 Ancient Aliens
19:00 Soviet Storm: WWII In The East
20:00 Pawn Stars
20:30 Storage Wars
21:00 Ancient Aliens
22:00 Ancient Aliens
23:00 Mud Men
00:00 Pawn Stars
00:30 Storage Wars
01:00 Ancient Aliens
02:00 Ancient Aliens

14:00 The Finder
15:00 Kyle XY
16:00 Emmerdale
16:30 Coronation Street
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 C.S.I.
19:00 Touch
20:00 Bones
21:00 Castle
22:00 The Client List
23:00 Breaking Bad
00:00 Kyle XY

01:00 The Client List
02:00 Castle

03:00 Last Man Standing
03:30 Raising Hope
04:00 Seinfeld
04:30 The Tonight Show With Jay
Leno
05:30 Hope & Faith
06:00 All Of Us
06:30 Brothers
07:00 Late Night With Jimmy Fallon
08:00 Seinfeld
08:30 Hope & Faith
09:00 Last Man Standing
09:30 Hot In Cleveland
10:00 Men At Work
10:30 Brothers
11:00 The Tonight Show With Jay
Leno
12:00 All Of Us
12:30 Seinfeld
13:00 Hope & Faith
13:30 Brothers
14:00 Raising Hope
14:30 Men At Work
15:00 Hot In Cleveland
15:30 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
16:00 The Colbert Report
16:30 All Of Us
17:00 Late Night With Jimmy Fallon
18:00 Ben And Kate
18:30 The Simpsons
19:00 Modern Family
19:30 The Mindy Project
20:00 The Tonight Show With Jay
Leno
21:00 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
21:30 The Colbert Report
22:00 Weeds
22:30 It ’s Always Sunny In
Philadelphia
23:00 The Big C
23:30 Late Night With Jimmy Fallon
00:30 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
01:00 The Colbert Report
01:30 Weeds
02:00 It ’s Always Sunny In
Philadelphia

05:15 Brandy & Mr Whiskers
05:35 Brandy & Mr Whiskers
06:00 Prankstars
06:25 Suite Life On Deck
06:45 Shake It Up
07:10 A.N.T Farm
07:35 Jessie
07:55 Good Luck Charlie
08:20 Good Luck Charlie
08:45 Doc McStuffins
09:05 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
09:30 A.N.T. Farm
09:55 A.N.T. Farm
10:15 Jessie
10:40 Jessie
11:05 Good Luck Charlie
11:25 Good Luck Charlie
11:50 Good Luck Charlie
12:15 Shake It Up
12:35 Shake It Up
13:00 Austin And Ally
13:25 A.N.T. Farm
13:45 Jessie
14:10 Shake It Up
14:35 Gravity Falls
15:00 Good Luck Charlie
15:25 Good Luck Charlie
15:50 Jessie
16:10 Shake It Up
16:35 A.N.T Farm
17:00 Austin And Ally
17:20 Gravity Falls
17:45 Suite Life On Deck
18:10 Good Luck Charlie
18:30 That’s So Raven
18:55 Austin And Ally
19:20 Jessie
19:40 Gravity Falls
20:05 A.N.T. Farm
20:30 Good Luck Charlie
20:50 Suite Life On Deck

21:15 Austin And Ally
21:40 That’s So Raven
22:00 Shake It Up
22:25 A.N.T. Farm
22:50 Austin And Ally
23:10 Wizards Of Waverly Place
23:35 Wizards Of Waverly Place
00:00 Hannah Montana
00:20 Hannah Montana
00:45 Brandy & Mr Whiskers
01:05 Brandy & Mr Whiskers
01:30 Emperor’s New School
01:50 Emperor’s New School
02:15 Replacements
02:35 Replacements

14:30 Style Star
15:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
16:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
17:00 Ice Loves Coco
17:30 Ice Loves Coco
18:00 E! News
19:00 Fashion Police
20:00 THS
21:00 Kourtney And Kim Take Miami
22:00 Chasing The Saturdays
22:30 E! News
23:30 Chelsea Lately
00:00 Scouted
00:55 Style Star
01:25 THS

03:05 Mitch And Matt’s Big Fish
03:30 Gok’s Clothes Roadshow
04:15 Bargain Hunt
05:00 House Swap
05:45 Cash In The Attic
06:30 Mitch And Matt’s Big Fish
07:00 Food Poker
07:45 Nigel Slater’s Simple Cooking
08:10 Phil Spencer - Secret Agent
09:00 Bargain Hunt
09:45 Antiques Roadshow
10:40 Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition
11:20 MasterChef Australia
11:45 The Hairy Bikers USA
12:10 Come Dine With Me
13:00 The Roux Legacy
13:30 New Scandinavian Cooking
With Andreas Viestad
14:00 Bargain Hunt
14:40 Cash In The Attic
15:25 Antiques Roadshow
16:15 Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition
17:00 Phil Spencer - Secret Agent
17:55 Baking Mad With Eric Lanlard
18:20 Food & Drink
18:45 The Hairy Bikers USA
19:15 New Scandinavian Cooking
With Andreas Viestad
19:45 Come Dine With Me
20:35 Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition
21:20 Antiques Roadshow
22:15 Bargain Hunt
23:00 Phil Spencer - Secret Agent
23:55 Food Poker
00:40 Come Dine With Me
01:30 MasterChef Australia
01:55 New Scandinavian Cooking
With Andreas Viestad
02:20 Cash In The Attic

03:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
03:25 Food Wars
03:50 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
04:15 Unique Eats
04:40 Chopped
05:30 Iron Chef America
06:10 Food Network Challenge
07:00 Guy’s Big Bite
07:25 Guy’s Big Bite
07:50 Andy Bates Street Feasts
08:15 Unique Sweets
08:40 United Tastes Of America
09:05 Barefoot Contessa

09:30 The Next Food Network Star
10:45 Kid In A Candy Store
11:10 Charly’s Cake Angels
11:35 Unique Sweets
12:00 Amazing Wedding Cakes
12:50 Have Cake, Will Travel
13:15 Barefoot Contessa - Back To
Basics
13:40 Barefoot Contessa - Back To
Basics
14:05 Food Wars
14:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
14:55 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
15:20 Guy’s Big Bite
15:45 Chopped
16:35 Barefoot Contessa
17:00 Barefoot Contessa
17:25 Food Wars
17:50 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
18:15 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
18:40 Charly’s Cake Angels
19:05 Unique Sweets
19:30 Amazing Wedding Cakes
20:20 Chopped
21:10 Chopped
22:00 Charly’s Cake Angels
22:30 Charly’s Cake Angels
22:55 Unique Sweets
23:15 Unique Sweets
23:40 Food Wars
00:05 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
00:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
00:55 Unwrapped
01:20 Unwrapped
01:45 Charly’s Cake Angels

03:15 The Girl-PG15
05:00 One Angry Juror-PG15
07:00 Mandie And The Secret
Tunnel-PG
09:00 The Help-PG15
11:30 This Means War-PG15
13:30 Arthur Christmas-PG
15:30 Marion Jones: Press Pause-
PG15
16:30 The Help-PG15
19:00 What’s Your Number?-PG15
21:00 Liars All-PG15
23:00 Martha Marcy May Marlene-
18
01:00 Bel Ami-18

07:00 The Game Of Their Lives-PG15
09:00 Warbirds-PG15
11:00 Interview With A Hitman-
PG15
13:00 No Surrender-PG15
15:00 Twins Mission-PG15
17:00 My Own Love Song-PG15
19:00 Shark Night-PG15
21:00 Dirty Girl-18
23:00 Take Me Home Tonight-18
01:00 My Own Love Song-PG15

00:00 NRL Premiership
02:00 Super League
04:00 Trans World Sport
05:00 Super Rugby Highlights
06:00 AFL Premiership Highlights
07:00 Super Rugby Highlights
08:00 PGA Tour Highlights
09:00 PGA European Tour
Highlights
10:00 AFL Premiership Highlights
11:00 ITU World Triathlon
13:30 Top 14
16:00 Super Rugby 
18:00 Super Rugby Highlights
19:00 AFL Premiership Highlights
20:00 UFC The Ultimate Fighter
22:00 WWE Smackdown

00:00 Top 14
02:00 Golfing World
03:30 ICC Cricket 360
04:00 World Pool Masters
05:00 World Cup Of Pool
06:00 Trans World Sport
07:00 Golfing World
08:00 Top 14
10:30 World Pool Masters
11:30 World Cup Of Pool
12:30 Top 14 Highlights
13:00 Golfing World
14:00 AFL Premiership
16:30 ITU World Triathlon Series
19:00 Golfing World
20:00 Champions Tour
22:30 Marathon

00:00 NHL
02:00 Mass Participation
02:30 Motor Sports 2013
03:30 Mobil 1 The Grid
04:00 UIM Powerboat Champs
05:00 NHL
07:00 WWE NXT
08:00 WWE Bottom Line
09:00 Ping Pong World
10:00 US Bass Fishing
11:00 NHL
13:00 European Le Mans Series
14:00 UIM Powerboat Champs
15:00 Motor Sports 2013
16:00 Mass Participation
16:30 Ping Pong World
17:30 US Bass Fishing
18:30 NHL
20:30 Mobil 1 The Grid
21:00 Prizefighter

04:00 The Dragon Chronicles: Fire &
Ice-PG15
06:00 True Justice: Vengeance Is
Mine-PG15
08:00 The Scorpion King 3: Battle
For Redemption-PG15
10:00 Boiler Room-PG15
12:00 Ip Man 2-PG15
14:00 The Scorpion King 3: Battle
For Redemption-PG15
16:15 Batman: Year One-PG15
18:00 Ip Man 2-PG15
20:15 London Boulevard-18
22:30 Amphibious-18
00:30 The Godfather II-18

08:00 Monte Carlo-PG15
10:00 Sleepless In Seattle-PG
12:00 The First Wives Club-PG
14:00 Mrs. Miracle-PG15
16:00 Sleepless In Seattle-PG
18:00 Lying To Be Perfect-PG15
20:00 High School-18
22:00 Caddyshack-18
00:00 The Goods: Live Hard, Sell
Hard-18
02:00 High School-18

09:30 Me And You-PG15
11:15 Restless-PG15
13:00 1941-PG15
15:00 Me And You-PG15
17:00 The First Grader-PG15
19:00 The Imposter-PG15
21:00 The Daughter-PG15
22:45 Munich-18
01:30 Vincere-18

00:00 PGA European Tour
Highlights
01:00 PGA Tour
07:00 Super League
09:00 NRL Premiership
11:00 Trans World Sport
12:00 British & Irish Lions
14:00 Super Rugby Highlights
15:00 PGA Tour Highlights
16:00 PGA European Tour
Highlights
17:00 Super League
19:00 NRL Premiership
21:00 NRL Full Time
21:30 Futbol Mundial
22:00 Trans World Sport
23:00 PGA Tour Highlights

04:15 A Monster In Paris-PG
06:00 Austin Powers In
Goldmember-PG15
08:00 I Don’t Know How She Does
It-PG15
10:00 Green Lantern: Emerald
Knights-PG15
11:45 The Amazing Spider-Man-
PG15
14:00 Do No Harm-PG15
16:00 I Don’t Know How She Does
It-PG15
18:00 The Makeover-PG15
20:00 Albert Nobbs-18
22:00 Another Earth-PG15
00:00 I Don’t Know How She Does
It-PG15
02:00 The Makeover-PG15

SANTA ANA: Jesse Eisenberg is not only an Oscar-nomi-
nated actor for his portrayal of Facebook creator Mark
Zuckerberg in “The Social Network,” but he is a promising
New York playwright whose last play starred Vanessa
Redgrave. His new heist film “Now You See Me,” in which
he plays the leader of a Robin Hood-like gang of magi-
cians who rob from the rich and give to the considerably
less rich, opened Friday. It would be fascinating to discuss
the 29-year-old actor’s promising career, but we preferred
to talk about his mother - an educator who worked in her
spare time as a clown at children’s parties. How cool is
that?

Don’t worry; we’ll talk about the new movie, his writ-
ing and even Facebook. After all, we owe him that much
just for being in the cult-classic “Zombieland.” In the new
film, he and three other street magicians ( Woody
Harrelson, Isla Fisher and Dave Franco) are recruited by a
mysterious benefactor who molds them into a well-
trained criminal team. Mark Ruffalo plays a detective
obsessed with their capture, Morgan Freeman is a famous
magic debunker and Michael Caine is a wealthy backer.
Eisenberg has been acting since he was 7, following an
older sister into theater work. Besides playwriting, he
writes columns and humor essays for magazines. His next
two films are “The Double,” in which he plays two roles,
and “Night Moves.”

Did we mention that Jesse’s mom was a clown?
Orange County Register: I am compelled to ask about

your mother.
Jesse Eisenberg: OK.

OCR: Did she do magic tricks as part of her per-
formance?

JE: No. She was a birthday party clown that came from
a hippie dogma. She was a benevolent clown who wore
regular-size shoes and didn’t put on a big red nose.

OCR: Really?
JE: Yes, my dad is a sociology professor so he figured

out all the things that scare kids, and she avoided them.

OCR: This was in New Brunswick, N.J., where you
were raised?

JE: Yes, and in the whole tri-state area. She was friends
with a magician named Bruce, and when it came time for
my birthday party, she bartered with Bruce. She would do
a free birthday party for him, and he would do a free
magic show for me.

OCR: Did you think it was cool for your mom to be a
clown?

JE: Yeah. I never really questioned how other children
were perceiving my mother, but it was nice to have a
mother who was creative and had her own pursuits. It

was definitely a good model of a working woman.

OCR: Because of that, did you have any more of a
fascination with magic than other kids?

JE: Not really. In fact, I was drawn more to the per-
formance aspect of this movie than I was with the magic.
When I read the script, I was doing a play in New York and
was very nervous about going on stage every night. My
movie character is the most confident performer in the
world, and I wish I could be like that. I could relate to what
it is like to perform in front of a lot of people, but I was
fascinated with his confidence. The magic stuff was of
secondary interest to me.

OCR: You were never fascinated with movies about
magic?

JE: No, I have a very low tolerance for enjoying some-
thing I can’t understand.

OCR: Then you’re a control freak?
JE: Yeah. I like playing the role of a magician because I

know what I’m doing, but if I don’t know what the other
person is doing, then I don’t like it.

OCR: Then you probably don’t like magic shows at
all?

JE: I have no patience for being tricked.

OCR: Wow. That’s quite an admission.
JE: That’s why it was so interesting to play this charac-

ter. He was so in control. What this guy is doing is so mas-
terful that it was a lot of fun to get into his head space.

OCR: What kind of training did you have to go
through to pretend to be an illusionist?

JE: My character considers himself a sleight-of-mind
magician, rather than a sleight-of-hand magician, so he
creates these very complicated illusions. Within the big
illusions, there are perhaps 100 smaller tricks. There are
basic skills that can be learned, and I learned some of
them, but I could never do it professionally. The guys who
do it professionally have practiced eight hours a day all
their lives. The same tiny hand motions, the same slight
flick of the wrist, the same finger movements. It’s not
something an actor can pick up quickly in researching a
role.

OCR: How proficient are you with any of the tricks?
JE: Oh, not proficient at all. I started this movie a week

after I finished a play, and flew immediately to England
after it was finished to start another film. Acting is the
kind of job that you immerse yourself in for brief periods
of time and then jump out of the water.
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SHARQIA-1
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 1:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 4:00 PM
SARA 3 AL AHEBA (DIG) 6:30 PM
AT ANY PRICE (DIG) 8:00 PM
SARA 3 AL AHEBA (DIG) 10:00 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 11:30 PM

SHARQIA-2
DINO TIME (DIG-3D) 12:30 PM
EPIC (DIG-3D) 2:30 PM
EPIC (DIG-3D) 4:45 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 7:00 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 9:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 12:05 AM

SHARQIA-3
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 2:15 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 4:15 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 6:30 PM
SAMEER ABOO ELNEEL (DIG) 8:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 10:45 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 12:45 AM

MUHALAB-1
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 1:30 PM
EPIC (DIG) 1:00 PM
THU+SAT+MON
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 3:30 PM
EPIC (DIG) 5:30 PM
AT ANY PRICE (DIG) 7:45 PM
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 9:45 PM

MUHALAB-2
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 1:45 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 4:00 PM
SAMEER ABOO ELNEEL (DIG) 6:00 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 8:15 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 10:15 PM

MUHALAB-3
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 2:00 PM
DINO TIME (DIG-3D) 4:30 PM
THUIDDARAMMAYILATHO  (TELUGU) 4:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 4:30 PM
NO THU+FRI+SAT
IDDARAMMAYILATHO  (TELUGU) 6:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 7:30 PM

FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 10:00 PM

FANAR-1
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 12:45 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 3:15 PM
SAMEER ABOO ELNEEL (DIG) 5:45 PM
SARA 3 AL AHEBA (DIG) 8:00 PM
SARA 3 AL AHEBA (DIG) 9:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 11:30 PM

FANAR-2
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 12:30 PM
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 2:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 4:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 6:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 8:30 PM
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 10:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 12:30 AM

FANAR-3
ABDUCTED (DIG) 12:45 PM
YEH JAWANI HAI DEEWANI (DIG) (HINDI) 2:45 PM
YEH JAWANI HAI DEEWANI (DIG) (HINDI) 5:45 PM
AT ANY PRICE (DIG) 8:45 PM

ABDUCTED (DIG) 10:45 PM
ABDUCTED (DIG) 12:45 AM

MARINA-1
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 2:00 PM
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 4:45 PM
SARA 3 AL AHEBA (DIG) 6:45 PM
SAMEER ABOO ELNEEL (DIG) 8:15 PM
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 10:30 PM
HUMMINGBIRD (DIG) 12:30 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

MARINA-2
SAMEER ABOO ELNEEL (DIG) 12:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 2:45 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 5:15 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 7:45 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 10:15 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 12:45 AM

MARINA-3
EPIC (DIG-3D) 1:00 PM
EPIC (DIG-3D) 3:30 PM
EPIC (DIG-3D) 5:45 PM

Kuwait
KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY (30/05/2013 TO 05/06/2013)

Directorate General of Civil Aviation Home Page (www.kuwait-airport.com.kw)

DIAL 161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION 

Arrival Flights on Wednesday 5/6/2013
Airlines Flt Route Time
QTR 148 DOHA 00:05
JZR 267 BEIRUT 00:20
JZR 539 CAIRO 00:40
QTR 6130 DOHA 00:25
THY 764 SABIHA 01:40
ETH 620 ADDIS ABABA 01:45
GFA 211 BAHRAIN 01:55
UAE 853 DUBAI 02:25
ETD 305 ABU DHABI 02:30
FDB 67 DUBAI 03:10
RJA 642 AMMAN 03:10
MSR 612 CAIRO 03:15
UAE 4965 DUBAI 02:55
JZR 529 ASSIUT 06:40
JZR 555 ALEXANDRIA 06:20
OMA 643 MUSCAT 03:20
QTR 138 DOHA 03:30
THY 770 ISTANBUL 04:35
DHX 170 BAHRAIN 05:10
FDB 69 DUBAI 05:50
BAW 157 LONDON 06:30
FDB 53 DUBAI 07:45
KAC 284 DHAKA 08:15
KAC 206 ISLAMABAD 07:25
KAC 382 DELHI 07:30
KAC 302 MUMBAI 07:50
KAC 352 COCHIN 08:05
JZR 165 DUBAI 11:35
JZR 561 SOHAG 12:00
UAE 855 DUBAI 08:25
ETD 933 ABU DHABI 08:30
ABY 125 SHARJAH 08:50
QTR 132 DOHA 09:00
IRM 1186 TEHRAN 09:10
FDB 55 DUBAI 09:15
IRA 603 SHIRAZ 09:25
ETD 301 ABU DHABI 09:30
GFA 213 BAHRAIN 10:40
MEA 404 BEIRUT 10:55
IAW 157 BAGHDAD 11:00
MSC 403 ASSIUT 11:30
IRM 1188 MASHAD 11:45
KNE 470 JEDDAH 12:15
UAE 871 DUBAI 12:45
MSR 610 CAIRO 13:00
THY 766 ISTANBUL 13:10
CLX 792 LUXEMBOURG 13:15
KNE 480 TAIF 13:20
QTR 140 DOHA 13:45
FDB 57 DUBAI 13:50
KAC 672 DUBAI 13:40
KAC 344 CHENNAI 8:20
KAC 790 MEDINAH 13:55
KAC 412 MANILA 11:05
JZR 535 CAIRO 16:10

JZR 177 DUBAI 17:30
JZR 787 RIYADH 16:15
JZR 239 AMMAN 22:30
JZR 777 JEDDAH 17:50
JZR 185 DUBAI 22:40
JZR 357 MASHAD 16:50
IRC 6692 MASHAD 14:00
MSR 575 SHARM EL SHEIKH 14:15
SVA 500 JEDDAH 14:30
RJA 640 AMMAN 15:55
QTR 134 DOHA 16:15
IYE 824 SANAA 16:30
ETD 303 ABU DHABI 16:35
UAE 857 DUBAI 16:55
ABY 127 SHARJAH 17:10
GFA 215 BAHRAIN 17:20
SVA 510 RIYADH 17:20
UAL 982 WASHINGTON DC DULLES 17:25
KNE 462 MEDINAH 17:45
NIA 251 ALEXANDRIA 18:00
QTR 144 DOHA 18:25
FDB 63 DUBAI 18:55
GFA 219 BAHRAIN 19:05
MSC 405 SOHAG 19:15
MSR 606 LUXOR 19:30
JAI 572 MUMBAI 19:35
OMA 647 MUSCAT 20:00
FDB 61 DUBAI 20:00
ABY 129 SHARJAH 20:05
MEA 402 BEIRUT 20:15
AXB 489 COCHIN 20:35
KLM 417 AMSTERDAM 21:05
ALK 229 COLOMBO 21:10
UAE 859 DUBAI 21:15
ETD 307 ABU DHABI 21:30
QTR 136 DOHA 21:35
GFA 217 BAHRAIN 21:45
QTR 146 DOHA 22:00
JAI 576 COCHIN 22:05
FDB 59 DUBAI 22:20
AIC 975 CHENNAI 22:25
UAL 981 BAHRAIN 22:40
FDB 8053 DUBAI 16:20
FDB 8057 DUBAI 14:00
KAC 102 NEW YORK 19:35
KAC 788 JEDDAH 15:00
KAC 542 CAIRO 18:15
KAC 786 JEDDAH 18:30
KAC 166 PARIS 18:40
KAC 618 DOHA 19:10
KAC 674 DUBAI 19:25
KAC 774 RIYADH 19:25
KAC 538 SHARM EL SHEIKH 15:50
JZR 135 BAHRAIN 23:00
DLH 636 FRANKFURT 23:10
JAI 574 MUMBAI 23:20
MSR 614 CAIRO 23:30
THY 772 ISTANBUL 23:45

Departure Flights on Wednesday 5/6/2013
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 982 AHMEDABAD 00:05
JAI 573 MUMBAI 00:20
UAL 981 WASHINGTON 00:25
DLH 637 FRANKFURT 00:30
MSR 615 CAIRO 00:30
QTR 6131 DOHA 01:55
THY 773 ISTANBUL 02:20
THY 765 ISTANBUL 02:40
ETH 621 ADDIS ABABA 02:45
UAE 854 DUBAI 03:45
FDB 68 DUBAI 03:50
MSR 613 CAIRO 04:15
OMA 644 MUSCAT 04:20
ETD 306 ABU DHABI 04:20
QTR 139 DOHA 04:25
QTR 149 DOHA 05:15
UAE 4965 DUBAI 05:30
JZR 560 SOHAG 05:35
FDB 70 DUBAI 06:30
RJA 643 AMMAN 06:35
GFA 212 BAHRAIN 07:00
THY 771 ISTANBUL 07:10
JZR 164 DUBAI 07:25
KAC 537 SHARM EL SHEIKH 08:00
BAW 156 LONDON 08:25
FDB 54 DUBAI 08:25
KAC 117 NEW YORK 09:05
JZR 534 CAIRO 09:10
KAC 789 MADINAH 09:15
KAC 671 DUBAI 09:25
ABY 126 SHARJAH 09:30
KAC 787 JEDDAH 09:35
UAE 856 DUBAI 09:50
FDB 56 DUBAI 09:55
QTR 133 DOHA 10:00
ETD 302 ABU DHABI 10:15
IRA 602 SHIRAZ 10:25
IRM 1187 IMAM KHOMEINI 10:30
ETD 934 ABU DHABI 10:30
JZR 356 MASHHAD 11:00
GFA 214 BAHRAIN 11:25
KAC 541 CAIRO 11:30
MEA 405 BEIRUT 11:55
IAW 158 AL NAJAF 12:00
KAC 175 FRANKFURT 12:10
JZR 776 JEDDAH 12:25
MSC 406 SOHAG 12:30
KAC 103 LONDON 12:30
JZR 786 RIYADH 12:50
KAC 785 JEDDAH 13:00
IRM 1189 MASHHAD 13:10
KNE 461 MADINAH 13:10
JZR 176 DUBAI 13:20
MSR 611 CAIRO 14:00
THY 767 ISTANBUL 14:10
KNE 481 AIF 14:10

UAE 872 DUBAI 14:15
FDB 58 DUBAI 14:30
CLX 792 GIALAM 14:45
QTR 141 DOHA 14:55
IRC 6693 MASHHAD 15:00
MSR 576 SHARM EL SHEIKH 15:00
FDB 8058 DUBAI 15:00
KAC 673 DUBAI 15:05
KAC 617 DOHA 15:45
SVA 503 MADINAH 15:45
KAC 773 RIYADH 16:00
RJA 641 AMMAN 16:55
JZR 238 AMMAN 17:05
FDB 8054 DUBAI 17:05
ETD 304 ABU DHABI 17:20
QTR 135 DOHA 17:20
IYE 824 SANAA 17:30
JZR 538 CAIRO 17:40
ABY 128 SHARJAH 17:50
UAE 858 DUBAI 18:15
GFA 216 BAHRAIN 18:20
SVA 511 RIYADH 18:20
JZR 184 DUBAI 18:30
JZR 266 BEIRUT 18:40
UAL 982 BAHRAIN 18:40
KNE 471 JEDDAH 18:40
NIA 252 ALEXANDRIA 19:00
QTR 145 DOHA 19:25
FDB 64 DUBAI 19:35
GFA 220 BAHRAIN 19:50
JZR 134 BAHRAIN 20:05
MSC 404 ASSIUT 20:15
KAC 283 DHAKA 20:15
MSR 619 ALEXANDRIA 20:30
JAI 571 MUMBAI 20:35
FDB 62 DUBAI 20:40
ABY 120 SHARJAH 20:45
KAC 331 TRIVANDRUM 20:50
KAC 361 COLOMBO 20:50
OMA 648 MUSCAT 20:55
KAC 351 KOCHI 21:05
MEA 403 BEIRUT 21:15
DHX 171 BAHRAIN 21:50
KLM 417 DAMMAM 22:05
ETD 308 ABU DHABI 22:15
ALK 230 COLOMBO 22:20
UAE 860 DUBAI 22:25
KAC 381 DELHI 22:30
QTR 137 DOHA 22:35
KAC 301 MUMBAI 22:40
GFA 218 BAHRAIN 22:45
FDB 60 DUBAI 23:00
KAC 205 ISLAMABAD 23:00
QTR 147 DOHA 23:05
JAI 575 ABU DHABI 23:05
JZR 554 ALEXANDRIA 23:20
KAC 415 KUALA LUMPUR 23:50
JZR 528 ASSIUT 23:55

CHANGE OF NAME

FOR SALE

I, Milagrina Vales resident
of H.No. 281, Baixo de
Igreja, Agassaim Ilhas Goa
has changed my name from
Milagrina Gracias to
Malagrina Vales. Hereafter
in all my dealings and doc-
uments I will be known as
Milagrina Vales. (C 4434)

5-6-2013

I, Murtaza Rehmat Ali
Tamatiya, have changed my
name from Murtaza to
Murtaza Rehmat Ali
Tamatiya. 

(C 4431)
1-6-2013

Fully furnished flat for sale
in Burj Behbehani building
opposite to Salmiya
Garden. Big hall,  2 bed-
room, 2 bathroom, big
kitchen. Swimming pool,
Gym facility, underground
parking and round the
clock security available.
Contact: 50701181. (C
4432)

1-6-2013

Doctor owned cars - Toyota
Yaris 2009 (hatchback) and
Nissan Murano (2006), low
mileage, going cheap and
well maintained. Contact:
97202594. (C 4429)

30-5-2013
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With a great interest in the business and practical world, your brilliant mind
excels in making career and management decisions. You like your career

straight and conventional and you defy anyone who would suggest otherwise. This is a great
time to be with others and to work together. If you are in sales you will find this a profitable
time. Serving your family a meal this evening is very rewarding. You may find that they really
enjoy the service and attention. Besides . . . It is fun to treat other people to special times; it usu-
ally passes on a little information about you in the process. You show young people to respect
their elders by the way you appreciate and show your concern with your own parents. You
encourage a place for everything and everything in its place.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Deadlines and projects may be running close to completion today. Things
are working with rather than against you; do not hold back. However, do not overdo and try to
go too far too fast. Let things take their natural course, which should be an easy one now. There
will be a time for new accomplishments later today, during which insights and breakthroughs
in organizational routine are in order. You will have some really bright ideas about how to
manipulate business to serve you best. The job that you are involved with today is changing
into a bigger and better opportunity, but not necessarily a job you will become involved in for
the rest of your life. With your financial skills you will be able to move on to bigger and better
things soon.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

There will be less of an impulse now for the need for recognition. There is a
growing sense of appreciating your life. This coming time may call for a change

of approach and perhaps, life style. You may take an interest in your own psyche, religion and
spiritual ideas. This is a time to absorb and take in new impressions and information. In summa-
ry, here is a natural breaking point, a time to let go of what has been occupying you for the last
few years and assume a new attitude. This may mean a new job or a new project that is sepa-
rate or within the job you already have. You may find some fun conversations with your friends
this afternoon. Fashion-conscious, you make plans for the next shopping expedition, perhaps
with these friends.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Someone important or in authority may oppose your values and put a damper
on your desires. You may be unable to appreciate their attitude—understanding will

come. You are progressive and may feel slowed if you have to stop and straighten out a problem that
you feel should not have happened in the first place. You have a definite sense of mission. You enjoy
putting into practice that which is good for all and may enjoy working with different cultures. This is
where you enjoy working or helping the most. This may mean you have translation skills or you have
found someone that has translation skills. Ideas—philosophy and religion—are what you enjoy. You
may travel, lend advice and be a teacher to others.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Your positive attitude lets you get right to the point today, and people lis-
ten. There is plenty of enthusiasm for whatever project is ongoing. You warm up to ideas and
people quickly. Your inner self-confidence is admirable and burns with its own light. You can be
very communicative, flexible, mental and other-oriented, particularly when you become
relaxed with a particular audience. Circumstances can throw you into positions where you
must use your mind and deal with communications, service or hidden interests. You may deal
with education, psychology or teaching principles and techniques to others. Being expected to
conduct a class, lecture or lead others is stressful but very rewarding at this time.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You may become torn between an environment that is very comfort-
able and supportive versus a real need to grow, progress and push out on your own. You
may put yourself in a position to choose your surroundings. Getting what you want may
require some real compromising skills on your part, but you can do it. Perhaps a move or
some additional real estate is in order. You have a love of history, versus future trends and
older persons, versus younger, etc. Do whatever it is you need to complete your tasks and
ask questions later. You are a born leader, always first and never afraid to go it alone. Your
sense of mission makes for some impulsive, sometimes rash and brave actions. It may be
your turn to cook a new food.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

This is an excellent day to be involved in teamwork. You may be
sought after as just the person for a special job. You exhibit your patient attitude and are
quite able to respond and build upon what is already in process. Change, however, may
soon be in the air. Your own partiality for routine and the traditional may result in your
feeling challenged by anything new or different. You could be struggling against change
and progress, clinging onto the status quo. Although a conformist, you may surround
yourself with partners and friends who are themselves unconventional and offbeat. You
are willing to listen to others, take cues and then reflect and build upon that informa-
tion. Friends are fun company tonight.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You are inclined to do things from outer necessity rather than for emotional
or idealistic reasons, at least for the next few days. Your theories and mental

activities are good. Make that extra effort to have the patience it takes to let things ripen.
Everything conspires to reveal you at your most elegant, particularly in social situations. You
have a lot of energy. You are responsible to the extreme, always taking on obligations and
pushing yourself to the limit. You pursue your obligations with much emotion and obvious
enthusiasm. You are disciplined when it comes to your needs and surroundings. Small and less
are beautiful to you. You have a lot to teach and you enjoy guiding others. Take it easy and be
good to yourself this evening

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

The public loves you and it may be hard for you to avoid working with and
for others. For now, you will work closely with others in some special project.

Everyone sees you as genuine, giving and trusting. Someone searches for advice from you
today and it would be good for you to be as helpful as you can—your ability to direct others is
excellent. Others may come to see you; they find it easy to take instructions from you. You
enjoy helping others. Being successful in life is easy—you have a built-in sense of how to unrav-
el even the most difficult problems. Your abilities help you perform as a natural counselor or
guide for others, particularly regarding vocational matters. You may dance to a different beat.
Consider a creative writing class for fun.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

CAPRICORN
You say what you mean today. You are right when it comes to questions of

feelings—you may be most interested in matters of psychology, different cul-
tures and history. You can find support from all sides when it comes to any sort of mental activi-
ty—writing, speaking and all forms of communication. You exchange ideas with exquisite skill
and it is exciting just being with you. Your high degree of mental concentration also makes you
an excellent student, able to excel in speaking, writing and all types of communication skills.
Your ambitions go hand in hand with communicating and using the mind and the two should
never be far apart. You will find time this evening to get to know a new neighbor; there is much

laughter.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You are a born doer, with an incredible drive to accomplish and achieve.
Your ambitions are backed up by the will to get things done. You would be great at
research or any work that requires digging, searching and investigating. Looking through
some paperwork this afternoon you are able to change or update a budget to allow for
some new goals. Short-term goals are important as well as the long-term goals you have
been updating. Just as a raise or reward is important in a place of business, reachable
short-term goals are satisfying in your personal life. You are extremely creative when you
allow for creative time in your day. Look around your home to find the area you want to
improve or enhance and you will find your spirit lifted.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You are, no doubt, a touch too sober today, but when it comes to taking
care of business, you really shine. Others may think you are older than you are, for you some-
times assume an authoritarian stance as well as a deep understanding of whatever you under-
take to accomplish. You may even enjoy the thought of being older, and probably treat authori-
ty, the elderly and your teachers with great respect, if not reverence. Circumstances may urge
you to great effort and hard work. Things are working with rather than against you now, so
don’t hold back. However, do not overdo and try to go too far too fast. Enjoy diving into a hob-
by this afternoon. Your mental energies, ideas, thoughts and so on may undergo some transfor-
mation—creating money.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 211

ACROSS
1. A sharp hand gesture (resembling a blow).
4. Airplane powered by a turbojet engine.
12. The sound made by a cow or bull.
15. Title for a civil or military leader (especially
in Turkey).
16. A city in western Lithuania on the Baltic
Sea.
17. A drug combination found in some over-
the-counter headache remedies (Aspirin and
Phenacetin and Caffeine).
18. Everything that exists anywhere.
20. Someone who has committed (or been
legally convicted of ) a crime.
21. A serve that strikes the net before falling
into the receiver's court.
22. Chocolate cookie with white cream filling.
23. One of two shafts extending from the body
of a cart or carriage on either side of the ani-
mal that pulls it.
25. Small genus of Eurasian aquatic perennial
herbs.
27. A person whose head is bald.
29. In ceremonial attire and paraphernalia.
31. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.
32. God of wealth and love.
33. A soft whitish calcite.
40. A Chadic language spoken in northern
Nigeria.
41. Tropical starchy tuberous root.
43. Any of various spiny trees or shrubs of the
genus Acacia.
46. A nearly horizontal passage from the sur-
face into a mine.
48. Thigh of a hog (usually smoked).
50. With the mouth wide open as in wonder or
awe.
51. Unsegmented worms.
53. A white linen liturgical vestment with
sleeves.
55. A health resort near a spring or at the sea-
side.
56. An industrial city in southern Poland on the
Vistula.
59. A public promotion of some product or
service.
61. An embroidered rug made from a coarse
Indian felt.
62. A light touch or stroke.
65. United States writer (born in Poland) who
wrote in Yiddish (1880-1957).
68. An amino acid that is found in the central
nervous system.
71. (Old Testament) In Judeo-Christian mythol-
ogy.
73. European sedge having small edible nut-
like tubers.
75. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions of
the Old World.
77. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake
Chad.
78. Any disease of the throat or fauces marked
by spasmodic attacks of intense suffocative
pain.
80. Very dark black.
81. The biblical name for ancient Syria.
82. African tree having an exceedingly thick
trunk and fruit that resembles a gourd and has
an edible pulp called monkey bread.
83. A dissolute man in fashionable society.

DOWN
1. French biochemist who (with Jacques
Monod) studied regulatory processes in cells
(born in 1920).

2. 100 agorot equal 1 shekel.
3. A city in northwestern Switzerland.
4. A knockout declared by the referee who
judges one boxer unable to continue.
5. A historic division of Ireland located in the
northeastern part of the island.
6. An intensely radioactive metallic element
that occurs in minute amounts in uranium
ores.
7. (botany) Divided into two lobes.
8. German industrialist who was the first in
Germany to use an assembly line in manufac-
turing automobiles (1871-1948).
9. A loose cloak with a hood.
10. The capital and largest city of Japan.
11. Doctrine of enlightenment as the realiza-
tion of the oneness of one's self and the visible
world.
12. A constitutional monarchy in southeastern
Asia on Borneo and the Malay Peninsula.
13. Large African forest tree yielding a strong
hard yellow to golden brown lumber.
14. The cardinal number that is the sum of sev-
en and one.
19. (statistics) Relating to or constituting the
most frequent value in a distribution.
24. (astronomy) The angular distance of a
celestial point measured westward along the
celestial equator from the zenith crossing.
26. A motley assortment of things.
28. The lean flesh of a fish similar to cod.
30. Fertility goddess in ancient Greek mytholo-
gy.
34. A blind god.
35. (Jungian psychology) The inner self (not
the external persona) that is in touch with the
unconscious.
36. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
37. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of Lamaism.
38. Italian painter and son of Fra Filippo Lippi
(1457-1504).
39. A formal expression of praise.
42. A lateen-rigged sailing vessel used by
Arabs.
44. Alternatively, a member of the family
Nymphaeaceae.
45. Covered or protected with or as if with a
case.
47. The basic unit of money in Bangladesh.
49. Any plant of the genus Caragana having
even-pinnate leaves and mostly yellow flowers
followed by seeds in a linear pod.
52. A member of a pastoral people living in the
Nilgiri hills of southern India.
54. Capital and largest city and economic cen-
ter of Peru.
57. A state in east central United States.
58. (South African) A camp defended by a cir-
cular formation of wagons.
60. Type genus of Ochnaceae.
63. The sixth month of the civil year.
64. A small cake leavened with yeast.
66. Someone who works (or provides workers)
during a strike.
67. French poet and novelist and dramatist.
69. In a murderous frenzy as if possessed by a
demon.
70. A stick that people can lean on to help
them walk.
72. A member of a Mayan people of south-
western Guatemala.
74. A trivial lie.
76. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
79. The blood group whose red cells carry both
the A and B antigens.
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists
Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444
Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222
Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171
Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999
Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700
Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223
Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510
Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660
Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478
Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996
Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988
Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners
Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123
Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312
Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920
Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465
Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528
Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781
Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists
Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534
Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955
Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660
Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120
Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

Al-Madeena 22418714

Al-Shuhada 22545171

Al-Shuwaikh 24810598

Al-Nuzha 22545171

Sabhan 24742838

Al-Helaly 22434853

Al-Faiha 22545051

Al-Farwaniya 24711433

Al-Sulaibikhat 24316983

Al-Fahaheel 23927002

Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh 24316983

Ahmadi 23980088

Al-Mangaf 23711183

Al-Shuaiba 23262845

Al-Jahra 25610011

Al-Salmiya 25616368

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

(1) Ear, Nose and Throat (2) Plastic Surgeon

Dr. Abdul Mohsin Jafar, 
FRCS (Canada)                                         25655535

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC
     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Afghanistan 0093
Albania 00355
Algeria 00213
Andorra 00376
Angola 00244
Anguilla 001264
Antiga 001268
Argentina 0054
Armenia 00374
Australia 0061
Austria 0043
Bahamas 001242
Bahrain 00973
Bangladesh 00880
Barbados 001246
Belarus 00375
Belgium 0032
Belize 00501
Benin 00229
Bermuda 001441
Bhutan 00975
Bolivia 00591
Bosnia 00387
Botswana 00267
Brazil 0055
Brunei 00673
Bulgaria 00359
Burkina 00226
Burundi 00257
Cambodia 00855
Cameroon 00237
Canada 001
Cape Verde 00238
Cayman Islands 001345
Central African 00236
Chad 00235
Chile 0056
China 0086
Colombia 0057
Comoros 00269
Congo 00242
Cook Islands 00682
Costa Rica 00506
Croatia 00385
Cuba 0053
Cyprus 00357
Cyprus (Northern) 0090392
Czech Republic 00420
Denmark 0045
Diego Garcia 00246
Djibouti 00253
Dominica 001767
Dominican Republic 001809
Ecuador 00593
Egypt 0020
El Salvador 00503
England (UK) 0044
Equatorial Guinea 00240
Eritrea 00291
Estonia 00372
Ethiopia 00251
Falkland Islands 00500
Faroe Islands 00298
Fiji 00679
Finland 00358
France 0033
French Guiana 00594
French Polynesia 00689
Gabon 00241
Gambia 00220
Georgia 00995
Germany 0049
Ghana 00233
Gibraltar 00350
Greece 0030
Greenland 00299
Grenada 001473
Guadeloupe 00590
Guam 001671
Guatemala 00502
Guinea 00224
Guyana 00592
Haiti 00509
Holland (Netherlands) 0031
Honduras 00504
Hong Kong 00852
Hungary 0036
Ibiza (Spain) 0034
Iceland 00354
India 0091
Indian Ocean 00873
Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098
Iraq 00964
Ireland 00353
Italy 0039
Ivory Coast 00225
Jamaica 001876
Japan 0081
Jordan 00962
Kazakhstan 007
Kenya 00254
Kiribati 00686
Kuwait 00965
Kyrgyzstan 00996
Laos 00856
Latvia 00371
Lebanon 00961
Liberia 00231
Libya 00218
Lithuania 00370
Luxembourg 00352
Macau 00853
Macedonia 00389
Madagascar 00261
Majorca 0034
Malawi 00265
Malaysia 0060
Maldives 00960
Mali 00223
Malta 00356
Marshall Islands 00692
Martinique 00596
Mauritania 00222
Mauritius 00230
Mayotte 00269
Mexico 0052
Micronesia 00691
Moldova 00373
Monaco 00377
Mongolia 00976
Montserrat 001664
Morocco 00212
Mozambique 00258
Myanmar (Burma) 0095
Namibia 00264
Nepal 00977
Netherlands (Holland)
0031
Netherlands Antilles 00599
New Caledonia 00687
New Zealand 0064
Nicaragua 00505
Nigar 00227
Nigeria 00234
Niue 00683
Norfolk Island 00672
Northern Ireland (UK)
0044
North Korea 00850
Norway 0047
Oman 00968
Pakistan 0092
Palau 00680
Panama 00507
Papua New Guinea 00675
Paraguay 00595
Peru 0051
Philippines 0063
Poland 0048
Portugal 00351
Puerto Rico 001787
Qatar 00974
Romania 0040
Russian Federation 007
Rwanda 00250
Saint Helena 00290
Saint Kitts 001869
Saint Lucia 001758
Saint Pierre 00508
Saint Vincent 001784
Samoa US 00684
Samoa West 00685
San Marino 00378
Sao Tone 00239
Saudi Arabia 00966
Scotland (UK) 0044
Senegal 00221
Seychelles 00284
Sierra Leone 00232
Singapore 0065
Slovakia 00421
Slovenia 00386
Solomon Islands 00677

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS
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The on/off couple called time on their relationship once again
recently and although they have often split and reconciled in
the past, friends say things have deteriorated so much

between them that they no longer speak. A source told
HollywoodLife: “Negative. They’re long gone. Ain’t nothing going
on with them. He let that go. He had to. It was the right thing to
do. It was time but he wants her to be cool and I’m sure she is.”
Chris and Rihanna are so over that Chris doesn’t even check in on
her on Twitter or Instagram. “He doesn’t have time. He living his life
and it’s hard enough for him to keep up with himself. He ain’t got
time to be chasing Rihanna. That’s done anyway.” Rihanna has
reportedly been partying a lot since ending her relationship with
Chris, 24 - who is still on probation for beating her up in 2009 -

because she is heartbroken that he is spending time with his ex-
girlfriend Karrueche Tran again. A source close to the 25-year-old
star said: “Pals have told Rihanna not to get upset about Chris and
Karrueche. They think the best revenge would be living well and
looking good, but so far Rihanna’s answer has been to party the
pain away. “It’s understandable that she’d want to escape her feel-
ings on this but she’s taking it way too far. Everyone around her
wants her to get some help-they’re genuinely worried about her.
“She’s not in a good place and looks like she’s self-destructing. Her
friends are really worried about her and think she needs to take
time out to detox and refocus.”

The actress recently lost her aunt Debbie Martin - who was the
younger sister of her late mother, Marcheline Bertrand - to breast
cancer and her passing is said to have had a profound effect on

Angelina, especially as she recently underwent double mastectomy sur-
gery to reduce her own chances of developing breast cancer. The
brunette beauty’s cousin Francis Bertrand - whose father Raleigh,
Angelina’s uncle, also died of cancer - said: “It’s horrible timing as she’s
just had the surgery. It’s been hard for her but she has a wonderful family
too and they are with her. We are a very close family. We are in constant
contact with Angie. She’s been upset by this, as we all have. She loved
her and they were close.” Angelina’s relatives on her mother’s side carry
the deadly BRCA1 cancer gene and the ‘Salt’ actress was diagnosed as
having an 87 per cent risk of breast cancer and a 50 per cent risk of ovari-
an cancer. Debbie, 61, was said to have been like a second mother to the
37-year-old star and “urged” her to be tested for the cancerous gene. A
source added to the new UK issue of Grazia magazine: “Debbie urged
Angelina to have the BRCA1 gene test. It gave Debbie a great sense of
peace in her last days knowing that Angelina had saved herself and that’s
a small bit of relief from this heartbreaking situation.” Although Debbie
had her ovaries removed, she was unable to undergo mastectomy sur-
gery like her niece, resulting in her death, according to Francis, 27, who
adds that cancer has “devastated” his family. He said: “She did have her
ovaries removed, however, she didn’t have the opportunity Angie had to
have the breast operation first. “My father passed away in 2009 and
Marcheline [in 2007], so it’s close to Angie and our family. We are aware
of taking action towards preventing it. It has devastated our family, so we
support what Angie has done, of course.” Angelina is thought to have
missed her aunt’s funeral this past weekend as she was in London with
fiancÈ Brad Pitt - with whom she has who has six children, Maddox, 11,
Pax, nine, Zahara, eight, Shiloh, six, and four-year-old twins Knox and
Vivienne - for the world premiere of his new movie ‘World War Z’.

The 38-year-old star is grateful the Spice Girl has kept her good looks from their first
meeting in 1997 when she attended a Manchester United game, but the retired soccer
star feared he had blown his chance of dating the 39-year-old beauty because he was

too shy to talk to her initially.  David - who married Victoria in July 1999 - said: “I was playing
with Manchester United against Chelsea in London, and she came down with my manager. I
was very shy so I introduced myself and left.  “I kind of was disappointed that I didn’t talk to
her a bit more, but then the next week she came back for another game, then it was my
chance and I got her number. “Victoria’s still just as beautiful today, I’m not sure that’s the case
with me!” The couple have gone on to have four children - sons Brooklyn, 14, Romeo, 10, and
Cruz, eight, as well as 22-month-old daughter Harper - and David insists discovering Victoria
was pregnant for the first time was the best moment of his life. Speaking to French news
channel TF1, he added: “Finding out that you’re going to become a dad, it’s the most amazing
thing you can ever feel. Nothing gets better than that, to see something you’ve created as a
couple.” David experienced a hat-trick of special moments discovering he was going to be a
father, but admits finding out Victoria was expecting a daughter was a different prospect, and
he is so protective of Harper he joked she will be kept in a tower like fairytale princess

Rapunzel so she can’t meet boys. He quipped: “Absolutely not. She’s not going
out. She’s gonna be like Rapunzel, she’s gonna be up in the tower! “To

have a daughter is a whole different thing, I’m not saying I
love my daughter more, but the boys are independent

and autonomous, but a little girl, she wants her
daddy, she wants her brothers to notice her

she wants her mother to look after her,
it’s a whole different thing.”

The former Girls Aloud singer is planning to start acting on stage and
screen after a successful run in ‘Shrek: The Musical’ in London’s West
End, but will give up working entirely when she becomes pregnant.

When asked about if she will start a family with long-term partner Justin
Scott, Kimberley told the new UK issue of OK! magazine: “Justin’s always been
quite laid back about it, it’s more me really, finding the right time when I feel I

want to stop working and give everything to motherhood, instead of trying
to have my cake and eat it. “I am aware that having babies is not something
that I can take for granted, and I’m not going to do that. Justin’s already got a
little girl [Chloe, 13, from a previous relationship] so I know he’s going to be
an amazing dad, it’s not even a question. It will be something to look forward
to in the not-too-distant future.” Kimberley, 31, added marriage isn’t impor-

tant to her and Justin - who have been together almost a decade - because
they know they completely committed to one another.  She added: “My fami-
ly background growing up wasn’t the easiest, my mum and dad split when I
was six, and it was quite hard. It shaped a lot of who I am as a person. “I’m not
religious, so that’s not a reason for me to do it now, and it’s never been huge-
ly important to me. Justin and I feel married anyhow.”

The 29-year-old yoga instructor is
expecting her first child, a daughter,
with 55-year-old husband Alec Baldwin

later this year and while the couple already
dote on their two dogs, Hilaria is excited
about adding their own child to the family.
She told People: “We talk about her nonstop.
Our two little dogs are our babies and now
we’re going to add to the family with a non-
fur baby.” Alec already has a 17-year-old
daughter, Ireland, from his marriage to Kim
Basinger and the couple will be calling on the
busy model to babysit when she has time.
Hilaria explained: “When she has the time,
we’d totally take her up on [babysitting]. For
now she’s busy being a model and doing

incredible things.” While Hilaria is loving preg-
nancy, the fitness fanatic has admitted cut-
ting back on her workouts has been difficult.
She said:  “I’ve toned it down a lot. I don’t do
as much cardio. This is about her. I can’t get
my heart rate up too high because my doctor
told me babies can’t sweat. So I just try to do
a lot of toning exercises and yoga. “I’m always
in heels and now I have so much extra weight
so when I’m not wearing them, my foot
stretches and it hurts. So even around the
house I have them on. I’m the only pregnant
woman who feels better in heels.”



The 38-year-old actress almost quit acting after working on
‘Catch Me If You Can’ because she felt she wasn’t good
enough to compete but admitted her insecurity isn’t just

confined to her career. She told Elle UK: “After filming ‘Catch Me If
You Can’, I choked. I felt this pressure to suddenly be this level of
actress that I wasn’t confident enough to be. I did a series of really
bad auditions, I let the nerves get the best of me. And the couple
of years after that it was, ‘I can’t do this. I’m not strong enough to
continue with this level of rejection’. It was, ‘What am I going to do
with my life?’ I was staring down 30. I was lost, confused. “I had an
existential crisis at the Oscars, sitting next to Sean Penn and Meryl
Streep and being like, ‘What am I doing here? I don’t belong here.’
I felt like it could all be taken away. “Being an actress hasn’t made
me insecure. I was insecure long before I declared I was an actress.
I like not being noticed. It has been a struggle because I love per-
forming, but if I’m in a group of people and someone has a bigger
personality I’m like ‘Go ahead, and have fun!’ It looks like a lotta
work.” Despite her insecurities over her acting career, Amy is excit-
ed about her latest role as Lois Lane in Superman reboot ‘Man of
Steel’. She said: “It’s more raw, a little less quippy. Hopefully you’ll
enjoy the banter and the relationship between Lois and Clark, but
it’s a totally new imagining of the story. I was shaking by the end
of it. I realised that I hadn’t seen a film with that much action in it
since Avatar, so it overwhelmed my adrenal system. Not that it’s
all just action, but it is a lot of fun.”
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The 20-year-old singer plans to take an extended
break from music after her ‘Stars Dance’ world tour
this summer in order to concentrate on her film

career, which took off last year thanks to her role in ‘Spring
Breakers’. Asked whether she had plans to stop singing, she
said: “Yeah, probably for a while, I wanna get more into
film. I’m open to trying new things. “I just did an action
movie and a dark comedy and then a drama so I’ve been
able to do really fun projects that are different.” The
brunette star also teased some details of her super secre-
tive tour, revealing her biggest priority is to get into shape
in order to keep up with the energetic dance routines she
has planned. She explained in a live video ‘hangout’ with
French radio station NRJ: “This is my first world tour so I
definitely need to get in shape, that’s the first thing I need

to do. But it’s always been my dream to tour the world and
actually give myself to my fans the show they deserve.
“There’s no planned [guests] right now. Just for this tour
overall I’m doing a lot more dancing which I didn’t really do
on my last tour, the costumes are going to be a lot more
detailed. Basically I’m going to be performing the whole
new record.” Selena also admitted she hasn’t yet chosen a
support act for the European leg of her tour, and is open to
suggestion for talented singers or bands. She said: “I have
Emblem 3 who are from the ‘X Factor’ in America, in Europe
we actually haven’t picked an opener yet so am open to
suggestions!”

The Formula 1 star and the ‘X Factor’ judge  - who have been dating
since 2007, but briefly split in 2010 - marked the occasion by taking a
romantic helicopter ride over the Italian island of Capri, where they

spent the weekend holidaying with their bulldog, Roscoe. Lewis posted a
picture of their special day on his Twitter account with the caption: “Me &
my lady celebrated our 5 years Anniversary in Capri, a time I will never for-
get. I love you baby (sic).” The lovebirds’ glamorous trip comes a week after
the 34-year-old singer attended the Monaco Grand Prix to show support
for her beau, who finished in third place. The British-born racer was
slammed by five-time Grand Prix winner John Watson and told to take his
racing career more seriously after Lewis asked if he could take his pet
pooch on the formula one paddock. John said: “There is no place for a dog
in the F1 paddock. For one thing, it is not fair on the animal. It might be in
luxurious surroundings, but an engine firing up is like a firecracker or
bomb going off for a dog. It’s not right.” Lewis has to decide if he wants to
be an F1 driver or a hip-hop star. “At the end of the day, you have got to
respect the job that you are doing.”

The reality TV star celebrated the impending arrival of her baby daughter with
rapper Kanye West at a lavish star-studded brunch in Beverly Hills, California, and
she became overwhelmed with the effort her sisters, Kourtney and Khloe, and

mother Kris went to in organising the event. Kim wrote on Twitter: “WOW an amazing
baby shower! So much luv there Thank u @KrisJenner @KourtneyKardash
@KhloeKardashian Shelli & Allison Azoff 4 the magical day. “Truly such a special day. I
honestly feel so blessed and filled with so much love! (sic)” The soiree was thrown at
the home of family friends Irving and Shelli Azoff where guests were treated to a
brunch buffet consisting of eggs, bacon, bagels, pancakes and waffles. Guests also
indulged in sugary treats such as pink candy floss, pink lollipops and strawberry short-
cake. Proud mum Kris, 57, led a tearful toast to her pregnant daughter and welcomed
Kanye’s relatives - who were also in attendance - to their extended family. A guest told
E! News: “She gave a speech and said she couldn’t believe her baby is going to be a
mum.” As well as her family, Kim, 32, was surrounded by showbiz pals including Mel B,
Nicole Richie, Kelly Osbourne, reality TV star NeNe Leakes and ‘Extra’ host Maria
Menuonos. Breaking from tradition, Kim’s rapper boyfriend attended the baby shower,
as did Scott Disick, Kourtney’s partner, and Khloe’s husband Lamar Odom.

The ‘Easy A’ actress - who was allegedly
kicked out of her apartment in New
York City on Tuesday after being

charged with attempted evidence tamper-
ing, reckless endangerment and marijuana
possession - has confirmed she underwent
surgery for the second time on Saturday
after being unhappy with her appearance
in her recent mugshot, but still isn’t satis-
fied with the results. The 27-year-old star
told gossip website TMZ.com: “I’m getting
one more in 3 weeks, they are short amaz-
ing surgeries done while I’m awake but
under general anesthesia. It’s almost per-
fect.” Amanda claimed that she isn’t wear-
ing a bandage during the healing process
because her doctor told her it’s unneces-
sary. She explained: “I have no bandage on.
It ’s healing on its own like my doctor
asked.” The actress attempted to shield her

face from paparazzi in Manhattan over the
weekend but said she will stop hiding once
her nose “doesn’t look so awful in photos.”
The ‘She’s All That’ star revealed she had her
first nose job last month, claiming she went
under the knife to remove skin that was
growing between her nose and her eyes.
She was initially very happy with the
results and shared the news on Twitter,
writing: “I had a nose job to remove skin
that was like a webbing in between my
eyes. Having surgery was the most amaz-
ing thing for my confidence! “I wasn’t going
to tell anyone, but I look so much prettier
in my new photos that I don’t want old
photos used anymore! I’m so sick of maga-
zines and blogs using old photos! When
will they stop? I will never look like that
again!”

While the 28-year-old ‘Firework’ singer
recently reconciled with the 35-year-
old singer/songwriter after splitting

for the second time in March, they have report-
edly decided they are not ready to commit to
each other. A source told E! News: “They are just
hanging out. They are not putting a label on it.”
Following their latest split, Katy was said to be
releasing her “anger” over the failed romance by
going spinning and soothing her brain” at Los
Angeles’ candlelit Soul Sanctuary spa. A source
said: “Katy believes the workouts have really
helped her with releasing anger, stress and ten-

sion from the split and the sanctuary has been
soothing her brain.”A few years ago she would
have released the energy by hitting the clubs
and dancing the night away. But she’s getting
older now and wants to do things healthily.” A
close pal previously predicted that the on/off
couple might reunite following their latest split.
The insider said: “It’s not over until it’s over. You
have to see how things play out.”
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At the Humlegaarden park in cen-
tral Stockholm,  Anders Weide
keeps an eye on his young daugh-

ter Alma sleeping in her pram as he waits
for a friend who’s gone to change his
son’s diaper. In Sweden, the image sur-
prises no one. “It’s very important to see
fathers walking in town with prams, it
sets an example,” explains Malmoe
University sociologist Lars Plantin, who
specialises in parenting issues. Numerous
sociological studies have shown that
Swedish fathers are more involved in
raising their children and domestic
chores than fathers in other countries,
Plantin noted.

They frequently drop off and pick up
their children at school and accompany
them to after-school activities. They take
days off work to care for their sick kids,
they put band-aids on scrapes and cook
meals: Swedish fathers are now expected
to share the tasks that once belonged
solely to mothers. In a sign of the times, a
monthly magazine called “Pappa” has
been published since 2011, targeting
“the man who aims to invest time in his
children, his relationships and his career.” 

Even at the highest levels of business
and politics, fathers are involved in family
life and the home. Prime Minister Fredrik
Reinfeldt has often spoken of his passion
for hoovering and cleaning. While he and
his ex-wife Filippa may now be divorced
with three children, when they were mar-
ried she was able to climb the ladder of
her own political career while he ran the
country’s affairs.

Since 1976, couples who separate or
divorce in Sweden are by default award-
ed joint custody, with many children
spending one week with mum and one
week with dad. “The prevailing thinking
is that the child does best when he or
she has good relationships with both
parents, which encourages the idea of
joint custody,” says Anna Singer, a profes-
sor of civil law at Uppsala University.

“The system encourages fathers to
take their responsibilities, it has encour-
aged people,” she adds. Sweden’s long
tradition of gender equality naturally
plays a role. “Gender equality is a prereq-
uisite for Sweden to progress. It’s not a
purely ideological issue, it’s an economic
one also,” Plantin says. Sweden “can’t
afford to have half its population exclud-
ed from the job market. It’s not about
leaving the men at home, but getting
women to work more,” he explains.

Official figures from Eurostat show
that 77.2 percent of women in Sweden
held down a job in 2011, the highest lev-
el in the European Union. Children are
guaranteed a spot in daycare as of the
age of 12 months for a very modest sum,
making it possible for women to return
to work. Yet Sweden still has a way to go
in terms of equality in the workplace.

While 82 percent of children have two
working parents, only 42 percent of
women work full-time compared to 74
percent of men, according to Statistics
Sweden.

And when it comes to what is consid-
ered the symbol of gender equality,
Sweden’s generous 16-month parental
leave that can be taken by either moth-
ers or fathers, women still  take the
majority of it, claiming 75 percent.

When it was introduced in 1974,
mothers took 99.5 percent of it. When
one month was reserved for fathers in
1995 under a “use it or lose it” system,
fathers slowly began staying home with
their children. In 2002, a second month
was reserved for fathers, and they have
no excuse not to take it: parental leave
can be used anytime up until the child
turns eight years old.

“We’re heading in the right direction,
but it’s going too slowly,” says Ulrika
Haggstroem, analyst at the TCO white
collar workers’ union. She thinks at least
three months should be reserved for
dads. For Anders Weide in the park,
spending time with his daughter was a
“natural” choice. He has been home with
her on paternity leave since January. “I
would have missed out on the relation-
ship I have with Alma if I hadn’t done it.
We’re closer as a family,” he says.
Employed in healthcare, he plans to go
back to work in September.

While employers have to let both
mothers and fathers take their parental
leave, some workplaces are more under-
standing than others. “My colleagues,
especially the men, weren’t very under-
standing,” admits Set Moklint, 31, who
works as an emergency call centre opera-
tor. But he welcomes the extra economic
incentive provided by the Social
Insurance Agency: parents who share
their parental leave both get a bonus
throughout their leave.

“It gives us 120 euros ($155 ) extra
each per month. We would have done it
even without the bonus, but it helps,” he
says. Fathers’ involvement in the home
also plays a part in Sweden’s high birth
rate, according to Lotta Persson, an ana-
lyst at Statistics Sweden. In 2011, with 1.9
children per woman, the Scandinavian
country came in just behind Ireland and
France in Eurostat’s statistics. — AFP

Yoo Ye-Bin (center) poses after winning the 2013 Miss Korea beauty contest in Seoul yesterday. The 21-year-old student Yoo beat 54 oth-
er participants to win the pageant. —AFP

Jay Baruchel poses on arrival for the premiere of the film
“This Is The End” in Los Angeles, California. The movie
opens June 12 nationwide. 

Darius Rucker performs during the 4th annual Darius and Friends concert at Wildhorse Saloon on
June 3, 2013 in Nashville, Tennessee. — AFP photos   

It used to be that if a summer flick starred Will
Smith, it was a guaranteed moneymaker: First
place at the box office, maybe a franchise in the

making. But the 44-year-old actor’s latest film
opened with a thud. “After Earth,” a futuristic action-
adventure co-starring Smith’s 14-year-old son, Jaden,
debuted in third place, collecting a disappointing
$27.5 million over the weekend. “It’s tough because
we’re very proud of the film,” said Sony’s president of
worldwide distribution, Rory Bruer.

Box-office analysts had predicted the sci-fi tale
that cost an estimated $130 million to make would
open just behind the international street-racing
romp “Fast & Furious 6,” which held onto the top spot
with $35.2 million after its huge debut last week.
Instead, second place went to Lionsgate and Summit
Entertainment’s “Now You See Me,” which exceeded
expectations with $29.25 million. The magic-heist
thriller’s ensemble cast includes Morgan Freeman,
Michael Caine, Woody Harrelson and Mark Ruffalo.

“When you’re a Tom Cruise or Will Smith, there are
huge expectations placed on a movie that are not
placed on an ensemble,” said Paul Dergarabedian of

box-office tracker Hollywood.com.  “It just shows you
how competitive the summer marketplace is and
star power isn’t necessarily what gets you there.”
Based on a story by Smith, “After Earth” follows a
father and son stranded on an abandoned Earth
after a crash landing. Dad is injured, so the son must
overcome his fear and brave the planet’s dangerous
creatures and conditions to get help.

The film was deemed “rotten” by review aggrega-
tor RottenTomatoes.com, with only 12 percent of crit-
ics offering praise. “Quite simply, this is one of the
worst films of 2013,” Richard Roeper wrote in the
Chicago Sun-Times. The poor reception by critics and
fans also hurts director M Night Shyamalan, whose
profile has been dinged by the failure of 2006’s “Lady
in the Water” and poor reviews for his two most
recent films. Sony spokesman Jeff Blake called the
director “a world-class filmmaker” in a recent state-
ment, but Shyamalan was notably absent from “After
Earth” marketing and promotions.

“Shyamalan is clearly a director-for-hire here,”
Scott Foundas wrote in Variety, “his disinterest palpa-
ble from first frame to last.” Sony’s president of distri-

bution said the studio still has high hopes for the film
internationally as it expands to 60 more countries
Friday. Said Bruer: “We’re still feeling confident that as
the film plays out throughout the world, we’re going
to be absolutely fine.”

Meanwhile, “Fast & Furious 6” continues to speed
past its competitors. With settings around the globe
and an international cast led by Vin Diesel, Paul
Walker and Dwayne Johnson, along with the inter-
national language of fast cars, the film has broad
appeal for viewers young and old. “It’s playing like
what we call a four-quadrant movie, even though
on paper it looks like a PG 13, testosterone-driven
racing movie,” Dergarabedian said. “It’s just a wild
and fun ride at the movie theater, and that’s what
people want when they go to the movies in the
summer.” — AP  

Does After Earthend 
reign of Mr Box Office?

“Fast & Furious 6” remained in the lead at
the North America box office for a sec-
ond weekend, figures showed Monday,

but the big story was the dismal showing for Will
Smith’s “After Earth.” The post-apocalyptic sci-fi
adventure, co-starring the Hollywood veteran’s
son Jaden, made a less-than-stellar $27.5 million
to be pushed into third place, behind crime-caper
“Now You See Me.” Industry journal Variety called
the opening weekend a “crash landing,” saying its
makers must now pin hopes on the film doing
well internationally, where it opens mostly in the
next week or two.

“Could ‘After Earth’ end Will Smith’s box office
domination?” asked the Hollywood Reporter, not-
ing that the film marks his worst summer opening
in two decades. Every one of Smith’s summer
event movies has opened at the top of the box
office, from “Independence Day” to the “Men in
Black” movies, it said. The 44-year-old is the only
actor to have eight films in a row make more than
$100 million at the US box office and 10 consecu-
tive films over $150 million internationally, it not-
ed. 

Smith is part of “an elite male actor’s club
whose upper echelons” include Tom Hanks and
Tom Cruise, it said. “But, as has already happened
to both Cruise and Hanks, Smith is suddenly find-
ing his status as leading man challenged.” “Fast
and Furious 6,” the action sequel starring Vin
Diesel and Michelle Rodriguez, stayed in pole
position with $35.2 million, ahead of $29.3 million
for “Now You See Me” with Morgan Freeman and
Michael Caine.

“Star Trek: Into Darkness,” another sequel, was
in fourth spot with $16.8 million, a whisker ahead
of computer animated fantasy-adventure “Epic” on
$16.6 million at the weekend, industry tracker
Exhibitor Relations said. Slipping down to sixth
from second spot last week was “The Hangover
Part II I ,” starring Bradley Cooper and Zach
Galifianakis. The final film in the series, given a
thumbs down by many critics, earned $16.4 mil-
lion.

Robert Downey Jr ’s return in “Iron Man 3,”
meanwhile, took seventh place with $8.4 million,
while “The Great Gatsby,” Baz Luhrmann’s adapta-
tion of the literary classic, slipped two places,
earning $6.5 million in eighth place. Rounding out
the top 10 were a new entry from Bollywood, “Yeh
Jawaani Hai Deewani,” a coming of age drama,
which earned $1.6 million, and “Mud,” with
Matthew McConaughey and Reese Witherspoon,
which took $1.2 million in sales. — AFP

“Sesame Street” wants kids to take a
break from parking it indoors, and
head out to a park instead. A new

project has recruited Muppet monsters Elmo
and Murray to visit national parks in six short
videos that encourage children ages 3-5 to
experience the great outdoors, wherever it
might be, and to apply scientific skills of inquiry
to learn about these natural settings. The prod-
uct of a partnership between Sesame
Workshop, the US National Park Service and its
philanthropic offshoot, the National Park
Foundation, “Sesame Street Explores National
Parks” aims to promote science learning by kids
through their experiences in national parks as
well as local parks and their own backyards.

“This is very child-focused, stimulating chil-
dren’s natural curiosity and bringing that explo-
ration to the natural environment,” said
Rosemarie T Truglio, Sesame Workshop’s senior
vice president of education and research.
Beginning Tuesday, the videos can be streamed
on partner organizations’ websites and social
media channels, and will be made available to
all national parks for use in their visitor centers,
along with related materials for parents, care-
givers and educators that propose activities to
share with children.

Each video features Elmo and Murray (in
ranger regalia) as they meet with a park ranger
from Grand Canyon National Park or Gateway

National Recreation Area, which is located in
New York City and northern New Jersey. In one
video, the furry twosome are greeted by
Ranger Shalini Gopie, who introduces them to
the term “migrate.” “Migrate!” Murray echoes
proudly. “That’s when you get a really bad
headache!”

He and Elmo soon learn otherwise from
Gopie as she shows them migrating animals at
Gateway such as tree swallows, redwing black-

birds and butterflies. “Children are natural sci-
entists,” said Truglio, “and we want to encour-
age them to get outside and to explore the
world around them using all their senses - to
explore and investigate and learn.” While the
videos portray a visit to a national park, they
also aim to help kids make the connection
between a national park and nature in their
own neighborhood.

“We have a concern that children are losing

their connection to the outdoors,” said National
Park Service Director Jon Jarvis. “As you show
kids the habitats at Gateway National Park and
the Grand Canyon, you’re showing them that
there are similar habitats near them. We want
to get these kids thinking, ‘Let’s move, let’s get
outside, and learn something at the same
time.’” The choice of the Grand Canyon as a set-
ting may seem like a magnificent no-brainer,
but there’s a good reason, too, for spotlighting
the less-familiar Gateway.

“We have a very strong interest in empha-
sizing our urban national parks,” said Jarvis,
“because of their proximity to large popula-
tions.” Beside those two, there are 399 more
parks in the National Parks system, and Jarvis
voiced hope that the Sesame Workshop project
would be expanded to highlight more of them.
“We would love to build a long-term relation-
ship with ‘Sesame Street,’” he said. In the mean-
time, kids will be reminded by these initial
videos that there are countless local parks,
yards and lawns where nature is happening
constantly, just waiting to be discovered. “Be
like a ranger!” urges Murray, bringing it home.
“Get outside and observe all the animals in
their habitats.” — AP

This image shows characters Murray (left) and Elmo from the children’s program
“Sesame Street,” dressed as park rangers for a segment about national parks. — AP 
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Two centuries after the birth of Richard Wagner,
audiences in Russia are beginning to overcome
decades of suspicion shadowed by the horror of

World War II and embrace the music of the great
German composer. The Novaya Opera (New Opera) in
the Russian capital scored a major triumph with a new
production of Wagner’s blazingly intense opera of
doomed love “Tristan and Isolde” that was astonishingly
the Moscow premiere of one of the cornerstones of
Western music. The gaping absence of the opera first
heard in 1865 is explained by both the huge technical
demands of a piece that lasts almost five hours and the
suspicion with which the German titan was held after
the Soviet victory over Nazism in World War II.

“This has long been a dream of mine to present
‘Tristan’ in Moscow,” the Novaya Opera’s British chief con-
ductor Jan Latham-Koenig said. “Neither before, or after,
did Wagner reach such levels of intensity in his writing.”
So far all three stagings of “Tristan” in Russian history
have been in Saint Petersburg at the Mariinsky Theatre.
The Russian premiere took place in 1899 and this was
followed in 1909 with a staging by the legendary direc-
tor Vsevolod Meyerhold, the innovative theatre genius
who was murdered in the Stalin purges.

The opera was never performed in the Soviet period
but in 2005 the Mariinsky’s director Valery Gergiev-one
of the few Russian musicians to champion the music of
Wagner-conducted a new production that is now rarely
performed. While Gergiev this summer will perform
Wagner’s “Ring” tetralogy in Saint Petersburg, the best
known opera in Moscow, the Bolshoi, currently does not
have a Wagner opera in its repertoire.

For Latham-Koenig, the reasons for Russia’s treat-
ment of Wagner go back to the promotion by the Nazis
of a composer adored by Adolf Hitler and lauded by the
Third Reich as the standard-bearer of a new German
music. “There were the political considerations after the
Second World War. Wagner was not flavour of the month
after 1945,” he said. Latham-Koenig said that this is the
fifth occasion he has conducted Tristan and such was
the importance of the Moscow premiere that “I would

not be taking the responsibility if it was the first one.”

‘A historic and artistic event’
The premiere of Tristan, an idea that was put forward

by Latham-Koenig himself, was an act of almost crazy
ambition by the Novaya Opera, usually seen as
Moscow’s number three opera after the Bolshoi and
Stanislavsky Musical Theatre. “What Jan proposed is a
challenge but a very important one. We are not scared of
doing this,” said the Novaya Opera’s general director
Dmitry Sibirtsev.

The initial run of two performances last month, that
also marked 200 years since Wagner’s birth in 1813,
gathered glowing reviews for what the Kommersant dai-
ly’s music critic Yulia Bederova described as a “heroic
step”. For Vedomosti daily’s critic Pyotr Pospelov the pro-
duction directed by German Nicola Raab “was not just a
historic event but an artistic event” that showed the
intent of the Novaya Opera to be a serious player in
Russian opera.

The Novaya Opera was founded by the former
Moscow city mayor Yuri Luzhkov to be an opera for the
people-cheaper and more accessible than the Bolshoi
with an emphasis on visually powerful productions. Its
founding director Yevgeny Kolobov was universally
admired but the house then floundered somewhat after
his death in 2003, rediscovering its momentum under
the imaginative leadership of Latham-Koenig.

For the first two Moscow performances, the Novaya
Opera brought in two foreign Wagner specialists,
Claudia Iten of Switzerland to sing Isolde and Michael
Baba of Germany as Tristan.  While the pair won huge
ovations the Novaya Opera now faces a huge challenge
as future performances will use its own Russian singers.
The Novaya Opera, like most Russian opera houses, uses
a repertory system that dates back to the 19th century
where operas are performed sporadically over a period
of several years rather than in one long single run.

“This was a surprise for me as Wagner is not in my
repertoire,” said Novaya Opera’s Mikhail Gubsky, who will
sing Tristan in the next performances later this year. “It is

a great step in the development of a singer.” The absence
of Wagner from the Russian repertoire means that
singers have little experience in dealing with the
German language and using the vocal weight needed to
be heard above the volume of Wagner’s huge orchestra.

Russia has almost no Wagner singers of international
renown-Yevgeny Nikitin of the Mariinsky Theatre being
one high-profile exception. “It is going to be very impor-
tant how the Moscow singers perform in the next per-
formances. But it is now clear that they already have

something to base themselves on,” said Kommersant.
After the success of “Tristan”, Wagner lovers in Russia can
also look forward to another major Moscow premiere in
the autumn when the Stanislavsky Musical Theatre takes
on “Tannhauser”. — AFP

A handout photo
shows actors per-

forming in Richard
Wagner’s opera

“Tristan and Isolde”
in the theatre in
Moscow. — AFP 

Jennifer Lopez isn’t on screen for the debut of
her new TV series, but she will be on Twitter.
Lopez is an executive producer of ABC Family’s

drama “The Fosters,” which debuted 9 pm EDT
Monday. The channel says the actress and singer will
be live-tweeting from her (at)JLo account during the
episode. “The Fosters” is about a lesbian couple who
are parents to a brood that includes adopted twins
and a foster child. The cast includes Teri Polo of the
“Meet the Parents” movie franchise. Lopez says the
drama reflects the changing nature of families
today. She says she may appear on the show or pro-
vide music for it in later episodes. “The Fosters” was
created by actor Peter Paige of Showtime’s “Queer as
Folk” and Bradley Bredeweg. — AP

In the first episode of the first season of “Mad Men,” Don
Draper’s next in-line affair, Rachel Menken, hears his brutal
philosophy: Love is nothing more than an ad man’s myth,

and everyone is born alone and dies alone. Stack up five years
of equivalent cynicism and unfulfilled dreams and the result is a
drama with a core of shattered glass, dazzling but menacing. As
the series returns for what creator Matthew Weiner says is the
penultimate season, he’s asking viewers to embrace other, more
comfortable concepts: belief and trust.

They must believe that he knows what they will find satisfy-
ing for Don, Peggy, Pete and the other souls of “Mad Men,” and
trust in his vision as the AMC drama returns. That he’s putting
his characters on the knife’s edge of dread may not make that
trust any easier - especially since Weiner believes we are living
uneasily with a 21st-century version of their 1960s mindset.

“This season is very much capturing what’s going on right
now, in a strange way,” Weiner said. “I think we have been
thrown into a state of individual anxiety, based on being dis-
connected from events outside our control,” including econom-
ic disarray. The writer-director paraphrases a line from the
episode that he deems key to the sixth season: People will do
anything to alleviate anxiety.

If that’s intriguing but maddeningly cryptic, that’s how
Weiner wants “Mad Men” to be approached pre-debut. No
spoilers, not even a hint of what happens, when it happens and
whether Don finally is taking the institution of marriage to
heart. But if Weiner won’t talk about what the season is, he’s at
least willing to say what it’s not.

“It’s not about Lane’s suicide. There is no eulogy for Lane. It’s
not all about Joan and the  Jaguar guy,” he said. The references
are to two of last season’s more startling twists: the hanging
death of ad agency partner Lane after he’s fired for theft, and
Joan’s prostituting herself, under pressure, to win the luxury car
account for the agency. There are other stories to be told,
Weiner said, even if viewers tend to cling to the past and would
prefer the show pick up with the calendar flipped just a day or
two ahead. That would become boring “really fast,” Weiner said.

“They (viewers) don’t know it, but that would get burned
out. ... They have to trust me,” he said, even if it takes a couple of
episodes to unfold. How will the latest chapter of “Mad Men” be
received? Last season, its winning streak of four consecutive
best-drama Emmy Awards was broken when it lost to
“Homeland” and it failed to capture any other Emmy trophies.

Jon Hamm, the center-ring attraction as Don, the sharp-
dressed man with the tortured psyche, has no qualms about
following Weiner’s lead once more. When he was up for the role,
Hamm said, “Matt, and really no one else, fought for me. ... For
whatever reason, Matt’s trust in me worked out. And that’s why
I have trust in him.”

He credits Weiner’s probing, self-analytic nature with pro-
ducing the richly complex world of “Mad Men” and its parade of
human and cultural foibles. “Matt is a wickedly smart, very curi-
ous and deeply flawed person, and he likes exploring those
flaws and pulling them apart and examining them,” Hamm said.
“All writers are wonderful observers, (and) Matt sees everything
at a micro level and macro level.”

Like a master magician, Weiner clearly relishes toying with
his audience and his characters. When he talks about Draper
and others repeating old mistakes, he chortles. When he recom-

mends facing down one’s lifetime of errors - “Every person who
goes through that process with me gets a horrible feeling in the
pit of their stomach” - he cackles. The thought of those who
complain about how he’s switched up the “Mad Men” world
elicits a Weiner giggle.

Reflect back on the show’s pilot, and you’ll see his most
beguiling trickery at work. We are introduced to Don, looking
the picture of the carefree bachelor, as he makes a late-night
visit to lover Midge and casually suggests marriage. Poor guy;
she just brushes it aside. It’s not until the episode’s last
moments that we learn the truth. As the exotic jazz strains of
“Caravan” play in the background, Don returns home to his wife
and sleeping children, and the family is framed in a mockery of
a Norman Rockwell moment.

While “Mad Men” has flipped through the mind-bending
‘60s, Don has remained steadfastly true to the music, liquor and
tie-and-shirt dress code of his generation while his colleagues
let it all hang out with Beatles albums, pot and turtlenecks. But
don’t mistake Draper for a lead-footed dinosaur on the verge of
extinction, Weiner said. “The world has finally caught up with
Don. The world is in a state of identity crisis and he is the ulti-
mate survivor,” he said. “He’s comfortable because he’s used to
disaster.” Hamm, close to wrapping up work on this season’s 13
episodes, has found himself tested over the years by his charac-
ter’s dark side. “There’s no vicarious thrill for me as an actor to
doing any of this sort of bad behavior. I don’t get off on it. ...
There’s a psychic toll it takes,” he said. “I’m not comparing myself
to a bricklayer or construction worker or miner. But it does take
a psychic toll.”

Those in the “Mad Men” audience cheering for Don to fall off
the marriage wagon, or looking to him for guidance, give
Hamm pause. “The central conundrum is why people think this
is a good person to model their lives after,” he said, citing one
area of exception: “Don, I feel, strives for excellence and doesn’t
settle for mediocrity, and demands that of people who work for
him.”

“I think that’s beginning to be a lost art in our current culture
of ‘140 characters and that’s good enough.’ The fact there are
people who still strive for excellence ... is inspiring. That is the
one good thing about Don; not that he looks good in a suit, not
that he can drink, not that he (expletive) a lot of women.” With
the journey nearing conclusion for Draper and his fellow travel-
ers, Weiner is faced with the task of wrapping up the ambitious
drama that put him in the front ranks of TV producers. There are
13 episodes planned for its last season, he said.

“I have an idea for what it feels like for the show to end, and I
think I know how it ends, and I’ve known for a couple of years,”
Weiner said - cryptically, of course. Could Don, at last, find hap-
piness? Hamm tackles that question. “Well, that’s the hope. And
at some point it will be the journey of the series, finding that
happiness, or a balance.”That’s the audience’s challenge as well.
And Mr Weiner’s call. — AP

Japanese architect Sou Fujimoto poses for photographers with his Serpentine Gallery Pavilion structure at the
Serpentine Gallery in London yesterday. — AFP

Staff at Bristol Airport in southwest England have
appealed for help to find the owners of an antique
teddy bear left in the departure lounge last year with

a photograph dated 1918. The black-and-white picture
shows two young girls and what appears to be the bear.
On the back is a handwritten note to “our darling Daddie”
from “your loving little daughter and Sonia”. The note is
signed Dora-possibly one of the  girls-and Glyn, who staff
believe is the name of the bear. The teddy, which has lost
one eye, is currently being kept on the desk of the airport’s
spokeswoman, Jacqui Mills. After 14 months of inquiries
yielded no clues as to the bear’s owner, the airport is now
appealing for help from the public.”We have tried unsuc-
cessfully to locate his family, but drawn a blank. We would
love to reunite him with his family, can you help?” the air-
port said in a statement. — AFP

Continuing on the success of Attar
Al-Thameen - Silver Collection,
Rasasi Perfumes - one of the lead-

ing names in the regional retail land-
scape offering a wide range of fra-
grances - yesterday announced the
launch of Attar Al-Thameen Al-Bahy, a
new Oriental variant suited for all occa-
sions.

A high-end luxury Oriental addition
in its exclusive portfolio, the new Attar
Al-Thameen Al-Bahy represents the lux-
ury and Arab heritage in all its splendor
and magnificence, which is set to take
the perfume sector by storm with its
enticing appeal.

Every aspect of Attar Al Thameen Al-
Bahy - from its concept, notes to the
premium packaging - reflects the ulti-
mate in luxury. An alluring blend of
sophistication with prestige, the per-
fectly hand-crafted and exclusive Attar
Al-Thameen Al-Bahy Eau De Parfum
comes with an authentic aroma that
conveys warmth and sensual feelings
blended with traditional fragrances
which is sure to be a delight for perfume
lovers.

Attar Al-Thameen - Silver is one of

the most prestigious and successful
products from Rasasi, and the Al-Bahy
follows the customer acceptance and
tremendous success of the earlier-
launched premium Oriental range. 

“The new Attar Al-Thameen - is a
unique mystic oriental fragrance in a

hand crafted bottle, Al-Bahy offers the
perfect mix of magnetism, elegance and
adventure that leave an irresistible and
invigorating trial of passion and pleas-
ure. Offering a premium product for our
high-profile clientele, the new collection
is reflected in every aspect of our prod-
uct, be it the content or its contempo-
rary packaging! Targeting the sophisti-
cated matured people, the new collec-
tion provides a distinctive, spiritual fra-
grance and notes which help the fresh-
ness to be maintained for a long time,”
said Salim Kalsekar, Managing Director,
UAE & GCC region at Rasasi Perfumes.

Associated with nostalgic thoughts,
the new collection leads with top notes
of neroli, bergamot, coriander and Lily
of Valley, and cascades down with jas-
mine, rose essence, red fruits and honey,
and comes with bottom notes with
cashmeran, patchouly, amber, vanilla
and pure Indian oud.

Attar Al Thameen Al-Bahy comes in
30ml traditional styled hand decorated
bottles with an artistic floral sculpture.
The collection is available across all
Rasasi showrooms and selected dealers
from all over the Middle East.
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The big winners at the Council of
Fashion Designers of America awards
on Monday night were Proenza

Schouler for womenswear, Thom Browne
for menswear and Phillip Lim for acces-
sories, but the crowd seemed to have the
most love for Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Clinton received a standing ovation the
Lincoln Center ceremony before she pre-
sented the CFDA’s highest honor, its
Founder’s Award, to Oscar de la Renta,
whom she called “a dear friend.” She
recounted first meeting him as first lady in
1993 during a White House receiving line
for a Kennedy Center event.

De la Renta came up to her and said,
“that’s one of my dresses,” Clinton recalled.
She added, “He looked me up and down.”
That had the audience giggling. The
designer joined her on stage and said, “She
might not like me to say this, but I think
she’s going to be our next president.” That
launched into enthusiastic applause. There
was a running joke between Clinton and
the show’s host, Andy Cohen, about the
former secretary of state pitching a pilot to
Bravo called “Project Pantsuit.”

Cohen also riffed on the popular online
parodies called “Texts from Hillary.” One
showed Vera Wang asking Clinton, “How do
I change up my look?” Her response: “Same
thing I told ‘Chelle: bangs,” referring to
Michelle Obama’s hairdo that caused much
buzz earlier this year during President
Barack Obama’s inauguration. A bit of a
more serious political undertone came dur-
ing CFDA president Diane von
Furstenberg’s speech as she pledged to
pursue more manufacturing in the US.

The other honoree to get the country’s
top designers and their celebrity and mod-
el friends on their feet was Wang, who
received the CFDA lifetime achievement
award from her former boss Ralph Lauren.
“To all the women and men I have dressed,
thank you for your trust,” she said. The
annual award show draws a mix of Seventh
Avenue and Hollywood: Jessica Chastain

presented the international award to
Riccardo Tisci of Givenchy; a Thakoon-clad
Rose Byrne handed Lim his trophy;
“Downton Abbey’s” Dan Steven’s called out
Browne’s name; and Kerry Washington
gave the prize to Proenza’s Jack
McCollough and Lazaro Hernandez.
(Washington pulled off a diplomatic move,
wearing a yellow, square-neck gown by
Jason Wu, who wasn’t nominated this year
in the womenswear category, since she
didn’t know which designer name would
be inside her envelope.)

Hailee Steinfeld, wearing a two-piece,
crystal-covered Suno ensemble, and
Douglas Booth, stars of the upcoming film
“Romeo & Juliet,” announced the winners
of the Swarovski emerging talent awards,
including Erin Beatty and Max Osterweis of
Suno, Dao-Yi Chow and Maxwell Osborne
of Public School, and Pamela Love.

It has become a tradition for many
designers to bring as their dates actresses
and models who wear their clothes like the
paparazzi pros they are. This year, Calvin
Klein’s Francisco Costa brought Rooney
Mara, who wore a black, laser-cut dress;
Michael Kors came with Karolina Kurkova,
who wore a sparkly silver shorts set; and
Alexander Wang walked in with Erin
Wasson, who wore a geometric white
gown with sheer panels. Sofia Vergara
attended with jeweler Lorraine Schwartz.
Vergara had on a chunky emerald and dia-
mond necklace that complemented her
green Herve L Leroux gown. Linda
Evangelista, however, made her own grand
entrance. She chose a black strapless gown
by de la Renta. — AP

Designer Oscar de la Renta (right) speaks on stage next to former Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton during the 2013 CFDA Fashion Awards at Alice Tully Hall on
Monday, June 3, 2013 in New York. — AP photos 

Model Karolina Kurkova (from left), designer Michael Kors and
actress Cody Horn attend. 

Designer Vera Wang (left) is presented with an award by fellow designer Ralph
Lauren. 

Miranda Kerr Alessandra Ambrosio 
Pamela Love and Douglas Booth are seen onstage.

Designer Michelle Ochs (left), model Karlie Kloss (cen-
ter) and designer Carly Cushnie are seen. 

Model Candice Swanepoel (left) and designer Prabal
Gurung attend.

Actor Tobey Maguire and wife, designer Jennifer Meyer
attend.

Winner of the Media Award in Honor of Eugenia
Sheppard, Tim Blanks (left) poses with Linda
Evangelista.

(From left to right) Hailee Steinfeld, winner of the Swarovski Menswear Designer of the
Year, Dao-Yi Chow and Maxwell Osborne for Public School, Nadja Swarovski and Douglas
Boothattend the 2013 CFDA Fashion Awards.

Betsey Johnson and Lulu Johnson attend.
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